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ABSTRACT 

This studU sets out to explore adult learner strategies 
in foreign language learning. 

It takes its point of departure in theories about 
cognitive stUles and learning strategies, even though 
such theories have been developed mainlU on the basis of 
studies of learner performance in tasks whose contents 
are less skill-oriented than FLL. A particular both 
theoretical and methodological inspiration has been found 
in the approach of Pa5k and his associates. 

It is a major hUpothesis that a learner'5 choice of 5tra- 
tegU in an FLL task will depend not onlU an the nature of 
the task but also on individual learner preferences. 

The empirical basis of the 5tudU is a record of the 
activities of 33 adult subjects performing the task of 
learning a micro-language in an environment that allows 
them choice of approach. The number of subjects and the 
size of the task do not permit conclusions of statistical 
significance, but the task does lead to the establishment 
of differences in learning strategU, which the author 
calls Rules-based and Examples-based learning. The 
further exploration of these is bound to contribute to an 
elucidation of the FLL process. 

The author sees the most important perspectives Of the 
study in the development of teaching materials and in 
lesson design. The findings support suggestions as to 
far-reaching changes in the design of grammar presenta- 
tion material and pedagogic grammars, and in the use of 
text examples in teaching. They also support a revision 
of present practice with regard to principles for content 
syllabus organization, and to the selection of materials 
for certain types of language learning activity, e5pe- 
ciallU reinforcement activity. 

The 5Ugge5tion5 are made on the assumption that in 50 far 
as learners can be seen to varW in preferred learning 
strategy, their learning cannot but be furthered bW 
teaching designs that allow them to indulge their 
preference. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

It has long been a source of puzzlement that although 
language learning theory and language teaching 

methodology are in a constant'state of development, or 

one might say Flux, the application of a new learning 

theory, the invention of a new method, the composition of 

new types of teaching material, never seem to produce the, 

expected improvement in the average rate or quality of 
Foreign language learning in the classroom. The 

invariable rule seems to be that some learners do well 

and others do not. 

A particular group of interest to MUS81F is adult 
learners in higher education. Such learners have proven 
intellectual ability, yet very often they have failed to 

learn foreign languages SUCCeS5FUlly, as shown by the 

number of foreign students in British universities who 

are in need of 'remedial' English courses. Why is it that 

50 many learners fail to learn languages successfully, 

and when it comes to 'remedial' courses, how can the 

materials and teaching methodology be designed to 

eliminate the-- possibility of a repetition of this 

failure? 

Controversy over teaching methods'led in-the 1960's to 

ambitious experimental classroom studies attempting to 

assess the efficacy of different teaching methodologies 
(e. g. The Pennsylvania Project, see Smith, 1970). 

Apparently warned off by the disappointingly inconclusive 

results of such studies, researchers have since focussed 

on other aspects of foreign language teaching, primarily 

syllabus design (especially the Council of Europe 

research, e. g. Wilkins, 1972,1976), and on the learner, 

particularly in interlanguage research. 

At the time, no attempt was made to investigate the 

reasons for the failure of the methodologW studies. More 

recent advances in the 5tudW of learners as individuals 

suggest an explanation. These large-scale projects failed 

I 
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to take the individual into account. If, as now seems 
indisputable, it is not only motivational and attitudinal 
factors which influence the qualitU of an individual's 

learning, but also cognitive and affective factors, then 

it is unavoidable that any one teaching method applied to 

a aroun of learners will prove suitable for some and not 
for others. Naiman et al. show that in second language 

learning, a positive attitude, while being necessary, is 

"not the only factor in success, and in fact can in no 

wag be construed as a sufficient condition. "C1978: S7) 

Motivation is needed for any learning achievement, but 

Naiman et al. emphasize cognitive and personality factors 

as well. 

Despite increased knowledge of some influences on 
individual success, especiallW motivational and 
attitudi'nal factors, it remains difficult to assess the 

effect of teaching methodologW on learners, and there is 

still a wide gap between our knowledge of learning 

processes and our abilitu to relate them to teaching 

materials. 

Some recent approaches to foreign language teaching 

appear to focus on the-individual and his needs. Syllabus 

research and the development of English for Specific 

Purposes (ESP) Cand offspring such as English for 

Academic Purposes (EAP)), are the standard bearers of 
this apparent individual focus. The aim is to formulate 

syllabuses in terms of discourse-oriented skills and 
linguistic elements, and to narrow the area of learning 

to Just those skills and items needed by particular 
learners. Of couse this is a concession to the individual 

in terms of his needs. gut these are tgrminal. needs. The 

idea is to find out what the learner wishes to use the 

language for and reduce his learning task by selecting 
for instruction only those items and skills he will need. 
MunbW (1978) claims that this can be done very precisely, 

but the application is limited to those learners who have 

a specific purpose, many learners do not. Moreover, the 

learner as individual is only considered in that the 
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content of learning is limited to the strictly relevant. 

What of the learning needs, the cognitive, affective and 
other needs oF-the learner during the learning process? 
Learning needs are increasinglU being taken into 
consideration in the development of new methods and 
materials, but this change is restricted to two areas. 

FirstlW, although the classroom situation appears 
inimical to the fulfilment of individual requirements in 
regard to teaching materials and methodologies,. in 

certain areas at least the problem has been acknowledged 
and an attempt is made, - if not to adapt to the 
individual, at least to adapt the individual to the 
environment. I am thinking of the areas Of motivation and 
attitude, where integrative motivation and a Positive 
attitude to the foreign language culture have been shown 
to be generallU advantageous to learning. -The need for 
motivating learners is recognized, and activities and 
textual content -are chosen with the aim of creating 
motivation and interest, and engendering a positive 
attitude. 

Secondly, with regard to the use of language, increased 
knowledge of discourse, OF the dynamics OF communication 
OF meaning, and OF the role of error in learning, i. e. 
interlanguage research and especially the Focus on 
communication strategies, have led to an adaptation of 
methods and content in order to improve discourse skills 
and enable the learner to overcome some OF the problems 
inherent in using an interlanguage (see e. g. -BrumFit & 
Johnson, 1979). While this kind OF adaptation does 
reflect learning 

- needs, it does not necessarily take 
individual personal differences into account. 

There is evidence, from extensive research into cognitive 
stUles so-called, that individuals differ in the waW thew 

approach learning. These differences are difficult to 
classifW as clearlW affective or cognitive in nature, but 
appear to encompass elements of both tupes of 
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Functioning, -ýand 'have' been'termed 
tWpe5 Of 5tW18'differenCe 5eeM to be 
tWpes of personalitW, others to be a 
with regard'to cognitive functioning 
that differences between individuals 

personological. Some 

intrinsic'to certain 

matter oF preFerence 
What is certain is 

eXist. ' 

Little of the research in''this area appears directly 

relevant or applicable to the situation with which I am 
concerned, - i. e. foreign'ý'ýlanguage teaching. There is, 
however, a 'small body of research -into learning 

strategies and styles which reflects the* experimental 
anarchy of the classroom situation, and'is not in the 

controlled laboratory experimental tradition. The results 
of this research-show that learners differ -considerably 
in the waW' they learn-, and that incompatibility of 
teaching method 'or materials with learner -'5tYlB 
significantly hinders learning. The tasks investigated 
have not 'been language learning tasks, hence it remains 
to be seen whether style differences of 'this kind also 
appear with foreign language learning tasks. 

It seems to me that if'individual style and strategy 
differences are valid also -in language learning, this 

concept of individual differences and preferences in 

cognitive functioning could provide another' explanation 
of the failure Of some learners. Despite sufficient 
motivation and a positive attitude, learners subjected to 

an inconge-nial 'methodology would probably have great 
difficulty in learning. This would lead to a 105S OF 
motivation, and hence further failure, and 50 on. 
Alternatively, learners taught by congenial methods-would 
gain in motivation as a result of ease of learning and 

subsequent Success. This is a hypothetical argument, but 

if the premiss is valid, it' suggests that' individual 

learning style may be of-central importance to success. 
One consequence would be that if all learners are to be 

afforded equal opportunity OF Success, language teaching 

materials and methods would have to be designed to allow 
for individual style preferences. - 
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The first step in testing this argument is to discover 
whether learners do exhibit individual learning 

. 5tUle 
differences when learning a foreign language, and how any 
such differences are manifested. A learner's activity 
when using language teaching materials appears to be 
taken for granted. That learners learn, check, practise 
and so on, is accepted at face value, and the sequencing 
and amount of these activities tends to be dictated by 
the teacher, or the text book. I believe that individual 
differences may be revealed by observation of what 
learners actually do, when given a learning aim and free 

rein to use linguistic material as they wish. 

Such an independent-learning task could perhaps give Some 
indication of whether significantlU different learning 
approaches are chosen, bW learners despite comparable 
educational backgrounds, and what these might be. 
SecondlU, such a task could also provide a preliminarU 
description of learner activities, whether and how theU 
varU for learners using different approaches, and 
possiblu what tUpes, sequences and quantities of 
activities appear, to lead, to successful learning for 
learners with different approaches. 

Any attempt to answer these questions requires a very 
detailed analysis OF individual learning activities. This 
is the task I have set myself in the Following. I shall 
describe and analUse in great detail a Foreign language 
learning task undertaken by 33 adults. The scope OF this 
research is not such as to warrant Firm conclusions or to 
produce statistical significance. Nor is that my aim. My 
aim is, by a method so far (to my knowledge) untried in 
the area OF Foreign lanýuage learning research, to seek 
to discover individual strategies in the use OF 
linguistic material For learning. 

Such an in-depth analUsis will provide indications of 
possible tendencies rather than indisputable certainties. 
It will, however, also provide a basis for more informed 
hUpotheses in further research into learner differences. 
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CHAPTER 2:, B CKOROUND - CONCEPTS AND-RESEARMTECHNIQUES 

E. 1 Cognitive Stules 

2.1.1 DeFinition 

The Field of research referred to as cognitive or 
learning stules and strategies, SUFFer5 From 
terminological and definitional problems. There appears 
however to be a consensus as to the definition of 
cognitive stUle as 

"individual variation in modes of perceiving, 
remembering and thinking, or as distinctive waWs 
of apprehending, storing, transferring and 
utilizing information. " CKogan, 1971: 2LH) 

Styles are distingui5hed sharply from abilities (Kogan, 
1971: 244; Messick, 1976: 7) as they relate not to the 
level of skill, or the'content of cognition, but to the 

manner of operation, where the focus is on Droces5'rather 
than result. 

Thus, cognitive styles refer to consistent individual 
preferences or habits in the way of organizing and 
processing information, and further, 

. 
"They are characteristic modes of operation 
which, although not necessarily completely 
independent of content, tend to function across a 
variety of content areas. " (Messick, 1970: 190) 

Other terms which are variouslU used in this verW general 
manner are learning stUles, cognitive control principles, 
cognitive strategies, and modes OF information 

processing. I shall however continue to follow Kogan's 
definition and use the term cognitive stUle, which he 

explains further in a footnote: 

"The use of this term is quite general and 
encompasses all individual variation in cognitive 
functioning that does not fit the conventional 
categories of abilities. " (Kogan, 1971: 2113, Foot- 
note) 

Styles are generally described as dimensions with two 

poles, and researchers by no means agree as to the number 
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and qualities of styles so far identified. Messick (1976) 

surveW5 19 Style dimensions, but Kogan suggests 
(1971: 245,290) that some distinctions may be a result of 
varying experimental designs. Other researchers agree 
that there may be more labels than actual categories 
(McDonough, 1981: 130; Boekaert5,1979: 158). 

2.1.2 Cognitive Stules and Languace Learnina 
The style variation most extensively researched so far is 
the dimension of field denendence(FO) VS. field 
indenendence. (FI), initially proposed by Witkin-in 1951f. 
The experimental measures used to distinguish these 

require the subject to dissociate an item from an 
embedding context, e. g. the time taken to locate a simple 
figure within a larger complex one (Embedded Figures 
Test). Subjects able to do this with ease are labelled 
field independent, and those who have difficulty in 

separating an item from the general perceptual field are 
labelled field dependent. Witkin showed later (1965, 
1967) that the analytic nature oF- field independent 

perception, and the less FOCU5sed approach of field- 
dependent individuals was applicable over a wider range 
of intelligent activity. A new dimension was posited'With 
the status of a personality characteristic, alobal (or 
diffuse) perceivers and analuti_Q Cor articulated) 
perceivers. 

It has been shown that FD/FI perception co-varies with 
the personality dimension of empathy, field dependent 
subjects being more sensitive to the feelings of others 
and more influenced by thp group, while FI subjects are 
more individualistic and less aware of others (Messick, 
1976). 

The FD/FI dimension might be expected to be especially 
significant in the present context. In particular, the 
tendency of FI persons to analyze an inherently organized 
perceptual field and to impose structure on one that 
lacks organization, would seem highly relevant to foreign 
language learning, especially perhaps in informal or 
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immersion settings. 

However, experimental results are far from consistent, 
let alone conclusive. Naiman et al. C1978: 67) in a, studW 

of eighth, tenth and twelfth grade students learning 

French, as a second language in Toronto high schools, 
found that field, independence was the onlW one among 
several cognitive stWle factors tested which , was 
significantlW correlated with success, and then onlW in 
the highest gradeý Genesee and HamaWan C1980),, in a studw 
of six and seven-Wear-olds learning French bW immersion, 
found that FI was a predictor OF success in some aspects 
of learning. Brown claims that in pilot studies of FD/FI 

carried out for-the Michigan Good Language Learner studw, 
"field dependence correlated quite highlW with a test Of 
language proFiciencW in the case of adult English 
learners in the United States. "ClSBO: 92) These were 
learners -acquiring the language in an informal setting. 
Also, -Guioraýet al. (1972) claim that high empathW Cwhich 

relates to FD) is related to some aspects of successful 
language learning. 

To reconcile these findings, Brown SUggeSt5 that in 

informal settings empathW is important, and therefore, one 

would expect an FD stUle to be a predictor of Success, 

whereas in a formal learning situation analUtical skill 

would be more neCe5sarU, thus FI would be a more- useful 

stule. This- does not however explain all the findings. 

What does become clear from the findings -15 that 

cognitive stWle research in foreign language learning is 

both difficult and complexi and that manU factors in the 

learning situation need to be taken into account before 

anU firm claiM5 can be made* 

In the Canadian studW, Naiman et al. used standard stWle 

measures to assess their subjects along three dimensions 

of cognitive stWle: 1) Field dependence - field 

independence 2) Broad - Narrow Categorizing 3) 

Interference Proneness. Also Brown (1973) suggests that 

12road - narrow catecoriZ_ina (or categorW width), which is 
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the tendency to be inclusive or exclusive when evaluating 
items and developing classes, could be, relevant to 
Foreign language learning. One might expect a broad 

categorizer to have a tendency to overgeneralization, ' 

whereas a narrow categorizer might'Fail to see analogies. 
However, in the Canadian study no correlation was found 

between perFormance on Pettigrew's Category Width Scale 

and either achievement or error types. Other dimensions 

suggested by Brown as intuitively relevant to foreign 
language learning are reflectivity - impulsivity, 
levelling - sharpening, and belieF congruence 
contradiction. 

ReElectivitu - imr)ulsivitu 
, 

is -tested by the U58 Of 
Kagan's Matching Familiar Figures test (Kagan et al. 
1964), and shows a difference whereby some individuals 

respond with a quick guess at an answer to a problem 
(impulsive), whereas others consider many possibilities 
before making a more calculated decision (reflective). 

Kagan (1965) showed. that reflective children make -Tewer 
errors in reading, whereas impulsive ones maW be faster 

readers. Almost no research has been done on this stWle 
in foreign language learning, however, though Doron 

(1973) did show that reflective adult foreign language 

students were 'also slower, more accurate readers than 
their impulsive counterparts. As McDonough suggests, ' one 
could imagine that reflective learners, who are liable to 

be more anxious -about the qualitW of, their performance 

and capable of more sustained attention, might do better 

in formal environments,, and impulsive learners, who are 
"more willing to sacrifice accuracU for speed of 

response" CMcDonough, 1981: 183), might be better equipped 
to participate in conversation and therefore more suited 

to informal learning environments. - 

Levelling - sharpening CBartlett 1932, Brown-1973), also 

called skeletonizing - embroidering, is the onlU stUle 

referring exclusively to recall and storage in memorU. 

With reference, for example, to recall of narrative 
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(Brown 1972), the leveller cuts out particulars but 
retains the general facts which subsume the details. The 

sharpener, on the other hand, extrapolates beyond the 

stimuli given, adding material in order to retain 
original details which might otherwise be forgotten, 

possibly as a kind oF mnemonic technique. 

As an explanation of the storage phenomenon, McNeill 
(1965) suggests that it is the memory not the perception 
which is affected. The perceptual representation consists 
of a linguistic label and a visual image which provides 
detail C'corrects, the label). In time the correction 
tends either to get lost -> levelling, or is magnified to 
produce exaggeration -> sharpening. Again there is no 
specific foreign language learning research with regard 
to this style, though it would seem relevant in fact to 
any kind of formal learning, particularly where memory 
for text is concerned (e. g. comprehension tasks and 
tests). 

Brown's fourth suggested dimension, belief congruence - 
contradiction, which reflects the strength of the 
individual's need for iInternal consistencU within his 
belief 5WSteM, has not, again, been investigated in 
regard to foreign language learning. However, two other 
dimensions, i. e. Cin)tolerance of ambiguitU, and 
authoritarianism vs. dogmatism, normallU categorized as 
personalitU traits, appear to reflect similar 
d15tinction5. Naiman et al. suggest that; 

"those students who have a high intolerance of 
ambiguity may have great difficulty in coping 
with the amount of ambiguity present in the 
second language classroom, and therefore may drop 
the subject as soon as possible. " (1978: 67) 

This represents an attempt to explain their findings that 
tolerance of ambiguitU was a significant predictor of 
success in their grade 6 students, and also that grade 10 
and 12 students were significantlU more tolerant of 
ambiguitU than grade 8 students. 
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Apart from field independence and tolerance of ambiguitW, 
the Naiman group found no other personalitU and cognitive 

stUle factors (among those tested) which were significant 
For language learning success. TheW do however express 

misgivings about the construct validitU of some of the 

measures used, particularlU for measuring per5onalitU 
(Naiman et al., 1978: SS/6). 

P. -1.3 
Per5r) ctive5 

This brief review of the cognitive stUle research 
directlU related to Foreign language learning reveals 
little. The method used is generallU to applU a standard 
stule measure to a group of learners, and to correlate 
this with results on one or more language tests. Apart 
from the fact that the quantitU of research done so far 
in relation to foreign language learning is minimal, 
experimental measures and language tests varW so much as 
to be hardlU comparable, and construct validitU (at least 

outside FD/FI research) is, as Naiman et al. point out, 
often open to question. 

However, as far as I am-concerned, a larger problem with 
this kind of research is that it, focusses on cognitive 
style correlation with language proficiency achievement, 
without investigating learning activiti! 15. It does not 
consider learner preferences as to type, quantity and 
sequencing of learning/teaching materials and activities. 
Thus it can at most hint at potential differences in the 
learning process. For example, it is possible that 
impulsive individuals may prefer to scan a lot of input 

material, reflective individuals being happier with a 
limited amount of input. Similarly, individuals highly 

tolerant of ambiguity may be more suited to a task where 
they themselves select and order the materials to use; 
and field dependent individuals might require more 

socio-cultural information, or require a step-by-step 
input of grammatical rules. None of these speculations 
have been or can be tested by the type of research 

reviewed above. 
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Another feature revealed bW this review, is that while 
the label 'cognitive stUlel is generallU accepted, it maW 
be a misnomer, in that cognitive 5tWle and personalitW 
are not distinct and separable. ManW of the so-called 

cognitive stWle dimensions represent not onlU cognitive 
Cintellectual) functioning, but also affective character- 
istics Ce. g. belief congruence/contradiction). Messick 

writes C1976: 5) 

"They Ccognitive styles) are conceptualized as 
stable attitudes, nreferenceg, or habitual 
strategies... " Cmjj parentheses and underlining), 

and Brown (1980: 90) warns that 

"It is difficult to argue that cognitive style is 
strictly a cognitive matter. It really mediates 
between emotion and cognition ..... A person's 
Cognitive style is determined by the way he 
internalizes his total environment, and since 
that internalization process is not strictly 
cognitive, we find that physical, affective, and 
cognitive domains merge in cognitive style. " 

It would seem, then, that cognitive style can be consi- 
dered as one aspect of personality, such that cognition 
and affect could be placed at opposite poles of a 
continuum representing personality. It is then the' deci- 

sion of the individual researcher as to where on the 
continuum he places the boundary between what he refers 
to as cognitive style, and that area of investigation 
into affect traditionally referred to as personality. 

I. 
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2.2 Experimental Design and Learning Strateoie5 

2.2.1 Exr3erimental Desian 

We have, seen that research in the field of cognitive 

stWle omits investigation of the activities, of the 
learner during the learning process. NeatlW structured 

experiments, with independent variables such as person- 
ological or situational features correlated with the 
dependent variable of performance, are used to investi- 

gate the relation between stWle and achievement. If, 

however, an investigation of activities during the 
learning process is -intended, the neatness of this design 
is disturbed. We cannot assume that these activities are 
determined exclusivelU bW cognitive/learning stUle; hence 
the strategu adopted bU the learner for the completion of 
the task is a variable in itself. In other words learning 

strategW intervenes between the independent variables and 
the dependent variable of performance., 

Biggs C1981f) presents a research model for academic 
learning performance, in which he suggests_a class of 
intervening variables: performance factors which are 
neither outcomes Cdependent variables) nor person- 
ological/situational features which can be controlled in 
the experimental design Cindependent variables). Learner 
strategies, together with the learner's perception of his 
task, constitute these intervening variables. To Biggs, 
strategW is "a keW concept in explicating relationships 
between person, situation, and performance. " (Biggs, 
1984: 112) It is preciselW this relationship which is 
relevant to mW investigatýon of how learners go about the 
process of foreign language learning. 

The poverty of the usual experimental design for 
investigating learning/teaching, was recognised by 
Cronbach, who instigated the so-called aptitude-treatment 
interaction CATI) research. The object of ATI research is 

to investigate the interaction between two classes of 
independent variables and their combined effect on 

performance, to discover whether different instructional 
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treatments produce differential success for learners with 
different levels of abilitu or previous knowledge (see 

e. g. Messick, 1976: part 7; Cronbach, 1975). Thus, ATI 

techniques provide a means of measuring some of the 

complex relationships between independent variables. 
Cronbach and Snow C1977) suggest that such research also 

provides a means of assigning pupils to suitable 
instructional methods. 

While representing "an aknowledgement of the complex 
interactions -at work in a learning/teaching situation, 
ATI research still fails to recognize the effects of 
individual learner strategies on outcomes., Thus, while 
the-assignment of pupils to-instructional treatments is 

possible an the basis of this type of research, it is not 
necessarily sufficient. It is almost certain that the 

choice OF instructional treatment would be better 
informed, if based on knowledge 'of individual strategy 

preferences. 

There is, however, a body of research into learning 

strategies (also called cognitive strategies), Biggs' 
'intervening' variables, and it' would seem to be a 
potentially rewarding area for me to explore, especially 
in terms of research designs and techniques. 

2.2.2 
-Learning Strateau Tunes 

The definition of strategy presents a problem, in that 
the term is used to refer to activities at several levels 

of generality. It is used for both high and low level 

heuristics, ranging Frqm a level of generality 

approximating to a style-or habit, with implications of a 

possibly unalterable personality trait, down to micro- 

strategies which are totally dependent an context and 

content of learning. Me5Sick defines them thus: 

".. decision-making regularities in information 
processing. es. -Cognitive strategies are 
selected, organized, and controlled in part as a 
function of larger-scale, more general cognitive 
stUles and abilitW patterns, but theW are also 
determined in part as a function of task 
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requirements,, problem content, and situational 
constraints; hence in comparison to stUles,, thew 
are likelU to be more amenable to change through 
training under varied conditions of learning. " 
(1976: 6) 

To clarify the term 'strategy', Biggs sets up a useful 
distinction by measuring types of strategy in terms of 
their 'distance' from the task, their 'generality', and 
their 'teachabilitW' Cthe most distant and general 
strategies being the least teachable). -In thi5'wag he 

arrives at three strategy types: 

1) Macrogtrateaie5; which refer to the general'waW in 
which a student orders and relates data. When faced with a 
particular task, and which also determine the selection 
of more specific task related strategies. 
It would seem that macrostrategies in this definition 
refer to something akin to cognitive stUle, but with the 
research emphasis on the process of learning, similar 
perhaps to Pask's - definition of comprehension and 
operation learners (see below, 2.3.1, p. 24). 

2) M-esostrateaie5 
,: which are less general and refer to 

study strategies, cf. Marton and SKJO's "surface-level" 
and "deep-level" processing strategies in academic 
reading C1976a, 1976b - see below, 2.2.3). 
Biggs himself distinguishes three mesostrategies: 
reproducing, meaning, and organizing. Reproducing and 
meaning correspond generally to Marton and Saljt5'5 
surface and deep-level strategies. These strategies 
appear often to be selected by students in accordance 
with the construction they put upon their role in the 
learning situation, e. g. reproductive learning may be 
adopted by the student if his aim is only to pass in a 
course which holds little intrinsic interest for him. 

3) Microstratecieg; which are closely tied to the nature 

of the task and- are only directly transferable across 

tasks of the same kind. 
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Biggs' distinction of-levels of generality is designed 
for the description of academic performance and cannot 
necessarily be applied outside this area. We can see, for 

example, that Bruner's focussing and scanning strategies 
in problem-solving (Bruner et al., 1956) would seem to 
fit either the definition of task-specific micro- 
strategies, or the more general macrostrategies, 
depending on one's definition OF task. In my own 
analysis, which Focus5es on an educational context, I 
have found it useful- to apply Biggs' 
typification. And the definition of task he implies when, 
by way of exemplification, he mentions essaw-writing on 
historical topics Ci. e. a definition., in terms of 
content), would seem to. be compatible with the type OF 
task set in my investigation. 

Further, my concern is with-strategies at the visible' 
end of the spectrum, i. e. empirically verifiable 

strategies with regard to the general organization and 

selection of input material, and the general uses of the 

selected material; rather than with such detailed 

strategies of acquisition, retention and retrieval as can 

only be revealed (and then only tentatively) by carefully 
designed psychological tests. 

2.2.3 
--Strateau Studies o"elevance to Foreian'Lancuaae 

Learnina 
Bearing in mind my concern with 'Visible' strategies, 
there are several studies which are relevant, to my 
interest, even though none of them is strictly FCCU55ed 

on foreign language learping. 

Marton and SRlj8, mentioned above, in a series of 

experiments in Gothenburg with Swedish students, studied 

strategies for processing information in academic 

reading, using prose passages taken from academic 

text-books. TheW found qualitative differences in the 

learning process which theW label deen and surface-level 

Droce5sina. In their description, surface-level process- 

ing implies a FOCU5 of attention on the-text itself, 
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forcing the reader into a rote-learning strategy; 
deep-level processing implies a Focus an the communi- 
cative content of the text, whereby the reader has of 

necessity, to comprehend what the-'author wants to say. 
These studies rely both on student responses to 

questions related to the content of what they have read, 

and on introspective reports an their approach to 
learning and remembering. 

These studies showed that qualitative differences in 

outcome were related to qualitative differences in the 

Imesostrategies' (Biggs' terminology) adopted by the 

individual. Also that students adopted a learning 

approach in accordance with their expectations of what 

would be required of them. However, students who used 

5urface-level processing were not able to adopt a real 
deep-level strategW even- where 'manipulation of 

expectations should -have led them to do so, while 

spontaneous users of -deep-level 'processing did change 

strategy when manipulated to expect' questions -based on 

surface-level processing. In later studies at Gothenburg 

(Fransson, 1977) and Lancaster (Entwistle et al., 1979), 

a sub-division of the two categories was found necessary, 
into active and passive surface and deep-level 

Processing, depending on the student's "degree of 
activity, attention, and involvement" CEntwistle; 
1981: 77). 

In addition, Svensson (1977) compared the results of the 

experimental studies and the same students' overall 
approach to studUing apd found a link between the 

experimental results and deep and surface approaches to 

studUing-in general. This would suggest that selection of 
these mesostrategies is dependent on a more general 

macro5trategW or stUle. 

It- maW be noted that the deep-level/surface-level 

distinction seems to owe much to Ausubel's distinction 

between meaninaFul , and rote-loarni . AU5ubel does not 

regard his distinction as repre5enting a stUle 
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difference, but as available alternative learning 

strategies with differential qualitative outcomes. 
Meaningful learning he defines as new ideas being related 
"in a nonarbitrarW and substantive (nonverbatim) fashion 
to what the learner alreadW, knows" CAu5ubel, 1968: 38), 

and he stresses that the conditions for meaningful 
learning are that the task is potentiallu meaningful 
(i. e. not, for example, paired-associate learning), that 
the learner has relevant prior knowledge, and that he 

adopts a meaningful learning set, because 

the learner's intention is to memorize 'it 
arbitrarilU and verbatim Ca5 a series of 
arbitrarilU related words), both the learning 
process and the learning outcome must be rate or 
meaningleS5. " (AU5ubel, 1968: 38) 

The Gothenburg results would seem to bear out Ausubel's 
distinction, and at least partlu support his claim as to 

the relation between processing strategW and learning 

set. TheW maW also support his attacks an educational 
tradition for encouraging rote-learning. However, the-'--- 
data are ambiguous between the interpretation that 
learners have been conditioned towards 5urface-level 
Processing, and that strategW choice depends on inherent 
individual preference. 

The focus of the Gothenburg research is on the content 
and context of learning, not on individual character- 
istics of the learner, and it is concerned with 
qualitative relationships between processes and Outcomes. 
The method combines a sUstematic experimental design with 
intuitive analUsis of, student introspections in 

interviews; and the aim in the initial experiments was to 

allow explanatorU- concepts to emerge from the data, 

whereas in the later ones it was to test the validitW of 
these concepts. 

Although open to criticisms, of subjectivitU ' and 
impressionism, the open-ended method seems valuable in 

the initial Stages of an investigation of as Wet unknown 

strategies and differences. 
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Further research into factors affecting approach to 

studying has been carried out both in Gothenburg and 
Lancaster (see Entwistle 1981). In Lancaster-, question- 
naire surveys instead of interviews were used on larger 

samples of students from various study areas. The results 
support Marton's Findings as to relation between level of 
understanding and approach to learning, but factor 

analysis led to a refinement of the concept of deep-level 

processing into three rather than the two Cactive & 

passive) types: One which relied on facts and previous 
knowledge, a second which was concerned with personal 
meaning, and a third and most successful type, which was 
a combination of the two. At a later stage in the 
Lancaster research an inventory was developed to describe 
different forms of motivation and study strategy, 
incorporating in addition to refinements of Marton's 

work, aspects of both Biggs' and Pask's work (see below, 
2.3) in the areas of learning strategies and styles. 

The Lancaster project has been focussed more on general 
orientations to studying and on motivation, than on more 
detailed aspects of strategies and processes, though 
cognitive style Factors have been included. It seems, 
therefore, that the relevance of these studies to the 
present study is restricted to the interest of the 
methods used by the Marton group, and the distinction 
between deep and surface-level processing strategies in 
academic learning. 

As far as foreign langupge learning CFLL) is concerned, 
none OF these studies has investigated strategies in this 

specific area of academic performance. One of the 

problems with regard to FLL is in the status of language 

as a tool. The fact that language is skill, rather than 

'knowledge' in the academic sense, presents a stumbling- 
block when it comes to transferring the insights Of the 

studies reviewed above. However 'academic' or 
intellectual the context of FLL, it is arguable that it 
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is different in kind from the type of learning envisaged 
in these 5tudies. Hence, concepts such as deep and 
surface-level processing, while useful as a guide, are 
too general for the purpose of investigating strategies 
in FLL. 

The major difficultu is the well-known one: Uou maW be 

able to set out the morphological sWstem, to explain the 

5Wntactic niceties, and to expound on the semantic and 
lexical complexities of a language - and Wet be unable to 

communicate effectivelW in it. In FLL some aspects of 
learning Csuch as lexis or morphologW) would seem to be 
better served bW some degree of rote memorization or 
subconscious acquisition through exposure, than bW 
deep-level processing. The studies reviewed focus on the 

relationship between intellectual processing and outcome, 
and ignore skill-related activities of the tWpe essential 
to FLL. There is in FLL no proven link between 
'deep-level' understanding Cusually a desired outcome of 
learning) and communicative success. 

Hence, I have to conclude - without denying the possible 
beneficial effects of these insights - that it is 

necessary to investigate strategies in FLL specifically, 
before it is possible to determine whether the type of 
approach and strategy distinction discussed above is 

relevant to this rather different type of learning. 

I 
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2.3 Pask's Research 

There is one body of research which I have found 

particularly useful in my search for a technique for 

investigating strategies in FLL. This is the research 

into learning styles and strategies undertaken by Gordon 

Pa5k and his associates. There are several features of 

his studies which are of relevance. Firstly, his findings 

have important implications for the design of learning/ 

teaching materials; secondly, the tasks, involved are in a 

realistic educational setting 'using adult learners; 

thirdly, the experiments are closely controlled, despite 

the educational setting; and finally, the FOCU5 is on the 

activity OF the subjects. while 
-learning, 

and on 

sexteriorizing' mental activity 50 that it is observable. 

Hence, the research fulfils many OF the conditions I 

regard as important for my own investigation. I shall 

discuss parts of this research in some detail, as I have 

adopted central ideas from it in the design of my 

learning task. 

In a series of experiments using controlled techniques as 

well as free-learning,. Pask shows distinct differences in 

learning strategies between individuals, he finds'two 

major types of learner, whom he labels hol15ts and 

serialists. He also shows that learners using teaching 

materials matched to their, learning strategies are very 

much more SUCCe55fUl than mismatched learners. 

Pask uses computer-controlled machines extensivelu in his 

later research, - but in his first series of educational 

experiments these are Aot so important. It is with the 

earlier experiments and their findings that I shall be 

concerned below. 

2.3.1 Pask's Findina5 
The strategic difference mentioned above was first found 

in a relation learning task Crelation5 between sets of 
keys and sets of lights) CPask and Scott, 1971), but was 
found in the experiment described below C2.3.2) and in 
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later investigations to be equally relevant to 

intellectual tasks. The findings described below, the 

learner strategies and the results of matching/ 

mismatching learner type and learning material, resulted 

from a taxonomy learning task. Similar results Were 

obtained in later experiments using the learning of 

Systems as the subject matter. 

The two major strategies are described as follows: 

"Serialists 
, 

learn, remember and recapitulate a 
body of information in terms of string-like 
cognitive structures where items are related by 
simple data links: formally, by 'low order 
relations'. Since serialists habitually 
assimilate lengthy sequences of data, they are 
intolerant of irrelevant information unless, as 
individuals, they are equipped with an unusually 
large memory capacity. lJolists, on the other 
hand, learn, remember and recapitulate as a 
whole: formally, in terms of 'high order 
relations'. " (Pask & Scott, 1972: 218 - my under- 
lining) 

Two sub-types of holist are also''described, irredundant 

and redundant holists. The irredundant holist's image of 
a system of information contains only relevant and 

essential elements, while the redundant holi5t 

incorporates logically irrelevant or overspecific 
material. This material is important however, as 
redundant holists use it to access and manipulate what 
they have learned. 

Based on the strategy categorization, programmed learning 

materials were produced for each type oF learner. 

Matching or mismatching dF learning material and learner 

type produced startling results on a test of learning 

achievement, as shown below Cnext page): 

S 
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Gandlemuller task(biological taxonomy learning) 
Subject Task II test Student Programme 

no. (max. score 30) type type 
3 29 SS 
8 28 SS 

10 30 SS 
is 29 ss 
----------------------------------------- 

19S H' 

'7 SH 
9SH 

12 9SH 
----------------------------------------- 

s 30 HH 
7 30 HH 
3 30 HH 

13 30 HH 
----------------------------------------- 

2 21 HS 
11 is H5 
14 is HS 
is 20 HS 
(Adapted from Pask and Scott, 1972: 236) 

Although the number of subjects is very small, the clear 
differences in learning outcome in the two conditions 
strongly implicate learning strategy as an important 
factor to be considered in the design of teaching 

materials. The results also show that the type of 

material suitable for learners with different strategies 
is predictable. 

From these data, we can also see a difference in the 

ability of holists and serialists to cope with teaching 

material designed for the other"tUpe of learner. It seems 

that serialists find it almost impossible to use holist 

material, whereas holiSt5 can to some extent adapt 

themselves to the use of 6erialist material. Altogether 

the findings emphasise the importance of matching learner 

and material correctly. 

Of course this research provides no evidence that the 

same strategiesý, would be used in foreign language 

learning. However, on the basis of extensive further 

studies using various tUpes oF task and content in 

realistic educational settings, Pask argues that the 
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5erialist/holi5t strategies are, manifestations of 

underlying differences in the wag people think and learn. 

He admits that the strategies revealed in the early 

experiments are artificially exaggerated as a result of 

the stringency of the techniques used. In a -more 

'relaxed, environment learners are predisposed to act 

'like holists', which he calls comprehension learning, 'or 

'like serialists', called oueration learning, -, with some 

learners, whom he calls versatile, being able to switch 

strategy according to subject matter. These tendencies, 

he suggests, are- more appropriately called learning 

styles. If this is the case then they may be general 

enough to apply to language learning. 

It is worth noting that, unlike most previouslU mentioned 

clas5ification5 Crote' V5. cmeaningful' learning, 

$surface-level' vs. 'deep-level' processing), Pask's 

terms implU no negative value judgement on either tUpe of 
learner. This is particularlU important for language 

learning, where manW specialists are convinced that some 
degree of 'rote' learning is-unavoidable. 

He describes the two types of learners thus: 

$I 
., comprehension learners readily pick up an 

overall picture of the subject matter, For 
example redundancies in a taxonomic scheme or 
relations between distinguished classes, and 
recognise clearly where information can be 
obtained ..... LeFt to their own devices, operation lCarnerg 
pick up rules, methods and details, but are often 
unaware of how or why they fit together, " (Pa5k, 
1976b: 133 - my underlining) 

Comprehension learners, then, have effective description 

building operations, while operation learners have 

effective procedure building operations, both of which 

are in fact nece5sarg for the understanding of a topic. 

Pask emphasizes that this stUle distinction refers to a 
degree of preference; and students who show a bias 

consistent enough to be considered as comprehension or 

operation learners will also have tUpical problems in 
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their learning, or patholocieM as Pask calls them. - These 

two tUpes of problems he dubs globetrotting and 
improvidence. 

Globetrotting 
' 

is a comprehension learner pathology, where 
the learner tends to make vacuous analogies or 

misunderstand valid ones, jumping to conclusions without 
bothering with the details. Operation learners on the 

other hand display improvidence by failure to use valid 
analogies and common principles; thew are caught up in 

the details and cannot see the wood for the trees. 

While it is not possible to generalize Pask'5 suggested 

styles and strategies, to FLL without investigation,, the 

results obtained from matching/mismatching learner and 
learning material strikingly underline the necessity Of 

discovering whether foreign language learners do show 

strategy differences and preferences. The possibility 
that comprehension/operation learning Styles (and the 

concomitant use of holist/seriali5t macrostrategies)-are 

generally applicable,, also means that in any 
investigation of foreign language learning strategies 
this type of difference between learners may arise 'and 

must be borne in mind. 

2.3.2 Pask's ExDerimental Techniaues 

Pa5k'5 aim is to produce "evidence about how students 
learn realistic bodies of subject matter over appreciable 
intervals. "(Pa5k, 1976a: 13) This feature of realism is 

one aspect of these experiments which distinguishes them 

from much of the research into learning strategies and 

styles, and makes them interesting andý relevant to my 

investigation. 

The experimental techniques used are based on Pa5k's 

conver5ational theoru, whose starting point is that 

".. the fundamental unit for investigating complex 
human learning is a conversation involving 
communication between two participants in the 
learning process, who commonly occupy the roles 
of learner and teacher. " CFask, 1976a: 12) 
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Conversational theorW applies a sUstems approach to 

complex learning which involves formalization of the 

description of the bodW-oF material to be learned, and of 
the behaviour of the participants in the 'conversation' 

Cnote that one of these participants maW be a machine or 

a set of teaching material as the 'teacher'). 

One of the features of the technique is verW precise 

definition of such concepts as for example under5tandina,. 

As under5tandina is Pa5k's criterion for learning (having 

learned), it is necessary to explain this Concept 

further. EssentiallU, this special notion means that the 

learner MU5t be able to Cre)produce a 'map' (which Pa5k 

calls an entailment structure) of the area of knowledge 

he has learned, where relations between all items Of 

information are clearlW shown, (such as derivations, 

inclusive concepts, etc. ), and he must demonstrate that 

he Can Use his knowledge. I 

To ensure understanding, Pask developed a 'teachback' 
technique, using either a human interviewer or a machine, 
in which the learner reconstructs-his knowledge for his 

conversational partner. -The theory predicts that 

retention of complex material over a period of time 
depends on this cognitive reconstruction process, and 
this is supported by the findings, which show that an 
teffective' teachback condition leads to better long-term 

retention than an 'ineffective' condition. 

DESIGN: 'In the earliest experiment with intellectual 
learning, the experimental design involved 1) a free- 

learning task by means' of which learners could be 

assigned a strategy type. This 'was followed by 2) a 

programmed-learning task of the same kind, where the same 
learners were assigned to matched and mismatched teaching 

conditions. 

CONDITIONS FOR SUBJECT MATTER 
choice of learning matter 
requirements: firstlW, that 

CHOICE: Pask made his 

dependent on several 
learning should- occupW a 
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period of time sufficient to be experimentally tractable, 
to be realistic, and to let the student "externalize a 
sensible stretch of mental activity" (Pask and Scott, 
1972: 227). The learning took between a half and one hour 
for each task. Secondly, the task should be such that 
different kinds of strategy could be equally well 
employed, and that there should be no bias in the 

material towards a particular strategy. And thirdly, the 

material to be learned should be equally unfamiliar to 

all students. 

These criteria provide a means of controlling independent 

variables of background knowledge and content type which 
might otherwise bias results, and they ensure that the 
task has face validity as 'a 'real' learning task. 
Investigation showed that taxonomy learning or system 
learning Fulfilled the lack of bias condition, and for 
the first experiments two imaginary taxonomies of Martian 

animals, Clobbits and Gandlemuller5, were created to 

ensure control of background knowledge. 

THE TASKS: 1) The free-learning (Clobbit) task was based 
on a universe of information written on five sets of 
cards laid out in columns on a table. Each set contained 
different types of pictorial and textual information, 
clearly labelled so that subjects would know what kind of 
data was to be found on the reverse of-each card. Before 
the task, the subject was told what he was to learn. He 

was then free, within the time limit, to "interrogate"ang 
number of cards by turning them over. All turnings were 
noted by the experimenter. For each 'question' or series 
of questions asked of the'cards, the student was required 
to give a reason for asking the question concerned, and 
the reasons wereý taped. For this task half an hour was 
allowed, not'including the time taken for giving reasons. 
The task was followed by a simple factual test, and a 
teachback session. 

Thus the data collected consisted of a list of card 
turnings and associated reasons, plus the test result and 
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the recording of the teachback session. Close analusis of 
these data showed the strategu differences predicted bW 
the, relation learning task Csee above 2.3.1, p. 21). 

In the data from this experiment, differences were found 
in the types of information Ccards) preferred and the 

manner of using sets of cards; in the reasons given; and 
in the organization and content of teachback. For 

example, holists could be discriminated From serialists 
by their use of multiple predicate hypotheses both in 
their reasons and in teachback data. The scares on the 
test showed no bias towards more successful outcomes for 

one or other type of learner. 

2) The second task used the same subjects learning the 
Gandlemuller taxonomy. After a period of ten days the 

subjects were given a retention test for the Clobbit 
taxonomy Cto measure the effectiveness of the two 
teachback conditions), then they were assigned under 
matched or mismatched conditions to programmed learning 

of the Gandlemuller taxonomy. 

It is the test results from this second part of the 

experiment that showed the importance of matching 
materials to learners. 

This experiment was followed bW similar ta5k5 using 

sWstems learning instead of taxonomw learning which 

produced similar results. This shows that at least for 

these two tUpes of content, students use the same tWpes 

of strategies. 

2.3.3 Conclusion 
I have given onlW a verW general idea of the design and 
results of these experiments, and of the theorW behind 

them. I have also restricted mW account to those aspects 

of them which I consider relevant to my own 
investigation. It seems to me that a major contribution 
of this research is in showing that in realistic complex 
learning tasks, individuals do use different learning 
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strategies, and that teaching materials, if they are to 
be effective, need to be designed to accommodate these 

strategies. The implication is, of course, that any 
search for 'ideal' learning materials or methods is 

meaningless until some attempt is made to combine it with 
an answer to the question 'ideal for whom? ' 

lp 
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2.4 Technigues in Foreign Language Learning Strateau 
Research 

Apart from Pask's distinctive task design, Most learning 

strategy research has relied on psychometric methods, 

with correlation of results on different measures, often 

using factor analysis. The major alternative has been the 

use of questionnaires or interviews, sometimes 
accompanied by self-reports by learners as they proceed 
through a task Ce. g. Hosenfeld, 1976). 

In the small body OF FLL strategy and style research, the 

test correlation method, including teachers' rating5 of 

pupils, Ce. g. Genesee & Hamayan, 1980), and the use OF 
interviews have been preferred Ce. g. Hosenfeld, 1976), 

somet times in conjunction Ce. g. Naiman at al, 1978). In 

the Toronto project, classroom observation was also tried 
but Proved unfruitful as far as learning strategies are 
concerned Maiman at al., 1978: 99). 

In general, interview techniques appear to have provided 
the most information, though retrospective reports by 
students as to strategies and preferences are of course 
indirect. Simultaneous introspection, as advocated by 
HosenFeld, gives greater insight into the learning 
prcce5s and the microstrategies emplcWed by individuals 
when engaged in particular activities or exercise types. 
But it cannot provide information about macro or 
mesostrategies, about the wag a learner organizes data 

and learning activities. At the present stage, however, 

where research is still exploratory, interview 
techniques, albeit producing subjective and possibly 
impressionistic results, can be useful in the formulation 

of hypotheses as to Strategies, or in extending/reducing 
and modifying already suggested lists of strategies. 

In part one of their research project, the Adult 

Interview StudW, Naiman et al. use interviews with a 

group of 3q experienced adult language learners, with the 

aim of confirming or disproving the successful language 
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learning strategies suggested by Stern and Rubin. CStern, 
1S75; Rubin, 1975). Stern and Rubin compiled their 
inventories an the basis of the informal observations and 
suggestions made over the years by teachers, 

anthropologists, missionaries and linguists, in addition 
to their own observation and also theoretical 

considerations. The authors both regard their inventories 

as speculative, and as attempts to systematize with a 
view to research in the area of foreign language 
learning strategies. 

Naiman et al. employ Stern's speculative list Of 10 

strategies, which are distinguished into two types, 

"strategies, i. e., general, more or less 
deliberate approaches, and more specific 
technigueg, i. e. observable forms Of language 
Yearning behaviour" Maiman et al., 1978: 2). 

This list, which is influenced by Rubin's list of 7 

strategies (see Appendix 2A, Vol. 2, p. 1, for Rubin's and 
Stern's strategy lists), includes strategies not only at 
different levels of generality, but also some items which 
refer to personality traits Cstrategy 3, App. 2A), and, 
apparently, cognitive style CstrategW 1, App. 2A). 

Naiman et al. 's overall pUrP05es are to 5tudU: 

9$1) the strategies and techniques the learner 
consciously develops and employs" 

and 
PIP) 

certain learner characteristics, in 
particular personality and cognitive style 
factors, which are likely to influence the use of 
strategies and techniques and thereby, 
indirectly, learning outcome. "(1978: lf) 

The first part of their study (the Adult Interview Study) 

FOCU55es on the first purpose, with the additional 

purpose of testing the suitability of interviews as a 

method in strategy research. Their verdict on their 

interview method, which included reporting in retrospect 
in combination with predicting on the basis Of a 
hypothetical language learning situation, is guardedly 
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positive: the methodologU was 

"productive to a certain extent. But it left the 
inyestigators conscious of the fact that many 
a5Peci5 of the learning process were probably 
missed by this particular approach. " (Naiman et 

al., 1978: 99) 

They claim nevertheless to have generally confirmed the 

"kinds of strategies" suggested by Rubin and Stern For 

successful learning, though these were reorganized and 

concentrated into five major strategies; and they were 

also able to distinguish a large number of techniques 

(53) used by good language learners. Although the five 

major strategies were common to all, of the techniques 

only 6 were employed by 10 or more of the 3Li learners, 

and the investigators emphasize the complexity and 

individuality of each learning situation. 

The five major strategies are: 
1. Active task approach Ce. g. seeking out learning 

opportunities, practising) 
2. Realization of language as a system (e. g. Use Of 
Ll System, analyzing L2 system) 
3. Realization of language as a means of 
communication (e. g. initially emphasizing fluency 

over accuracy) 
4. Management of affective demands Ce. g. forcing 
themselves to be outgoing) 
S. Monitoring of L2 performance (e. g. explicit 
testing of L2 hypotheses, asking for correction) 

These strategies can be characterized as elements in a 

composite 'good learner' learning approach, which 
includes attitudinal, affective and cognitive features. 

The question remains as to how this approach is realised 
in a concrete task. Within the approach it is possible 
that even good language learners make use of different 

macrostrategies (with regard to selection and organiz- 

ation of data), and that different macrC5trategies lead 

to different use of meso and microstrategies. It would 

also be of interest to determine what it is that less 

successful learners do in contrast to the activities of 
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SUCCe55FUl learners. 

Naiman, et al. 's own recognition of the limitations of the 

interview method echoes my own feeling that some means of 

observatign Of strategies in operation is also needed. If 

evidence as 4-o actual individual preferences in 

selection, organization and use of language material is 

to be obtained, interviews eliciting retrospective or 
hypothetical learning strategy information are not 

sufficient. 

2.5 The Use cF Pasks Technigue in FLL Strateau Research 

The subject matter in Pask's ta5kS is mostly taxonomy and 

system learning, which i's very different from language 

learning. Therefore, whether the particular strategies 

and styles found by Pask are relevant to foreign language 

learning is still an open question. The techniques he 

Uses for investigating strategies, however, are Most 

certainly of interest in the context of FLL strategy 

research. 

Nevertheless, it must be admitted that it would be 

extremelU difficult to follow closely the techniques of 

conversational theory in FLL research. Firstly, the 

requirement that the domain OF knowledge should be 

describable in terms of an entailment structure (i. e. a 
'map' showing all concepts involved and their inter- 

relationships - see p. 26) is probably impossible to 

fulfil, given the condition that the learning task should 
be of a' realistic 'lesson' size. Grammar is of course 

systematic, but a reasonably comprehensible and 

motivating chunk of language for one lesson would almost 

certainly include structures from different parts of the 

grammatical system. Vocabulary would also present a 

problem, in that not only is the form arbitrary, but it 

is unlikely that all the vocabulary could be connected in 

a non-arbitrary way into a systematic description OF the 

area. 
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A second reservation is with regard to the 

'understanding' criterion (see p. 26). As mentioned 
before, the skill aspect Of language learning does not 

nece5sarilg relU on conscious knowledge of the language. 

In order to show understanding bU means of teachback, as 
defined bW Pask, the student must be able to reconstruct 
his knowledge. With language, would that involve having a 

conversation in the language or about the language? And 

would proof of the abilitU to do either or both of these 

things constitute proof of 'understanding'? 

Despite these reservations about conversational 
techniques, - I feel that the design of the free-learning 

CClobbit) experiment offers possibilities in studying 
learning strategies in FLL. It offers the prospect of a 

-ask which is realistic in compass, with the learning t 
potential, for providing the student with a variety of 

types of information to select from and use as he Wishes 

Cmacro/mesostrategies). And the requirement that the 

learner interrogate cards and give reasons for his 

questions and choices, allows for a certain 

%exteriorizing' of the mental processes without provoking 

too much disturbance of the learning process. 

With an FLL task it will not, of course, be possible to 
duplicate Pask's method in all respects. In particular 
the condition Csee 2.3.2, p. 26f) that the task content 

should be unbias5ed as to strategy, is clearly irrel- 

evant: since part of the aim is to find out whether FLL 

!a biassed towards specific strategies. On the other hand 

the task should obviously be designed so as, to allow 
different learning strategies, in order to enable us to 

distinguish both learner Arategw preferences and 

possibly their differential successfulness. 

Another problematic condition is that of 'equal 
background knowledge'. If a natural language were used, 
it would need to be equally exotic for all participants. 
This raises the problem of how, within a reasonable 
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'lesson' period, sufficient vocabulary and sufficiently 

complex structure can be learned, to allow learners the 

possibility of using meaningful learning. A task 

conducive to pure rote-learning at a very simple level 

would not provide a good testing-ground for different 

types of macro5trategy. The use of an exotic language 

would probably present too great a memorization burden to 

be a realistic test of anything but ju5t what it was, a 
beginners'lesson in an exotic language. 

The alternative is to invent, as Pask does. The invention 

of languages for research purposes is not a new idea, as 
the studies referred to bW the collective title Of 
Miniature Artificial Language (MAL) research te5tifW. ' 

MAL techniques have generally been used to study Ll 

acquisition of rules, but McLaughlin (1980) argues their 

usefulness in studying L2 learning, especially inductive 
learning, -whether in natural or formal settings. MAL 

research uses what can best be called codes: symbols 
ordered in strings according to 'grammatical' rules, with 
the available symbol set not usually exceeding 10 items. 
The technique usually consists of presentation of 
grammatical and non-grammatical strings to subjects, for 

discrimination, memorization or analysis. For example, 
subjects may be asked to discover the underlying rules, 
or they may be merely exposed to examples and 
subsequently tested on their ability to recognize 
grammatical strings. Test results are then subjected to 

statistical analysis. 

Such methods have proved useful particularly in the 

investigation of inductive learning, where alternatives 
to t-rý-- `hypothesis testing' have been put forward, for 

example 'implicit learning' CReber, 1967,1976; Reber & 

Lewis, 1977), and 'analogic learning' (Brooks, 1974; 

Reber & Allen, 1978). There has also been some evidence 

of different styles in inductive learning, where some 
learners use implicit or analogic learning, while others 

per5i5t in analyzing the material (hypothesis making and 
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testing) CBrocks, 1978). 

There-are nevertheless great differences, between the tWPe 

research, in oF investigation that I propose, and MAL 

terms oF both aims and task tUpe. 

The use of completely context Free, and semantically and 
functionally 

, meaningless artificial languages is 

acceptable in investigation of the internal and 

unconscious workings of the mind of a language learner. 

It is seldom that realistic tasks can reveal anything of 
the workings of the, 'black box'. 

If, however, one is interested in the educational 
situation, and in'- the relationship between learner 

activity and teaching material, the use oF highly 

controlled laboratory learning tasks which have no face 

validity, is inappropriate. MAL research- aims at 
controlling all, distracting variables in order to 
discover exactly how a rule system is apprehended. My aim 
is to find out learner heuristics for coping with 
learning under where the content retains 
the rich texture, variety and complexity intrinsic to 

natural language. 

Moreover, ý while MAL research tends to concentrate on 
inductive learning of ,a non-analytic kind, I am 
interested in the learners' strategies in dealing with 

material which is known to be rule-governed, and where 
deductive learning is equallU possible. - 

Though the arguments above lead me--to reject the Use of a 

conventional MAL tWpe language and MAL methods in mW 

investigation, the use, in a free-learning task like 

Pask's, of a miniature artificial language which is 

natural-language-like, '' would make it possible both to 

ensure equal background knowledge, and to avoid the 

51MplicitU and memorization problems inherent'in the use 

of an exotic natural language. 
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In summaru, I believe that, if the teachback session is 

omitted and the strict requirements of conversational 
theory dispensed with, a free-learning task similar to 

Pask'5, with an invented language as the subject matter, 

provides a useful means of investigating the actual 
behaviour of learners in the process of learning a 
foreign language. 

2.6 Conclusion 

In the field of foreign language research, attention has 

in recent years been focussed increasingly on the 

learner. Various strands of research have exerted their 

influence on this development. 

The introduction of concepts such as linterlanguage' 

(Selinker, 1972), 'idiosUncratic dialect' (Corder, 1972), 

and 'approximative system' Memser, 1971), and the linked 

development of the concept of communication strategies 
(Varadi, 1973), now a major research area, put the ball 

squarely into the learner's court. 

The move from a Focus an sentence structure to concern 

with discourse, inFluenced bW language philosophW, 

anthropologW and the ethnomethodolOgiSt5, led to 

increased interest in the communication process, and 
hence in the participants in the communication. 

Despite this heightened interest in the learner and the 

fervent activity in all areas of applied linguistics, 

research into strategies of learning and individual 
differences has been limited, hindered no doubt by the 

familiar difficulty of observing cognitive rather than 

behavioural processes. Individual differences in attitude 

and motivation have been extensively studied, (first by 

Gardner and Lambert (1959)), and the theoretical model Of 

cognitive functioning created by Krashen (1978) to ex- 

plain acquisition and performance in formal and informal 
learningýcontexts, has been the subject of much argument. 
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Research into intellectual strategies used by learners in 

the learning situation is however still in its inFancW, 

with little systematic observation and investigation to 

its credit. 

Such research as there is can be roughly divided into two 

groups. The research designed to discover the strategic 

secrets of the good language learner (e. g. Naiman et al., 
1978), and the research whose aim is to identify 

individual cognitive and personality differences of 

consequence to FLL, where one could also suggest that the 

good language learner is the target (e. g. Brown, 

1973,1980; Tucker, HamaWan, Genesee, 1976; Genesee & 

Hamayan, 1980). 

Uariations 
investigat 
exercises 
approaches 
she called 
1974). 

and hybrids do occur, 
ion of children's stra 

C1976), and Hatch's 
by children acquiring 
"data gatherers" or 

for example Hosenfeld's 

tegies in using classroom 

observation of different 

a foreign language, whom 
"rule formers" (Hatch, 

What is still lacking is an attempt at systematic 
observation of strategies in action, with the aim of 
discovering whether consistent individual differences in 

macro and microstrategies emerge. 

Such an attempt requires a suitably controlled method to 

enable learners to be compared. Simultaneous intro- 

spection methods, such as Hosenfeld's interview method, 

are useful for exteriorizing the mental activity involved 

at micro5trategy level. They do not, however, allow for a 

reasonable period of undisturbed learning, which would be 

necessary in order to identify individual macro5trategy 
differences. Naiman et al. 's interview methods provide 

retrospective and hypothetical information, but no actual 

observation of activity. Correlation of test data 

provides a basis for hypothesizing about individual 

differences in strategy, but again no evidence of what 

strategies actually occur. 
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Moving outside the area of foreign language learning and 

teaching, we Find that both Marton and Saljd (1976), and 

Pask and Scott (1972) have devised alternatives to 

interviews, questionnaires and standard tests, though 

Marton and Sgljb do also make use of interviews. Both use 

students as their subjects, and their techniques are 

aimed at letting strategies emerge from the data rather 

than presupposing certain types of strategy. The 

techniques also control the subject matter to be learned 

so that learners are comparable. Of particular importance 

in these studies is that the tasks devised are 

educationally realistic in terms of length and content, 

in contrast to many of the psychological experiments 

designed to investigate learning strategies. 

Marton and Sa"ljb'5 tasks provide more information about 

outcomes, while it is the interviews which provide the 

detail Of strategies. Pa5k's free-learning task, on the 

other hand, enables the investigator to compare the 

subjective comments of the learner during the learning 

process (his reasons For turning cards), with an 
'objective' list of choices which the learner has made 
(the sequence OF information cards he has turned). This 

allows Closer monitoring of the learning Process, and, up 
to a point, provides a means OF exteriorizing the 

strategies used. 

My adoption and adaptation of Pask's free-learning task 
(the Clobbit task) results From the desire to observe, as 
Far as at all possible, strategies in action. Other 

considerations of educational Face validity also 5UPPOrt 
the use of a task with this type of content and scope, if 
the Findings are to have any practical application. The 
investigation described in the following chapters is the 

result of my attempt to apply Pa5k's task design to 
foreign language learning, in the hope of finding it a 

useful method for investigating individual differences in 
foreign language learning strategies. 
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CHAPTER 3: THE TASK - DEFINITION. DESIGN AN DESCRIPTION 

3.0 Definition and Overall flesicin 

The aim I set myself was to devise a task which was, on 
the one hand, compatible with the main trends in learning 

strategy research as outlined above; and which would, on 
the other, contribute to answering the question whether 
Foreign language learners use distinctive individual 

learning strategies, and also whether success in FLL 

correlates in any way with learner strategy. For reasons 

which will have emerged in Ch. 2., I chose to model my 
task design on Pa5k'S Free-learning (Clobbit) task. 

Obviously, such a method can only investigate limited 

aspects oF language learning. Firstly, we are dealing 

with written material and a written task, which excludes 
the productive and receptive oral aspects oF Foreign 

language learning. Secondly, the attempt to ensure that 

all subjects are in the same position with regard to 

direct background knowledge entails the use oF material 

at beginners' level, namely the level oF basic vocabulary 

and grammar learning. 

My original interest in FLL strategies was aroused by the 

difficulties OF 'remedial' students with the grammatical 

system, though problems of vocabulary selection, 

especially in Fields OF semantically related lexical 

items Ce. g. idea, opinion, thought, etc. ), were also 

prominent. Both types OF problem centre around the 

apprehension and Use Of systems and rules, grammatical 

and lexical. 

What is of most interest cognitively speaking, is the 

learner's construction and use of systematic internal 

representations of the language. Pask's task design 

provides the possibility OF observing learners' 

approaches to tackling this problem. The strategies used 
by learners for internalizing vocabulary at beginners' 
level are possibly specific to vocabulary learning, and 
may be 'biassed' towards rote-learning. Whereas, even at 
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beginners' level, in a grammatical task of sufficient 

complexity, the strategies adopted are more likely to be 

representative of more general approaches to system 
learning, and therefore more generalizable to higher 

levels of both grammar and vocabulary learning. 

For this reason, the task is designed to focus on 

grammar. The design I have chosen exempts the learner 

From much of the cognitive burden of vocabularW learning, 

and instead requires him to learn a more complex 

grammatical sWstem. 

I have followed Pask'5 use of invented subject matter, in 

this case an invented languge, in order to control 
background knowledge. The concrete form of his task as an 

array of cards has been adopted, together with the 

general procedure of learners interrogating cards and 

giving their reasons for interrogations. 

MW task differs from Fa5k's, however, in that although 
there is a post-test, there is no teachback session, for 

as argued above (p. 34), this procedure is of dubious 

relevance to foreign language learning. In other words 
the outcome measured in my task is not Fask's stringently 
defined intellectual achievement of 'understanding', but 

the acquisition of skill. Also, as the subject matter is 

not controlled for potential strategic bias (see p. 311), 

and as my aim is both to discover individual strategic 
differences and whether some strategies are more 

successful than others (the factor of strategic bias), 

the post-test, unlike Pask's post-test, does serve the 

purpose of ranking the learners. 

In the following I describe and di5CU55: 3.1 The languame- 

used; 3.2 The card arrau and the t_UDes of__information 
presented; 3.3 The test 

,. 
The actual conduct of the task 

is reserved for later presentation. 

Appendices and Tables referred to in this chapter are 

prefaced bW the chapter number (3), and can be found in 

Uolume 2, pages 2 to 39. 
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3.1 The Language U5ed 

As argued in Chapter 2, there are cogent reasons for 

using neither an exotic natural language nor a Miniature 

Artificial Language CMAL as usually deFined) for this 

learning task. But in order to control, as Far as 

possible, the background knowledge of the learners, the 

language needs to be exotic for them. And, in order to 

allow for the possibility of meaningful learning and 

varying macro5trategies, it needs to be Fairly complex. 

To reconcile these requirements, I have followed Pask'5 

lead and used an invented language. This could be called 

a miniature artificial language, but it differs 

considerably from the usual MAL. The language used is 

called Novish, and is my adaptation and extension of a 

creation by Julian Dakin and Anthony Howatt at the 

Department of Linguistics, Edinburgh University. The 

language was created for the purpose of demonstrating 

programmed learning to Applied Linguistics students, and 

was presumably used instead of a natural language for 

reasons similar to mine (see Dakin, 1973 for description 

of program). 

Novish differs from other MAL's in that it is natural- 
language-like. It has a vocabulary of meaningful words, a 

grammar with word classes, sentence structures, and 
discourse-determined structural selection. It is also 

contextualized in and related to a cultural background. 

Secondly, compared to other MAL's it is large, with a 

vocabulary of 29 items. 

Several features of the language should be noted. 
Firstly, the 'exotic' nature of it lies in its grammar. 
This contains natural-language-like features which are 

not to be found in European languages, and some which are 

not to my knowledge found in any language. 

SecondlW, in order to minimize the vocabularw learning 

effort, extensive'loans' from Engli5h (16) and French (3) 
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make up the class of substantives, and the verbs and 

grammatical words are mostly formallW reminiscent of 
English words so as to allow mnemotechnic transfer. 

Thirdly, information is available to the learners about 

the 'historical' and 'cultural' origins of both the 

English and French influence on the language and the 

basic exotic syntactic distinction in the language. Thus 

the language 15 placed in a reali5tiC if imaginary 

context. That it is realistic, is attested to by one 

learner's comment after looking at a emap' of 'Nova 

Island' - "CIt) still doesn't tell me where it is. " 

Descrintion of Novish, 

LEX I S: 
19 nouns classified as gru or 5til 

3 verbs, all copula (- to be), but differing in 
collocation: - gru C+ living) 

- stil C- living) 
- mane C+/- living) 

1 deictic demonstrative subject particle: - 5ade 
I question particle: - ki 
2 number particles: - ta (dual) 

- ma (plural) 
2 response particles: - we (Wes) 

- nu (no) 
the latter Functions also as negative particle 
(- not) 

I phonetic suffix: na, to be added to any word 
except au_ preceding a word beginning with k- 
or g- (velar stops). This is the only 
morphological rule. 

SENTENCE STRUCTURES: 
I Basic Caffirmative) 

Subject + copula + noun C+ number particle) 
II Interrogative 

0-particle + basic structure 
III Negative 

Subject + copula + neg. particle + noun C+ number 
particle) 

IU Elliptic I Cresponsive) 
Copula C+ number particle) 

U Elliptic 2 Crespon5iVB) 
Copula + neg. particle + noun C+ number particle) 
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SELECTIONAL/DISTRIBUTIONAL RULES: 
The Following slots in sentence structure have only one 
possible exponent: 

Subject: sade, which Functions semantically as a 
(demonstrative) deictic, meaning "that/those which you 
see" 

QUe5tion particle LiL, which simply converts the 
aFFirmative (basic) structure into an interrogative one. 

Negation: nu, which corresponds to English not 

The other slots have from three to nineteen exponents: 
Copula: mane/aru/5til (the rules for their use are 

mainly discourse rules, see below) 
Number particle.: zeroCsingular)/Ia(dual)/Ma(plural) 

The choice is determined by the reference OF the 
preceding noun. 

Noun: any of the 19 nouns given in the picture and 
translation dictionaries. 

DISCOURSE RULES: 
Exemplification and testing contain three types Of 
utterances: I Assertive 

2 Elicitative 
3 Responsive 

Exponents of assertive , utterances can be either the basic 
CaFfirmative) or the negative sentence structure. 
Exponents of elicitative utterances can be onlW inter- 
rogative sentence structures. 
Responsive utterances are the most complicated. Theg varg 
in two dimensions: 

positive - negative - qualified Ccompound) 
long - short Celliptic) 

Exponents of lona positive responses are basic sentence 
structures, preceded by ue. 

Exponents of long negative responses are negative 
sentence structures, preceded by nu. 

Exponents of long cualified re5QQn5es are compound 
sentences, consisting of ue + an affirmative sentence 
structure +a negative sentence structure. 

Exponents of short positive resDonses are elliptic 
sentences type 1, preceded by ue. 

Exponents of short negative responses are elliptic 
sentences type 1, preceded by nu. 

Exponents of short aualified responses are compound 
sentences, consisting of ue + an elliptic sentence type 
1+ an elliptic sentence type 2. 

The final discourse rule concerns the use of verbs: 
mane is used in assertive and elicitative utterances, 

and in the second sentence of qualified (compound) 
responses (whether long or short). 

cru C+ living) & 5til C- living) are used in any response 
sentence, except the second sentence of a qualified 
response. 'Livingness, is determined by the noun 
class of the referent of the (understood) preceding 
subject and the following noun. 

(Choice of long/short response: no rule, it is optional. ) 
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Comment 
It was assumed, and proved to be the case, that the main 
difficulties were in the number system (singular, dual, 

plural), the choice of copula in responses Cwcrking cut 
"'he selectional rules related to the choice of ary or 
stil), and most of all in the discourse rules related to 
I the ýhe choice of negative or qualified responses, and 
form of these responses Clong/shcrt). 

For English speakers the concept OF more than one verb 

equating to to be can be difficult to grasp. The same 
would be +-rue for all the ncn-native speaker (NNS) 

subjects except the Spanish speaker to whom the concept 

would be familiar. (ser/estar - to be in Spanish). The 

selectional restrict -ion on cru and stil Creference to 

+living/ growing and -living/growing objects) would not 
be familiar to any of the subjects. With regard to the 

number system, the division into singular/dual/plural is 

unlikely to be a familiar grammatical concept to all but 

the most linguistically sophisticated English speakers, 
the same would apply to the NNS subjects, except the 
Hebrew speaker. One further point is that the use OF 

grammatical particles rather than morphological changes 

would not be Familiar to any of the subjects from their 

native languages. 

For those subjects who had learned or been exposed to 

exotic languages Ce. g. Malay), some of these concepts may 
have been familiar as such. Moreover, the general 
awareness of language obtained through exposure to a 

variety of languages of different types may have aided 
+, hem, even though the particular concept or structural 
feature in question was unfamiliar. In the circumstances 
it was not possible For me to control this aspect of 

general background knowledge. 

Nevertheless, from the subjects' commentaries, their card 
turning choices, and their errors on the test, it would 
seem that learning these exotic features, especially the 
di5course-related 5electional rules, did cause them most 
diFFiculty, and entailed considerable eFFOrt as expected. 
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3.2 The Card Arrau 

The subject's task is to learn Novi5h (or, as far as he 

is concerned, that part of the Novish language which is 

presented in the material he is given). 

Using Pask's card array presentation, I have presented 
the learner with six main types of material. Six sets of 

cards seemed sufficient to provide variety without 

confusing the learner, and also allowed me to give the 

learner the most common types of written data he would 

Usually have (or want) at his disposal in learning a 
language. 

The task is a visual one, both in presentation and in the 

test, although one minor rule is phonetic csomewhat 

analogous to the English 
' a/an difference). I felt that 

although oral data would usually be desired by learners, 

in a grammar learning task a multi-media environment 

would be unnecessary. Though, admittedly, several 
learners did express speculations about pronunciation. 

The six types of data in the card array are: picture and 
translation dictionaries; a grammar, with rules expressed 
in the traditional manner of pedagogical grammar: 
structure description plus rules for use, followed by 

examples; a notional grammar C5emantico-grammatical rules 
for the expression of certain meanings, called 'Semantic 
Information'); examples of Novish in two presentation 
Forms: as examples of a named structure, and as simple 

exercises for practice; and background information about 
'Ncvan' society and culture Ccalled 'General Contextual 

InFormation'). 

Below is a general description of the card sets, with 

examples. A list of all the cards can be seen in Appendix 
3A, (Vol. 2, p. 2f), and copies of the cards themselves are 
in Appendix 3BCVol. 2, pq-33). CAll Copies Of the cards are 
half-51ze reproductions. ) In the analysis chapters, the 

analysis of use of each card set is prefaced by a more 
detailed description and discussion Of the set if needed. 
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Descrir)tion of the Card Sets 

The task consists of an array of eightU-seven, 4 inch by 

6 inch white cards, on which the information necessary 
for learning the language is printed/drawn. These cards 

are grouped into 6 sets CA to F) labelled as Follows: 

A PICTURE DICTIONARY 19 cards 
B TRANSLATION DICTIONARY 29 cards 
C GENERAL CONTEXTUAL INFORMATION 7 cards 
D GRAMMAR 11 cards 
E SEMANTIC INFORMATION S cards 
F EXAMPLES OF NOUISH 16 cards in all, 8 examples 

cards and 8 exercise (practice) cards 

On the front of each card is a pictorial or written 
indication of the kind of informaton to be found on the 

reverse. 

The front, is labelled top left according to set, e. g. 
Picture Dictionary, Grammar, etc., and top right with the 

letter of the set to which it belongs, e. g. A, F, etc.. 

On the rever5 

as indicated 

number of the 

card number. 

number of the 

ExamDle 1ý 

there is pictorial 
on the Front, and 

card, e. g. F10, D2, 
ThereFore the su 

card until he looks 

and textual information 

on the top right is the 

etc., giving set and 
bject does not know the 

at the reverse. 

SWANTIC INMMIATTON 91 

THE gru / stll CLASSIFICATION OF NOUNS 

E 

All nouns in Novish are classified as either 
gru - 'growtne or atil - 'not growing! . 

Therefore all animals, birds, fish, and plants are 
gru, and all other nouns are stil. 

There are some exceptions, nouns which are assigned 
membership of the 9wrong' clasal and some nouns which 
change class according to their context of use, 
e. g. foodstuffs. 
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Below, each type of card is described and an example is 

given. 

SET A: PICTURE DICTIONARY: 19 CARDS CVol. 2 pp. 11-8) 

This set contains all nouns needed for the task. 

Front a drawn figure 

Reverse word in Novish 

ExamDle 
A6 

PICTURE DICTIONARY A: 

hus 
EI 

0 E3 
im 

SET B: TRANSLATION DICTIONARY: 29 CARDS CU01.2, pp. 9-14) 

This set contains all words and particles needed for the 

task. 

Front word in Novi5h 
Reverse meaning in English + grammatical description 

Example 
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SET C: GENERAL CONTEX-TUAL INFORMATION 
': 

7 CARDS 
This set presents geographical, historical, social and 
cultural background information relevant to Novish and 
Nova Island. CVol. 2, pp. 15-17) 
Front, description of information to be found on 

reverse, e. g. Map of Nova Island 
Reverse information in textual form, or map 
ExamDle 

C5 
The original tribRl system has been breAking down since the 

GEN'EPkT- CONTEXTTYU INFORMATION development of communications throughout the island, and 
the introduction of compulsory primary education has (Social, historical, sociolinguistic, i speeded up this procesm. There can now be said to be a 
single social system with very little difference between 
language groups. There to no class system, and status Is 
based on age rather than economic level. Despite the 
British influence it remains a matriarchal society, organizet 
In large extended family units, though the cohesiveness of 
these units has been diminishing In the Northern trading 
communities. 
The wife Find mother in the organizer and decision taker in 

SOCIAL ORGANIZATION the family grotip, the oldest woman of the household having 
the most respected voice. It Is the woman who chooses her 
husband, who Is then accepted into her household. While 
polyandry to still acceptable it is'unusual, especially In 
the Northern area among Novish speakers, this Is no doubt 
Another result of the Christian influence and the contact 
with Pritain. 

SET D: GRAMMAR 11 CARDS Wol. 2, pp. 18-22) 
These cards present the grammatical rules of Novish in 
non-technical English. 
Front designation of grammatical rule 
Reverse a heading giving the name of the rule, as on the 

front, Followed bW description and explanation 
of the rule + examples with English translation 

ExamDle 

GMWAR D: 

QUESTIONS 
B, 

In questions the Basic word order remains unchangedg but the 

Question Word (LiL) to added at the beginning of the sentence. 

RULES FOR WORD ORDERI 
Order 

Questions Question 
4 

Demonstrative 
+ 

Verb 
+ 

Noun 
+ . 

(Dual/plural) 
Word Pronoun Marker 

g. L: L sade mane jLue? *Is that a house? l 

K_i sade mane hus me? 'Are those houses? * 
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SET E:, SEMANTIC INFORMATION: 5 CARDS Wol. 2, pp. 23-25) 
This set gives general semantico-grammatical information 

on important areas of meaning, e. g. number, negation, 

etc.. 
Front designation of the semantic area 
Reverse information as to the meaning and expression of 

these concepts in Novish, in the form of text 

with some examples. 
Examole 

SEMANTIC INFOrd(ATION E 

The concept of number In Novish provides a three way 
division into, one (singular), two (dual) and more th, 4n 
two (plural). 

Number Is realised in the noun by the addition of a 
THE CONCEPT OF NUM13ER marker after the noun for dual Q_a) and plural (Ma). 

Where the noun Is deleted the marker to placed after 
the verb, otherwise there Is no change In the verb to 
Indicate number. 

There to minimal redundancy In this area of meaning, Ra 
number Is only indicated once, e. g. there is no agreement 
for number between noun and verb, and if actual numerals 
are used then the dual/plural marker is also omitted. 

SET F: EXAMPLES OF NOVISH: 16 CARDS (Vol. 2, pp. 2S-33) 
This set consists of two types of cards: 6 cards which 
present examples, and 8 cards paired with the first eight 

which give exercises in the same structures. All examples 

and questions have a related picture (labelled where 

relevant), and it is possible to learn all the vocabulary 

necessary for the task, both concrete nouns and gram- 

matical words, from this set of cards. In Appendix 3B, 

the cards are presented in these examples/eXerC15e 

(practice) pairs. 

Examples cards (Fea cards) Numbers F1-F8 
Front designation of the type of structure exemplified 

e. g. Question and Negative Answer 
Reverse several examples of the named structure with 

pictures to help 
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SET F: Practice Cards Up cards) Numbers FS-F16 
Front a heading to indicate the type of structure 

required Ce. g. negative, interrogative, short/ 
long answer), followed by several item5. Either 

a picture and associated gap filling exercise, 
or a picture with an associated question. 

Reverse 
Examnle 

SET F: ExamDles cards (Feg cards) Numbers Fl-F8 
Examnle 

the required answers 



Laucut 
The task required arrangement of the cards in such a 
fashion as to enable the subjects to work comfortably 
with them. Like Pask, I laid out the cards in columns on 
a table, so that subjects could see and use them easily. 
There is one difference, in that my dictionary sets are 
considerably larger that any of Pa5k'S sets. For the 
picture dictionary (19 cards - concrete nouns), it was 
necessary to lay out all the cards so that the pictures 
could be seen. Though the actual sequence in the columns 
was irrelevant, they are in fact arranged in alphabetical 
order of the Novish words on the reverse. In contrast, 
the translation dictionary (29 cards) was presented in a 
heap, with the cards in alphabetical order of the Novish 

words, the beginning of the alphabet uppermost. 

The pattern of the layout (the whole card array), and the 

sequence OF cards in each column is shown in Appendix 3C 

(Uol. 2, p. 34). The reasons for the sequential ordering of 

cards in the different columns are di5CU55ed in the 

analysis Of the relevant card set data'. 

Comment2 

One obvious OMiS5ion from this list of types of 
information is texts. As it was beyond me to invent a 
sufficiently large and complex language to provide the 
learner with texts in which structures to be learned were 
embedded, and as a text composed entirely of the present 
Novish structure and vocabulary would have been only 
marginally different from the examples given, I decided 
to dispense with this type of material. Examples given in 
the Examples card set are contextualized by a picture, 
and where relevant by a discourse StiMUlU5-respon5e pair. 
Although in prospect one might have supposed that 
learners preferring some type of discovery learning would 

wish to use texts for this purpose, discovery learning is 

apparent in the data, and it seems that the Examples set 
served this purpose adequately. 

Another departure from usually available learning 

material is that the dictionaries contain only the words 
to be learned Call the words oF Novish). So although thew 
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can be used for reference, both dictionaries can also be 

used in a manner akin to the use of word lists as often 

supplied with individual lessons in a text book. 

Noreover, the picture dictionary is hardly traditional 

adult learning material, but was necessary in order to 

enable the learners to work intensively with the Examples 

cards. The language uses deictic reference, and pictures 
are an integral part of the examples and exercises on 
these cards. 

The data is designed so that learners do not need to use 

all card sets. For example the Examples set Plus the 

translation dictionary cover all lexis and structures, as 
does the picture dictionary in conjunction with the 

grammar set. The subjects were informed of this. 

With regard to the Contextual Information set, it may 

seem rather eccentric to include information of this kind 

when we are dealing with an artificial language. 

Especially considering that, while some of the 

information is of direct relevance to the language, none 
is necessary to the completion of the task. NU reason for 

including this type of data is that many learners wish to 

apprehend a language in its cultural context. This would 

normally be part of a language learning experience, 
though information would often be presented in the target 
language, an impossibility in this case. 

Noreover, Pask shows that the strategy used by redundant 
holists involves the use of often irrelevant contextual 
information as a means of integrating and remembering new 
ideas. While in no way presupposing the emergence of 

serialist/holist type strategy differences in foreign 
language learning, I considered this an additional reason 
for making such contextual information available. 

The fact that these cards were used, although the 
learners had been informed that they were not essential, 
as one subject put5 it: it is information he would be 

interested in if it were a real language, again justifies 
this decision after the fact. 
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3.3 The-Test 

The test is made up of six 5ection5, each printed on a 

separate page in a booklet. Subjects answered the 

questions in one section before turning the page to the 

next, and were not allowed to go back to previous 

sections to correct their answers. The reason for this 

arrangement was that the prompts in later sections could 

possibly be used for completing items in earlier 

sections. 

Subjects were allowed whatever time they needed to 

complete the test. I did not wish to arouse anxiety by 

setting a time limit, and I felt that the page by page 
format, and the restriction on looking back would mean 
that the time taken would be limited by the nature of the 

test. Subjects were told that the test would not take 

them very long. The time taken varied from 11 to 23 

minutes, with the longest and shortest times taken by 

5ubjects whose score ranks them among the best third. 

There was no signiFicant difFerence between learners in 

the three rank groups in the mean or median time taken. 

The Form of the items in the first four sections is 

similar to the form in the exercises on the Examples 

cards: gap-Eilling/5entence writing based on a picture 
prompt, or question + picture where the testae writes a 
response. Section 5, presents pictures with accompanWing 
sentences which contain one deliberate error, the testae 
is to find the error and correct it. Section f5 is in 

multiple choice format, the testae checks the 

structurallU correct item. 

The test contains 25 items in all B5 E011OWS: 

(summarW an next pages) 

(The complete test is shown in Appendix 3D, Vol. 2, 

pp. 35-36)) 
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Summaru of Test Items 

Section 1 

4 items. Gap filling/5entence writing based on a 

picture prompt. Basic (affirmative) sentence 

structure. 

e. g. a) 

Sade ......................... 
Section 2 

It items. Picture + question prompt. Long 

responses: one positive, two negative, one 
qualified (compound). 

e. g. b) Ki sade mane pooni ta? 

.............................. 
Section 3 

'i items. Picture + question prompt. Short 

responses. One positive, one negative, two 

qualified (compound). 

e. g. a) Ki 5ade mane pokit? 

.............................. 
Section q 

3 items. Gap filling based on picture and partial 
sentence prompt. Questions and 5hort/long 
responses. 

e. g. a) f 

011, sade ........ gal? a. *. I off. *# 

Section 5 

5 items. Picture and sentence with one deliberate 

error as prompt. Testee to correct. Two verb 
choice errors, one number particle error, one 
omission of phonetic suffix, one response 
particle error in qualified response. 

e. g. a) 

Sade gru tre. 
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Section 6 
5 items. Multiple choice, testee to find the 

StKuc 
' 
ýurally correct alternative. 3 distraCtOr5 

for each item. D15tractors with incorrect word 

order, incorrect verb choice, incorrect ellipsis. 
Structures: question, basic(affirmative), long 

positive and qualified responses, short negative 

response. 

e. g. 8) Ye, 5ade mane keik. C 

Ye, mane sadena keik. C 

Ye, 5tilna keik. 

Ye, sade 5tilna keik. C 

Scorina the test 
Minor spelling and vt 
ignored in the scoring. 
this kind, and where 
te5tee, it was always a 

number of errors on the 

3cabulary errors with nouns were 

There were in fact few errors of 

several appeared with the same 

subject who also made a large 

grammar. 

As an initial scoring with one point per item (half 

points were allowed) did not discriminate sufficiently 
between the subjects, a rather complex scbring system was 

used, in which plus or minus points were given for all 

grammatical features in responses to items in sections 1 

to It. This resulted in a maximum score of 53 an the 25 

items. The ranking produced by the initial scoring was 

generally in agreement with the final ranking of subjects 
based on the detailed scoring system. CThe scoring scheme 
is shown in detail in Appendix 3E, Vol. 2, p. 39). 

In sections 1 to Lt the system Used was as follows: Points 

were awarded for correct use of the phonetic suffix and 

number particles, for correct verb choice in responses, 
for correct form of elliptic sentence type 1, for correct 

use of response and negative particles in qualified 

responses. Points were subtracted if the subject made 

errors on subject+verb in the basic structure, in the use 

of the question particle, or with response particles in 
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positive and negative responses. 

In seqtiqns 5 and 6 one point was awarded per item and a 

point was subtracted if two responses were given. 

The reasoning behind this tUpe of scoring was that 

certain structural features were so basic to the sUstem 

and so frequent, that to 5core them positivelU would 
increase both the possibilitW of errors in scoring and 
the work involved. Yet as I wished to test all features 

of the grammar, all grammatical features would have to be 

registered as correct or incorrect. This led to the use 

of a combination of negative and positive points. Initial 

analysis of the types of error produced was used in the 

formulation of the list of structures and grammatical 
features to be scored. 

3.11 Recar)itulation 

In this chapter I have described and discussed the task 

as OBJECT. The aim of the task and the restrictions on 
it, the language used, the design of the card sets and 
their presentation to the subjects (layout), and the 

final P05t-te5t have been described, and my reasons for 

the choices made have been given. In the next chapter, I 

shall move on to the task PROCESS, where the actual 
conduct of the task and the types of data produced will 
be explained. 
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CHAPTER 4: THE TASK - PROCESS AND PRODUCTS- 

4.0 Introduction 

In preparation for embarking on the analysiss it is 

necessary to describe how the data was obtained and what 
it consists of. The following topics are covered in this 

chapter: 
in q. 1 the sublect5 are described 
in 11.2 the task Drocedure is described and discussed 
in q. 3 a description is given of the tuDes of data 

obta ned. 

AppendiCe5 and table5 related to Chapter It (prefaced bW 

the chapter number) are to be found in Vol. 2, pp. 40-50. 

Lt. 1 The SubleCt5 

This task is not experimental but exploratory. I 

therefore did not consider it necessary to control the 

'sample' of subjects. Hence, the subjects do not in any 

way constitute a repre5entative sample of any particular 
social or educational group. 

The original 35 subjects were all students of Edinburgh 

UniversitU, who volunteered in response to advertisements 

on noticeboard5. These included volunteers from among 
fellow post-graduate students in the Linguistics 

Department. 

The notices asked for volunteers to take part in a 
learning experiment which would take about two hours 

(unpaid), and interested parties were asked to contact me 

at the Lingui5tic5 Department. This meant that the 

volunteers probably guessed that the learning had 

something to do with language, and also, presumably, that 

the subjects could all be regarded as motivated and 
interested learners. 
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In view of some of the literature on cognitive styles 

CparticularlW Hudson, 1966), 1 had hoped to be able to 

recruit similar numbers Of subjects from the four groups: 

Arts post-graduate5, Science po5t-graduate5, Arts and 

Science undergraduates, in order to see whether Arts/ 

Science learning differences might emerge. However, the 

difficulty of recruiting any post-graduate students at 

all, resulted in a very small Science po5t-grad. group (4 

students), and an Arts group extremely biassed in terms 

of educational background, as all were recruited from my 

own department, Linguistics. Therefore, any observations 

regarding such differences, especially between the post- 

graduate group5, are therefore extremely speculative. 

Of the original 3S subjeCt5 who did the task, two were 

excluded from the analysis of the data for not following 

in5trUCtion5. The total number Of S5 in the data analysis 
in therefore 33, distributed in the following manner: 

Art5 Science Total 

Table G) PG 9 Li 13 

UG 11 S 20 

Total 20 13 33 

Throughout the analysis the subjects are identified bW 

numbers in the following waW: 
S1 - 11 Arts Undergraduate 
S12 - 21 Science Undergraduate CS19 omitted) 
522 - 31 Arts Post-graduate CS23 omitted) 
S32 - 35 Science Post-graduate 

This numbering Facilitates identiFication oF individuals, 

and allows the possibilitU oF incidental observations 
regarding students with diFFerent subject preFerences and 
at difFerent academic levels, when reading tables and 
analWsing data. 

The profile of the subject5 given below is based on the 

information obtained from a brief interview with each 
subject (see 4.2(i) below). This information is 5ummar- 
ized in Table 4.1 (Uol. 2, p-qO), and given in detail in 
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Appendix IiA (Uol. 2, p. ql). 

All figures given in the following exclude the two 

subjects who were excluded From the data analusi5. 

The total number of subjects is therefore 33. 

Sex 
As sex was not a factor of interest 

attempt at all was made to contro 

of males and females in each of the 

follows: 
Table(ji) MFMF 

Science, PG 31 Arts PG 63 
UG It 5 UG 1 10 

Tot. Sci. 76 Tot. Prt. 7 13 

in this studw, no 
1 for this. The number 

student groups was as 

MF 

All PG 9 Li 
UG 5 is 

Tot. iLi is 

These proportions Of M to F cannot be said to represent 
the proportions of M to F found in the relevant 

populations. For example the 'i: S ratio of M to F in the 

Science UG group and the 6: 3 ratio in the Arts PG group 

run counter to the normal ratios in these populations. 

Aae 

The age ranges across the two UG and the two PG groups 

are similar; the average ages for UG Science and Arts 

being 20.1 and 20.3 gears respectively, for PG Science 

and Arts being 28.2S and 28.5 years respectively. Age was 

of no interest in itself, and it is coincidental that 

both the age ranges and average ages in PG and UG groups 

are so similar. Age is onlU of relevance in that it 

relates to educational and other experience, this will be 

discussed at the end of this section. 

Mother Tonaue 

Five of the S5 are not native speakers CNNS) of English. 

As Novish is based on English and all explanations are in 

English, it was necessary that those NNS5 who took part 

were fluent in English. Only one seemed to have a little 

difficulty with the vocabulary of Novish, 535, which 

could indicate that his 'everyday' English was not fluent 
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enough Ce. g. transformations of vocabulary such as pooni 

-> bunnu -> rabbit may not have been available to him). 

In Table Li. 1, we can see that of the five NNSs, two were 
in the lowest third of the rankings on post-test scores, 
and three in the middle third. Being non-native speakers 

may have influenced their performance, possibly by 

slowing them down, as all explanations and descriptions 

on the cards are in English. Especially suggestive is the 
fact that S22 and S28 (both of whom had learned French 50 
this was not a confounding factor), are Linguistics PG'S, 

and have the lowest scores in this 5ub-group of Ss. 533 

and S3S, both in the lowest rank group, are Science 
PG'5, and neither had learned French or any other Romance 
language, which may have made some words difficult to 

remember (e. g. leQoom - vegetables). 

Language Learning Experience 

As foreign language CFL) learning experience is an 

important factor influencing success (Naiman et al. 1978), 

subjects were also asked to indicate which languages they 

had learned. Although they were on the whole unwilling 
(or unable) to be very precise about their gregent 
knowledge of and ability to use foreign languages, an 
indication of foreign language learning background was 

obtained. CSee Appendix qA for summary. ) Undergraduates 

on the whole referred to their school experience of FL 

learning, and their examination results C'O'/'A' levels 

or Highers). The older the students, the more likely they 

were to give an evaluation of the present Cbad) state of 
their language skills. 

A brief look at the relationship between present course 

of study and past language learning experience shows for 

Arts undergraduates doing a language course, that year of 

study and variety of language learning experience seem to 

be important indicators of success in this task, as the 
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following table shows: (ta-ble(iii) 

Yr. oF studu 5 no. Rank 
1 2 Lt 
1 1 12 

TableCiii) 2 6 23 

2 10 23 

2 7 28 

oreian Lanaumsm-s- 
2xFL 
3xFL 
2xFL 
LixFL 
LfxFL 

(Lowest rank - lowest 5COre) 

For Arts undergraduates not studWing a foreign language 

at present, there was no such relationship Call 

linguistics students except SS - psychologW): 
Yr. OF studw S no. Rank Foreimn Lanauaae5 

13 18.5 1xFL 
1 Li 20 2xFL 

T&ble(iv) 157 2xFL 
2 E3 9.5 2xFL 
29 12 LfxFL 
3 11 113.5 1xFL 

No relationship could be Found between Wear of studW, 

previous foreign language learning experience, and rank, 
for Science undergraduates. In general, though, Science 

undergraduates were less successful than Arts under- 

graduates (Table 4.1), and also had less experience of 

foreign language learning (Appendix 4A). 

For undergraduates in general, present language study 
does not seem to be sufficient to guarantee success, nor 
does a good performance in school FL learning. However a 

wide experience of FL learning does seem to contribute to 

success (e. g. S7: 11 Foreign languages - rank 2B, SIO: 'i 

languages, rank 23. SS the only other undergraduate with 
If Foreign languages is a non-native speaker, rank 12). 

No reasonable comparison of Arts and Science Post- 
graduates can be made, due to the small number of Science 

post-grad5 and the fact that two of the Four are NNSs. 
The post-graduates are on the whole very varied as to 

educational background, and quantity, type and variety of 
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language learning experience. Moreover, most of the 

linguistics post-graduates have experience in teaching 

English as a Foreign language. The Table shows that the 

Arts post-graduates are the more successful group, and 

also have greater experience in foreign language 

learning. It would seem that for experienced learners, a 

present interest in language learning (TEFL), and wide 

experience of foreign language learning, whether formal 

or informal, are both relevant to success in this task. 

Comments 

As the primary focus of this study is to investigate 

patterns of individual activity in a free language 

learning task, rather than the relationship between 

learner characteristics and learning outcomes, only few 

personal details were obtained. Worthwhile investigation 

of personal characteristics and experience in relation to 

individual activity would have entailed a much larger 

sample controlled along the dimensions to be 

investigated. Such control was not possible given the 

scope of the study. The only information obtained which 

could give rise to interesting observations is the 

knowledge of previous Foreign language learning 

experience. Any observations made in this area are in the 

nature of informal comments. 

The general ranking of the 5ubject5 supports a common- 
sense expectation that Arts students and students 
concerned with language in their studies are more 

succe55ful than Science students and those not concerned 
with language, though there are clear individual dep- 

arture5 from these expectations. 

Moreover, it would seem that both academic learning 

experience, and language learning experience are 
important predictors of success in this task, 

particularlU, a wide experience of language learning in 
both formal and informal situations. This raises a 
question as to how important informal language learning 

experience maU be as input to independent learning tasks 
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of a more formal kind, as formal Cschool) learning 

success is not a reliable predictor of success on this 

task. Moreover, experience of independent learning of the 

kind gained in the course of university study, may be an 

equally necessary type of experience in enabling a 

learner to adopt a suitable and congenial strategy for a 

free learning task. 

On the basis of these observations, one could suggest a 

hierarchy of importance in the types of experience 

relevant to learning tasks: That experience relevant to 

task type is more important than that relevant to 

content, and that a combination of both provides the most 

favourable learning condition. Or, to put it in other 

terms, that the ability to adopt a suitable macrostrategW 

may be a necessary condition for successful learning, 

whereas suitable content specific microstrategies may be 

helpful but not essential. 
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It. 2 The Procedure 

A task session cc 
i) 

ii) 
iii) 

iv) 

V) 
and usually took 

3nsisted of the following: 

interview 
instructions 

task 

test 

'wind-down' 

2 to 2.5 hours per subject to complete. 

As I am describing an individual procedure, I shall refer 
to the subject in the singular in the following 

description. CAlso, although the subjects were both male 

and female, when referring generallU I shall use be. ) The 

same procedure was followed for all subjects, and I was 

the other partU in all situations. The description is 

divided into Five sections as shown above. 

i) Interview 

First the subject was set at ease with regard to the 

nature of the task, with the explanation that the aim was 
to investigate the way people learn and not to test 
linguistic ability. An outline of the content of the task 

was given: learning a small invented language with a 
following test; and an indication of the time needed: 
about one hour For the task, and 1S-20 minutes for the 
test. 

After this initial introduction the subject was then 

asked to give some personal information. No one objected 

to this. The subject filled in a form asking for name, 

age, sex, nationality, first language, Wear and type of 

study Cpo5t-graduate/undergraduate), department and 

subject of study. He then answered some questions put to 

him by the interviewer, who noted the answers on the 

second part of the form. The main questions asked were as 

follOw5: 

A Which subjects were Wou best at at school? 

B Do you think Wou are studying the right subject 

now? 
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C (if B is 'no') What would you prefer to 5tudU? 
D Which languages other than English do you know? 

E Cif postgrad. ) What was the subject of your first 

degree? 

F Have you heard of Pask's theories, and have you 

read about Novish anywhere? 

The aim of questions A to E was to obtain general 
information about the subject's language learning 

experience and success, and his study preferences. The 

interviewer extended question 0 as applicable, to Find 

out which languages the subject had learned formally and 
informally, which skills were involved, and what level OF 

proficiency had been reached. Only those languages where 
intermediate or near intermediate proficiency had been 

reached, and where written as well as oral skills had 

been learned, were noted. The information obtained from 

the interview is discussed in the section above, 11-1: 1hr- 

Sublects'. 

Question F was asked in order to provide a check on 
background knowledge. Several of the post-graduates had 

heard of Pask, but did not recognize the form of the 

task, and several of the linguistics post-graduates 
remembered reading about Novish in Dakin (1973). After 
the task only one, S30: H, said he had remembered anything 
of Novish. As this was the rule for suffix -na, I did not 
consider this sufficient to exclude his data from the 

analysis. 

ii) In5tructions 
After' the interview, the subject was taken into a room 
where the task cards were laid out an a large table. He 

was given the instruction sheet to read and told he could 
look at the card layout while reading, but without 
touching the cards. He was also told at this point that 
he could use either pen and paper or tape-recorder for 
the task. He could decide this after he Was quite clear 
about how to go about the task. Throughout the 
instruction phase the subject was allowed to ask 
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questions and to take as much time as he wanted. (For 

copy of instruction sheet see Appendix qB, Uol. 2, pp. 42-3. ) 

After reading through the instructions, the subject was 
taken through them again by the instructor. He was shown 
both sides OF each type OF card and the type OF 
information an both front and reverse of each type was 

explained and demonstrated in order to ensure 

understanding. The relationship between the pairs of F 

cards was made clear, and the position OF the card 

numbers on the reverse was demonstrated. The subject was 
also given the additional information that all the words 
needed were present in the Translation Dictionary, and in 

the Examples card set, that not all card Sets need be 

used, and that a combination of, for example, Set A+ Set 

F, or Set D -4- Set B would cover the whole language. 

It was stressed that the subject could work as he liked, 

turning as few/many cards as he wished, in any order and 

any number of times, but that the reason for choice and 
the card number were to be given each time a card was 

turned. The procedure of choosing a card, giving a reason 
before turning it, and giving the card number after 

turning it, was repeated, and the Fact that only one card 

could be turned at a time, and must be turned back before 

the next card was chosen, was emphasized. The following 

examples of types of reasons for choosing cards were 

suggested: general search, looking for particular 
information, checking a hypothesis CiF so, the subject 

was to give the hypothesis), a particular activity. The 

subject was also told that notes could be taken and 

should be accompanied by the number of the card being 

looked at, but that they could not be used in the test. 

FinallW, the subject was told that the task would be 
followed bU a short written language test of Novish. 

The subject then selected pen & paper, or tape recorder. 
If pen & paper was selected, two pads were provided 
labelled Sheet Y (for listing reasons and card numbers, 
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with Reason and Number as headings at the top), and Sheet 

2 (for notes, with a written reminder to put the card 

number). If tape recorder was selected, the apparatus (a 

small cassette recorder) was demonstrated and onlW the 

Notes pad (Sheet Z) was provided. 

After a last reminder about the card turning procedure, 
if the subject was satisfied that he had understood the 

instructions, he was given Sheet X (the specification of 

what to learn) to read at his own pace. He could ask 

que5tions if there was something he did not understand. 
(See Appendix 4C, Vol. 2, p. Tf for Sheet X. ) 

When the subject indicated that he was finished with the 
In5truction sheet and Sheet X, both were removed. The 

subject was told that S minutes beFore the allotted hour 

was up, he would be warned and could then ask For more 
time iF he wished. He was then leFt to his own devices. 

iii) Task 

The subject worked undisturbed for 55 minutes, when he 

was told that 5 minutes remained. At this point some 
subjects indicated that theg wished for a little more 
time. These were allowed to stop the learning process 
when theg felt theW were readg. The longest time taken 

was 70 minutes. The majoritU used 60 minutes. 2 subjects 
indicated that theW were finished at the 5 minute 
warning, and one after onlW 50 minutes. 

iv) Test 
When he had finished learning, the subject was settled in 

another room with the test booklet. (See Ch. 3.3, p. 5q 

for description, and Appendix 30, Vol. 2, pp. 35-38 for test 

booklet. ) He was told to answer the questions page bU 

page, and that having turned a page, he was not to turn 

back to check or correct previous pages, even though he 

realized he had made a mistake. This instruction was 

given twice. He was told he could have as much time as he 

liked, and should hand the booklet to the invigilator 

when he had finished. The time taken varied From 11 to 23 

. minutes. 
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v) 'Wind-down' 

At the end of the session, I had a short conversation 

with the subject to find out how he felt about the task. 

All of the subjects responded favourablU when asked if 

they had enjoyed doing it, one or two thought it 

difficult but the majority expressed feelings of 
interest, enjoyment and a sense of challenge. They all 

also felt that the time had passed quickly, and had not 
been bored. During this conversation I also checked that 

subjects had followed the correct card turning procedurej 

and whether those subjects who had had previous contact 
with Novish/Pa5k had found any features of the task 

familiar. 

Comments 
There is evidence that optimal performance in learning is 

often obtained under conditions OF SOMB Stress, i. e. with 
some anxiety on the part of the learneri but that very 
high or very low anxiety tends to lower the performance 
CAusubel, 1968: 405). It is also probable that, this 

particular task, as a "novel problem-solving situation", 
would tend to be anxiety provoking CAusubel, 1968: 406). 
My aim was therefore to induce a Fairly relaxed 
atmosphere to counteract the possibly threatening nature 
of the task, while at the same time not completely 
removing all anxiety provoking features. 

MW reasoning was that a too relaxed learner might not 

concentrate, and a too anxious one might not follow his 

own instincts with regard to the learning process. A 

balance was sought by making the interview and 
instruction phases relaxed and friendly, subjects being 

encouraged to talk, to voice queries about the task, 

etc.. At the same time pressure was put on the subject to 

finish the task within an hour, despite the leeway given 

with regard to time, which was to alleviate anxiety for 

anxious subjects. Secondly, the follow-up test was 
designed to put pressure an the subjects to be correct, 
but no time limit was given, though 15-20 minutes was 

suggested. 
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This mixture of relaxation and pressure seems to have 
been successful, in that subjects did not seem unduly 
nervous and expressed enjogment of the whole process, and 

get seem to have concentrated on the task. This may OF 

course have little to do with the attempt to balance the 
level of 5tre55, it may purely be a reflection of the 
fact that the subjects were volunteers. 

The procedure followed by the subjects is the same as 

that used by Pask in his task, with the difference that 

the learner records his own card turnings in my task. 

This avoids the necessity of an observer, who I felt 

might disturb the subjects. But it of course opens up the 

possibility of subjects not following instructions as to 

card turning procedure. This was checked by asking the 

subjects after the task whether they had deviated from 

the procedure. Deviation can also be seen in the 

protocols. Two subjects were excluded for gross 

deviations from the procedure Ci. e. leaving all turned 

cards with the reverse visible). Several other subjects 

compared two cards, this I have regarded as a very minor 

infringement and not of any consequence to the general 

listing of card turning order. 

The requirement that a card once used should be restored 
to front-up position was necessary, if the order of 
looking at cards was to be Fairly stringently recorded. 
Even so, it was not possible to keep a close check on 
subjects' use of the fronts of the Examples (practice) 

cards US-16), or on their use of the pictures in the 
Picture Dictionary CSet A), from which they could gain a 
certain amount of inFormation. 
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4.3 The Data Produced 

There are three types of data which have been used in the 

analysis: 
i) the learner Mrotocola (list of card 

turnings and commentaries) 
ii) the learners' notes 

iii) test results 

The personal information obtained about each subject is 

also available, but for the reasons given above (section 

q. 1), this is onlW used where it is of interest in 

discussing the strategies of a particular learner, or to 

make incidental and speculative observations of a more 

general nature. 

i) The Learner Protocols 
The data for each subject 

card numbers each accomý 
that card. I refer to the 

Drotocol, and each reason 
of learner protocols, see 

are in the form of a list of 

panied bW the reason for turning 

listing in general as a learner 

as a commentaru 
,. 

(For examples 

Appendix 40, Vol. 2, pp. 45-50. ) 

The actual sequence of cards used by each learner has 
been extrapolated from the protocols and is given in the 
Table of Card Turnings (in packet on inside back cover of 
this volume). This table presents the card turning 

sequences in manageable form, and provides the foundation 

of much of the analysis. It is referred to throughout the 

analysis chapters. (For table introduction see Ch-S, P. 82. ) 

These data are approached in two waWs in the analUsis. 
Firstlu, patterns in the card turning sequence are 
investigated and analUsed, both alone and in conjunction 
with the associated commentaries. And secondlu., the 

commentaries themselves are used to investigate tUpical 

activities and the activities of particular learners. The 

analUsis of the task is therefore based on a mesh of 
relationships between the sequences and choices shown in 
the Table of Card Turnings and in the learners' 
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commentaries. 

The majority of the subjects chose to list their card 
turnings using pen & paper, only 8 of the 35 choosing the 

tape recorder. Where the tape recorder was used, a 

pseudo-transcript was made, which reports what the 
learner gives as his reasons, plus the card numbers, thus 
the taped protocols are given the same format as the pen 
& paper ones. The following subjects used the tape 

recorder: 
Art5 UG Science UG Arts PG 
1,10 14 (23), 24', 25,29,30 

The subjects switched the recorder' on when theW had 

something to saW and off again. This avoided the 

necessitU of turning the tape over after 45 minutes. 

The reason for giving subjects a choice between written 

and oral recording of their card turnings was to give 
them greater freedom with regard to -their work method. 
Several subjects expressed dislike Of using a tape 

recorder, others said they preferred to write things 

down, thereby keeping an easily accessible record of, what 
they had done 50 far. Obviously, the oral method gives 

more data in terms of detailed reasons, thoughts about 
the task, and comments, as writing is more time 

consuming. This probably also accounts for the brevity of 

many of the reasons given in the written protocols. ' 

One possibility for future tasks of this kind would be 

that the tape recorder be used by all subjectsl with, if 

necessary, a familiarization task before the main task. 
This would yield fuller data as to reasons For choosing 
cards/hUpotheses/comments about the learning ý matter. 
Also, if the tape could be left running continuously, it 

could yield a measure of the time taken over each card. 
Subjects could be instructed to say precisely when they 
turn a card over and when they turn it back, and also 
what they are doing when they are not looking at the 

reverse of a card. I am however not sure how this would 
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affect subjects who would not themselves choose to tape 
their commentaries. It might add a disturbing anxietU 
factor even with a familiarization period. 

An alternative, if timing of card use was desired, would 
be a stop-watch wielding observer. But again, I feel that 
this would make the task a less natural approximation of 
'normal' learning, mW original reason for allowing the 
learner to do the task unobserved. 

Implementation of these suggestions would provide greater 
control of the process and help to eliminate errors of 
the kind that occur in my data (especially, Forgetting to 

note down the number of a card turned). Some errors of 
this kind were discovered by comparison of the protocol 
and the learner's notes, but as*not all the subjects took 

notes there may have been more undiscovered errors. In 
the Table oF Card Turnings Cin packet on inside of back 

cover, this volume), cards which are shown as turned, 

either by the notes or by comments in the protocol, but 

whose number is not listed in the protocol, have been 

written in parentheses, e. g. SýS: H .... FS F16 CES) F7 ... 
From my inspection of the relationship between sequential 
cards, together with the commentaries and card numbers, I 

would say, however, that very Few errors remained 
undiscovered. 

With this task,, I was not at first interested in the time 
taken over particular cards, but the data show that time 

may be a factor of importance with regard to learners' 

preferences, e. g. a quick look at a lot of cards vs. a 
long time spent an few cards. There may also be 

differences in the proportion of time spent on different 

activities, and this is not necessarily reflected in the 

number of cards used. The suggestions above would 
facilitate the investigation of these features. 

ii) earners' Note5 
In addition to the protocol for each learner, there are 
the notes which most learners made during the task. These 
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were made on a separate pad of paper, 
were instructed to write beside each 
the card which had instigated the note 
subjects took no notes: 

Arts U6 Science UO 
Subject l(tape rec. ) 12 

number 5,11 

and the subjects 

note the number oF 
The following 6 

Arts PG 
30Ctape rec. ) 

31 

The quantity oF notes taken varied considerably, From a 
few words to several pages, as did their type and format. 

A separate analg51S oF note taking behaviour has not been 

made, although the variation shows that this is Wet 

another aspect oF learner behaviour which probablU 

reFlects diFFerenCe5 in both preFerence and experience, 

and which could be related to diFFerential success. 

In this analysis, the notes have been used for the 

Following general purposes: 1) for checking the accuracy 

of the card lists in the protocols, and 2) to 

disambiguate and amplify the commentaries in the 

protocols, particularly with regard to the use of 
dictionary sets, and examples cards. '' 

The quantity of notes made from different types of cards, 
especially from grammar and semantics cards, and examples 
cards, also proved to be of interest, in distinguishing 
between different approaches to learning. 

The use of notes as supportive evidence is described and 
discussed in Ch. B: Use of Examples, section 2, p. 157EF. 

iii) The Test Results 
The maximum score on the po5t-test was S3 points. (For 

description of test and scoring scheme see Ch. 3-3, 

p. 54ff. ) The learners received a score out of 53 and were 
ranked bW score, the lowest score giving the lowest 

rank. Tied scores were given the same rank. 

(Fig. a)) 
As the bar graph shows/ the majoritU oF scores are at the 
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high end of the scale with a slightlU skewed distribu- 
tion. 

No. 12 

0F 10 
Ss 

Lf 
2 

Score 

iqure d) 

Despite this, the test discriminated, 
_quite well between 

( I*. bIG v) 
the subjects Csee list of scores belo and fulfilled MU 
limited purposes, one of which was to provide the 

subjects with a goal, and the other to produce a ýjerW 

general grouping of the subjects according to 5UCCB55 in 

learning. 

TEST SCORES 
LOW , 

S no. Score Rank 
is 5 1 
16 17 2 
17 211 3 

2 26 Lf 
12 27 s 
33 29 6 

5 30 7 
3S 32 a 

13 3T 9. s 
21 31-t 9. s 

Udd-lum 
S no. Score Rank 

1 35 12 
9 35 12 

1 Li 3S 12 
28 36 14'. 5 
32 36 14.5 
is 37 . 16. S 
22 37 16. S 

3 38 le. S 
11 38 is. S 

Lt 39 20 
31 Lio 21 

Table-M 
High 

S no. Score Rank 
1.6 41 23* 
10 41 23 
20 Lt 1 23 
24 42 26 
27 42 26 
30 42 26 

7 Lf 3 28 
25 LtLt 29 
29 Lis 30 
26 48 31 
3Lf 51 32 
13 S2 33 

As mW primarW'aim was to investigate individual learning 

strategg differences per se, rather than qualitative 
differences, or the relationship between strategW and 

outcome, no analosis of the test results was undertaken. 
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TheW were used, however, to divide the subjects into 
three rank groups: Low(L), NiddleCM), and High(H), with 
eleven ranks in each group Ctatal of 33 subjects). Tied 

scores resulted in groups containing different numbers of 
subjects. As statistical analWsi5 is not of interest in 
this in-depth studg of individual differences, the 51ZO 
discrepancU between the groups was not regarded as a 
disadvantage. 

This arbitrarW division into three groups must be 

regarded first and foremost as a housekeeping measure. 
The task of comparing all the card turnings of each 
individual with those of 32 other individuals was 
impracticable. But bW grouping the subjects, the task of 
searching For patterns in the data was made easier. Given 
the uncontrolled nature of the sample, random assignment 
of individuals into groups was the onlW reasonable 
alternative to division into groups based on the test 

results. As grouping bW rank offered the possibilitU of 
investigating the relationship between strategW and 
outcome in addition to individual strategies, this latter 

method of grouping was chosen. 

The rank grouping has been used throughout the protocol 
data analUsis, and in some cases group membership does 
coincide generallU with strategic tendencies, which 
suggests that different strategies do produce different 
rates of success in this task. There are however 
exceptions and variations in all cases, which emphasizes 
the necessitU of analUzing. in depth the apparentlu verW 
complex relationship between individual strategW, 
learning task, and outcome. 

Lt - Ll Recanitulation 

In this chapter, I have described the subjects who did 

the task, and the procedure used. I have also sought to 

give an impression of the types of data which resulted 
from carrying out the task, and their contributions to 
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and roles in the analysis. My reasons for concentrating 

on certain parts oF the data and relegating others to a 

merely supportive role have, I hope, been made clear. 

Having introduced the data and described how it was 

obtained, it is now possible to pursue mW intention of 
investigating learners' strategies, bW moving on to the 

analUsis of the data. 

N 
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CHAPTER 5: INTRODUCTION TO THE ANALYSIS 

Owing to the complexitU of the data and the resultant 

complexitU of the analUsis, it is neCe55arU both to 

introduce the waW in which the analUsis is approached, 

and also, for the sake of comprehensibilitW, to anti- 

cipate the description of some of the findings. 

As we have seen, in Chapter 4, the data consist of lists 

of -card turnings and learner commentaries, both taken 

from the learner protocols, plus learners' notes, and 

test results. Certain choices had to be made in approach- 

ing the analUsis of these data, and it is these choices 

and mW reasons for them that are described below. 

At the most general level, I had to decide-whether 

quantitative analysis would be valuable, or whether to 

concentrate exclusivelU on qualitative analysis. As the 

investigation is primarily concerned with close scrutiny 

oF individual behaviour, the obvious approach is a 

qualitative one. However, given that there are features 

oF the data which can be quantiFied, e. g. numbers oF card 
turnings, uses oF different card sets, it seemed 

advisable to at least attempt some quantifications. 

An initial simple statistical analUsis was made OF the 

number of cards used From diFFerent sets compared across 
the three rank groups produced bW the test results (low, 

middle, high). This showed difFerences onlU in the u5e, OF 
Examples cards (Set F), where the number OF cards 

correlated with rank order (i. e. the more F cards used, 
the more successFul the learner). The possibilitU OF 

using computer analUsis OF card turning patterns 
(permutations OF card combinations) was also- investi- 

gated, but the complexitU OF the programming needed was 

disproportionate to the possible outcomes, as statistical 

analUsis - given the enormous number OF potential 

permutations and the small number OF subjects - would 
have been unreliable. This channel OF investigation was 
thereFore abandoned. 
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These experiences convinced me that a general quanti- 
tative analWS15 was not likelU to produce Usable re5Ult5. 
ConsequentlU, I' decided to concentrate an qualitative 
analUsis, drawing in quantitative differences, especiallU 
between the three rank groups, wherever these were 

apparent. 

The attempt at quantitative analysis did, however, show 
the complexity, and apparent chaos, oF interrelation- 

ships in the use oF cards, both within sets, between 

sets, by one learner and across learners. In order to 

approach a systematization oF the chaos, I selected an 
obvious criterion For ordering the analysis: the Card 
Sets. 

The choice of Sets as the organizing principle-for the 

analUsis allowed me to make comparisons across learners, 

which analUzing each individual in turn, for example, 

would have made verW difficult. It also enabled me to 

focus an an area of especial interest, namelu, how learn- 

ers use particular tUpes of learning/teaching material. 
It does mean, however, that 5trategU profiles (case 

studies) of individuals have not been made. Instead, the 

analUsi5 seeks to determine: 
1) how learners use various tUpes of material, and 

whether different tUpes of use can be seen 
2) whether anW general or 'tUpicall learning procedures 
Cmacrostrategies) can be seen 
3) whether findings from 1) and 2) show correlations 
between certain strategies and learning success. 

Biven the lack of similar investigations into foreign 
language learning an which to base hUpotheses, and given 
the essentiallU exploratorW nature oF-this research, I 

cannot set up detailed hUpothese5 for falsification. I 

can however suggest one verW general null hWpotheses: In 

Foreign language grammar learning, learners will not 
exhibit sUstematic differences in learning strategu. 
HappilW, I can saW that this hUpothesis is conclusivalU 
disproved bW the data. 
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Iýshall now anticipate the description of the analUsis bU 

outlining some OF the general Findings. I do this 

because, although the analUsis is organized bW set, the 

complex interaction between Uses of cards from different 

sets necessitates references across Sets, especiallU in 

the analW515 OF the Examples (F) and Grammar (D & E) 

cards. In fact, some overview of card use generallU is 

neCe5sarg in order to analUze the individual sets. In 

other words, findings and concepts which emerge from the 

analW515 OF one set are relevant for a complete under- 

5tanding'of the analUs15 Of the other sets. It is these 

generallU relevant Findings that I shall sketch below. 

One general finding is that the learners use what I have 

called'Uha5es of activitU. This emerges primarilU from 
the analUS15 Of the Examples and Grammar cards and is 

de5Cribed in more detail in the introduction to the 
Examples card analW515 CCh. 8.0, ' p. 144FE). 

This division of the task into periods of aCtivitU 
(phases), which could be called a macrostrategW, - 
re5Ult5, at the M05t general level, 'in an'activitU 

structure consisting of orientation-> learning-> 

reinforcement, where the orientation period is optional. 
In greater detail the sequence of phases can be described 

as : orientation-> learning-> exposure to examples-> 

practice-> (checking)-> revision-> testing-> (checking). 

This organization seems commonsensical, and reminiscent 

of traditional teaching practice, of which it maW, of 

course, be a product. Also, within the learning phase, 

microstrategie5 can sometimes be seen, with repeated 

cycles of, for example, learn rule-> practice, or 
hWpothesize-> test hUpothesis. Reference to this use OF 

phases of activitU will be made at various points. 

A second general Finding, also based on the analUsis of 
the D/E and F cards, is that within the general phase 
structure there are two major learning approaches. These 
I have called Qxamples-ba5ed 

' and E61e5-ba5ed. The 
learners who use the first approach, appear to prefer a 
discoverW Cinductive) learning method in general, while 
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those using the second prefer reception (deductive) 

learning, though there is not a one-to-one relation 
between these sets of categories. There is no implied 

evaluation in the use of these terms. As Ausubel argues 
C1968), cogentlU if rather acrimoniouslU, the use of a 
d15COV8rW method no more ensures meaningful learning, 

than the Use of an expositorW method (reception learning) 

ensures lack of it Cas advocates of discoverW learning 

would claim). References are made to the discoverW/ 

reception (deductive/inductive) learning distinction 

throughout the analUsis, though MW own Exampl85- 

based/Rules-ba5ed distinction, is onlU used after its 

introduction in Chapter B. 1, p. 147FF). 

One final point I wish to make in this introduction is 

that, despite the interrelationship between the uses Of 
the card sets, the differences in the types Of learning 

materials available mean that use patterns differ 

considerably from type to type. Hence, in order to 

explain the way in which a, particular material type 

contributes to the overall learning pattern, it is 

necessary to focus on different aspects of the use of 

each card set. For example,, with grammatical cards -the 
numerical sequence of the cards is very important, 

whereas it is less important with other sets; with 
dictionary card5,, whether a whole set is used or just 

single cards is a distinctive feature, etc.. 

These differences in focus led me to set up a separate 

analUtic framework for each tUpe of material, based on 
the waW in which the material is used. The same framework 

is Used for similar material, thus, the two dictionarW 

sets (A & B) are analUzed together, as are the two 

grammatical sets (D & E). The framework and all terms 

emploWed are described and explained at the beginning of 

each analU515 chapter. 

Two unfortunate results of this decision are, firstlU, 
that the analUses of the different tUpes of material are 
not directlU comparable, and, 5econdlu, that the analWS15 
as a whole is made longer bW the; need for multiple 
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framework descriptions. The alternative, which I 

considered unacceptable, 'was to use one framework. The 

clear differences in the use of different tUpes of 
material would, in these circumstances, have either 

entailed an excessivelU complex and probablU unmanageable 
analUtic framework, or a simpler framework which would 
not have done justice to the data. 

The result of mW decision, despite the drawbacks 

mentioned, is an analU5i5 where the findings of the part 
analUses are added together rather than compared. This 

provides, in mU view, a satisfactorU means of arriving at 
an overall picture of learner behaviour. 

The analUsis is arranged as follows: 

Chanter 6 Use of the Dictionaries (Sets A and B) 
ChaDter 7 Use of the Context Cards (Set C) 
Chagter Use of the Examples (Set F) 
ChaDter 9 Use of the Grammar (Sets D and E) 

The Examples and Grammar analyses are left till last as 
they are the most complex, and of most relevance to 

general learning strategies. The Grammar follows the 
Examples, as some features of the Examples analysis can 
be useful in understanding the use of the Grammar. 

The Table of Card Turnings 15'the major data table, and 
is included as a 1005e sheet in the pocket on the inside 

back cover of'this volum'e. This Table, which lists all 

Uses Of cards bW all learners, is needed for reference 
throughout the analUsis. The colour coding in the Table 

makes it possible to see general patterns of card turning 

behaviour, which provides a useful'supplement to the set 

specific information in other tables. The Table lists the 

subjects in rank order bW test score, and divided into 

the three rank groups L (Low), M (Middle), H CHigh). Each 

subject's test score is shown, as is his categorization 

as Examples-ba5ed or Uncategarized CRUle5-ba5ed learners 

are left uncoded). In the list of card turnings, Uses Of 

whole'5et5 of dictionarW cards are indicated as one item. 
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CHAPTER 6: USE OF THE DICTIONARIES (SETS A AND B)- 

6.0 Introduction 

This chapter presents the analUsis of the DictionarW 

cards: 
Set A- The Picture DictionarW 

and Set B- The Translation DictionarW. 

In this initial Introduction, the two card sets are 
described briefly and compared, and the reasons for 

analU5ing them together are given. 
Section 1 then presents the common framework for the 

analysis of both card sets. 
The analysis of the sets is divided into two parts: 
Section 2 gives the analysis of the use of individual 

cards. 
Sections 3 and 4 present the analysis of the cards by set 

use Ci. e. the learner uses a complete set). 
Section 3: analysis of set use for the purposes of 

orientation and learning 
Section q: analysis of set use for the purpose of 

reinforcement 

Thr, Card Set2 
Set Al the picture dictionary, consists of 19 cards. On 

the front of each card (the surface visible to the 

subject) is a simple sketch of an object and an the 

reverse (the surface the subject sees when he turns the 

card) the name of the object is written in Novish. There 

is no other information on the cards. These 19 concrete 

nouns are the only nouns in Novish which the learner 

needs to know in order to do the task. The ýpictures on 
the front of these cards are stylised sketches, and the 

same sketches in a less detailed form are used in 

examples on some of the Grammar cards (Set D), and on the 

Examples cards (Set F). 

(See Appendix 3A, Vol. 2, pp. 2, for list of cards, and 
Appendix 3B, Uol. 2, pp. li-B, for copies of all cards). 
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Set B, the translation dictionarW, consists of 29 cards. 
The Noyisý word is written on the front of the card, and 

a translation into English and the grammatical 
designation of the word are on the reverse. These cards 

contain all the words and suffixes necessarg for the 

learner to succeed in the task. There is onlW one suffix, 

-na CB16), there are the 19 nouns given in the A 
dictionarW also, and there are 9 structural lexical 

items. These are as E011OWS: 

copula verbs: gru CBM, mane CBlq), 5til CB24); 

particles: question - Li CB9), plural - M& CB13), dual - 
! a- CB25), negative response - nu CB17), positive 
response - ue (B29); 

demonstrative pronoun - sade CB23). 
CSee Appendix 3A, Uol. 2, p. 2, for list of cards, and 
Appendix 3B, Vol. 2, pp. 9-14, for copies of all cards. ) 

Both dictionaries are numbered in alphabetical order by 

the Novish words. The B set was placed on the far left of 
the card array in a single pack in numerical (alphabe- 
tical) order with card number 1 on the top. The A cards 
were laid out in three columns to the right of the B set. 
They were in numerical order starting with card 1 at the 

top left and moving down each column in turn. The numbers 
of the cards are not immediately available to the learner 

as they are on the reverse. (Appendix 3C, Vol. 2, p. 3q, for 
Card Layout. ) 

Due to the differences in format of the cards in these 
two dictionaries, they can be used in somewhat different 

ways and for different purposes. For example a learner 

who is trying to answer a question on one of the Examples 

cards may know what meaning he wishes to express, but not 
the word for it. As there is no Engli5h-Novish dictionary 

available, only if the word sought is a noun will the 

learner be able to find a translation, by using the 

picture dictionary (Set A). In this type of context the B 

set will not be useful. This comes into its own in the 

normal use of an FL-L1 translation dictionary, for 
finding or checking the meanings of foreign language 



words one does not understand. These differenCE5 in use 
will be mentioned again later in the analUsis. 

Differences notwithstanding, both these sets are 
dictionaries and theW have general modes of use in 

common. The major uses for both dictionaries are for 

reference (normal dictionarW use), where specificallU 
chosen individual cards are turned, - or for learning/ 

revision/testing/checking where a whole series Of cards 
(usuallU a Complete set) is used (but not necessarilU 
turned). The latter cannot be said to be a 'normal' use 
of a dictionar; j, *it is more reminiscent perhaps of the 

uses to which'a word list related to a specific text can 
be put. It is however a use common to both these card 

sets. 

It is the similarities, both in the structure of the card 

sets, and especiallU in the uses to-which thew are Puts 

which leads me to analUse these cards using one 
framework, and to regard their use as one element in the 

analysis of the data. 

6.1 The-Framework for the Analus15 

The subjects' use of the dictionaries can be described 

according to several criteria: 
A MODE - whether an individual card or a whole set 

is used. 
B POSITION - whether a card or set is used in 

initial position (i position) that is in the initial 

stage of the task. This includes cards/5et5 Used First in 

the series of card turnings, Used within the first Few 

cards, or'before the subject indicates a strategW other 
than orientation; 

Final position (f Position) that is at or near the end of 
the task. Cards or sets are used at the end of the series 
of card turnings, or followed bW not more than a few 

cards, or where the subject indicates a finishing 

5trategW; 
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medial position (m position). Cards or sets are used in 

the middle of the task (i. e. not i or F position). 
C PURPOSE - whether the card or set is used for 

Orientation, for Learning, or for Reinforcement. 

These three criteria, mode, position and purposes 
interact, giving a fairly complex profile of dictionary 

use, In order to assign an instance of use of a 
particular card or set to the sub-categories in 1,2 and 
3 above, it was- necessary to make some subjective 
judgements. It is particularly within the purpose 
category that these judgements have to be made. The 

subjects' reasons for use stated in the learner protocols 
are sometimes misleading due to loose definition 'of 
terms, and sometimes insufficient. But the additional 
information to be gained from learners' notes, from the 

pattern of card turnings (preceding and following card 
types and numbers), and from comparable card turning 

patterns shown by other learners enables judgements to be 

based an well-informed probabilities. 

A Mode 
This criterion was used as it became obvious from the 
learner protocols that the dictionaries were- being used 
in two distinct waW5 in terms of card turning behaviour: 
the Individual Card mode, in which individual cards are 
turned for reference, or orientation purpo5es; and the 
Set mode, in which all the cards in a set are used for a 
particular purpose, though some or all maW be left 

unturned. There is evidence from the protocols that some 
S5 just looked at the pictures in the picture dictionarW 

with no particular ta5k-related aim, this use has been 
discounted, i. e. no cards have been registered in the 
Table of Card Turnings. 

I have chosen this mode distinction as the organizing 
principle for the analysis. There are three reasons forý 
this choice. Firstly, it gives the least subjective 
categorization of dictionary card Use, secondly it is a 

more important and interesting distinction than position, 
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and thirdlU the purposes for which the dictionaries are 
used dýffpr according to mode. 

B Position 
The categorization into i (initial), m (medial) and E 
(final) position is not of interest in itself, and will 
not be discussed in a separate section. There is, 
however, a relationship between position, purpose and 
mode which is of interest, and therefore the discussion 

of position will be integrated into the sections where it 
is relevant. 

C Puraose 
For the sake of generalization, I have chosen to discuss 

purpose under three headings, as Orientation, Learnincr, 

and Reinftyrcement,. 'These terms are used with a general 
meaning which extends beWond dictionarW use and will be 

used throughout the analySi5. 

Briefly, Orientation covers those Uses where a learner 

wishes to obtain some general information about the 
language and its background, without having a specific 
intention like testing a hypothesis about vocabulary or 

seeking a specific structure, etc. A further restriction 
on this category is that more than one card must be used, 
in other words for the learner it Must represent a 
conscious phase of the task. It must not be just an entry 
point for the task, like for example the Use of an 
Examples CF) card to start the learning Process Ce-g- 
SS: M. 54: M. S7: H), or the use of CS to check the 

similarity or Novish to English Ce. g. 527: H. 513: H). - 

ReinForcemen. t is a generalized term covering various 
uses; revision, checking and testing. (More precise 
definitions of these can be found below, 6.4-1, p-111ff). 
I have not included the purpose of testing/checking a 
hypothesis in this category, as this tends to occur 
throughout the task, and must be seen as an integral part 
of the learning process, at least for some learners. 
Thus, reinforcement is used only to refer to uses where 
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the learner consciouslU tests his own abilitU, revises 
for the sake of enhancing memorW, or double-checks for 

the sake of enhancing memorW or finding out what he has 

forgotten or omitted, and this must occur over a period 

of time using several cards. 

Learning is used very generally indeed. The Ss use a 

variety of approaches in seeking to learn the language. 

Among these are both discovery learning and reception 
learning, and mixtures of these. They may include 

microstrategies of memorization, hUpothesis-making and 
testing, self-testing, double-checking, practice, and 

revision. But none of these provide extended periods or 

phases of activity (except for practice in a few cases), 

and they are regarded by the learner as part of the 

attempt to gain knowledge of the language and skill in 

using it. Hence the learning phase of the task is that 

period when the learner considers that he has begun 

learning and while he considers that he is still 

assimilating new concepts. 

With regard to the dictionaries, what these three terms 

refer to tends to differ between the modes, and within 
each mode there are variations in the waW Ss have Used 
cards and in their intentions, therefore Further 5ub- 
categorization becomes necessarU. 

As mentioned above, the following analysis of dictionary 

card use is organized by mode. Section 6.2 presents the 

analysis Of use Of individual cards, and sections 6.3 and 
B. Li pre5ent the analysis of use of card sets. 

Tables related to the analysis of the Dictionary sets, 
are to be found in, Volume 2, pages S1-53. They are 
presented in the order in which they are first referred 

ýto in the text, and all prefaced with the chapter number 
(6). The Table of Card Turnings may also be useful for 

reference (in pocket on inside back cover, this volume). 
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6.2 Dictionaru Use: Individual Card Made 

First I shall make some comments about the Position and 

number' of individual cards used. This is followed bg a 
description of the orientation, learning and reinforce- 

ment uses of the dictionarg cards in individual card 

mode. 

6.2.1 Number & Position of C8rds Used I 
Before looking at the learners' reasons for using 
individual dictionarU cards, we shall ta ea brief look 

at which cards are used. The table below shows the use of 
A and B cards in initial(i), medial(m), and final(f) 

position. (See Appendix 3A, Uol. 2, p. 2 for list of words. ) 

Use of-Card5 From Set A- Picture Dictionam 

Crd. no. 1 23456789 10 11 12 13 14 1S 16 17 18 19 

iS1221113231S13313 

m1221122321122 Lt 13 

Tot. 632q22154631 -6 237336 

Use of Cards from Set B- Translation Dictionaru 

Crd. no. 1 23456789 10 11 12 13 14 15 
iq3517125 Li 6 

TABLE d) m2113 Lt 1151 
F (none in F position) 

Tot. 64613 11 1355 11 1 
?4% 

Crd. no 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 2q 25 26 27 28 29 
1111119321 

mS411S Li 55a1 
F Cnone in F position) 

Tot. 61512SS lq 842 

First, in terms of position the main feature of 
individual card turnings is that they tend to occur early 
in the task, most often in initial position, and in fact 
the majority within the first half of the cards turned 
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W15counting dictionary set Uses). As the learner's 

experience of the language and exposure to examples 
increases, he has a diminishing need of the dictionaries 

for translation, and increased experience of the language 

reduces the uncertainty which results in checking 

meanings. This is a predictable 'effect. (See Table of 
Card Turnings for general view of dictionary use. ) 

It is also the case that learners using an inductive 

approach to learning (e. g. 59: M, 931: M, who base their 
learning on the Examples cards - Set F) use the diction- 

aries in this mode far more than the deductive learners 
(e. g. S12: L, S26: H who tend to concentrate on rule 
learning using Grammar cards, the D and E sets - 
translations are given of many of the examples on the 0 

cards). This feature ties in with the use of dictionary 

cards early in the task. 

I 
The other reason for the early use of these cards is that 

if Ss have an orientation phase, this is OF course in i 

position, and dictionary cards are often used for this 

purpose. 

The second observation is that the cards with the highest 
frecuencu of turniDjM are all in Set B (Translation 
DictionarW) and are grammatical words: 
Turnings Cards 

11 B6- GLru (Copula verb: +growing) 
11 B14 - mane Ccopula verb: general) 
14 B23 - sade Cgeneralized demonstrative pronoun) 

E3 B211 - s-til Ccopula verb: -growing) 
The other grammatical words are also among the most used 
cards: B9,13,16 and 25 are the words ki, m-a, -na and 
ta, and are used between It and 6 times. 

Several nouns are also turned between I-i and 6 times. 
These are the top three cards in the pile (often used for 

orientation or at least initiallu), plus B18 - pa 
(bread), where possiblU the drawing confused 5ome 
learners, and als o it is a French loan' , also B21 - pom 
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(apple) another French 'loan', and B22 - i3oani- (rabbit) 

derived from the word 'bunnU'., This pattern confirms that 

vocabulary learning would have entailed a lot more effort 

if the Majority of the words had not been made as 

transparent English loans. 

The most often -turned cards in the A set are the first 

card bukh (book) for orientation uses, A10 - lemoom 
(vegetables) another French 'loan', A7 - pooni Crabbit) 

again, A15 poi Cboy), where the drawing may possibly have 
been confusing due to its similarity to the drawing for 

man (Min), and A19 - weimin, (woman), where either 
spelliing or similarity to the the drawing for girl Cgal_) 

were causes. 

Considering the number of subjects, 
individual turnings of dictionary cards 

rather modest. This suggests that the 

realized the relationship between Novish 

English, and decided to use theirýtime 

on the grammar, relying on guesses where 

concerned. 

the number of 
ý'or reference is 

learners quicklW 

vocabularW and 
in concentrating 

vocabulary was 

The higher rate of use of grammatical words in the B 

dictionarU, particularlU the verbs and the demonstrative 

pronoun, reflects both this concentration on grammar, and 
that the mane/oru/stil, distinction is the most pervasive 
exotic feature of the grammar. The high use of sade was 
unexpected, and is presumablU the result of the fact that 
this is a generalized demonstrative, which is used with 
both singular, dual and plural, reference, also an 

un-English structural feature. It is also-the subject in 

all non-elliptic sentences and is similar to mane in 
form, which maU have led to confusion between the two. 

To 5ummariza, it seems that learners use the Translation 

Dictionary mostly for grammar learning, by looking up 

grammatical words, as they quickly realize that as far as 

nouns are concerned, -guessing is more efficient than 

reference to this dictionary. The Picture Dictionary is 
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apparentlW most often used where there is uncertaintU 

about the reference of the picture. 

Intro 6ction to Table 6.1: Orientation and DictionerjU 

RgFerence 

Table 6.1 CUol. 2, p. 51) shows the use of individual 

dictionarW cards, and of all cards for orientation, and 

will be referred to throughout the rest of the individual 

mode analUsis. 

In the Table, we see all individual cards turned by each 

subject with their environment, i. e. relevant preceding 

and following cardC5). Each card is also coded according 
to use Ctran5lation/checking). Uses of whole dictionary 

sets have also been included for completeness. Dots show 
that other types of cards were turned, this gives an 

approximation of the position of dictionary card use. The 

total of individual cards turned by each learner, 

excluding orientation use, is on the right, and orien- 
tation use is shown in a separate section to the left. 

The subjects are listed by rank order on the test scores, 

and divided into the three groups: L Clow), M Cmiddle), 

and H Chigh). 

6.2.2 Orientation UsCs of Cards in Individual Card Mode 
Initially one or more cards of either dictionary (but 
predominantly A) may be turned, where the learner has the 
intention of providing himself with a general orientation 
or background to the task. This orientation may be 
focussed on vocabulary, or it may involve using other 
card types. The reasons given for turning the cards vary 
considerably. Let us look at some examples: 
Sgl: L "To get a look at each type of card", turns one 
card from each set; 
S33: L "Observing structure of dictionary", turns two B 

cards, then one A card to check a similarity to English 
hypothesis. 

These Ss wish to see what the cards look like and the 
type of information given (although they have already 
seen them during the instruction period before the task). 
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Other subjects may wish to get an idea of what the 

vocabulary is like: 

S35: L "Look at some words", turns three B cards then one 
A card" to *check; 
51: M "Looking at vocab first", turns three A cards. 

Some subjects say they are 'learning', but continue in a 
wag that suggests an orientation activitW: 
S3: M "Learning vocab", turns A1-7. However she continues 
by looking through the B set "Checking" and then reads 
all the C CContextual) cards for "Gen. intere5t", before 

she starts "Learning" with D11; 
S6: H does something similar. She says "Learn basic nouns" 
and turns Bl-It, she then looks at C1 out of "CuriositW", 

starting on grammar by investigating the aru/5til 
distinction; 
S11: M "Find out the name of an object", turns six A cards 

plus one B, the last three to check a similarity to 

English hypothesis; 

52E3: M "To associate forms with referents", turns six A 

cards. 

The orientation U58 cannot be called a 'normal' Reference 

use of a dictionary, as there is no specific reason for 

selecting the particular card chosen, other than its 

physical position on the table, Or possibly being 

attracted or intrigued by a picture. 51: M (mentioned 

above) constitutes an exception-in that she lOOk5 for 

pictures of people, but this would still not be a normal 
reference Use. I 

6.2.3 Learning U5e5-aF- Cardr; i--in Individual Card Mode 
Within the learning part of the task (see 6.1 C For 
definition of learning), the dictionaries are used in 
individual card mode in a way- which approximates to 

normal reference use of dictionaries. BeFerence is here 
defined as the use of a specifically selected card in 

order to aid the learner in accomplishing a task other 
than the learning of the vocabulary as such. For example, 
looking up an unknown word in order to be able to answer 
a question on one of the Examples cards (Set F). Most Of 
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these uses occur during the carlU part or tha laorning 

measured in terms of sequence of card turnings, thoU arn 
therefore in initial (i) or madinl(m) position. 

The reasons given for referance use or cards can ba 

divided into two groups, translation and Checking. Dun to 
the form and constitution of the A and B dictionarics, 

these two reasons cover a varietU of nctivitics. 

For SET A: Translation means finding a word for a picture 
which has usuallU been encountered an an Examples card. 
The picture is understood, so the activitU in this cona 
is translation from English to Novish Car Ll to Novish). 
If a picture is not understood, the process will be 
different, involving two translation processes. First 
translation from picture to Novish word using the A 
dictionarU, followed perhaps (if the word cannot be 

guessed) bW translation from Novish to English using the 
B dictionarU. 

: Checking is either checking that n particular 
picture is the one that relates to a word alreadU 
understood, thus checking the picture, or using the 

picture to check that one's understanding of a word is 

correct. The latter process is equivalent to looking up 

an English word in an English - FL dictionarU to sea 
whether the expected translation is found, Another 

possibilitU is a spelling check, the picture dictionarU 

would be easier for this if just one noun is sought. 

For SET B: Translation means simplU looking up a Novish 

word, again usuallU encountered on an Examples card, in 

order to find the meaning in English. 

: Checking covers several waWs of using theso 

cards. To check a hUpothesis as to the meaning of a word; 
to check the grammatical designation of a word; or to 
double-check C'make sure'), even though the word is 
thought to be known. 

FinallW, and this applies to both A and B cards, there 
are one or two instances oF 'checking out' a card tUpe bU 
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looking at one card to see if it does have the expected 
information on the reverse, or to see what it looks like. 

These are more similar to orientation U58S (non- 

selectiveY, but theW can occur later in the task with a 
learner who has not used a card tUpe before and 

presumablU wants to see how useful theW are, or is just 

curiou5. 

Some typical commentaries 
dictionary cards are: 
blb*L "Look up 'x"'; 521: L "Meanings of 
ill", "For picture on card FS"; 532: 
S31: M "Search for Ix' in translation". 
translation uses. 
As examples of checking, there are comme' 
S2: L "Check",; SQ: M "Is keik in fact 
check the meaning of sadEi". 

for the reference use of 

words an card 
"To translate"; 
These are all 

ntarie5 such as: 

cake? "; 56: H "To 

There are also commentaries like S20: H "Learning 
vocabularu", which are opaque. However, bjj examining the 

context (preceding and following cards and their 
associated commentarie5), it is usuallW possible to 

assign the use to either translation or checking. 

Unfortunately this method is not infallible, and in a few 

cases the learner commentary appears to be at odds with 
the information available on the preceding card. For 
example an indication that the subject is translating, 
i. e. wants the meaning, following a card where, with a 
little thought, the meaning should be clear. My decision 
in these cases was to rely on the commentary rather than 

my own judgement, e. g. Slt: M writes "Meaning of Du . 
21 having 

just looked at D11, where Du is clearly translated. 

6.2.4 Reinforcement Uses of Cards in Individual Card Mode 
This use is not relevant in individual card mode. VerW 

occasionallW individual tes ing instances do occur, 
usuallU in conjunction with a reinforcement use of a card 
set. For example 54: M turns Four cards again after using 
the whole A set; 922: M turns AS to test after using the 
whole B set. 
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6. R. 5 Discussion 

From Table 6.1 three features emerge which warrant 

discussion. 

A The context of individual card turnings for L group 

tends to be different From M and H groups. 
B The number of individual cards used is highest for the 

M group and lowest For H group. 
C The L, and e5peciallU, N groups are more likelU to 

have an orientation, pha5e than H group. 

A Context: with regard to the pattern of card turning, 

what one might expect is that following Examples cards 
(Set F), dictionaries would be. used mainlU for 

translation, as no translations are given on these cards, 

and that following Grammar cards (Set 0), where 

translations are provided, dictionaries would be used 

mainlU for checking. One might also expect that using a 

dictionarW at all-, after aD card would be unnece55arU, as 

the neces5arU information is available on the card 

itself. 

(6-1) 
Looking at the tablp-/, we see that D (Grammar) cards 
Followed by A/B cards occur most Frequently in L group: 

Group Tot Ss U5ed by 0->A/B T'lation Checking 

L 10 5-50%* 9 is 69 
M 11 2-18% 36 Li 2 0) 

H 12 2-17% 231a 
I am not very much in Favour of using percentages with 

such small numbers of ýsubjects, - but I shall include 
Oi Se IM 

percentages in the following tables/ for the sake of 

comparison between the groups. - 

The implication that can be drawn from this is that some 
L learners are either not using theýD cards efficientlu 

or are finding them, incomprehensible, which results in 

the following up of the D card with translation use OF 
A/B Cincidentally 'Four of the five L learners who have 

the D+A/B combination are- science student5). 
AlternativelW, ý it is possible that theW are lacking in 

confidence and tend to check their understanding, which 



gives the combination: D plus checking use of A/B. 

If we take the F (Examples) card + A/B combination, we 
find most occurrences in M group: 

Group Tot. S5 U5ed bW F->A/B T'lation Checking 
L 10 4-40% 11 990 
M 11 8-73% es 63 S7 G ii 

-D 
H 12 S-42% 13 22 is 6 

As expected most of the uses are, for 'translation. The 
disproportion of F+A/B combinations in group M is a 

result of the fact that there are several learners in 
this group who approach the task inductivelU. TheU start 
from the examples on the F cards, translate using mostlu 
B cards, and from the examples and the grammatical 
information (word class) on the B cards theW are able to 
formulate the rules of the language. 

(H) 
The table above / obscures considerable individual 

differences, nevertheless I feel that this kind of 

grouping can be worthwhile as it can reveal interesting 

trends in the data. 

The D+A/B pattern shown in Group L can perhaps be of use 
in the attempt to discover whW certain learners have been 
less successful in the task. The suggestion here is that 
this pattern maW show lack of confidence in approaching 
the task or inappropriate use of the cards. 

The F+B/(A) pattern predominant with M learners raises a 
different kind of question. It seems that learners 

Favouring an inductive approach (discovery learning) are 

not so successful as learners who use a deductive 

approach Creception learning of rules). Whether this is 

attributable to the form of the task (i. e. the design of 
the cards, the way they were laid out, the type of 
information offered), to the nature of the task (i. e. the 

learning of structures), or the length of time allowed, 

or to other factors is impossible to say. However, the 

time argument may be relevant, in that discovery learning 

is known to take longer than reception learning, and 
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although Ss were offered more time, theW maW have felt a 

pressure to stop before theW were finished to their own 

satisfaction. Thu5 one or more features of the task maW 
have favoured the deductive learner. 59: M and Q31: M give 

verW clear examples of the inductive approach. 
0 

B Number; The list of totals an the right hand side of 

Table 6.1 shows differences between the rank groups in 

the number of dictionarW references made. Subjects in L 

and particularlU H groups use verW few individual 

dictionarU cards on average, while some M learners use a 

large number. 

The high totals for M learners are a concomitant of the 

use of Examples rather than Grammar cards for grammar 

learning. Deductive learners, on the other hand, 

especially ones who make optimal use of the D and E 

cards, would not need to Use A/B cards, except occasion- 

ally in conjunction with Examples cards in the later 

stages of their learning. And U58 Of a dictionary set at 

some point in the learning would probably render even 

this minimal use unnecessary. The pattern Of U5e shown by 

group H, the majority of whom rely on Grammar cards for 

their grammar learning, does suggest that they are Using 

the various card types effectively, and do not waste time 

looking up words in the dictionaries. They are perhaps 

also more inclined to guess meanings, a r15k-taking 

strategy, than the L learners whose somewhat greater U58 

of the A/B cards may imply a cautious approach. 

As an extension of the argument'above, I wish to suggest 
that the 'middling' use of A/B cards shown by L group 

could be evidence of an inefficient deductive approach, 

made inefficient by ineffective use of the 0 cards 
leading to unnecessary use of the dictionaries. Secondly, 

it seems that more confident learners who are willing to 

take risks, are more likely to be successful. 
(6-1) 

C Orientation: The third tendency seen in the table/i5 
the infrequencU of an orientation phase in H group. 
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Orientation L 5 out of 10 Ss (50%) 
M 6 out of 11 (55%) 
H 2 out of 12 (17%) 

A closer perusal reveals further differences. All six N 
learners use A Cpicture dictionarW) cards for orientation 
before B Ctranslation dictionarU) or C CContextual 
Information) cards. This is not the case with the other 
learners. It is possible that the choice of A, B or C 

cards reflects a difference in approach to learning, as B 

and C cards are more immediatelU informative and require 
less mental effort on the part of the learner. 

With Set A the learner must first make the picture -> 
English word connection, before looking for the Novish 
translation. With the translation dictionary, Set B, as 
with A once the translation equivalence is established, 
hypotheses can be made about the vocabulary of Novish. By 
looking at C cards, the learner can hope to be given 
information, making hypothesis formation irrelevant. Thus 

a difference between learners who use A cards for 

orientation and those who prefer other cards, could be a 
preference for making their own hypotheses, working 
things out for themselves. It could also relate to a 
sense of economy of learning: the use of A cards for 

orientation (greatest in M group) being the least 
economical in terms of effort, the use of C being the 
most economical. 

The lack of orientation in the H group would again 
support the suggestion that these learners are goal- 
oriented and efficient. 527: H and 513: H both look at CS 
(Language Contact - Influences on Novish) first to check 
a hypotheses as to Novish/Engl15h similarity, this is 
just one card and a specific reason for turning is given, 
so I have not categorized these uses as orientation. 
Orientation users tend to look at several cards before a 
hypothesis is formulated. 

As a general comment about orientation, it Seems to Me 
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that the lack of it could be, taken as support for the 

suggestion that H learners have confidence in their 

abilitU to do the task', and in their learning strategW. 
The fact that the four lowest ranked learners have no 
orientation either, could confuse the issue, but I would 
argue that an orientation phase is evidence of a kind of 
strategic awareness not shown bg these learners. 

6.2.6 Summaru 
Several tendencies in the data can be seen from this 

analysis OF the use OF dictionaries in Individual Card 

mode. Taking the least speculative features first, we can 

see that: 

Less successful learners appear to use dictionaries 

unnecessarily with Grammar cards. This suggests ineffic- 

ient or inappropriate use of cards, and possibly lack of 

confidence and avoidance OF risk-taking; 

We also have clear supportive evidence for a divisiori 

of learners into those who base their learning on rules 

(deductive - reception learning) and those who use 

examples Cinductive - discovery learning), this is shown 

by differences in the pattern of dictionary card use. The 

latter (of whom many are in M group) make extensive Use 

OF Dictionary cards (especially the Translation 

Dictionary) together with Examples cards early in the 

task. The former use few dictionary cards; 
The most successful learners make least use of the 

dictionaries, this indicates i) efficient use of Grammar 

cards, and possibly a guessing strategy as far as 

vocabulary is concerned, ii) that the most successful 

learners are less likely to pursue an examples-based 

learning strategy, where learners tend to make extensive 

use of the B dictionary. 

On a more speculative note, the pattern of use Of 

orientation phases, i. e. not used bW the four least 

successful learners, nor bw the Most Successful group of 
learners, could be interpreted as follows: orientation 
shows awareness of learning 5trategw (and one might 

expect the least successful learners to lack strategic 
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competence), but 'it also shows a- need for a general 
introduction to the area, which could indicate lack of 
confidence or lack of experience in this tUpe OF learning 
(language learning/independent learning). Secandlu the 

use OF different tUpes OF cards in the orientation phase 
could indicate differences in awareness of, or attention 
to, learning efficiency, the use OF Picture DictionarU 

cards seeming to be the least efficient method of 
orientation. 
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6.3 Dictionsru U5e - Card Set Made: Orientation and 

Learnina 

Table 6-2: Dictionary Set Use Wol. 2, p. S2) will be need- 

ed for reference throughout this analysis. This table 

shows all uses of card sets by position Ci - initial, m- 

medial, F- final), and purpose (0 - orientation, L- 

learning, R- reinforcement). The subjects are listed in 

rank order by test score and divided into the three 

groups (Low, Middle, High). 

With this mode also, position is of little interest 

unless taken in conjunction with purpose. It will be seen 

in what follows that the interplay between position and 

purpose reveals differences between learners-with regard 

to the overall strategy they adopt. What a brief look at 

position alone does reveal, however, is that there are 

differences between the rank groups. - 

In5tence5 oF U5e oF Card Sets A and B 

Position iME Tot No. oF Ss 
Group L 11 2 It 10 (loss) i, 

M Lt Li 2 10 (1155) 
(I-V) 

H2 14 0 is C 1255) 

When the figures are adjusted for comparison based on 10 

subjects in each group the following result is obtained': 
Position i- mF Tot 
Group L ll 2 11 10 

M 
M 3.6 3-06 1.8 9 

H 1.6 0 13.2 

(Note that i, m, and- f positions cannot be taken as 

coextensive with orientation, learning and reinforcement 

uses. All orientation uses are bU definition in initial 

position, and all final Position uses will be for 

reinforcement, but learning occurs in both i (initial) 

and m (medial) position, and reinforcement occurs in both 

m and f (final) Position. ) 

For the three groups, these figures show verW different 
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position profiles for use of dictionarW sets, and theW 
suggest that the best use of sets can be made in medial 
position. -H learners use more sets than the other groups. 
Also Most Of these set uses are in m position, whereas 
the L learners use more sets in i and f than in m, and 
their medial use is the lowest of the three groups. The 

position profiles OF M and L groups are more similar to 
each other than to that of H group. 

In itself this comparison may be interesting, but it is 

not particularly informative. It does show, however, that 
there is a difference between the groups as to the 
location and amount of a certain type of activity, 
dictionary set use, and this difference has implications 
For the usefulness of that activity for particular 
purposes in the middle of the task. 

6.3.1 Orientation Uses in Card Set Made 
In Table 6.2 five subjects are shown as using dictionarg 
sets for orientation, two in the middle group and three 
in the low group. In all these cases it is the 
commentaries in combination with position and the context 
of card turnings which have-caused me to designate these 
as orientation uses. 

S12: L, for example, begins the task with the sequence 
CIf->CS->C6->C7 - "Get background", she then turns the A 

set - "Get some words", before D1 with the commentarw - 
"Seemed as good a place as anW to start". Thus it seems 
that the picture dictionarW is used with the intention of 
orientation rather than learning. 
933: L, after looking at three dictionarW cards, checks 
with E2 Caru/stil. classification of nouns) before turning 
the A cards - "Getting a feel for the vocabularW and 
checking the similaritU to English". He then proceeds bW 
beginning a series of "studWing Novish". Again this 

suggests an orientation phase with the dictionarU, rather 
than learning. Although he does proceed from "looking" in 
the first three cards to checking a hUpothesis with the 
set, he does not appear to be attempting to memorize the 
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words. , 
S21: L does something similar, using Set A to get a 
"general idea of the language" after initially looking at 
one card from each set and two maps (Cl & C2) out of 
curiosity. Again there is no evidence of memorizing. 
S14: M also finishes her orientation phase with the A set 

- "Going through the picture dictionary", and makes 
various comments about, the similarity to French. She 

starts the orientation with - "I just want to get an idea 

of what the language looks like". 

53: M uses the Translation dictionary (Set B) after 
starting off with A1-7. From her notes it looks as if she 
starts by trying to learn the vocabulary and then changes 
strategy by deciding to "Check" through the B set 
instead. She continues with all the C cards (Contextual 
Information) before starting "Learning" with D11 (grammar 

card). Because she seems to switch from a plunge into 
learning with the picture dictionary, to orientation with 
Sets B and C, I have chosen to call the whole phase 
orientation. 

Three of these five learners show a -phase 
strategy, in 

that they indicate a conscious switch in activity from 
the orientation phase to learning with the following 

commentaries: S12-L "Seemed as good a place as any to 
start"; S21: L "To try to start getting sentences"; S14: M 
"So on to grammar". S33: L and S3: M an the other hand, do 
not give a clear indication but instead move an to a new 
kind of commentary: 533-L "Studying S3: M_ 
"Learning". 

I have given all instance5 in detail, as the idea of 
orientation using so many cards is rather dubious. One 

could suggest that as in four of the five instances the 
dictionary set completes the orientation phase, it could 
in fact represent a vocabulary learning phase in its own 
right. However there is no evidence that the four Ss have 
the intention of really memorizing the words. The 

similarities in the card turning patterns of these five 
95 and in their commentaries, is the basis for my 
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decision to categorize them as I have. 

As there are so few instances in the orientation and 
learning categories, I shall move on the the description 

of learning using dictionary sets, and then discuss both 

types of use together. 

6.3.2 Learnina Uses in Card Set Mode 
As can be seen from Table 6.2, there are onlW four 

subjects who use dictionarW sets verW earlW in the task 

with the intention oF learning the vocabularU, SS: L, 
518: M (both Set5), SS: H and S13: H. 

SS: L uses, a whole page of her protocol in listing the A 

cards one-bW one and her reasons for turning them. She 

does not go through them in order, but tries to group 
them in some way, "words for humans first" and 
"monosyllabic simpler words first". She writes, "Having 

learnt one column I go to the next one starting again 

with basic monosyllabic words", and at the end she 

revises a word she has forgotten. ClearlU she is really 

attempting to memorize the vocabulary. 
516: N and S13: H also use the A set and write "Work 
through the dictionary", and "Learn vocabulary". This 

alone is not enough to show real attempted learning, but 
in their notes they list out all the words C913: H with 
translation and card number in addition), which supports 
the learning interpretation. S18: N follows this by using 
all the B cards, because, as she writes, "Don't know 

anything but nouns". This is obviously a learning use, 
involving both checking and memorizing Cfor definition of 
learning see 6.1. C above, p. 87). 

56: H, the fourth subject is more difficult to assess- She 

has an initial pattern of turnings reminiscent of 521: L 

(orientation use, see 6.3.1 above). However there is no 

clear indication of a break between phases after her use 

of the B set, and she writes "To learn some vocabulary". 
There are no notes which directly support a supposition 

of intended memorization, but there is an indication both 
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from her double-checking- between cards CBS-grp and 
Bl'i-mane) and -from the fact that-she stops at B2qC2=) 
in order, to move on to D10: 'Rules for Use OF VBrb5 - 

mane' Csee Table of Card Turnings for card sequence), 
that she has been using the cards for some kind of 
learning or probleM-50lVing Process, and is looking at 
them-rather carefully. I have therefore included Q6: H as 
an instance of learning use. Like Sl(3: M, she uses set 3, 

and there may be a similarity in their way of Using the 

cards. 

The four subjects mentioned so far all use sets. for 

learning in initial position, -three among the first cards 

turned, and the fourth, 56: H, immediately following her 

orientation. There are three further learning uses by two 

learners, all in medial position, after grammar learning 

(525: H), and in the middle of grammar learning but after 

extensive exposure to Grammar cards C534: H). - 

S34: H. uses both sets for learning, 525-H'uses set B, and 
both subjects follow up with a reinforcement use OF the 

the same sets. If we look at the Table of Card Turnings, 

we see that these two learners follow a similar general 

strategy, with 525'5 strategy as a more 'condensed' 

version OF 534's. However gaS goes carefully through the 

set card by card then immediately checks or tests his 
learning using the set again, whereas 011 writes "Flash 
through A", "Flash through B", then "Matched and 

rematched A and B". - This suggests that 5_U is using 
'depth'-or 'length' OF exposure, whereas 534 is relying 
on Frequency 'of exposure, and possibly a'concomitant 
self-testing procedure, but he also uses the sets again 
later, For revision. 

6.3.3 Discussion of Orientation and Learnina Uses of 

Dictionaru Sets 

Compared with the categorW of reinforcement, there are 

relativelU few orientation 'and learning uses of the 

dictionarW Sets: 5 orientation Uses (bW four subjects) 

and 6 learning uses CbY 51X subjects), as against 23 
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reinforcement Uses (bW 20 subjects). The orientation uses 
are of course in i position, as are 5 of the learning 
Uses, with the remaining 3 in m position. 

To use a whole dictionary set for orientation would seem 
to be an extravagant strategy, given that it quickly 
becomes obvious that the Novish vocabulary is very 

similar to English, and that structure learning is what 

was emphasized in the instructions. On the other hand, to 

use the sets for vocabulary learning at the very 
beginning of the task would seem not merely extravagant 
but possibly foolhardy, as, despite the similarity to 
English, memorizing 29 CB set) or even 19 (A set) words 
would entail considerable effort and mental strain (see 

discussion of Bruner, Goodnow and Austin, Ch. 9, p. 226FF). 

Therefore, any learner who feels more secure if he has a 

certain familiarity with vocabulary before starting on 
the structures of the language, would be well advised to 

opt For an orientation use, looking through the set 

without deliberately attempting to learn the words. 

Of the four learners who do attempt initial learning. of 
the vocabulary, one is the top scorer, 513: H. She is the 

youngest subject, and a first year chemistry 
undergraduate, all features which would be more likely to 

place her in L group. It seems that she is a gifted 
learner, and probably has a good memory, which would mean 
that for her, learning the vocabulary at the beginning of 
the task is a reasonable thing to do. 95: L. who tries to 
do the same thing, provides the alternative scenario, 
with a low score and a card turning pattern that suggests 
that she did not finish her intended activity (Table of 
Card Turnings)., The vocabulary learning presumably took 
too much time. 

Of the other two learners, 518: M is a special case. She 
has an unusual pattern of card turnings, going through 

all the cards in all sets in the order in which they are 
laid out. She appears to be a very fast worker with a 
very high total of cards turned. SQ: H has a more 
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'tilpical' approach, but -seems able to 'use the B set 

initiallU in a successful waW, possiblU without 

memorization. 

From the evidence of these subjects I would still 

maintain that memorizing vocabulary at the initial stage 

of the task is extravagant and foolhardy, unless it suits 
the learner'5 own individual -way of learning and his 

individual abilities, e. g. good memory, fast worker. It 

is certainly not a strategy which is suitable for many 
learners, witness its unpopularity and the fact that 

orientation uses are equally popular with those 'subject5 
who do embark early on a dictionary set. Some of these 

may first have intended to learn and then realized that 

it was an unsuitable strategy, e. g. 53: M (above 6.3-1). 

S25: )j and S34: H use the cards for learning in m position, 
which alters the picture. They use the sets after 

considerable exposure to the examples and translations on 

the Grammar cards, 50 their 'learning' is probably a 

mixture of revision or checking and learning (there may 
be a similarity to S28: M, whom I have included as a 
tentative reinforcement use, 6.4.2 B below, P. 119). 

BecaU5e they used the sets twice, it seems reasonable to 

suggest learning rather than reinforcement as the 

intention with each first use. In these cases the memory 
burden is not so great as a result of previous exposure 
to the vocabulary, thus the strain factor is reduced, and 
in this position the use of a set for learning becomes 

more appropriate. 

I would suggest that for the dictionarW sets, the picture 
of orientation and learning uses presented bW the data 

reveals a healthU avoidance of large scale memorization 
with its associated cognitive -strain. This is in 

agreement with Bruner et al's experience of subjects' 
avoidance of strain in problem solving situations 
(1956: 112). 

The comments in section 6.2.5/6 regarding the relation- 
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ship between orientation andýlearnersl confidence (that 

orientation may be a sign of strategically aware but 

inexperienced learners) are of equal relevance to the set 

use of dictionaries. But in addition there is the 

question of whether dictionary sets are suitable for 

orientation purposes. This depends an the learner and his 

needs. If he lacks background for foreign language 

learning in general (Ausubel'5 anchoring ideas and 
advance organizers, sea Ch. 9, p. Eltlff), or always likes a 

more general introduction to a learning task, an 

orientation phase would seem appropriate. As there is no 

obvious overall structural picture available along the 
lines oF Ausubel's organizers, the next best thing would 
seem to be the B set. If vocabulary- is a particular 
learner's fir5t, need, CS: 'Language Contact - Influences 

on Novi5h' would provide an organizer, and using a 
dictionary set would provide general familiarity. 

Having looked at the minor uses of the A and B sets, we 
shall now turn to the major use, reinforcement. 
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6.1f Dictionarg Use - Card Set Made: Reinforcement 

Within- reinforcement I have three sub-categories, 
testing, revision, and checking, which are posited on the 
basis of different 'methods' (types of activity adopted 
by the learners) revealed by a close reading of the data. 
The reinforcement use in general is defined negatively in 

relation to the learning and orientation Uses. 

The decision to regard testing, revision and checking as 
sub-categories, and not as categories on a par with 
learning and orientation is justified by similarities in 

a) the position in which these types of Dictionary Set 

use are found in the data; b) the context of use, i. e. 
the preceding and following cards/the position in the 
learner's overall strategy; and c) the methods them- 

selves. 

As will be seen in the following description and 
discussion, there could be an argument For regarding the 

revision process as more akin to learning than to testing 

or checking. However considerations of position, context, 
and the learners' declared intentions' have led me to 

regard revision as distinct from learning, though there 

are debatable instance5, and similarities of position and 
context led me to include revision under the 

reinforcement category, together with testing and 
checking. In all cases the categorization as revision or 
checking is subjective, and I have used position, 
context, the number of cards turned, and the commentaries 
given in the learner protocols to inform the decision. 

The interaction between position, context, and 'method' 
is fairly complex, and the labels employed by the 
learners for describing their activity are not'alwaWs the 

same as my method/category labels. I seek to Justify my 
decisions in the discussion. 

For each DictionarW Sets I have classified each 
reinForcement use as testing, revision or checking, but 
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as the form which the method takes, the pattern of 

occurrence of uses, and the context, differ between Sets 

A and B, I will deal with each set separatelw. 

The analysis is organized as follows: 
Section 6.4.1 definition of the three sub-categories of 

reinforcement; 
Section 6.4.2 description of the methods and their use 

for Set A and then Set B; 
Section 6.4.3 discussion and summary of reinforcement 

use of both sets; 
Section 6.4.4 description of context of useýfor Set P 

then Set B; 
Section 6.4.5 conclusion 

Table 6.2 CtJol. 2, p. 53) gives a summary of dictionary set 
reinforcement use by set, and is used throughout the 

analysis. On the left of the table all uses have been 

categorized as revision, checking or testing, and for 

each instance the number of cards turned is indicated. 
The Ss are listed in rank order by test 5COre, and 
divided into the three groups, L Clow), M Cmiddle) and H 

Chigh). On the right of the table the context and 

Position Of set use are shown (see Section 6.11.4 re 

context). 

6.4.1 Definition of Testina. Revision and Checkina 
As a means of introducing the description of the data and 
in order to provide a comparison between the testing, 

revision and checking methods, I shall suggest a simple 

model based on the recognition vs recall, and, avail- 

ability vs accessibility dichotomies. I use both 

dichotomies because, although essentially describing the 

'same difference', the recognition/recall pair can be 

regarded as superordinate, in that they involve the input 

and output phases of the underlying mental activity, thus 

they denote processes. Whereas the availability/ 

accessibility pair denote Features of the data stored in 

memeorU, and do not imply activity. - 
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A comprehension process involves the recognition, (an 

activity) of a word or picture/word relationship, i. e. 
the proof of its availabilitu in storage. And a 

production process involves gaining access to the 

available item and bringing it out of storage, which is 

recall. Recall (the activity) proves the availability and 

accessibility, of stored items. (For discussion of these 

concepts, see Mandler, 1967: 24ff. ) 16 

The following models are intended to show the focus of 
learners' intentions CI take intention as being 

conscious), and the way this differs between testing, 

checking and revision. 

TESTING 

recognition? -->NO 

YES Lrn 

available 

acce55ible_ NO 

YES revise 

recal 1 

FI-TEM TESTEDI 

CHECKING REVISION 

r- ---- -- --1 
recognition? -)NO 'recognition, 

YES learn availabl 
AL 

avaiIa 
ýi: l: 

e: 
] 

ITEM CHECKED1 ITEM RE 

accessible, recall I , L- - - 11 
I 'recall,, 

I--- -- __j 

Double lines and a bracket indicate the focus of the 
learner's attention, what he intends,. Dotted lines 
indicate an optional part of the process. 

The intention with Testina, i5 to find out whether recall- 
is possible and therebW to test accessibilitU of the 

item. 

The intention with Checkina, is to recognize and therebw 
test availabilitu of an item, though the process maW be 
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continued and recall maW in fact occur. This is what 
refer to as sub-con5ciou5 recall or translation. 

The intention with Revision is to strengthen the 
evailabilitu and accessibilitu of an item. There may be a 
focus on the one or the other (comprehension or 
production) in the revision process, and with lexis one 
might expect a process of rehearsal to try and ensure 
accessibility of the item. This is Possibly more likely 
in medial than in final position, due to time 

restrictions. 

This model of testing, checking and revision in the 

context of the use of dictionary sets in this task arises 
from the data, and Provides B Simple way of comparing the 
three process from the point of view of learners' 
intentions. I do not intend it to be a complete or 
detailed model, nor do I feel that an investigation into 
its validity is possible on the basis of my, data. It 

could however be of interest as a starting point For 
further hypoth851zing and model testing. 

6.4.2 Reinforcement Use 
6.4.2 A Set A 
Testina: a deliberate self-testing process is a con- 
scious attempt to check one's abilitU to access and 
recall a word, given in this case the stimulus of a 
picture. NaturallW this can occur onlW after learning, 
that is in m Cmedial) or f Cfinal) position. The 
distinctive features of testing are that it is a 
deliberate 5trategW on the part of the learner, and that 
the focus is an testing acces5ibilitU bU. means of recall. 

OnlW those set uses where the subject indicates clearlU 
that testing is being done are included in this 

sub-categarU, e. g. 54-M "Test on word5l. Due to the 

format of the cards, testing would seem to be an 

appropriate method to use with Set A. It provides the 

opportunitU to use the picture as a 5timulus, and to 

recall the word before turning the card to see if the 

answer is correct. 
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On the basis Of the card format and the pattern of card 

turnings, the following procedure can be suggested: 

Look at card 
if familiar 

2 -> translate 

1 if unfamiliar 
2 -> (guess) 

success 3 exit 
3 turn card to check 

no SUCCeS5 3 turn card to 

rEV15e/learn 

3 -> turn card to learn 

(Brackets indicate an optional process)' 

At stage 1, the learner is checking recognition of the 

picture and availability in memory of the word for the 

picture. At stage 2, the learner attempts to recall the 

word, in other words he is testing whether it is 

accessible from storage. In stage 3, the learner, 

depending on results at stages 1 and 2, has a choice of 

turning the card or'not. If he has been unable to recall 
the word, he will turn the card for learning purposes if 

the word is unavailable, and for revision if it is 

inaccessible. If the learner has recalled the word, he 

may turn the card to check correctness, or move on to the 

next card if he feels satisfied. One could suggest that 

the distinction between these last two choices is one of 

a risk-taking or confident learner (no check) as opposed 
to a more cautious learner (check). 

From Table 6.3, we can see that 5 learners use testing 

with the A set. 54: N, S31: M and S27: H turn all the cards, 
52: L and S24: H turn 4 and 3 cards respectively. They all 

state the intention of testing, e. g. "Going through 

picture dictionary to test words" (S31: M), - except 527-R, 

who writes "about time to see how much vocab I remember". 
Her notes suggest that she is testing. 

Revision: ' This is understood as a process of looking 

again in order to refresh the memorU. This method could 
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not be Used early in the task as revision pr85UPP0585 

previous learning. Similarly, revision would not be a 

selective. process, and with the A set, the learner would 

need to turn all cards-if he wished to be exposed to each 

word once again. Using this set is presumably not a 

particularly efficient way of revising vocabulary, unless 

the aim is also to reinforce the picture/word relation, 

as all cards would need to be turned, and the set does 

not cover the whole vocabulary of the language. 

The main intention in revision is presumably not to test 

whether one knows the words (availability and aCC855- 
ibility), but to reinforce previously learned items in a 
systematic fashion by one more exposure. Of course one 
may also come across unfamiliar items. Revision is thus 

closer to learning than to testing in intention, but it 
is not the same as learning. One can suggest a dual 

purpose for revision. Firstly, to increase the stability 
of an item in storage, and secondly, in this task, to 

enhance' the accessibility of an item by means Of a 

recencW effect, either prior to a testing phase in the 

task, or at the end of the task prior to the language 
test. 

The following procedure is tentatively suggested, as 
there are no completely clear cases in the data of 
revision use with the A set. 

Look at picture -> Turn card -> CRehearsal of word) 

The following learners are po5siblU revising: 
S17: L, after a verW brief testing phase, begins to look 

through the A set (appa rently not completed), these are 

his final cards. The commentarW in his protocol is 

"Learning 50Me vocab". At this stage however 'learning' 

seems inappropriate, and the fact of his turning nearlw 

all the cards as far as he goes (5ee Table of Card 

Turnings) leads me to categorize this Use as revision 

rather than checking, though it could be a mixture. 
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534zH'5 use of Set A with the commentarW "Flash through" 

is opaque. It is immediatelU followed bW a 'Flash 

through' set B, and both set uses precede a practice and 
testing phase. Given its position, this use of set A maW 
be revi5ion, -or some kind of checking. 

5-6--: 
-R 

looks at all. the cards on initiating a testing phase 
in the task. She writes; "To check spelling and relearn 
the noun5. I'd forgotten". De5pite the use of 'check', 

this seems to be possiblU a mixed revision and checking 

approach, though I have categorized it under checking. 

The unpopularitU of clear revision. use for the A set 

supports the contention that it is an uneconomical waW of 

revising, unless reinforcement of the picture/word rel- 

ation is intended. 

Checkina: Checking could be described as conscious 

testing of recognition, as opposed to conscious testing 

of recall, which is testing proper. Thus checking is less 

stringent Cand probably less time-consuming) than testing 

proper. The learner wishes to check whether the picture 

is familiar and the relevant word is available Cknown), 

without necessarily consciously desiring to recall the 

word Cthough there may be a sub-conscious production 

process). 

The method Seems to incorporate at least two possible 

procedures: 

1 Look at picture->turn card->if word not familiar: learn 

1 
2 Look at picture->if familiar->Ctranslate)->ýexit 

- ->if unfamiliar->turn card-> learn word 

Procedure 1 is not selective (similar to revision), the 
learner turns all cards. The translation process 
(picture-> word) is most probablU absent. The difference 
between this tUpe of checking and revision is in the 
learner's intentions. With checking he wishes to, either 
find out whether an item is known (available), or to make 
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sure that no items are unknown (unavailable). If unknown 
items are encountered, learning will take place. 

Procedure 2 looks rather similar 
simpler, probablU quicker, and there 

production stage, though productio, 
consciouslU. The focus is on checking 
an item but this is a selective 
unfamiliar cards being turned. 

to testing, but is 

is no intentional 

n maw occur sub- 
the availabilitU of 

procedure, only 

In Table 6.3 we see that checking is a relativelW common 
procedure using the A set. Seven subjects have been 

categorized as using the set in this waW. 

556-H and 30-H turn all the cards (procedure 1). -930: H is 

clearly checking `Looking for new words", whereas 56: H 

maw be using mixed checking and revision (see above under 
'revision'). S34: H who is categorized under revision maw 
instead be checking (see above). 

The other five subjects SslS: L, 16: L, 20: H, 7-H and 25: H* 
use procedure 2, turning only some Of the cards. 5515: L, 

16: L and 20: H all'write briefly "Vocab" or "Learn vocab", 
but the Position and turning behaviour suggest checking 
for unknown words, and testing is not mentioned. 57: H and 
S2S: H are clearly checking: "Want a break from learning 

rules. Look at vocab I haven't assimilated through the 

examples" "Looking over picture dictionary 

pictures - one I want to find out" CSES: H). 

It would seem that checking is an appropriate procedure 
with Set A, as a number of subjects U58 it. Where only 

some cards are turned (five subjects), it'i5 a moot point 

whether recall of the words on the unturned cards is 

inevitable. I would suggest that recognition of the 

picture leading to recognition of the availability of the 

corresponding word is possible (see checking model 
6.4.1), making recall unnecessary. It maU--be that 

sub-conscious recall does occur, in which case this is 

probably equivalent to recognition of accessibility, 

rather than real recall (actual production). 
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6.4.2 B ReinForcement Use: Set B 
Te5tina: Conscious testing is not a method used with Set 
B. The -procedure would be the same as for Set A (see 
6.4.2 A, p. 11q), but of course the stimulus is the Novish 

word and the response would be an English translation. 
There is one case, S25: H, where the learner uses the B 

set twice in succession. The first time he turns the 

cards one bW one, then he goes through them again to "5ee 
if I know them". This second viewing could be testing. 
However testing is not mentioned, so I have interpreted 
this second use as checking. 

As this set has the Novish words on the front of the card 
and is also a larger set, and as it- contains 
'untranslatable' grammatical words such as ma, ja_, ki, it 
would seem to be inappropriate for testing, a feature 

recognized by the learners, hence the dearth of testing 

uses. 

Revision: 'Given the fact that this dictionary contains 
all the words needed for the task, and that both the 
translation and/or the grammatical category are on the 

reverse, it would seem an appropriate set to use for 

revision. 

With Set B two revision procedures would be po55ible: 

Look at word if understood-> (rehearse)-> exit 
if not understood-> turn-> learn 

Look at word -> turn-> (rehearse) 

The purpose (refreshing/reinforcing memorg) and position 
(medial or final) of revision would be the'same as with 
Set A, but as the Novi5h word is on the front it would 
not be necessarW to turn all cards. 

There are five instances categorized as revision (see 
Table 6.3). 521: L states that he intends to revise and 
turns 5 cards (procedure 1). S14: M-, S1Q: M and S34: H write 
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"as flash cards", "Flicked through", and "Flash through". 
This suggests reinforcement without rehearsal or recall. 
It is unclear whether theg turn the cards or not, but 
theg either turn all or none. A commentary like "f185h 
through" with Set A (S34: H) will suggest turning, 'but 
with Set B as the Novish words are on the front, it is 
impossible to tell. The similaritU of these commentaries 
leads me to categorize these three instances in the same 
wag, as revision, as there is no indication that checking 
is intended. 

The fifth learner S28: M indicates "economizing vocabularw 
learning" as his aim when turAing the preceding card, C6: 

'Language Contact - Influences on Novish'. But he writes 
"quick run through" for the B set. I have assumed that he 

turned all the cards, and as this use occurs in the 

middle of his learning phase, but after considerable 

exposure to the grammar cards Cwhich contain translated 

examples) and reference use of A and B cards, it is dif- 

ficult to know whether he intends to learn or revise. His' 

use. is similar to the first use bW 534: H Csee above 6.3.2 

p. 106), but he onlU uses the set once, which is mU reason 
for including this use in the reinforcement categorU. 

Checkina: It seems from the data that for this set, 
unlike Set A, only one procedure is used for checking: 

Look at word-> if familiar -> exit 

-> if unfamiliar-> turn card-> learn 

This procedure seems both sensible and economical. There, 

may possibly be a sub-conscious translation process, but 

it seems unlikely, as recognition of availability implies 

comprehension, making recall of the English word 
unnecessary. 

Of the four instances categorized as checking in the data 

(see Table 6.3), three clearly involve this procedure: 
535: L turns only one card, "Checking whether I know 

words"; 
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53-0---R turns none, "To see if all words I'd come across - 
which they were"; 
S22: M 1wri-te5: "Want orthography" and turns no cards. 
Afterwards he turns one B card to learn a word and one A 

card to test. Given this commentary, his intention would 

seem to be learning, however in this position (f) and 
with the following context where he writes "Want to check 
ideas", learning is unlikely. 

The fourth subject 525: H (5ee under Testing 
, above), may 

or may not have turned all the cards, though given that 
he has Just looked carefully at them, all once for 
learning, this seems unlikely. I have categorized this 
Use as checking because of his commentary: "See if I know 
them". 

6.4.3 Discussion of Reinforcement Uses of Sets A and_R 
Stepping back from the data a moment, we see that the 

analUsis above clearlU shows that learners are using 
dictionaries in a special waW, as half of them have 

chosen to use a dictionarW set for the purpose of 

reinforcement. Given that this is a free-learning task, 

this choice must be a strategic one, representing a use 

one would not expect with 'real' dictionaries. 

Firstly, it is apparent that many learners desire/need 

systematic reinforcement. In this task, the A/B sets 
provide the most efficient and comprehensive, possibility 
for such a systematic review of the-language. Set A 

contains all necessary nouns, and its use presumably 
shows a concentration on vocabulary review, and perhaps 
consideration of the time factor as it is the smaller set 
(19 cards). The B set, on the other hand, provides a 

review of both vocabulary and grammar (up to a point), 
but is considerably larger (29 cards). From Table 6.3 we 

can see that for reinforcement in general, the A set is 

preferred, perhaps reflecting subjects' awareness of the 
time factor. 

This use of the dictionaries cannot be compared with use 
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of dictionaries in a normal setting, but isýmore similar 
to possible uses of word lists. However, in mW view this 

is irrelevant, the important factor being that it is the 

subjects' obvious desire for 5gstematic reinforcement 

which leads them to use the dictionaries in this wag. 

Secandlu, regarding the distinction between testing, 

revision and checking, the table shows a difference in 

pattern of use between the two 5etS: ' the Picture 
Dictionary CA) being 'selected for testing, and the 

Translation Dictionary CB) for revision, while both are 
used for checking, though the A set is preferred. The 
introduction of pictures could be a confusing factor, in 
that recognition of pictures is needed for the completion 
of the ExamplesCF) set exercises CFS-16)., I-would however 

maintain -that nearly all the pictures 'are 'clearly 

recognizable and therefore learning/testing pictures is 

very unliklU to be the subjects' aim in using the A set. 

I have already suggested that this pattern of Set Choice 

+ Reinforcement Type shows a sensible evaluation of 
possibilities on the part of the learners, the sets being 

used on the whole with those activities for which they 

are most suited. This gives further evidence that set use 
for reinforcement is based on considered strategic 
choices by the learners. 

No clear answer can be found to the question of whW some 
learners choose to revise, and others to check Or test. 

Nevertheless, certain tendencies in the data can be 

noted. These tie in with the number OF sets used bW the 

different rank groups, as seen in the introduction to the 

set mode analUsis CS. 3 above). There we observed that the 

H group has con51derablU more set Uses than the other 

groups. In conjunction with Table 6.3 we can now observe 
further, that it is checking and testing Uses of Set A 

which account for most OF this difference. 

A closer look at the distribution of these set uses 
reveals that the H-group B set users also use Set A for 
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checking(revision), whereas none of the other B set users 
do. Secondly, the two M group A set users (both testing) 

are the two-top ranked subjects in that group. This 

investigation of the distribution shows that the most 

successful learners make testing or checking use of the A 

set C10 out of the 14 top ranked learners). 

A further observation is that revision is not a popular 

use with either set, but that more instances occur in M 

group than in H or L, and these are using Set B. No other 

patterns of distribution can be seen, either in terms of 

numbers of sets used, Or purposes for U58. 

Having found these patterns, it is necessary to look at 
position and context of use, in order to discover whether 
this apparent consistency of use bW the most successful 
learners is a real one. 
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6.4.4 Context of Reinforcement Uso 

There is evidence in the data, from card turning order 

and the COmmentaries in the learner protocols, that most 

of the subjects divide their activity while doing the 

task into phases. Generallgýspeaking, a typical pattern 

would be Orientation -> Learning -> Reinforcement, where 

orientation is optional. The fact that Ss consciously 
move from one phase CactivitW with a particular intention 
behind it) to the next 'is often indicated in the 

commentaries. Some examples are: 
S29: H "Now I'll go on and test myself", the word now is 

quite frequently used as a kind of functional indicator; 
S6: H "To practise what I've learnt", on starting a series 
of F cards; 
SQ: L "Start on examples"; 
512: L "Seemed as good a place as any to start", she looks 

at D1, having already looked at four C cards and the A 

set for orientation. 
There may also be sub-phases within the learning phase, 
for example repeated learn -> test cycles, or a period of 

practice. 

The reason that this Use Of phases is of interest in the 

present discussion is that the reinforcement Use of a 
dictionary set in all but one case Ca_2L. L) occurs at, or 
marks, a boundaru,. This boundary may be between phases of 
activity, for example a checking use between learning and 
testing phases, or at the end of the task, for-example a 

checking or revision use, to 'round off'. In- some cases 

ane or two cards are turned after this, but-it is most 
likely that this only Occurs because there is a little 

time left, e. g. - S1S-L, 921: L. 'Even with Q2E3: L1, 'whc uses 
the B set in the middle OF grammar learning, the use is a 
boundary, albeit of a different type, betweeen use of D 

CGrammar) cards and E CSemantics) cards. - 

It is not possible to judge whether A or B set use is 

regarded as part of the preceding or following, phase, or 

is seen as a separate phase in itself. However it'does 

seem to fulfil a need for variation in activitU, as 57: H 
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puts it: "Want a break From learning rules". 

It is difficult to summarize the contexts of use of the 

sets, as so manW variations are possible. I have 

nevertheless tried to generalize, which of course 

obscures some individual differences. The results of this 

generalization can be seen on the right-hand-5ide of 
Table 6.3. 

Readina Table 6.3 (richt-hand side) 
All set uses are coded as mCmedial) or F(Final). The 

context of use is shown in this form: L<>T, where <> 
indicates use of the set and L, T, C, P stand for 
learning, testing, checking and practice. These show the 

activities (phases of activity) the learner engages in 

prior to 'and following the A/B set- use (i. e. the 

'activity' context of set use). The comments column shows 
special contexts of use, and which cards are used in a 

post-set-use testing phase. 

6.4.4 A Context of ReinForcement Use: Set A 

There are llf reinForcement uses oF Set A, the majoritU bW 

group H: 

Set A ReinforceMent USP5 L: 4 M: 2 

Taking groups M+H first, the subjects discussed above, 
a clear pattern of use can be seen. Nine of these ten 

subjects use the set in medial position as a 12oundarLL 
between a learnina, (or learning and practice) phase, and 
a te5tina (or practice and testing) phase. And in all 
nine cases, except S25: H (who also uses Set B), all 
Examples practice cards (F9-16), or all Examples cards 
M-16) are used in lagout order in'the following phase, 

with verU few or no other cards (See Table of Card 

Turnings). Thus, the final phase represents an extended 

period of activitU. 

It is clear from the commentaries that the use of. the, - A 

set here is seen bW the Ss as a boundarW between distinct 

pha5e5, either as a rounding off of learning or a 
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preparation for testing (checking or revision use, or as 
the initiation of testing (testing use). Some examples: 
S7: H For her checking use of set A she comments "Want a 
break from learning rules... ", the following cards are 
introduced by: "Want to use more example5-tO test"; 
S24-H "Think I know th system now", he then checks two 

cards he hasn't turned, before he Moves to the A set 
(testing) with "Going to test vocab I don't know"., This 
is followed by "All examples to test memory"; 
534-H "Flashes through" both dictionaries (revision? ), 
then writes "Gone through basics now to exercises". This 
is presumably a practice and testing phase as he uses all 
F cards, and then has a final test or check phase at the 

end using FS-16 again. 

525: H and S30: H have a somewhat different pattern from 
the other eight learners. Both use both dictionarW sets. 
525-H, however, follows the A set use with testing using 
F cards (this is shown bW his notes rather than his 

commentaries, which include both "checking" and "self- 

te5ting"). The notes indicate that he is testing himself, 

even when using the F1-8 example cards. His testing 

proce5s differs from the others in that he selects some 
items to test, and then moves on to "random, choices" 

rather than going through the cards in the table laWout 

order. He also has a brief final checking phase. 

S30: H, on the other hand, is the only one of these 
learners who has no clearly delineated testing phase. His 

checking uses of -sets A then B initiate some checking, 
which is then broken off by a period of "light relief" 
using three C cards, followed by a return to 
"reinforcement". He is an experienced exotic language 
learner, and though there are phases in his activity, he 

does not make use of the final testing phase common to 

Most SUCCe55fUl learners. 

The remaining four S5 who Use set A for reinforcement are 

all in the lowest rank aroun (the four lowest scores). 
Two, SIS: L and S17: L, use the set in final position, and 
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show no verW clear phases in their work. An alternative 

explanation is that theW ran out of time, and might have 

initiated-a test/check phase given more time. 

The third, 52: L, uses the set in medial position, but 
this is not a clear boundarW use as she has alreadW 
started practice with two cards, continues this after the 

set use with the same practice card, and follows this 

with some brief checking. 

516: L, appears to be doing something similar to 530: 8 Csee 

above), but there is less indication of intended 

pedagogical phases of activitU, and the commentarW "Idle 

curiositU" before turning all seven Context cards in the 

final stage of the ta5k, in conjunction with his earlier 

pattern and number of card turnings C5ee Table of Card 

Turnings), suggests a rather desultorW approach at this 

point. This could be the result either of over-confidence 

or of giving up. 

These four learners, therefore, differ from the others in 

that their use of Set A is not followed bW an extended 

sUstematic testing or checking phase, and that the phase 

structure of their activitu is less obvious. 

Thus, it is clear that the apparent similarity in 

reinforcement use of Set A by the most successful 
learners is real. This suggests that systematic checking 
or testing may be an important part of a conscious 
learning strategy, and that vocabulary reinforcement, if 

used, generally precedes/introduce5 structural testing. or 

checking. Moreover, the variation in activity provided by 

this reinforcement use of Set AýmaW also be important. 

This would support a suggestion that not only are certain 
tupes OF activitu, important to a strategy, but that also 

variation is an important factor. This aspect is taken up 

again in the analysis of the Contextual cards CSet C- 

Ch. 7). 
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6.4.4 B Context of Reinforcement Use: Set J1 
There are 9 reinforcement uses of Set B, and these are 
distribut&d more evenlW among the rank groups than the 

uses of Set A: 
Set B Reinforcement Uses L: 2 M: 4 H: 3 

With regard to position and context of Set B use, we can 
see from the table that no pattern is evident. Both 

context and position are varied. However, these instances 
do have a feature in common with Set A: the boundaru 
factor. They all represent a boundary, either 

a) between phases - S3S: L, 514: m, S22-M, S30: H, 
525: Hl 5311-H 

b) finally - S21: L, 518: M 

c) between use of card sets - Q28: M 
Some examples from the commentaries: 
935: L "Quick scan to see how much I understand" 
introduces his use of six Examples cards to check/test 
comprehension. This is followed by: "Checking whether I 
know words - don't know this one" for the B set. He 
follows this with random checking of three cards "See 

whether I find anything important". Here 535 finishes a 
systematic check and test phase by using the dictionary; 
514: M, after learning, she looks through the B set 
(revision use), then says "Now checking 'self, testing, 
spot check for what's wrong". 

Another feature of the B set uses is that none of them is 
for testing, and none initiate an ordered testing phase 
(using Fl/9-16). Two of the nine uses are followed bu 
testing + checking CS14: M, S25: H), and S34: H uses the B 
set between the A set and his testing/practice phase. A 

reasonable assumption is that as Set B is not reallU 
suitable for testing use, it is less likelU to initiate a 
testing phase than Set A. 

It is difficult to group the uses of the B set, but 

certain trends can be seen. Two subjects, one in L group 
and one in M group, use the set for checking in final 

position, S3S: L and 522: M. The set use is preceded bU 
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learning using all card types, and there is no clear 
testing phase although some testing does occur. This 

checking Use of the B set is Followed by, and is possibly 
the start of, a general checking procedure: 535: L I'To see 
whether I can find anything important"; 522: M "Want to 

check ideas". S30-H could be grouped with these two 
subjects, although his use is nearer to medial than final 

position (see above), as he uses B for checking and then 

says "Checking through at random For bits and pieces that 
look interesting". 

S11f: M and S25: H Cmentioned above) are using the set in a 
similar context, aFter learning and beFore a mixed 
checking and testing period, though 514: M appears to be 

revising vocabularW Clooking through as "Flash cards"), 

and S25: H checking C"See iF I know them"). TheW differ 
From the subjects above in that this is a clear medial 
position use. 

The remaining three subjects use the sets in individual 

ways: two, as their final cards for revision (Slg: M and 
521: L - his last two cards are for using up the time), 

and the third, S28: M, for revision/ learning in'the middle 
of his learning phase, as a boundary between the 0 and E 

sets. 

From this attempt to summarize the context of rein- 
forcement use of the B set, it'is clear that this set, 
while still providing a boundarW, -tends to be used in 
different and more individual ways than Set A. There is a 
greater tendency for final or near final use as revision 

or checking (five out of nine instances), and it is not 
followed by an ordered testing phase (except 534: H), but 

more often by checking or a mixture of testing and 

checking. 

The use of this set, in contrast to Set A, does not seem 
to be symptomatic of a particular type of learner, or of 
the strategic awareness related to success. The only 
tentative correlation may be with learners who have a 
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checking phase, in the sense of looking for things theW 

might have missed and double-checking problem areas 
(Ss3S: L, 14: M, 22: M, 30: H and 25: H). 

This observation leads to the following suggested 
interpretation based on the difference in constitution of 
the two sets: 
While the Use of Set A (vocabulary reinforcement) tends 
to be followed by the reinforcement of structures by 

other means (testing using the Examples cards - Set F), 

giving a systematic reinforcement of the whole language, 
Set B does not tend to be followed up in this way. The 

majority of learners who use Set B alone, or Set B in 

addition to Set A (except 534: H), U58 it as part of, or 
prior to, a non-sUstematic reinforcement phase, where 
Examples and Grammar cards are used for testing and 
checking. This difference could be related to the fact 
that use of the B set provides a review, not only of 

vocabulary but of grammar also. So having used Set B9 the 
learner then has the option of selective review, 
involving only those structures he feels need rein- 
forcement, instead of the systematic review of all 
structures advisable after Set A. The context data for 
Set B do support this interpretation, which shows, Wet 
again, a general strategic awareness on the part of the 
learners. 

6. L1.5 Reinforcement Use: Conclu51on 
Taking this discussion of the context of Set B use in 

addition to that of Set A, my original suggestion about a 
systematic reinforcement phase needs to be altered. It 

would appear that reinforcement of both vocabularu and 
structure is regarded by many learners, and especially 
the most successful, as a necessaru activity in language 
learning. However, learners seem to vary in their 

preferences as to how such reinforcement is achieved. In 
this task, we see some learners who prefer a systematic 
review of vocabulary followed by a systematic structural 
review using testing with examples (where the sUstemat- 
icitU is provided by the materials). Others prefer a 
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sUstematic review of the whole language, (also materials- 
dependent), followed by selective reviewing activity 
using examples and rules, for testing and checking. 

No correlations can be made with other features of 
learning strategy or with learner types at this stage in 
the analysis. However, in Chapter 10, where the different 

strands of the analysis are drawn together, we shall 
return to these observations and suggestions to see 
whether they have any implications for strategy types. 

For now, the contribution of this analWsis is as follows: 
1) it provides evidence of strategic awareness on the 

part of the learners; 

2) it suggests that a reinforcement phase (possiblU 

testing) appears to correlate with success, and hence 
that the selection of certain tunes of activitu is an 
important factor in learning strategU; 
3) it shows that variation in activitU MaW also be of 
importance to learners. 
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CHAPTER 7: THE USE OF THE CONTEXT CARDS (SET M 

7.0 Introduction 

The set consists of 7 cards as follows: 
C1 Map of Nova Island 
C2 Language Map of Nova Island 
C3 Distribution of the Languges of Nova Island 
Cli HistorW of British Influence and Settlement 

on Nova Island 
CS Social Organization 
C6 Language Contact - Influence5 on Novish 
C7 Religion on Nova and its Influence on Nov15h 

C1 and 2 are maps, C3-7 give information in text form. 
The cards are laid on the table in number order in one 
column with C1 at the top. (For copies of cards sea 
Appendix 3B, Vol. 2, pp. 15-17. ) 

These cards were included in the task partly because they 

represent one type of information usually available to 

foreign language learners, and partly because Pask shows 
that some learners (redundant hol15t5) wish to have 

access to contextual information which is not strictly 

relevant to the learning task, but which they Use as a 
kind of mnemonic device. This suggests that they possibly 
make use of 'episodic' memory (informally structured 
memory based on temporally dated episodes or events - 
Tulving, 1972) to a greater extent than other learners. 

Such a tendency also points to the style dimension called 
levelling/sharpening (pp. 9-10 above), where a 'redundant 

holist' (p. 22 above) would be at the 'sharpening' end of 
the scale, both using and inventing contextual infor- 

mation as a memory aid. 

Of the seven cards, CS and C7 give information which is 

of direct relevance to the task. C6 introduces the 

aru/5til classification of nouns, and the singular/ 
dual/plural categorization, and C7 provides the cultural 
background of the arU/5til. distinction. None of the other 
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cards can be said to give information which is directlU 

relevant or useful. 

Table 7.1, (Vol. 2, p. 54) is needed for reference through- 

out the following analysis, and the Table of Card 

Turnings may also be useful. In Table 7.1, the subjects 
are listed in rank order by test score and divided into 
the Low(L), NiddleCM) and HighCH) groups. The table shows 
all uses of the Contextual Information cards, and gives 
an indication of their position of use. Each instance is 

also coded by reason for use. The total numbers of cards 
used are shown by subject and by card number on the right 
of the table. 

7.1 A Brief Look at Lparner5' Selection of C Qard5 

The right-hand side of Table 7.1 shows the numbers of 

cards used and the total turnings For each card (bottom 

right). There are only 611 card turnings by 18 of the 33 

subjects, which shows that the learners in general do not 

consider this type of information particularly necessary, 

and restrict their use of these cards. 

ClearlW, CS is used most often, with CS and C7 in second 

place, and surprisingly C2, a map. This pattern and the 

more limited use of C1, C3 and C4, shows that manW 
learners are selecting cards carefullU and restricting 
themselves to those cards which are most likelU to 

contain useful general information about the language and 
its background. The use of both C1 and C2 is an anomalU 
which can onlW be explained bW IcuriositW' overcoming 
'commonsense', or bW bad judgement. In the following 

analUsis of reasons for use, we shall see that the 

selection of CS (and to a certain extent CS and C7) is 

related to a particular tUpe of use. 

7.2 Orientation Uses OF Contextual Card2 
Given the tWpe of information on these cards, it would 
seem reasonable to suggest that those learners who wish 
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for an orientation at the beginning of the task would use 
C cards. This is however not the case. Of the 13 learners 

categorized as having an orientation phase C5ee Table 

6.1, Vol. 2, p. 51), only six use C cards in this phase, 

whereas 12 out of the 13 use dictionary cards C534: H uses 

only C cards). This presumably means that the majoritU of 
the learners were ta5k-oriented, at least at the 

beginning, rather than topic-oriented, -and realized that 

the C cards were unnecessary. If the language had been a 

real one, the situation might have been different. 

The presence of five 'distractor' cards out-of the seven, 

presumably led the majority of the learners to avoid 
these cards in the first stage of the task before they 

knew exactly how demanding the task would be and how much 

time they would need. CS is nevertheless a very useful 

introductory card and both S27: H and 513: H turned it 

first in order to check which languages would be of use 

to them. SQ: L and S34: H use CS in a brief orientation 

phase, and all four S5 follow up this Use by referring to 

other cards giving information about the cru/stil 
distinction and about singular/dual/plural. 

7.3 Reasons for U5e OF C cards 
The reasons given in the learner protocols for turning 

Contextual cards fall into three groups: 
1) CUr105itW Or interest 

ii) General background information 
iii) Specific check an information 

D Curiositu or Interest 
Eleven Ss have looked at C cards giving one or other of 
these reasons. Some examples of associated commentaries 
are: 

SIELL C1-7 "Idle curiosity"; 
521: L C1-2 "Curic5ity"; 

514: M "Out of curiosity going to look up aC- most 
interesting C6"; 

S30: H, C2-3 "Turned these as things that I would be 
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interested in if it was a real language" and "I like 

maps "; 
Q13: H CS "Interest". 
S18: M writes "Have a look at info. " and looks at 
Cl-7. I have called this interest as it comes near 
the end of the task. 

A feature that most of these uses have in common is that 

theW occur near either the beginning or end of the task. 

ApparentlU, looking at cards out of 'curiositUS occurs 

either when the 5 has more or less decided that he has 

completed the task and has a little time to use up (e. g. 
52: Ll Q1E3: Mj S30: H), or verU earlU in the task, where it 
is likelU that onlU one or two cards are turned with this 

reason given, the subject bearing in mind that the task 

has still to be done and time is getting on. OccasionallU 

a subject turns a card in medial position, apparentlU for 

some light relief, e. g. 511: M CII "For the heck of it". 

As a result of these observations, I have chosen to 

categorize S3: MIs use of the whole series at the 
beginning of the task as 'general background', although 
"General interest" is stated as her reason. This use is 
therefore shown as 'general background' in the table, but 

placed in parentheses. 

ii) General Backaround Information 

This can be seen as trUing to obtain anW information 

which maU be of use in providing a basis for learning the 

language. 

There are only three cases where getting background 
information is clearly the aim: 

S12: L CLt-7 "Get background"; 
SB: L C6+S "General background"; 
5311-H C2,3,6 "General info. ". 

All of these uses are in an orientation phase. 

There are four other instances where reasons like 
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"Background" S2: L CC2) are given, but the card chosen and 
the position in the task would be more likely to suggest 
curiosity or interest as the real reason. The subject is 

possibly giving a description of the card rather than his 

reason for choosing it. With S2, C2 is the final card. 
Looking for background information as an aid to learning 

at this stage would not seem particularly usefull 

S14: M, 's turning of CS in the middle of the final checking 

phase, with the commentarW "Back to contextual 
information" would seem to resemble 52-. L's use (above). 

S11: M, having turned C11 earlier, turns the remaining six 
C cards after learning and before she begins a long 

self-testing phase introduced by the commentary "See if 

I've forgotten anything yet". She seems to use the C 

cards as a rest and self-imposed distraction C51Milar to 

counting backwards between the learning and recall stages 

of a word list learning experiment? ), between learning 

and testing recall. She writes "To find out something 

about the context of the language", whether her reason is 

curiosity or intending to find useful information is not 

made clear, but again at this stage curiosity would seem 

to be more-likely. 

521: L turns C7 as part of his orientation where he turns 

one of each card to get some idea of the card sets. 

These four instances where the commentarW suggests 
'background' and the position suggests tcuriositu/ 

interest', have been shown as IcuriositU' in the table, 

and placed in parentheses. 

iii) Specific Check on Information 

Where the subject has indicated that he is looking for 
the answer to a specific question or is checking a 
hUpothesis, the instance of C card use is categorized as 
'specific check'. 
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Some examples of the learners' commentaries are: 

S1S: L C6 "To see if there is any resemblance to 

Novish in another language"; 

SP-7: H C6 "To see if/how related to Engli5h"; 

S13: H C6 "See which languages help me"; 
S11f: M C7+If "Want to see if exceptions affected by 

religion and history" with reference to the Uru/stil 

classification of nouns; 
52-L CS+6 "Reasons for E2 anomalies" re cru/Ztil 

again; 
56: H CS, 6,7 "Try to find out why they classify their 

nouns into 'growing' and 'non-growing' things" 

cru/5til again. 

C6 and C7 are the cards most often'used in this manner, 

and the learners have one oF two aims: 

1) CS is used by seven Ss to check the connection between 

English or other languages and Novish, (SslS: L, 2E3: M, 22: M, 
4-M, 27: H, 30: H, 13 H). In four of these cases, C6 is the 
only Contextual card used by the learner. Also in three 

cases the subject follows up the CS use by turning 

related explanatory cards, e. g. DS-singular/dual/plural, 
E2/E3-gru/stil, Cla55iFication of nouns, 011-the verbs 
gru/stil. CFor commentaries, see above). 

2) There are three instances of Ss searching for a reason 
for the cru/5til. classification CSR: L, S14: M, S6: H). Two of 
these directlW follow the use of the oru/5til. cards E2 

and E3. CFor commentaries, see above. ) 
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7.4 Discu55ion and--Summaru 

Of the 18 subjects who use Contextual cards (61 cards 

turned in toto), four, SsIG: LIE3-M, 3-M, 11: M, use all the 

cards, and three of these (possiblU four - see re S3: M 

above) apparentlW with no task-related (general or 

specific) purpose. Four subjects (SslS: L. P-E3: M. 
- 

4: M. 

CZ, A) use onlW one card, CS, with a specific purpose, and 
the rest use cards for both ta5k-related purposes and out 

of interest/curicsitU. 

Two of the four Ss who use all the cards, S1Q: M and 53: M. 
- 

follow a general strategW of turning all the cards, set 

bW set, and more or less in table laWout order'(see Table 

of Card Turnings). 518 uses the C cards at the end 

Cinterest) and S3 at the beginning of the task Cinterest/ 

background? ). The general strategW of these two subjects 

is discussed in more detail later in relation to their 

use of the other card sets. S16: L's strategW is also 

d15CU5sed'later, and it would seem-that-his use of the C 

set is an indication either of over-confidence or of 

giving up on the task. 511; M, as mentioned above, uses 

the C set before her testing phase to provide what 

appears to be a period of relaxation or as a distraction. 

In all other instances t he learner selects particular 
cards for one of the reasons described above - curiositU, 
or task-related specific or general reasons. 

A Closer Look at Curiositu 

In seeking an explanation of this 'curiosity' behaviour, 
it is necessary to turn to the literature. CUr105itU can 
be viewed either as a motivational variable or as a 

personality trait. Here, I shall look at it as a moti- 

vational variable as the voluntary recruitment to the 

task would imply a certain level of curiosity (person- 

ality trait) in all participants. 
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The motivational variable of curiosity is deFined as the 

state of a person 

"who has been aroused by a stimulus environment 
which induces a high level of uncertainty and who 
engages in exploration in order to gain infor- 
mation and reduce arousal. " (DaW & Berlyne, 
1971: 312)) 

SurprisinglU,, this definition could possiblU cover the 

use of all the cards. However, if we assume that the 55 

have undertaken to carrW out the task out of general 

cur105itW, but that within the task certain, apparentlU 

irrelevant, activities are to be investigated, it is here 

that a more particular cur105itW becomes, evident. 

DaW and BerlWne suggest two major responses to curiositU: 
5DeciFic exDloration, and diver5ive exploration, both 
induced bW uncertaintU and high arousal. 

SDecific exDloration results from response conflict,, i. e. 
uncertainty about the nature of a stimulus, and appear5 
to be dependent an the nature of previous experience of 
similar stimuli. In an intellectual task, this would lead 
to a : particular type Of specific exploration, which 
Berlyne calls emistemic exploratory behaviour, whose aim 
is "to equip the individual with knowledge" (1971: 313) 
and reduce "conflict about concepts and symbolic 
representations" C1371: 31LO, This behaviour may be 
manifested as consultation of sources and/or directed 
thinking. 

Uiver5ive exaloration, on the- other hand, while still 
resulting from high arousal, occurs when the individual 
15-, -, searching for "stimulation in the form of enter- 
tainment and recreation" (1971: 315),. generallU because 
the stimulation in the environment is not adequate for 
the individual's level of arousal (e. g. the environment 
maW be repetitive, or homogeneous). 

Given that the information presented on the Contextual 

cards is not necessary, and most often not even relevant, 
to accomplishing the task, it should be safe to assume 
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that 50Me form of curiositU lies behind all Uses Of these 

cards. And DaW and BerlUne's categorization of curiC5itU 

would seem to provide a useful framework for describing 

not onlW those C card uses classed under the reason 
'Cur105ity or Intere5t', but all Uses of contextual 

cards. 

Let us look at diversive exploration first. Instances 

where the Ss select C cards in the middle or near-the and 

of the task with the declared reason of curiosity or 
interest, or with such commentaries as "For the heck of 
it" (S11-. M), or "For a bit of light relief" CS30: H) would 
seem to be diver5ive (seeking "entertainment or 

recreation"). A reaction perhaps to the growing 
familiarity both of the language and of the format of the 

cards the learner has been working with. 

Specific exploration, on the other hand, could cover 
instances in all three reason categories, the degree of 
use of C cards possibly depending on the degree of 
uncertainty Of the subject. Day and BerlWne suggest that 
the degree of response conflict depends "upon the nature 
of previous experiences with 51Milar stimulations" 
(1971: 313), and that 

"The strength of response conflict determines the 
strength of the exploration which reduces the 
conflict. Unimportant specific curiosity ... may 
induce only slight arousal and casual explor- 
ation. A meaningful situation with a high level 
of uncertainty ... will probably induce intense 
exploration. " C1971: 313) 

From Table 7.1 we can see that in general the Use Of C 

cards is greater for the less experienced (language) 
learners, even when all apparent diversive uses are 
omitted (i. e. all medial/final curiosity uses + 511: M). 3 

of the 9 Arts PG subjects (Ss22-31) each use one card 
(C6) for specific exploration, and 1 of the 4 Science 
pG1s uses three cards CS34: H). In contrast, the 
undergraduates (Ssl-21) use considerably more cards in 
this way: 
Arts UG: 15 cards by q out of 11 subjects 
Science UG: 1q cards by 5 out of 9 subjects 
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This observed difference in frequency of use by the 

different groups of learners would support the idea of 

specific exploration, and hence curiosity, as a motive 
factor in the use of Contextual cards. The less experi- 

enced the learner, the more uncertainty he feels, and the 

greater the degree of specific exploration behaviour 

shown. The fact that many of the less experienced 
learners do not use C cards at all would appear to argue 
against this interpretation, but could be explained by a 
fear of wasting time overcoming curiosity. 

Conclu5ion 

As a result of this discussion of curiositU, the data 

appear in a different light, where all uses of Contextual 

cards can be seen as motivated bU curiositU. The 

curicsitU results in either a search for information, 

called specific exploration, or a search for stimulation 

and entertainment, called diversive exploration. 

The use of C cards does seem to fit wiLll into this 
division, with variations in the number of cards used 
being related to the experience of the learner. It 

appears that more cards, and possibly less relevant 
cards, are turned by less experienced, learner5, indi- 

cating a higher level of uncertainty, and possibly an 
inability to focus their search for information. 

An attempt to tie this interpretation into the cognitive 

stgle/strategW theories mentioned in the introduction to 

this chapter, produces no clear result. The search for 

information by specific exploration could be interpreted 

as a holistic tendency; the learners are searching For 

further more general and explanatory information which 

could help them obtain an overview OF the structure OF 
the area of knowledge, and could render concepts more 

memorable. Alternatively, one could suggest that seeking 

specific information from cards such as C6 and C7 in 

order to extend knowledge, might suggest that the learner 

is attempting to 'understand' in Pa5k'5 sense. In this 

case, saying the learner displays curiosity, becomes the 
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equivalent Of 5aying he is seeking 'understanding'. 

However, neither oF these interpretations can be proved. 

At this stage in the data analysis, it is impossible to 

show 'typical' FLL strategies across individuals, or to 

describe idiosyncratic individual strategies. Strategy 

descriptions can only be built up when regularities and 

differences in the use of each card set are combined. But 

features Of the use of each set must be noted before this 

combination can be effected. 

For the Contextual cards certain features can be noted: 
1) The number of C cards used varies considerablU between 

learners, who can be divided into three groups. Ss who 

use no cards, or onlU one or two cards for the purpose of 

answering specific questions; S5 who use the whole set 
for 'recreation' or for background information; and those 

who use a Few cards for a varietW of reasons. 

2) Less experienced learners are more likelU to make 

greater use of Contextual cards. 

It remains to be seen whether the suggested inter- 

pretations of holistic tendency, attempted 'under- 

standing', and inability of less experienced learners to 

focus an information search, are upheld in the analysis 
of the use of other card sets by the same individuals. 
The interpretation of all uses of Contextual cards as 

motivated by curiosity, also raises the question of 

ýwhetherýanW other differences appear between learners who 
do, and do not, Use these cards. 

In the final integration of the observations made in the 

analUsis of all the card sets (Chapter 10), the inter- 

pretations suggested here will be taken up for reapprai- 

sal. At that point, it maW be possible to judge whether 
the use of Contextual cards does-contribute to, or is 

indicative of, particular tWpes of strategU, and in what 

wau the two uses, specific and diversive, contribute to 

the learning process. 
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CHAPTER 8: USE OF THE EXAMPLES (SET F) 

This chapter is organized as follows: 

Section 8.0 the introduction, gives a general descrip- 

tion of the card set and some general features of card 
turning and purposive activity on the part of the 

learners, which are of relevance to the analysis; 
Section 8.1 describes the approaches taken to the analU- 

sis of the data, and some general learning approaches; 
Section 8.2 presents the framework for the analysis, 
describing the types of data used, the features of F card 

use that arise from the data, and the categories I have 

defined to enable a description of these Features; 
Section 8.3 presents the analysis of the data, using the 

categories described in Section 8.2. 

8.0 Descriptign of the Card Set and Introduction 

The Card Set 

Within this set there are twc sub-5ets cf different tUpes 

cf card, the F-examples cards and the F-practice cards. 
(See Appendix 3A, Vol. 2, pp. 2/3 Ecr full list cF cards. ) 

F Examples (Fea) Cards 

These cards are numbered F1-8 and give access to examples 

of a particular structure when the learner turns the 

card. The structure exemplified on the reverse is named 

on the front of the card. 
Exampl 
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F Practice (Fm) Cards 
These cards are numbered FS-16 and are designed to be 

used For practice or testing, there is an exercise an the 

Front of. the card Writing a sentence From a picture 

stimulus or answering a question), and the required 

response is on the reverse. 
ExamDle 

4 Nu. Rru La. 

Throughout this chapter I shall use LxamDles to mean F 

cards in general, Eeg. to refer to F1-8, and Eja to refer 
to FS-16. 

The cards were laid out in three columns an the right- 
hand side of the card arraW. Each F-examples card (Feg) 

has a corresponding practice card (Fp), and these were 
laid out in pairs with the practice card following the 

related examples card in the column. Therefore, although 
the practice card does not specifW the structure required 
in the response other than 'Long Answer' or 'Short 

An5Wer', the learner can see what is required, if he 50 

wishes, bU looking at the card above in the same column. 
It is also quite ea5W to see which tUpe of card it is 

from the format of the front. (See Appendix 3C, Uol. 2, 

p. 31, for diagram of laWout. ) 
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Before analUsing the data, it is necessarU to point out 

that for all learners there is an interplaU between the 

Use Of Grammar(D) and Semantics(E) cards (referred to 

collect-ively hereafter as Grammar), and the use of 

Examples(F) cards. Whether these two tUpes of cards are 

used in blocks of unbroken sequences of the same card 

tUpe, e. g. DODOODODDFFFFFFFF, or are alternating, e. g. 

DDFDFDDFFDF, whether the learner starts out from Examples 

and then moves to Grammar or vice versa, and so on, is a 

reflection of the learner's overall approach. This means 
that the analU5is of the Examples set of necessitU brings 

in references 'to Grammar card use and to learner 

strategies in general. 

There are two general tendencies in the data which 
deserve mention as being of importance to the analUsis of 
Examples cards: the use of phases' of purposive activitU 
bg the learners, and the general pattern of use of 
Examples and Grammar cards. These are described below. 

Macro/Microstrateaies ba5ed an Learner Purposes for Card 

Use (Phases of Activitu) 

There are two data sources, the learner PrDtDC015, which 

give two tWpes of data Cthe commentaries and the sequence 

of card turnings), and the learners' notes. From these, a 

pattern of purposes for card use emerges, such that 

activities with a particular purpose tend to occur in a 

certain sequence. This sequence seems to be both natural 
in that some activities cannot take place before others, 

e. g. revision cannot occur before learning, and conven- 
tional in that, for example, revision occurs before 

testing. The sequence can be stated as follows: LEARNING 

--- > EXPOSURE TO EXAMPLES --- > PRACTICE --- > 

(CHECKING) --- > REVISION ---> TESTING --- > (CHECKING). 

These sequential activities can occur in two different 

ways. Firstly, the sequence may support a macrostrateaLL 
of phases of activity, where each phase consists of a 

series of cards of the same type, or of different types, 

all turned for the same purpose. Secondly, it may be a 
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recurring sequence, where each purpose for use will occur 

with onlW one or two cards, and in this case the sequence 
of activities supports a micro5trateau. The micro- 
strategy. -onlW occurs within the learning phase of a 

macrostrategy and maW be followed bW further phases, for 

example a testing phase or a checking phase where several 
cards are used for the same purpose. 

It must be pointed out that this sequence of purposive 
activities is a construct from the data, no learner uses 

all activities as a macrostrategW or microstrategU, but 

whichever of these activities do occur are generallU 

performed in the stated sequence. Nor is it the case that 

a particular card set is Used eXClU51VelW for one 

purpose, or that For a particular purpose onlU one card 

set is used. 

There are some tendencies, for example testing will 
usually be done by using Examples cards or a whole set of 
Dictionary cards, similarly gractice is almost exclu- 
sivelU the domain of the F-examples (Feg) cards. But 
there are also purposes for which different card sets may 
equally well be used, for example revision, checkinti, 
huuothesi5 making. In Section E3.2.2 below, I shall 
describe in detail the use of Examples cards for the 

purpos es mentioned above. I shall attempt to define the 
labels used in terms of the learner's cognitive activity, 
his actual procedure in Using the card and which sub-set 
of the F cards would be most suited for each purpose. 

The Pattern 5hown in th-e-Table of Card Turnings 
Even a brief glance at the Table of Card Turnings reveals 
that Examples (F cards) tend to be used in the latter 

part of the task, and Grammar CD and E cards) tends to be 

used earlier in the task beFore the F cards. This 
tendency is especially clearly seen in the H group of 
subjects. Hence, a 'tWpical' learning strategy is grammar 
learning using D&E cards, Followed by use of Examples 

cards For practice, revision, and so on. There is only 
one subject (532: M) who actually reverses the use of card 
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sets, starting with Examples and finishing with an 

unbroken sequence of Grammar cards. 

It is equally clear from the table that not all. Ss pursue 
this 'typical' strategy. There are some who use Examples 

throughout the task, with only occasional reference to 

Grammar cards (e. g. 531: M. S24: X). Some of these Ss are 
using F cards as the basis for their grammar learning, 
developing hypotheses from the examples and then checking 
them by reference to the Grammar cards. Others seem to 

regard Grammar cards as the place to gain information, 
but wish to see relevant F cards immediately in order to 

check their understanding and increase the number of 
examples to which they are exposed (remember there are 
also examples on the D cards). These two approaches 
produce similar alternating sequences of D/E and F cards, 
which usually merge into a continuous sequence of F cards 
towards the end of the task. 

At this point it is necessary to remind the reader again 
that the Table of Card Turnings is not the complete data. 
And while the. sequence patterns visible in this table can 
be suggestive of tendencies, similar patterns can 
sometimes mislead by ma5king radical differences in the 

way the learner is using individual cards. 

S-U-M-Mmr-u 
In, this introduction, I have described a sequence of 
purposive activities which can be seen throughout the 
data, and suggested that this sequence is the basis of a 
general learner strategW with regard to phases OF 
activitU while doing the task. I have also mentioned the 

general patterning of card turnings to be seen in the 
Table of Card Turnings. Neither of these aspects of the 

analUsis of the data relU solelU on the inspection OF the 

use of Examples cards. The importance of Examples can 

onlU be seen if theW are placed in their context of use 
Ci. e. in the context of which tUpe of card precedes and 
follows each F card use). As a consequence, the general 
nature of the descriptions in this and the following 
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section is a necessary preliminary to a more detailed 

analysis of the use of Examples cards themselves. 

The tables used in the following sections are to be found 
in Volume 2, pp. 55-60. All tables for this chapter are 
preFaced bW the chapter number (8). 

8.1 Augroaches Taken to the Analusis of F Card Use 

The analysis of when, why, and how the Ss used Examples 

was approached in two ways$ aualitativelu. and 
nuantitativelu. Both approaches showed a general, divison 
of learners into types. 

8.1 A: The Qualitative Anuroach 
First, all protocols and notes were read and the reasons 
for using F cards were noted for each learner, together 

with their position oF, use in relation to Grammer cards 
(D+E), and the numerical sequence of the F cards. This 

resulted in a division of the Ss into learners who based 

their learning of structures predominantly an the use of 
Grammar cards, I shall refer to this as Rules-based 

learning, and learners who based their learning of 

structures predominantly on the Use of Examples cardso I 

shall refer to this as Examples-based learning. Both 

types of learner are attempting to learn the grammatical 
system of Nov15h. However, whereas the Rule5-based 

learners use the D/E cards to get information and learn 

rules, and F cards are used for other purposes (practice, 

testing, etc. ), Example5-ba5ed learners learn the 

grammar through the F cards, only referring to D/E cards 
to check hWpotheses and for help when thew cannot 
discover the rule. Thew a150 Use F cards for the other 

purposes (practice, testing, etc. ). 

This is a de5cription of two tUpes of learning shown bU 
the data, and it is the case that the majoritU of the Ss 

U5e one or other tUpe of learning. There are however 
instances of switching from one tUpe to the other. For 
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example 530: H and 527: H both start with brief exposure to 
basic grammar rules from the D cards, and then switch to 

an Examples-b85ed learning approach. S32: M, who is 

mentioned- above as atWpical, starts with an attempt at 
Examples-based learning and then switches to Rules-based 

learning. There is evidence, in fact, that this S is 
having difficultU in finding a suitable 5trategU for 
doing the task, whereas the first two Ss seem to switch 
deliberatelu as part of their planned approach to the 
task. There is also evidence that some subjects appear to 

use a mixture of the two tWpe5 of learning, often with a 
preference for one or other tWpe, e. g. S4: M (see p. 181/2 
for details). Learners who do not appear to have a 
predominant learning approach have been referred to as 
Uncatecorized. 

8.1 13: The Quantitative Approach 
As an alternative, a quantitative approach to the 

analysis was also tried, where all instances of use OF 
D+E cards and OF F cards were counted. Other types OF 
card were ignored. Each sequence OF the same type of card 
was counted and the total noted, counting beginning again 
when the card type switched From D/E to F, or vice versa. 
Counting was also recommenced whenever, in terms OF a 
macrostrategW, the. purpose For using a particular card 
set changed. 

Table 8.0, shows the result of the quantitative approach. 
In the Table, the Ss are listed in rank order and divided 
into the three groups Low(L), Middle(M), High (H), 

numbers of D+E cards are entered in bold and of F cards 
in ordinaru tupe. Each number represents an unbroken 
sequence of one tUpe of card, and the totals for each 
tWpe of card are in the right-hand column. 

The table shows that some learners have periods of 
Grammar card U58 Barlu in the task, with long unbroken 
sequences of D+E-cards. These have been circled in the 
left-hand column of the table. Where a sequence is onlU 
broken bW one F card it has been counted as unbroken and 
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the two figures have been circled and linked by a line. 
The shortest sequence included is eight cards (57: H). 
Other learners have no unbroken sequence of more than 

three 13+E-cards, and they frequently switch between card 

sets. Also the Ss with long sequences of Grammar cards 
tend to have used more grammar cards in toto that 

learners with only short sequences. These features are 
most clearly seen in H group. 

This difference in card switching behaviour, long initial 

sequences of Grammar versus frequent switching between 

card sets with less use of D/E cards, coincides with the 

two types of learner defined by the qualitative analysis. 
Those S5 classed as using Rule5-ba5ed learning are those 

with long unbroken-5equence5 of D+E cards, those classed 

as Example5-ba5ed are those with the frequent switching 
between card sets and no long sequence of M+E cards. 

Some subjects could not be clearly placed by the 

quantitative analysis as having an unbroken early 

sequence, or as switching Frequently: SIS-L, with a 

sequence of 11 D/E cards broken by two F cards; Q21-L, 
longest D/E sequence is five cards; 528: M, longest D/E 

sequence is Six cards; S32: M, eight card D/E sequence at 
the end of the task; S4: M longest D/E sequence is four 

cards. S15: L is shown by her commentaries in the learner 

protocol to be Using mainly Rule5-ba5ed learning, while 
the other four S5 cannot be clearly identified as using 

predominantly one or other approach to learning, even by 

examining the protocols. The only subject where the 

quantitative analysis provides an incorrect Cla551fi- 

cation is S7: H Cwho has an eight card D/E sequence). The 

qualitative analysis shows her probably to change 
learning strategy from Rules to Examples. 

Summeru 

Although counting instances of card use is not sufficient 
as a basis for analysis of these data, as it may obscure 
individual differences, it seems to be useful in 

supporting the suggestion of general learning approach 
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differences which results from the qualitative approach. 
The Rules-based learner's pattern of card turning is 

shown to differ substantiallU from that of the Examples- 

based learner. 

However, in order to make use of the numerical data, it 

has been necessary to concentrate on the use of D/E cards 

rather than Examples cards. If we look again at Table 
8.0, at the Grammar card totals, we can see that the 
totals which are circled, indicating the Example5-ba5ed 
learners, are the lowest in the table (except 527: H), 

whereas the F card totals show no such pattern. 
Similarly, in terms of distribution, F cards may be used 
throughout the task by both types of learner, and long 

unbroken sequences of F card Use may occur with either 
learning approach. Whereas it is the long initial 

sequences of D/E cards which can distinguish between 
types of learners. 

Thus, while this description of the results of the 

quantitative approach can give support to the learning 

approaches suggested on the basis of the general 
qualitative analysis, it is only of relevance to the more 
specific analysis of the F cards in a negative way. It 

tells us that quantitative analysis of Examples cards 
alone does not provide us with information which can help 
us distinguish between different ways of learning. Only 
by looking at the switching between Examples cards and 
Grammar cards can relevant information be obtained. 

Recanitulation of Sections 8.0 and g. 1- 

In Sections 8.0 and B. 1 above, I have sought to set the 

scene for the analysis of the use of Examples cards. By 

way of introduction, I outlined the general sequential 

pattern of purposes for card use seen in the data, and 
the way in which this sequence forms the basis For 

learners' micro/macrcstrategies with regard to phases of 

activity while doing the task. The clearly seen patterns 

of D+E and F card turning visible in the Table of Card 
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Turnings. were also pointed out. 

Then the two approaches to the analysis of Examples cards 

were described. From these it was seen that the results 

of the quantitative approach support the general finding 

of the qualitative approach, that the subjects tend to 

use one or other of two learning approaches, which I have 

called Rules-based learning and Examples-based learning. 

With both the qualitative and quantitative approaches, it 

was necessary to look not only at Examples cards but also 

at Grammar cards. However, whereas in the quantitative 

approach the analysis of F cards alone does not, Wield any 

useful information, in the qualitative approach, the 

analysis of the U5e of F cards, both alone and in 

conjunction with D+E cards, gives valuable information as 
to the subjects' strategies in doing the task. The 

framework for this qualitative analysis of the use of 
Examples cards by the learners is described in the 

next section, 8.2. 
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8.2 Framework for the Qualitative- Analusis of the 

Examples Cgrds 

This section is divided into two parts. The first 

presents the categories I have devised for the analW51S 

of the data. The second expands the categorW of purpose, 

which is introduced in the first part, giving 
definitions Of the activities the learner engage5-in when 

using Examples cards. 

In order to give a comprehensible account of the data and 
to show the strategic relevance of F card use, I have 

attempted to generalize, at the risk Of misrepresenting 
some individual instances and omitting some detail. 

However this is necessary, ir the strategic' patterns 

which are present are to be shown clearly and not 

submerged in a sea of minor variations. 

8.2.1 The Tunes of Data Analuped and the Features 
-OF 

Card Use Shown bu Each TuDe of Data 
From the learner protocols two types of data can be 

analysed: 
A the Learner Commentaries,, where the subject giVe5 his 

reason for turning each card; and 
B the associated listing of card numbers, for which I 

shall refer to the Table of Card Turnings,; 
The third type of data used in this analysis is 
C Learner5' notes - 

The features of Examples card use 
each tWpe of data will be describei 
fact that the data are complex, and 
occur in combination, makes it 

extensive description in order that 
maW be comprehensible. 

which are shown bY 

d in detail below. The 

that manW features 

necessarW to give an 

the actual analysis 

8.2.1 A: The Learner Commentaries 
In their Commentaries the Ss give a varietU of reasons or 
purposes for using Examples cards. Some of these never 
occur with Grammar cards, for example 'testing', 
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'practice', 'exercises', others are equallU applicable to 
Examples and Grammar, for example 'learning', 'hWpothesis 
te5ting/checking', 'checking', 'revision'. The problem 
with some other commentaries, such as 'look at' or 'go 

through', is that theg are opaque. It is not reallW 
possible to divine preciselU what the learner is doing or 
intending to do. Similarlu, even with some of the 

purposes which are apparentlW clear in meaning Ce. g. 
grevi5ion', 'practice'), the notes the learner makes, and 
the sequence in which cards are turned, suggest that this 
is not the activitW being pursued bWýthe learner. 

This problem is partly one of definition of -terms, and 
as a result, I considered it necessary to attempt precise 
definition of the terms which have been used bW, the 
learners. These definitions were then used in order to 

categorize by purpose the instances of use of Examples 

cards found in the data. The purposes defined are: 
hunothesis making, exposure., Dractice/exerci2es, 
revision/reinForcement, testing, and checkinct. Note that 
learning is not included. This word will be used in its 

conventional non-technical sense and covers any activity 
the learner undertakes while he considers that his 
learning is not wet finished. The detailed definition of 
the purposes is to be found in Section 8.2.2 below. 

The multiplicity of purposes given, and the fact that 

some purposes can be the same as for Grammar card use, 

mean, as stated before, that in this analysis it is often 

necessary to look at Grammar card'use also. The manner of 

using cards from different sets differs as the type and 
format of information presented differs. But this does 

not alter the fact that the learner's purpose, for 

example learning a particular-grammar rule, may be the 

same for both Grammar (D/E cards) and Examples (F cards). 
This is one of the factors that complicates the analysis 

of F cards, as it allows the use of Examples at any point 
during the learning phase of the task as well as during 

testing and checking phases, etc. 
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6.2.1 B: The Table of Card Turnings 
From this table, which presents the listing of cards 
turned, b; j-each learner as given in the learner protocols, 
there are three features of card turning order which will 
be examined. 

1 Block Use and Integrated Use 
2 The Sequence of F Cards 
3 Set/5ub-set Use and Number of Cards Used in 

a Series 

8.2.1 Sl: Block U5e and Intearated Urm 
I have defined the black u5_q of cards as: 

the use of a 5ecuence of 5amC tuue cards for the 5amo 
PurDose 

e. g. a block of 0 cards for rule learning (526: H), a 
block of F cards for testing (57: H - F9-16 at the end) 

or For reaularlu switching DurDa5es: 
e. g. 918: M a block of F cards alternating between 

exposure to examples (Feg sub-set) and practice Up 

sub-5Et). 
An integrated use, is where: 

different- tupes of cards are used in close succession 

and Dassiblu For a varietu OF DUrD05eS 

e. g. SS: M who uses Examples cards for hypothesis making 

and exposure, alternating with Grammar cards used for 

checking and learning rules. 

An Examples block may be broken by reference to Grammar 

or Dictionary cards for help. A Grammar block may be 
broken by the use of an F card for further examples, or 
by Dictionary cards for reference. It is difficult to 

set numerical limits to what constitutes a reasonable 
number of references to other types of cards before the 
block can no longer be regarded as a single block. For F 
blacks, I have decided to accept any number of individual 
dictionary references (A/B cards), as these do not 
indicate any change in purpose, and up to three Grammar 

references (D/E cards), as none of those Ss who, from the 

purposes given in their commentaries, appear to have a 
definite block of F card use exceed this within the 
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block. 

Block uses generallU coincide with phases of activitU in 

the task, and thus with phases in a macro5trategU. 

Where Examples are used as the basis for learning 
(Examples-based learning) in the learning phase of a 
macrostrategy, even though reference to D/E cards may be 
limited, e. g. g3l: M, s SS: M (see Table 8.0), 1 have not 
chosen to describe this'as a block use, as the purposes 
for which the F cards are Used tend to vary in an 
irregular pattern, and reference to Grammar cards always 
exceeds three instances, e. g. S24: H, 530: H (also other 
circled Grammar totals in Table 8.0). This integrated use 
of cards at the beginning of the task may indicate that 
the learner has an Examples-based learning approach, but 
does not necessarily do so. The learner may be using a 
Rules-based approach with occasional reference to 
Examples, he may have a mixed approach, or he may change 
approach. 

8.2.1 B2: The Secuence of F Cards , 
Within an F block, or throughout a phase, of activity, the 

Examples cards may be used: 
in series 

(i. e. numerical order, e. g. or table 
layout order, e. g. 1,9,2,10,3,11 ... 
or in selected order 
i. e. random order numerically speaking, e. g. S, S, 3,1S--) 

This feature is also of importance in interpreting the 
data. By looking at the numerical sequence in combination 
with block or integrated use, it is possible, for 

example, to refine the description of an Examples-based 
learner's overall strategy in learning the structures of 
the language. 

I shall take 59: m for exemplification (see Table of Card 
Turnings for list of cards). This is an integrated u 

and the Examples are used in 5eri in table layout order 
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(1,3,2,2,10,3,11, Li, 12, S9l3,6,716,8 - alternate use of Feg 

and Fp cards). This tells us that 59: M is using the 

syllabus 'suggested 'bW the materials, rather than a 

syllabus of his own. Also, by looking at the associated 

commentaries, we learn that he is working with a 

recurring microstrategW of learning 'Cinducing) a rule 
from an Feg card, Followed by testing himself for 
knowledge of that rule by using the related Fp card. 
There is also an indication that he runs out of time 
towards the end as he omits the testing. 

S31: M by comparison, although she is another Examples- 
based learner with integrated use of cards, uses a 

selpcted order of F cards in her learning phase (12,12, 

therefore she is 

following her own syllabus. A closer look at the actual 

order of F cards and the associated commentaries reveals 
the structure of her syllabus. She also differs from 59: M 

in that her learning phase (integrated use of F cards) is 

followed by an F block for revision and testing. 

An inspection of the choice between series or pelected 
order, for a biccl-, use. can also help clarify the learner's 

purpose For using the cards where the commentary is 

opaque, e. g. testing is unlikely to occur in selected 
order. 

Q-2-1 83: Set/sub-set Use & No. of Cards Used in g Seri= 

Two other features related to the numerical sequence are 

also of interest. 

Firstly, whether one or other sub-set is used exclusively 
or predominantly within a block, or within the learning 

phase of a macrostrategy, i. e. onlU/mainly Feg cards 
(Fl-S), or only/mainlU Fp cards US-16), or whether both 

5ub-sets are used. This can be of help again in inter- 

preting unclear commentaries, e. g. Q13: H uses FS-16 as a 
block with the commentary "Check learning". This would 
seem to be a testing use (in my definition), as checking 
would be more likely with the Feg cards Csee 8.2.2, 
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p. 162ff below, for definitions of testing and checking). 
This contention is 5Upported bW her notes, where the 

answers are written out and corrected. 

Secondly, whether UU the cards in the set or sub-set are 
used can also clarify what the learner is doing. For 

example, at the end of his learning S30: jj uses 3F cards: 
F2,6,7, they are not for testing (wrong sub-set), and the 

cards form an incommIg-tC. 5eries Ci. e. in numerical/ table 
layout order but some cards are omitted), which suggests 
that his activity is nearer to checking for possible 
problem areas than "reinforcement" as his commentary 
states. Similarly, unEinighed series (i. e. in numerical/ 
table layout order but the last card turned is not the 
final card of the 5et/sub-set) can provide additional 
information. For example the unfinished F card series of 
the following S5,524: H, final F block, or 533: L, 
integrated use OF Examples, suggest that these S5 did 

not manage to finish what they had set out to do, which 
has implications in the general interpretation OF 
learning strategies. 

9.2.1 C: Learners' Ngte2 
From the learners' notes, additional information can be 

obtained about what learners are FCCU551ng on and about 

what they actually did, as a check on wh at they state as 
their intentions in the commentaries. 

Two approaches can be taken to an inspection of the 

notes. FirstlW, the notes relating to a particular c8rd 

can be inspected to see whether theW support the purpose 

stated bW the learner in the associated commentarW. 
SecondlW, the tUne and auantitu of notes. made bW each 
learner can be inspected to see whether anu pattern 

emerges from the data as a whole. Here I shall focus on 

note- making related to the use of Examples cards, and 

onlU mention more general note-making behaviour where it 

has a bearing on the use of these cards or on the general 
distinction between learning approaches. (Appendix 40, 

Uol. 2, pp. 45-SLi, gives some examples of learner protocols 

with notes. ) 
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Notes related to particular cards (Ixamules cards): ýthese 

are oF two kinds. 

1) Thellearner may note down a rule, a hypothesis, a 

comment on, or query about, a rule; or 
2) he may write out the examples themselves. 

1) As examples of the former, there are notes of the 

following type: 

533: L F1 "plural: 'ma' suffix to noun 
dual: 'ta' suffix to is 

collective: no "0 so ý' 

aa2--M FS Isade': generalized demonstrative: 

(this, these); (that, those)? " 

This is followed up by looking up §ade in the B 

dictionary to check this hypothesis. 

2) UsuallW the second tWpe of note, writing out examples, 

consists of the answers to the questions and gap-filling 

exercises on the Fp cards (FS-16), sometimes with- ticks 

and corrections of errors. In a few cases Ss have also 

written out some examples from Feg cards M-S). Here, 

if onlU one example is copied, it seems safe to assume 

that this is a model to aid memorU, if all are written 

out, then it seems that some kind of practice activitU is 

taking place. 

With notes related to particular cards, the first type of 

note (rules/comments/queries), taken in conjunction with 
the learner commentaries, can be helpful in deciding what 

use is being made of a card. For example 56: H writes in 

her protocol "To practise what I've learnt" for- FS, and 

notes "Got 2/11 right (or wrongl)". She then checks a 

grammar card and returns to F10 "To see if I can get it 

right this time". The note for F10 is "Vlf". Although she 

writes no answers, I feel this evidence of assessment 
from the notes suggests that she is perhaps testing 

herself, rather than just pract15ing. (5ee 8.2.2 below for 

definitions of practice and testing). 
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Similarly, the second type of note (writing out examples) 

can also clarify the commentaries. As an example we can 

take 925: -H. He writes out both question and answer for 

all the F cards he Uses, both examples and practice 

cards, seeming to make no distinction between sub-sets. 

His commentaries are "look over, different examples", 
"test myself" for one Fp card, and "checking. ". However 

his note-making suggests that he is either practising or 

testing, or both (my definitions). 

Seneral note-makina behaviour,: making a general 
inspection of notes in order to discover patterns in the 

data, the following features of F related note-making can 
be observed. Not all Ss write notes, but of those who do, 

nine write out answers to all Fp cards used; two with an 
Examples-based learning approach, four Rules-based, and 
three with 'other' approaches (Uncategorized). 

Of the total of 19 Rules-based learners, only three COPW 
out single examples from Fag cards, (915: L, three 

structures; 58: L, three structures; SlO: H, one structure) 
and only one, Q17: L, makes a note of a hypothesis 

resulting From an Fag card. Apart from the above- 

mentioned answers to Fp cards (five of these learners), 

two others write answers to three Fp cards each. There 

are no other F related notes made by this group of 
learners except by 525: H (see below), and the general 
note-making tendency is for notes other than practice/ 
testing with Fp cards to be based on the Grammar cards. 

Of the 9 Examoles-baged learners, three have extensive 
notes OF comments, rules and hypotheses relating to F 

cards, and three more have at least one comment and/or 
examples copied from Feg cards. In general they have no 

or few notes related to Grammar cards, even though they 

turn up to ten such cards, CS16: L one D card note; Q33: 
-L 

one E note; SS: M one D note; 52P-: M four E notes; 524: R 
two D notes and three E notes). In contrast, Rule5-ba5ed 
learners often have extensive notes based on D and E 

cards. It is also noticeable that the notes made From 
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Grammar cards by Example5-ba5ed learners are mostly from 

the E set (Semantics). 

None of the 5 Uncatemorized learners have a typical 

Rule-based learner note-making pattern. Q7: H has one Feg 

note, one comment on aD card plus one-E card note, and 

the answers for one Fp card only; S21: L has a query 

related to an Feg card and answers the Fp cards she uses. 
532: M is idiosyncratic in that she writes out the 

examples from DS, makes two other D notes, and translates 

the examples from F14.528: M is also idiosyncratic, in 

that he creates drills for himself on the basis of the 

examples an both types of F cards and on the D cards. He 

does this by writing out transformations, For example by 

transforming long answers to short answers, or positive 

to negative, etc. The latter kind of transformation could 

be misleading as these are deictic statements and the 

relationship with the picture is important for verb 

choice. However, for learning the 'form' rather than the 

'Function' of a structure, it is presumably an ade- 

quate strategy. His commentary "Exercises" is appro- 

priate (see 8.2.2 for definition of exercises/practice). 
Finally, S4: M'5 only notes are answers to the Fp cards. 

Two other learners resemble S28: M in writing out examples 
from Grammar cards. The only notes that S25: H writes are 
examples From both the Grammar cards and all the F cards 
he uses, he writes both question and answer from these. 
However, judging by g2S's commentaries and his use of a 
Grammar block, his learning seems to be based on rules, 
though this may be a mistaken categorization in the light 

of his note-making behaviour. One other learner, 527: H, 

writes out some examples from Grammar cards in addition 
to the answers to Fp cards, she also has one Feg note. 
Together with her lack of other notes, her general card 
turning behaviour, and her commentaries, the profile of 
her notes supports her categorization as an Examples- 

based learner. 

From this review of note-making behaviour, we can see 
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that the lack oF D notes From Examples-based learners, 

and their tendency to note down rules and hypotheses 
based -on- F cards, supports their categorization as 
Examples-based. The Uncategorized learners also tend to 
be distinguished From Rules-based learners by their lack 

oF D notes and/or by idiosyncratic note-making behaviour. 

Note-making behaviour alone cannot provide a categori- 
zation of learners, but in conjunction with other 
features in the analWsis, e. g. block/integrated use, it 

provides useful additional support for the suggested 
division of learners into tWpes. 
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E3.2.2 Definition of Purpose5/Activitieg 

Having outlined in Section 8.2.1 A above, the problem 

posed by. the purposes for turning Examples cards which 
the learners give in their commentaries, I shall now turn 

to the promised more detailed definition of purposes. I 

shall attempt to define, label and group the possible 

activities the learner may engage in, when using Examples 

cards. This is a rather speculative enterprise, never- 
thelesss it seemed necessary as learners' use of words in 

their commentaries is often imprecise, and in order to 

categorize instances of F card use, it was advisable to 

have clear definitions of the categories used and the 

activities involved. 

Looked at from the point of view of learner purpose there 

seem to be three major groups of activities: 
A Gettina information , 
B Stabilizing information in memoru 
C Making sure that the information 

-is available/ 
accessible (see Ch. 6.4.1. u. 111. For-discu5sion of 
these terms) 

The problem with labelling and defining activities is 

that they differ depending an the stage of the task at 

which they occur, and also there is no one-to-one 
correspondence between potential mental processes and the 

available labels. I have sought to present clear 
definitions for the categories I suggest, I also give a 
suggestion of the procedure used by the learner, and 

suggest which sub-set of Examples cards would be most 

suitable for each purpose. 

E3.2.2 A: Settina Information 

One could be tempted to use the traditional label 
learning for this type of activity, however this usually 

also covers at least some of the activities included 

under B: Stabilizing information in memory. I therefore 

prefer to retain the word learning to be used in its 

conventional more general sense. Instead I have chosen to 

use hucathe5i3 makina. 
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Huoothesi5 Making; using the Examples cards for this 

purpose would entail the learner discovering regularities 
in the language for himself. He would need to study the 

examples and formulate hypotheses as to structural rules 

and word meanings. This is a conscious process. An 

alternative method of learning structures might be an 

attempt at unconscious rule learning by using a 

behaviourist learning approach, i. e. attempting to inter- 

nalize structural rules by repeated exposure, without 

conscious rule formation. 

There is no evidence from the protocols of a consistent 

attempt to do this. The design of the language and the 

relationship between example and picture is such that 

pure stimulus-response learning should be rather 
difficult, as lack of understanding of at least the 

Cru/stil classification of nouns would make choices 
between verbs completely arbitrary, and the more complex 

structures incomprehensible. Therefore, this approach to 

internalizing the grammar of Novish would be at best 

cumbersome and time-consuming, at worst impossible. Some 

learners may attempt this type of learning, the evidence 
being use of an F card followed immediately by a relevant 
Grammar card, where no mention is made of hypothesis 

making or exposure * 
(see below) for the F card, or 

hypothesis checking for the Grammar card. Such a card 
turning sequence would suggest that S-R learning does 

not work, and that looking at rules becomes necessary if 

it is attempted. 

The Feg cards (FI-S) would seem most suited to hypothesis 

making, as the front of the card gives an indication of 
the structure to be found when one turns the card, and 
the picture, and its related statement or question and 

answer pair, are together on the reverse of the card. Fp 

cards (F9-16) could be used if Further examples are 

needed, or if, for example, the question form is the 

object of studW, as this is on the front of the card. But 

as the picture, or the picture and question, are an the 
front and it is necessarW to turn the card to see the 
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picture related statement, or the answer to the question, 
these cards would not seem generally as easy to use for 

hypothesis making purposes as the Feg cards, at least in 

the very first stage oF the task. 

8.2.2 B: Stabilizing InfoLmation in Memoru 
There are three activities under this heading. 

ExPosur'e: with this activity the learner wishes to see as 

many examples of a particular structure as possible. 
Again Feg cards would seem most suited (for the reasons 

given above), but Fp cards could be used (with the same 
inconvenience as described above). I would suggest that 

maximizing experience of structures in this way is an 

attempt to ensure recognition and enhance availability of 
the items, and that the learner is reading examples and 

possibly rehearsing rules. Where the card being used is 

an F practice card US-16), it is impossible to know 

whether in fact the learner's activity is more akin to 

Dractice. 

Practice/Exercises: for this activitU the Fp cards 
(FS-16) would be the most likelU choice, though it 

appears from the subjects' notes that some subjects also 

use not onlW Feg cards CF1-B) but the examples on the 

Grammar cards CespeciallU S28: M, S2S: H). The aim with 
this activitU is to improve accessibilitU and correct 
recall of 5tructures/vocabulary bW repeated production of 
the structures. When using the Fp cards, the S would use 
the front. as a stimulus, saW or write the response, and 
then check this response on the reverse. 

This procedure would be similar to te5tina (see below), 
but it seems to me that the learner probably imposes 
different demands on himself. There may be less 

stringency in terms of trying to recall without 
'cheating' (turning the card and having a preview of the 

an5wer). This might mean, that where, the learner is 

practising rather than testing, he will be less likely to 
look at other cards for help (e. g. D cards for the 
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grammatical rule, or the related Feg card), and more 
likelU to just turn the card For the correct answer. 
Also, I would suggest that the intention of practising, 
in the sense oF doing exercises, does not implW that 
the learner feels that he has finished 'learning', 

whereas the intention of testing oneself does. 

Revision: the learner's intention is to enhance the 

availability of items and their accessibility from 

storage, (see Ch. 6.4.1, p. 111, for general description of 

revision). The most convenient sub-set to use here is the 

Feg cards CF1-8), as all the information is on one side 
of the card, and the learner knows which structure he is 
dealing with, though of course both sub-5etS could be 

used. I have defined revision as probably not including 

any conscious attempt to recall. Though, if the Fp cards 

are used, it is possible that recall will occur, which 

would makeý the activity Closer to practice or testing. 

The difference between revision and exposure would be in 

the stage of the task at which it occurs, rather than in 

the activity itself. Revision implies that the learner 

regards the -learning as finished. One would therefore 

expect him to have the purpose oF* revising towards the 

end of the task, or, in a micrO5trategy, after learning 

of and exposure to, or practice of, examples of that par- 
ticular structure. 

E3.2.2 C- Making Sure that the Correc 
Available/Accessible 

Under this heading I have included 
testing, which by definition occurs towi 
the task in a macrostrategy, or at the 

of activity in a microstrategW; and 
subsumes more than one activity and is 
define precisely. 

Informatign is 

two activities: 
ards the and of 
and of each cWcle 

checking, which 
more difficult to 

Te5tina: if the learner's purpose is to test, this 
implies that he regards the learning as finished. His 
intention is to see if structures and lexis can be 

recalled and used correctlU in response to the stimulus. 
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The' Fp cards CFS-16) are ideal for this activity, as the 

stimulus is on the front and the correct response on the 

reverse of the card. Feg cards could also be used by 

masking the responses, but as there is a clear indi- 

cation of the desired structure on the front of the card, 

which there is- not on most of the Fp cards, this would 

give the 'te5tee' a slight advantage. With Fp cards, the 
learner would read the front of the card and trU to 

produce the correct response without help, before turning 
the card to compare his answer with the solution. As 

mentioned above, this procedure is the same as for 

practice, but the learner's approach is different. Help 

will probably only be sought if absolutely necessary, and 
is more likely to be sought on other card5, 'so that an 
attempt at producing the correct answer may still be 

made. 

Checking: this is rather difficult to define as it may 

subsume a diversity of activities, some of which could be 

variations on revision and testing. The central feature 

of checking is that the learner intends to veriE some- 
thing. This may even be as trivial as verifying that the 

information given on different cards is consistent. There 

seem to be two major tUpes of checking. 

Firstly, verification of the correctness of a hypothesis, 

comparing the information in memory with the example on 
the card, and verifying that the example is recognized as 
consistent with this hypothesis. I shall refer to this 
type of checking as hupothesis checking. This type of 
checking is likely to occur within the learning phase of 
the task, especially if the learner is using Examples 

cards as the basis for learning (Examples-based 
learners). Either sub-set could be used, but again the 
Feg sub-set would seem more convenient. However, 'iF an 
Feg card has been used for hypothesis making, then the 

paired Fp card could be used to check the hypothesis. 

HUpothesis checking with an Examples card maU involve 

recall, i. e. in response to the stimulus, the learner 
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produces a sentence in accordance with his hypothesis, 

and then compares this with the response given. This is a 
similar procedure to testing, but the learner's intention 
is diFFerent, in that he is consciously Focussing an a 
particular hypothesis. An alternative label for this 

could be hypothesis testing, but I, have chosen to include 
it under checking, as it seems that the learner intends 
to veriFW availability oF a correct rule/item rather than 

accessibility. 

A second type of checking would be verifying that the 

structure on the card is recognized and therefore 
available in memory. This is most likely to occur at the 

end of the task, when the learner feels that the learning 

and any following testing or revision is finished, and 
now wishes to make sure that nothing has been missed. I 

refer to this as plain checking '. 
The Feg cards (Fl-S) 

would be most convenient for this-, as this type of 
checking should presumably be a fairly rapid procedure. 
The learner will look at the examples to see if they are 
consistent with what he would expect an the basis of his 
knowledge of the grammar and lexi5 of Novish. The 

cognitive activity involved may be the same as for 
hypothesis checking without recall, but, with checking, 
the learner is focussing an finding any items which are 
not recognized, whereas with hypothesis checking, the 
focus is on recognition of a particular item. 

DiSCU55ion 
I have attempted above to define the activities engaged 
in by the subjects in the process of learning Novish. 
This regularization is not to be seen as denying the 

possibility of other activities, or of blends OF the 

activities described. My intention was to take those 

Purposes for F card use which appeared regularly in the 

commentaries, and to try to determine what precisely the 
learner intended to do, what he did do, how he did it 

and, possibly, why he did it. This led to a somewhat 
speculative description of the activities, which is based 

on the learners' commentaries and notes, on personal 
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experience, on practical considerations and on the 

psUchological concepts of availabilitW and accessibilitU. 

These concepts are, in my opinion, both intuitively 

appealing and helpfully explanatory in a discussion of 
language learning activities. They are especially useful 
in providing a possible way of clarifying the differences 
between the various activities engaged in by the learner. 
The descriptions I have made have no pretensions to 

constituting a psychological theory, they do however, at 
least in the context of this task, give me the 

possibility of interpreting the data on the basis of a 
set of defined categories of purpose/activitU. This is 

essential given that the commentaries constitute a large 

proportion of the data, and that everyday use of 
language is notoriously imprecise. 

The activities described;: Hypothesis making, Exposure, 
Practice, Revision, Testing and Checking, do encompass, 
as far as I can judge, all the activities undertaken by 
the learners when using Examples cards. The cognitive 
processes, and the manner of using the cards for each 
activity, are hypothetical, as is the suggestion of which 
5ub-set would be preferred for use with a particular 
activity. This last Feature, though, has been based an 
the conjunction of declared purpose and card choice seen 
in the data, as well as on general practical consider- 
ations. 

Recapitulation of Section 8.2 

Section 8.2 has presented the framework within which the 

data is analUsed. This framework has not been imposed on 
the data but arises out of the data. I have tried to make 
the analUtical categories: purpose, block and integrated 

use, sequence of cards, and sub-sets and number of cards 

used, as self-explanatorW as possible. The fairlU large 

number of categories was necessarU, in order to be able 
to reflect in the analUsi5 the complexitU of the data, 

while at the same time simplifUing sufficientlU to make 
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generalizations po5sible. 

Section 
. 
6.2 was organized 50 that the first part 

described in turn those Features of the framework which 

arise from each type of data, the learner commentaries, 

the Table of Card Turnings, and learners' notes. This was 

followed by the detailed description of learners' 

purposes and their related activities when using Examples 

cards. 

Having set up the analytical framework it is now possible 
to move to the'actual analysis oF the Examples cards in 
Section 8.3. 
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8.3 The Analusis oF the Data 

Having. explained the types of information used as the 

basis for the analysis, and defined the categories of 

DurDose (8.2.2), block/intearated use (8.2.1 Bl), 5eries/ 

selected order (8.2.1 B2), 5ub-set use, and use of all 

cards or incomplete/unfinished serieg C8.2.1 B3), ' it is 

time to turn to the results Of the data analysis. 

I have chosen to present the results in a series of 
tables. The different features of each particular 
instance of use of Examples cards are shown in different 

tables, but the tables are directlU comparable bW the 

reader, which will hopefullW ease the burden of reading. 
AnW patterns of use which can be seen in the data are 
discussed for each table, and across the tables where a 

conjunction of features is of interest. The implications 

of these patterns for strategic differences, or their 

relationship to successful completion of this task are 

noted in the discussions of the, tables, and drawn 

together in the summary and conclusion sections. 

The tableg are in Volume 2, PP-56-60. 
They are as Follows: 
Table 8.1: Block andAntearated Use oF, F Cards. Here the 
learners have been divided into three groups: those who 
have block use only, those who have integrated use only, 
and those with both block and integrated use oF F cards. 
Table 8.2: Features of the F Blocks Used 
Table 8.3: Purnoses For F Block Use, 
Thesetwo tables present the details oF F block use by the 

two groups oF learners who use F blocks as shown in 
Table 8.1. 

Table 8,4: Integrated Examples Use with Followina F Block 
Table B. S: Integrated Use Onlu oF F Cards, 
These tables describe the integrated use oF Examples by 

the two groups oF learners who make integrated use oF 
Examples as shown in Table 8.1. 

The laWout of each table is described as a preliminarU to 
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the discussion, and it should be noted that throughout 
the analUsis, orientation uses oF F cards have not been 
included.. Also, in all tables the subjects are listed in 

rank order bW post-test scores, and learners in the 

categories Examples-based and Uncategorized have been 

indicated bW coding to the right oF the subject number. 
All subjects leFt uncoded are in the Rules-ba5ed 

categorU. 

TABLE 8.1: Block and Integrated U5e of F Cards 
The first table shows the subjects' use of F cards. Three 
types of use are shown. In the first column are those Ss 

who have only made block uses of F cards, usually as the 
final phases of the task, or who have F blocks only, with 
the addition of a brief checking or revision phase in 
final position in which some F cards have been used, 
(S35: Ls 58: L, S20: H, 92S: H). In the second column, those 
Ss are indicated whose use of F cards did not fall into 
blocks, and who used F cards throughout the task, that is 

integrated use only. The third column presents those 

subjects who made (at least 5ome) integrated use of F 

cards in addition to block uses of these cards towards or 
at the end of the task. 

The following pattern of type of Examples use can be 
seen, when the number of subjects in each of the rank 
groups (Low, Middle, High) who use Examples cards in 
these three ways is totalled: 

Lm 
Block use only Li 2 
Integrated use only 5 
Int. + Block use I 

Of interest here is the high proportion of H learners who 
only make block use of the Examples cards. Similarly, in 
H grouD only one learner, S30, has no apparent block use 
OF F cards at all Che may have a brief checking block OF 
three cards in final position). This may suggest two 
things. Firstly, that a sustained phase of activity using 
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Examples cards with a single or alternating purpose, is a 

feature of a successful strategy for accomplishing this 

task, whe. ther the learner is using Rules-based learning 

or Examples-based learning CSee also discussion of Table 

8.3). And secondly, that this type of F card use may be 

indicative of the learner following a strategy of clearly 

delineated pha5e5 of activity, and using a particular 

type of card For a particular type of activity, and that 

this modus operandi would seem to be a successful one. 

The pattern in M arcup is different. Only two Ss use F 

blocks only, four make only integrated use of Examples, 

and five use both blocks and integrated cards. This 

greater tendency to make integrated use of Examples cards 
in M group possibly shows a less 'clear-cut' strategic 

approach to the task in terms of sustained phases of the 

same activity. It also reflects the larger number of 
Examples-based and Uncategorized learners, seven out of 

eleven in M group as against four out of twelve in H 

group. The more successful of these, 511: M, 54: M and 
S31, M, Use blocks as well as integrated cards. 

In L group, we see get another pattern, with half of the 

learners making integrated use of cards only. Four of 

these are the lowest scorers, and this would suggest that 

only integrated use of F cards is likely to be indicative 

of an unsuccessful strategy. (Only one learner who has 

integrated use only falls in the top 50% of the scorers 
530: H. ) 

(9.1) 
Some further general points may be noted about the table/ 
With regard to Examples-based learners, firstly, the more 
successful Examples-based learners both make integrated 

use of F cards and have F blocks (except 530: H), that is 
Ss27: H 24-H 31: M 'I -, 

11: M. Secondly, two of the four less 
successful Examples-based learners who have integrated 

use only do not complete their learning. 533: L and S9: M 
follow a similar strategy of integrated use, working 
through the Examples cards in table layout order (See 
Table of Card Turnings), but they do not manage to work 
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through the last cards. 533: L fails to use the last five 

cards (score 29 out of 53), and SS: M fails to use the 
final, three Fp cards (score 35 out of 53). This 

integrated use only may be a feasible strategy for an 
Examples-based learner, but it is time-consuming, and 

given the task conditions was not a suitable choice for 

these two learners. None of the other Examples-based 

learners follow this particular integrated use strategy. 

With regard 

use of F 

are, howevei 

blocks, the 

used. These 

and three. 

to Rules-basei 
blacks occurs 

r, differences 

purposes, and 
come to light 

d learners, we can see that the 

in all three rank groups, there 

both in the constitution of the 

the total number of F cards 
in the inspection of tables two 

Block Use of F Cards: Tables 8.2 Mnd 8.3 

Tables 8.2 and 8.3 show the block use of Examples cards. 
Table 8.2 presents the details Of the blocks used with 

regard to sub-5et, sequencing of cards'and whether all 

cards in a sub-5et are used or not. Table 8.3 gives the 

purposes For which these blocks were used. 

TABLE 8.2: Features of the F Blocks Used 
In Table 6.2 all block uses of F cards have been 

described by sub-set(s) used, by the type of ordering of 
cards as series Ctable laWout/numerical) or selected. 9-r- 
der, and by whether the set/sub-set ' 

is COM13let8. jag-C-M7 
Dlete or unfinished. Where two F blocks have been used, 
these are shown with the second block to the right of the 
first. (Description of these categories, see pp. 155-7. ) 

Again it is the most successFul learners who stand out as 
having used similar strategies. In H aroup-the likelihood 

oF a learner having completed an ordered sub-set (the FP 

set or the whole set) is greater than in groups L or M. 

This suggests 'once again that an orderly or planned 
strategy and use oF at lea5t, one complete sub-set oF the 
F cards increase the chances oF success in this task. 
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Similarly, the use of complete sub-sets in numerical 
order is only found in H group and with 5, t in M group. H 
learnei7s are less likely to use the cards in table layout 

order than L or M learners. They are more likely to 

separate out the sub-sets into two blocks with different 

purposes, whereas L and M learners are more likely to 

work through in layout order with alternating purposes 
between Feg and Fp cards (See Table 6.3 for purposes for 

use). These differences between H learners and ýL &M 
learners may again indicate a greater strategic awareness 
on the part of the most successful learners. They would 
seem to be able both to plan a strategy in terms of 
deciding which activities to engage in and how long to 

spend on these activities, in that they complete the 

sets, and in terms of selecting which type of cards to 

use for particular intended phases of activity. 

Seven learners have an Examples block with a selected 

order of cards: one in L group, four in M group, two in H 

group. Of these, two have selected order in a first F 

block, which is then followed by a second block in-series 

order CS3: M and S10: H). Seven out-of 26 blacks in all is 

not a high proportion, and the fact that, when it comes 

to the Examples blocks, the majority of the learners 

prefer to Follow the order given by the cards, is Partly 

a result Of the Fact that they are not apparently 

randomly laid out as the C, D and E Sets are, and partly 

a result of the purposes for which these cards are being 

used (when they are used as blocks). 

The layout follows a fairly traditional idea of 
increasing grammatical complexity (see Appendix 3A, 

U01.2, pp. 2/3, for list Of cards, and 3C, Uol. 2, P. 3% 

for layout). The purposes for'which Examples blocks are 
used are largely those which do not involve initial 

experience OF new structures. Therefore the learner 

already has a 'mental map' of the language and is content 
to be presented with Examples -at the Iteacher's' 
discretion. Also a purpose such as general testing, by 
its nature requires the 'teacher' to give items. With 
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integrated Use of Examples, it is far less likelU that 
the subjects will use the cards in Series, and the 

Purposes f. Or Use Varg More (see Tables 6.4 & 8.5). Thus 

the salient factor with regard to the chosen sequencing 
of the cards appears to be the purposes for which' these 

Examples blocks are u5ed. This leads us on to Table 8.3. 

TABLE 8.3: Puraoses for F Plack Use 

Here the purposes for using F blocks are shown. The 

purposes of hypothesis making and checking have not -been 
included as columns, as they are generally speaking not 

used with F blocks. One block, especially if it is a 
block constituted of both sub-sets CFeg and Fp cards), 

may contain more than one purpose, usually two, one for 

each sub-set. Where more than one block has been used, 
this is shown by coding. 

(8-3) 
The most interesting information revealed by this table/ 

is that the most common DurDo5e, for an Examples block is 

testing. It is also the case that for learners who use F 

blocks, the testing use appears to be the purpose which 

might distinguish the more successful learners: 
H: 8 Ss have testing blocks (11 55 have F blocks) 

N: 3 (7 Ss have F blocks) 

L: P (S S5*have F blocks) 

If, instead of taking the learners by the three rank 
groups we divide them in half, the difference is even 

more striking: 
High 50% 11 Ss have testing blocks(lS Ss have F blocks) 

Low 50% 2 99 CS Ss have F blocks) 

Also, in conjunction with Table 8.2, we can see that if a 
numerical series of the practice sub-set (Fp) is used, 
e. g. S6: H, S27: Hl it is for, testing, and that this i's 
done only by successful learners. 

Thus the incorporation, at or near the end of the ta5k, 

of a testing phase of activitU in which F cards are used, 
more particularlU the complete Fp sub-set, seems for most 
learners to be a necessarW part of a strategu for 
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completing this task 5UCCeS5fUllW. In this there is no 

distinction between Rules-based. 'and Examples-based 

learner5,. 

Another feature to be noted is that in most cases where 
both sub-sets are used, a division of purvose is indicat- 

ed by the learner, cards From the two sub-sets being used 
for different purposes. Taking Table 8.3 in conjunction 
with Table 8.2, we can see, For example, that where Feg 

and Fp are both used in a block, the purpose, may be 
Exposure (Feg) + Practice Up): 512: Lo QE3: LI 520: H; or 
Revision (Feg) + Testing Up): 55: L, 531: M. Alterna- 
tively, the sub-sets may be, used in numerical order as 
two blacks, each with a single purpose, e. g. 529: H, Fp 
for testing followed by Feg for checking, and S26: H, Feg 
for revision followed by Fp for testing. This separation 
of activities, taking one type of card and using the 

whole sub-set For one activity, Followed perhaps by the 

second sub-set with a different activity is only Used by 
the more successful learners, 511 and SJ: M, and Ss 
6.10.24.27.7.29.26.13 in H group. 

With regard to the general choice of purposes for Exam- 

ples block use one further feature is of interest. From 

Table 8.3 a-difference can be seen between the frequency 

of the purposes chosen by learners with F blacks-as their 

only Examples use, and by learners with integratedýuse of 
Examples cards also. It seems that learners with some 
integrated use of Examples cards are less likely to use 
an F block For exposure, practice or- revision than 
learners with block Use only. We can also seeýthat the 

majoritU of these learners are those categorized as 
Examples-based or Uncategorized, except Q14: M. This 

suggests that after (extensive) use of examples, both 
from Examples cards and Grammar cards, in the 'learning' 

phase of the task, the learner feels no need for a 
concentrated period of exposure, practice or revision in 
the final stage, and prefers to use his remaining time in 
testing or checking. Only three of the fourteen 
block-use-onlW learners, 5-35: L, 56: H and S13: H, appear 
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to have the conFidence to follow this strategW, onlW 

using Examples cards in what seems to be a final testing 

block., 

For learners in both groups, block use only and block 

plus integrated use, the choices of purposes for using F 

blocks seem to show a general appreciation of a need for 

particular types of activity and a sensible disposition 

of the time available. I would also suggest that to move 
directly to testing as the only use of Examples-cards 

shows considerable self-confidence and may be a, risky 

strategy. SIO: H attempts to do this but realizes that she 
needs further exposure to examples before she will be 

able to reap any benefit from testing (see note 2 Table 

Conclusion: Block Use of F Cards 
From the foregoing analUsis and discussion, the following 

generalizations can be made with regard to the use of 

Examples blocks bW the learners. 

Firstly, a sustained period of activity using Examples 

towards the end of the task is incorporated as a final or 

near final phase of their macro5trategW by over two 

thirds of the learners. This suggests that the majority 
of learners feel the need for a concentrated period of 
activity with text that exemplifies the grammar they have 
been learning, if they are to feel satisfied with their 

preparation for a test based on grammar. 

Secondly, most of the learners who were successful in 

this task used this final period of activity for the 

purpose Of testing their knowledge, with the addition in 

some cases of a second concentrated period of revision, 

or checking. The concentration on a single activity 

appears to distinguish more from less successful 
learners. It suggests that a SUCC8S5fU1 strategy is one 

where the learner plans and orders not only the Content 
to be learned, but also the activ-itie5 to be engaged in, 

in such a way that the use of Examples For practice, 
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revision or testing takes place over a single sustained 

period of time, rather than intermittentlW. 

And finallW, such a practice, revision or testing period 
is best if it is comprehensive (covering all structures), 

and with these activities, most learners appear to prefer 

a 'given' order of, items rather than selecting the order 
themselves. 

To generalize, it seems that the use of Examples in 

separate sustained phases near the end of a grammar 
learning task 15 beneficial to the learning. It is 

particularlU so, if each phase onlW involves one 

purposive activitU, e5peciallU testing, but a150 practice 

or revision, and if at least one phase is extended enough 
to cover all rules learned. 
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Intearated Use of F Cards: Tables 8.4 and 8.5 
Tables 8.4 and B. S show the number of cards, which cards 
are used,. and the purposes for which cards are used bW 
the learners who make integrated use of the Examples 

cards. 

Table E3. Lf shows the learners who use integrated F cards 
and also F blocks. Table 8.5 shows those learners with 
integrated use onlW. 

TABLE 8.4: Integrated Examples Use with Following F-Block 
The Table is laid out with the total of integrated F card 
turnings for each learner on the left. Moving to the 
right, we then have a list of the numbers of the actual 
cards turned. Then the purposes for use are given, and on 
the far right, For the sake of completeness, the purpose 
for use of the Following F block is given. 

Of the nine subjects who fall in this group, four are 
Examples-based and four are Uncategorized learners. The 

remaining subject is a Rules-based learner, and I shall 
look at her integrated use of F cards first. 

The Eules-based learner, 914: M, onlU makes integrated 
use OF two F cards. Her uses occur before and after her 
Grammar block, and do not appear to be an integral part 
of her learning process. She does, however, use the first 
F card, FS, to make a hypothesis about the word ta. 
Similarlg, in her orientation phase at the beginning OF 
the task she sags, "Want to get an idea of what the 
language looks like, ", she turns F16, and then makes a 
hypothesis about questions: "AlwauS start questions with 
ki and answers with y_e perhaps", which she then checks 
with El. This tendency to make (and describe) hgpotheses 
continues as she looks at D/E cards, and many of these 

are turned to check hypotheses. I have categorized her as 
Rules-ba5ed because of her long Grammar block, but it is 
clear that she is using a mixture of reception learning 
and discovery learning, presumably using the few Examples 
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cards she turns in the learning phase,, and the examples 
from the Grammar cards, as her basis for making hWpo- 
theses. Wi. th regard to her final F block, she is also 
idiosUncratic, in that she seems to be mainlU checking, 
and she also checks particular structures ChWpothesis 

checking); e. g. for the last F card, F10,, she saws 
"Sitting formulating rules - mane in statements - check 
ideas on negative statements". 

From this example, we-can see that there is no clear 
one-to-one correspondence between reception/discoverw 
learning and the two groups I have described as Rules- 
based/Examples-based learners. Also, my division of 
learners into categories is a matter of practical 
necessity, and not all learners in each category will be 

central cases in the sense of following a thoroughgoing 
Examples or Rules-based approach. 

Moving to the Examules-based learners with integrated 
plus block use, we can see that three of the Four, Sll: M, 
S31: M and 924: H, show fairly similar profiles of 
integrated Examples use, turning between ten and sixteen 
F cards with the focus on Fp cards. S24-H works through 
+-he cards more or less in numerical -order, whereas the 

other two select their ordering according to a syllabus 
of their own, (e. g. questions first, then positive 
responses, then negative responses, etc. ). Why they 
prefer to use Fp rather than Feg cards for hypothesis 

making (where it would seem more efficient to use the Feg 

sub-set, see p. 163) as -well as other purposes is 
difficult to say. It could be that to a learner with an 
aversion to 'drW' rules, these cards appear more 
attractive - no grammatical designation of the structure, 
more pictures. Or that the problem-solving format of the 

cards presents a greater challenge to a subject who 
Favours discovery learning. All three learners use all 
cards in the Fp sub-set (S11: M omits F12 but looks at its 

partner Fq). 

The fourth Examples-based learner, S27: H, turns onlU 
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three Feg cards, which could cast doubt on her status as 
Examples-based. However, although she begins her learning 

with soma Grammar (three cards), a feature shown by some 
other Examples-ba5ed learners, e. g. Q24: H, Q30: H, her 
commentaries suggest that she then switches to hypothesis 

making, using F cards, and checks the hypotheses with 
further Grammar cards. Also her initial three Grammar 

cards are turned in response to CS, her initial card. 
Thus she does not appear to have a rule-learning phase 
based an Grammar cards, nor does she turn many Grammar 

cards before moving on to testing, using an F block Ca 

complete Fp series). All four of these learners follow 
their integrated use of F cards in the learning phase, 
with an F block for testing purposes. 

The Final Four learners with both integrated and block 

use, S21: L, SES: M, S4: M and S7: H, ' are all Uncategorized. 
As their learning proFile5 are rather individualistic, I 

shall look at them one at a time. 

S2E3: M shows initially an Examples learning type pattern, 
turning an Feg card and making reference to the 
dictionaries, but he then moves to Grammar cards. Later 
he turns the same Feg card and its partner Fp card for 

exposure: "To see some more of the language at work", 
before moving on to "Some more grammar" with the E set 
(see Table of Card Turnings). Thus, he Uses only three 
integrated F cards, and these do not appear to be used 
for hypothesis making. His final F block is for practice. 
However, he has already been mentioned (see p. 160) as the 
learner who creates drills from all the examples he finds 
an both D and F cards. His strategy is clearly idio- 

5yncratic and for this reason I have placed him as 
Uncategorized. 

54: M presents an interesting case. We can see bU looking 
at the Table of Card'Turnings that SV5 pattern of card 
use in general does not conform to that of the tUpical 
Rules-based learner with a grammar block. Nor does she 
have the preference For F cards tUpical of Examples-based 
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learners (only two integrated F cards turned). In order 
to explain the initial card she turns, Fq: 'Question and 
Negative. ilnswer', she makes extensive Reference use of 
the translation dictionary (the B set) and also turns Dll 
(verbs aru/stil). Hence, she turns nine cards in all in 

response to F4, and first moves to other cards, DB in 

response to Dll, when one of the grammar points raised by 
D11 needs further explanation. Her second Examples card, 
F11, is used to check her understanding of the aru/stil 
distinction which she has been concentrating on. 

This type Of procedure, starting with an Example and 
attempting thorough understanding and analysis Of it, is 

more typical of Examples-based learners, compare for 

example S31: M. However Sq's commentaries suggest that she 
is relying on DictionarW(B) and GrammarCD+E) cards for 

information and rules, having used the Example as a 

starting point. It is possible that this initial card 
turning pattern precedes a change in approach, but her 

commentaries and the general pattern she diSplaU5 in 

later card turning are more suggestive of her pursuing 
what could be called an 'opportunistic' strategy. 

Less rigid than those learners who doggedly work their 

way through either the Grammar (D) cards or the Examples 

cards, following a particular syllabus, she uses 
whatever type oF card appears to be likely to answer the 

questions raised by the cards she has already seen. As a 
consequence, she follows up a problem by turning some- 
times several cards from different Sets. She also Seems 
to be making hypotheses rather than relying on pure 

reception learning. She does not turn many Grammar cards 
for rules, or "Further information required" as she puts 
it, before she MOV85 to testing with the A dictionary and 
checking of hypotheses with two D cards, after which she 
begins testing with an F block. From this example, it 

seems that this type of opportunistic strategy can be 
fairly SUCC855FU1, given a phase Of Self-te5ting to 
follow up the learning (54: N scores 39 points on the 
test, maximum score 53). 
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5-21-L uses mainly reception learning of rules, but may be 

checking hypotheses with two of his four integrated F 

cards,. and is probably forming hypotheses with another. 
He Follows a semi-syllabus, starting with statements and 
then moving to questions, but also has a tendency, like 
S'f: Mv to follow up 'leads' from cards already seen. This 

apparent use of F cards For hypothesis making and 
checking, together with his lack of a Grammar block is 
the reason For including this , learner in the 
Uncategorized group, although he does appear from his 

commentaries to be relying mostly on D/E cards for 

getting information. In his final block he uses Feg cards 
for exposure and Fp cards For practice. 

The last of these four lerners, Q7: H, 'resembles an 
Examples-based learner both in the number of integrated F 

cards she uses (6), in her concentration on the Fp 

sub-set, and in her purposes for use. Looking at the 
Table of Card Turnings in conjunction with 'her commen- 
taries, we see the following progress through the task. 
She starts from an Example, follows up leads to Grammar 

cards, and then switches to an attempt at 'organized' 

grammar learning. Before turning D1 she comments: "Want 
to look at qualified pos. responses, but will start with 
basic word order". However she only turns three Grammar 

cards for rules before deciding to test what she knows 

with F3. She then proceeds to use Fp cards almost in 

series to check her hypotheses as to rules, 'using Grammar 
cards only when she needs help. In general this pattern 
of Examples and Grammar card use suggests an initial 
Rule-based strategy, with a switch to Examples-based 
learning for Further- development and checking of 
hypotheses. Her final block, is a complete Fp series used 
for testing. 

Di5cu55ion and Summaru: Table 8.4 - Integrated Uge with 
Following F Blocý 

I have looked in some detail at these learners in order 
to illustrate the variability in their use of Examples, 

and the different roles that F cards play in the learning 
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phase of the task. 

Clearly, any Examples-based, learner will, have integrated 

use of F cards. However, no two learners are quite the 

same with regard to the number and order of F cards used, 

or to the purposes for which they are used. Yet there are 

similarities, in the fact that they all use a variety of 

purposes, and in that hypothesis making on the basis of F 

cards is a major activity for these learners. 

All the Examples-based learners (511: M, 931: M-, Q24: H, 
527: H) seem to use Grammar (D+E) cards as little as 
possible, referring to them onlU when theW are-unable to 
discover a rule, or For hypothes15 checking (527: H). With 
Grammar cards, theW also select a disproportionatelu 
large number of ECSemantics) cards (see Table of Card 

Turnings). 

Thus, in general they show a preference for Examples 

cards and as mentioned above, particularly the Fp cards. 
Their approach involves using F cards as a basis for 

making hypotheses and also for a variety of other 
purposes, particularly hypothesis checking, and they all 
follow their learning with an F block for testing. It 

should be noted that these four learners are four of the 
Five most successful Examples-based learners, and that 
the common traits of F card use just mentioned will form 

a basis for comparison with the less successful Examples- 
based learners discussed in relation to Table B. S. 

The single Rules-based learner discussed under Table 8.4, 
514: M, uses onlW two integrated F cards, but formulates 
hUpotheses an the basis of one of these and also an the F 

card she uses in her orientation phase. In this she 
resembles the Examples-based learners though not in the 

number of integrated F cards used. Nor is her final block 

used for testing, but for (hWpothesis) checking, in this 

she can be compared to S30: H (see below under Table 8.5). 

None of the four Uncateacrized learner5, CS21: L, 528: M, 
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SLt: Ml 57: H), show a general pattern of card turning 

which resembles that of other learnerss except for the 

Use Cf. a final F block. 57: H does show some similarity to 

the Examples-based learners discussed above, after her 

initial Grammar block. S4: M uses what I have called an 

opportunistic strategy. This is defined as not insisting 

on adherence to a particular card set for-aCCe5S to a 

particular type of information, together with the 

following up of questions raised by cards already seen, 

rather than following a syllabus either 'given' by the 

order of the cards or self-imposed. SE! I: L uses a 

5emi-opportunistic strategy and his integrated F, card use 
is most similar to that of 54: M. 928: M starts with 
Examples and follows up leads to Grammar cards, but then 

switches to Grammar with the E set. He is however using 

all cards in a special way , creating drills from all 

examples, and cannot be grouped with any other learners 

Generally speaking, the main interest in looking at the 

integrated use of F-cards, lies-in the evidence it gives 
in support of the inclusion, of a subject into one of the 

general learning approach categories, Examples-ba5ed or 
Rules-based, and in revealing typical behaviour for 
these learners. The close scrutiny of the integrated F 

cards can also help in revealing in what ways a learner 
deviates from the more typical members of the Rule5-based 

and Examples-based categories. 

In addition, the setting out of data-in tabular form in 

this way allows for more specific observations as to 

features. of certain groups of learner5. -In Table 8.4, the 

most interesting feature is the pattern of F card use 

shown by the more 5UCCe55FUl Example5-based learner5. 
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Table S. S: Integrated Usg Onlu oF F Cards 

This Table is laid out similarlU to Table 8.4, without, 

oF course, the indication oF F block purpose, as the ten 

subjects in this group make no block use oF Example5 

cards. 

Five of these learners have been categorized as Examples- 

based learners, one is Uncategorized, and the remaining 
four are Rules-based learners. 

If we look at the integrated use of F cards for the five 

Examnles-based-learners first, SlS: L, 533: L, 99-M, S22: M 

and 530: H, we see that they vary considerably. I shall 
therefore look at their proFiles individually. 

516-L (test'score: 17 out of 53) bases his learning 'on 
Examples but appears to have no planned approach to 
learning, and looks at only six Examples cards four of 

which are Feg/Fp pairs. Some Grammar cards are referred 
to for help. In addition, he spends a lot of time 

reading the Contextual cards. As a result, his exposure 
to the language is probably just not sufficient'. In terms 

of F card turning he is most similar to SlS: L, a 
Rules-based learner (see below). 

533: L and SS: M have been mentioned in the discussion of 
Table 8.1 Cp. 172). They use a consistent strategy clearly 

based on Examples and with a division of purposes between 

the two F sub-sets. They both Use Feg for hypothesis 

making, but S33: L uses Fp for practice, while 59: M uses 
Fp for testing, and they both work through the cards in 

table layout order. Grammar cards are only referred to 

when help is absolutely necessary. Unfortunately neither 

subject completes his planned work, and it is therefore 

not possible to tell whether they would have wished to 

follow up with an F block for testing, revision or 

checking. What one can say is that this rather dogged 

version of Examples-ba5ed learning is not suitable for 

this task, as it takes too much time, and that these 

learners determinedly pursue a strategy which they must 
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have realized was inappropriate given the task con- 
ditions. 

This adherence to a chosen strategy even though it proves 

unsuitable, is a feature not uncommon when learners are 

given a free hand (cognitive fixitg/rigidity - see Pask, 

1976b: 130/2/li; Pask & Scott, 1971: 211; Mager, 1983: 

section 1). But I would like-to suggest that the root of 
the problem is not necessarilU the strategW in itself, 
but its implementation. 

These two learners could be called serialist in their 

approach (see p. 21), taking item by item of a syllabus 
they see as given. This in itself is not problematic, 
however they seem 'to display what Pask calls the 
'improvidence pathology' of operation learners ("the 

failure to use valid analogies or a common principle or 
both",, Pask, 197Eb: 140, my underlining. See also p-2S). 

These learners' improvidence does not mean that theW will 

be unable to learn Novish or do the post-test, as the 

hierarchical organization of information implied bW 

Pask's theorW does not hold for this small artificial 
language. But it does mean that 'understanding' in Pask's 

sense (see p. 26) will not be achieved. It also means 
that their learning process will take more time 'than is 

necessarU, as it seems to me that one aspect of 
improvidence not discussed bU Pask lies in its slowing 
down of the learning process. The failure to make valid 

analogies and find common principles would lead to 

re-learning of certain features of a sWstem which have in 

effect alreadW been learned. And the same failure would 

preclude the possibilitW of predicting similarities and 

checking for them in items still to be learned. 

For example, the principle of the ellipsis in all the 

short forms of Novish responses is the same, so it should 
only be necessary to spend time an one of the three short 
form Feg cards, and then, having predicted the ellipsis 
in the other responses, possibly to use the Fp short form 
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cards for practice or testing. 

Therefore. improvidence in an independent learning 

situation would not onlW hinder a deeper 'understanding' 

of the subject matter, but would slow down the learning 

process as a result of the incoherence of the learning. 

The other two Examples-based learners, 922: M and S30: H 

show no particular pattern in their F card use, some 
choices are opportunistic and others are looking for 

unknown structures. S22: M shows greater similarity to the 
Examples-based subjects shown in Table 6.4, in that he 

uses mainly Fp cards and a variety of activities 
including hypothesis making and checking. Also his use of 
Grammar cards is limited, mainly the E set being used for 

general information and possibly hypothesis checking. He 

does not however have a 5ubsequent testing phase using an 
F block, which is what distinguishes the most successful 
Examples-based learners. 

530: H is idiosUncratic, using equal numbers of Fag and Fp 

cards and using the Fag cards towards the end of his 
learning unlike most Successful learners. Grammar cards 

are used for help or confirmation, and initiallU to see 
the basic structures. He uses a varietW of activities 
with F cards however, as do most of the successful 
learners with integrated use, but like S22: M, and unlike 
all other learners in H group, he has no F block. 

In comparison to the more successful Examples-based 
learners discussed above (Table 8.4), the major differ- 

ence is these learners' lack of an F block. Other 
differences are, for S33: L and S9: M,, their general 
strategy which seems to show a pathological serialist 
tendency resulting in improvidence, and for 916: Ls his 
insufficient use of F cards particularly the FP 5ub-set. 
522: M conforms to the successful pattern except for his 
lack of an F block, and 530: H has an idiosyncratic 

strategy and conforms to the pattern only in that he uses 
a considerable number of Examples cards. 
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The only Uncatecorized subject with no F block is 532: M. 

After a false start with vocabulary learning, she 

switches to what appears to be discovery learning using 
three Examples cards and dictionary reference, she then 

moves to Grammar cards both for rules and also for 

examples. She, like 530: H and possibly more like 528: M, 

has an idiosyncratic approach. Hers is based an 
translation, and she appears to use 8X8MpleS from both F 

and D cards for this purpose. She both makes hypotheses 

using F cards, and later learns rules from D cards and 

uses them For translation practice. 

Considering the fact that she Uses only three Example5 

cards, has no F block, and no testing phase, changes 

strategy at least once, Possibly twice, and in fact turns 

the fewest cards of any subject, her learning is 

surprisingly successful with a score of 36 out of-53 an 
the test. This could suggest that while changing strategy 

might be considered a trait of an insecure learner, it 

does not necessarily imply lacking strategic awareness. 
On the contrary, if we contrast S32: M 

' with 533: L and 59: M 
(serialist strategy, discussed above), it would seem that 

the ability to recognize an inappropriate strategy, and 
the willingness to try a new strategy, indicate a 
flexibility and adaptability which is probably advanta- 

geous when faced with a new kind of learning situation. 

If we' now look at the four Rules-based lgarners, we see 
that SlS: L, S17: L and S2: L achieved three of the four 
lowest 5core5 on the test, and that S1: M is the lowest 

scorer in the Middle group. They have other features in 

common; between 7 and 9F card turnings, a selected 

ordering of cards, and a fairly even distribution between 

use of the two sub-sets. In terms of purpose, 517: L, 

S2: L., and Sl: M have a division of purpose between Feg and 
Fp cards, and all four have a variety of purposes for use 

of the F cards. Three use some Examples for hypothesis 

checking but only S_1S: L uses any for hypothesis making. 
Both S17: L and S1: M attempt some testing with the Fp 

sub-set, but this involves not more than three cards.. 
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Given that these four learners all have blacks of Grammar 

of between 10 and 12 cards (see comment re 515: L on 
p. 149)j -and that in-addition they use integrated F cards 
for a variety of purposes including hypothesis checking 
(a positive feature for Examples-based learners), one 

can ask why they are unsuccessful. What distinguishes 

them From their more successful fellow Rule5-based 
learners? 

The distinction appears to be both in the presence of 

considerable integrated use of F cards and in the absence 
of an F block. Although the majority of their F cards are 
used in the second half of their card turnings, as with 
most Rules-based learners (see Table of Card Turnings), 
the cards are in selected order, both sub-sets are used, 
and the purposes for use tend to vary from card to-card. 
This means that even though 'block' like in appearance 
they do not constitute blocks. 

For a Rules-based learner it seems that this randomness 
in terms of purpose indicates uncertainty as to 

strategy, with-regard to the planning of activities to 

engage in. As the 0 cards all contain translated 

examples, the only integrated use of F cards which would 

seem appropriate would be for hypothesis checking. Or, 

given a serialistic strategy of the type adopted by S33: L- 

and 59: M, but with Rules as the basis of learning, a 
regular strategy of, say, practice, using an F card after 
each rule learned, would be a possibility. (No learner 

appears to Follow this strategy and it would probably 
lead to improvidence. ) 

This strategic uncertainty with regard to activities is, 
it seems to me, what is hindering these learners. For 
Rules-ba5ed learners the data suggest that a clear F 

block for a selected purpose following the main rule 
learning phase, provides a more beneficial use of the 
time -available than integrated use of F cards. It seems 
that for 5UCCeSSFUl engagement in activities such as 
exposure, revision, practice or testing, sustained and 
preferably ordered work of the type done by the learners 
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in H group is most useFul, iF not essential. 

Discussion and Summaru: Table 8.5 - Integrated Use Onlu 

In general, one can ask why some learners with integrated 

use only are so much more successful than others. In what 

way do 922: M and S30: H differ from the L learners with 

integrated use only? In o rder to attempt to answer this 

que5tion, we need to look at and compare the learners' 

approaches to the task, using the analysis of F cards as 

an aid. 

Several points of difference arise. FirstlU, 522: rl and 
S30: H each use six of the eight Fp cards, whereas the 

other learners use fewer Fp cards, and fewer F cards in 

toto with the exception of 533: L and 59: M. These two 

subjects on the other hand clearly do not complete the 

task to their satisfaction, which S22 and S30 both seem 
to do. Whereas these differences are quantitative and 

only indicative of a possible trend, there are quali- 
tative differences which appear to be more important. 

From their commentaries it seems that 522 and 530 are 
both following a search strategy, where thew look for 

specific items and carry out particular activities 

according to a learning plan. S-30's commentaries suggest 
an awareness of the learning process. Comments such as "I 

want examples of Novish in use as I have enough to piece 
together the whole thing, matter of picking up vocab 

now... ", "Need a little reinforcement of structures", 

plus the general organization of his learning, both in 

terms of looking for particular structures and conscious- 
ly changing activity, suggest a planned procedure. He 

moves from learning, to exposure, some testing, then 

"light relief" with some C cards, and finally "reinforce- 

ment" (checking). 

522's commentaries are sparser Che was writing whereas 
S30 was using a tape recorder), but he- first looks for 

general information using E cards, before making 
hypothe5e5 based an Examples and following up queries 

with C, D, E or F cards. His final stage is checking of 
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orthography with the translation dictionary (B set), and 
hypothesis checking using one D and two F cards. 

Apparentlu both these learners are following a planned 

series of activities. In addition S30 seems to be 

following his own structural sUllabus in ordering items 

to learn, while S22 is following up leads from cards he 

has turned, his first card CFS) being a random choice 
(opportunistic strategU). 

These observations provide further evidence for the exi5- 
tence of two components of a planned learning process, as 

suggested in the conclusion of the Block Use analUsis 
Cp. 177): 

choice and ordering of items to 12e learned, and 
choice and ordering of the activities to be enceaed In. 

In the light of these SUgge5tion5, if we look at the less 

successful learners in the integrated use only group, we 

find that S33: L and S9: M also F011OW a plan both in terms 

OF activity and content syllabus. They use the two F 

sub-sets for particular purposes and they follow the 

syllabus given by the layout OF the F set. However, this 

strategy rigidly adhered to proves too time-consumingg 

probably as a result OF improvident learning (see 

discussion above), and is therefore unsuitable for this 

task. 

532: M, on the other hand appears to change strategy twice 

and to be Feeling her way towards a learning approach. 
SlS: L, 517: L, 52: L and S1: M all follow a mixture OF a 
5elF-iMP05ed syllabus and opportunistic Following up OF 
leads from cards already seen, but 515: L, S2: L and 51-M 
do not appear to have an 'activity syllabus' in that they 

do not move from one type of activity to another in any 

ordered way. S17: L does move from rules learning with 
Grammar cards to checking and testing towards the and of 
the task, but Uses only very Few cards for these last two 

activities. AFter his First few cards where he uses F1 to 

get the basic structure and then practices with FS, 516: L 

does not appear to be using a planned approach to either 

content or activity. 
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Conclusion: Integrated Use of F Cardp_ 
We can see from the discussions of Tables 8.4 and 8.5 
that integrated use onlU of F cards is not generallW 
speaking a strategW used bW the more successful learners. 

SecondlW, it is clear from the data that the integration 

of use of F cards into the learning phase of the task, 

while the natural province of Examples-based learners, 
has to be done with caution bW Rules-based learners, who 
maW be wasting valuable time. 

Thirdly, it seems that when Examples are integrated into 

the learning process as separate items (i. e. not as 

exemplification of rules just presented as an the 0 

cards), learners prefer the presentation form of the Fp 

sub-set, possibly due to the problem-5olving format (i. e. 

once the basic word order has been learned, a, guess, 
trying out a hypothesis, can be made before a particular 

response structure is seen). 

And finally, the integration of Examples into the 
learning process as separate items rather than in blocks, 

possibly because of the variety of purposes for which 
they can be used, requires the learner to be able to plan 

not only the order of the items to be learned Cin this 

case structural rules), but also the order of the 

activities to be engaged in Cthe purposes for which the 
Examples will be used). This latter type of planning also 
takes place when the learner makes no integrated use of 
Examples, but the scope for confusion as to purposes when 
using Grammar cards is very narrow, as there is a limit 
to the type of activities which they invite. 

To generalize, it seems that use of the Examples 
integrated into the learning process can only be 
beneficial if the learner operates with a strategy where 
Examples are either used opportunistically in the search 
for answers to specific questions, or where they. are 
integrated as Fulfilling certain activity roles' in a 
planned strategy of activities. 
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CHAPTER 9: USE OF THE UFAMMAR (SETS D AND El 

9.0 Introduction 

L .. 
This chapter is organized as follows: 

9.0 some introductorU remarks; 
P__-1 a brief description of the card sets and the 

laUout, and of the grammar learning task which the 

learner was presented with in his instructions;, 
9.2 the framework for the analUsis; 
9.3 the analUsis itself. 

Before embarking on the analW51S, an explanation of mu 

reasons for conflating the analUsis of these two card 

sets would seem appropriate. There are bB51CallW' two 

considerations. FirstlW, from the data it is clear that 

the subjects tend to use cards from these two sets for 

similar reasons and in similar Positions in the task. 

There are some differences among learners as to their 

preference for one or-other tUpe of card, and these will 

be discussed in the course of the analUsis. 

The second consideration is the similarity of the subject 

matter on the cards. It is true that '5emantico- 

grammatical' would be a better label to apply to the' 

semantics cards. However, I did not think that the use of 

such technical labels would be particularly conducive to 

dissipating any anxiety felt by the Ss, especially the 

linguistically naive ones. A5 it was, it was necessary to 

explain to the subjects that the Semantics cards 

contained more general information and rules about the 

expression OF certain areas OF meaning in Novish. The 

mention of rules and the topics chosen, , Negation, 

Questioning, etc. make obvious links to the more specific 

rules given on the'Grammar cards, as does the indication 

that the Semantics cards are 'more general'. 

The format of the'cards themselves differs, in that there 

are no examples Of sentences on the Semantics cards 
(except E4-Negation with one example), while exemplifica- 
tion and translation are major features of the Grammar(D) 
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cards. 

Despite the differences in the cards, the similarities in 

their Lcontent and use argue for a combined analUsis, and 
where differences in their use do appear, these will be 

pointed out in the analysis. 

Throughout the following sections I shall refer to these 

cards in general as Grammar cards. Where reference is 

made specificallU to cards of one or other set this will 
be made clear. 

9.1 The Card Sets and the Learner's Task 
5.1.1 A: The Grammer D) Set 
The Grammar(D) set consists Of eleven cards. On the, front 
is a designation of the rule which is to be found on the 

reverse, together with sentences exemplifying this rule. 
On all the D cards except nil the examples are translated 
into English. On cards D7 and 06, which give rules for 

the short forms of responses, the examples are set in a 
discourse context, i. e. a picture with accompanying 
question and respon5e, both long form and the transFor- 

mation to the short form. On the 'Word Order' cards (01, 
D2, D3, Dq, DS), only the structure in question is 

exemplified. For the list Of the cards see below, 9.1.2 

Lauout. The cards themselves are reproduced in Appendix 
3B (Vol. 2, pp. 16-22). 

9.1.1 B: The Semantics (E) Set 
The Semantics CE) set consists of five cards with 
information about: Questioning (El), The Uru/stil * ClaS51- 
fication of nouns (E2/3), Negation (E4), and Number (ES). 
Some exemplification is given but not in sentence form, 

except for one example an E4. There is some information 
on these cards which is not in fact relevant for the 
learners' abilitu to do the post-test, but which gives a 
more general view of the grammar of Novish, e. g. the 

mention of numerals in ES, and the description of 'time' 
questions in El. All the cards are reproduced in Appendix 
3B (Vol. 2, pp. 23-25). 
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g. 1.2- Laugut 

The full laWout of all the cards can be seen in Appendix 

3C (Uol. 2, p. 31f). The laUout of these two sets is warthU 

of specific mention as it is not 'obvious' in the same 

waU as that of Sets A and B (alphabetical order), 

irrelevant as that of Set C, or 'traditional' as'that of 

set F, where the cards are arranged in a -fairlU 
traditional sUllabus order of increasing complexitU of 

5tructure. Taking the D set first, the word order cards 

are numbered following the same 'traditional' complexitU 
based sUllabus 85 Set F: 
D1 Rules for Word Order - Basic Word Order 

D2 - Statements affirmative/negative 
D3 - Questions 
131f - Positive and Negative Responses 

DS - Qualified Positive Response 

These are followed bU the dual/plural rule: 
D6 Rule for Use of Dual and Plural Markers: ta and ma 
And then the short forms of responses with discourse 

exemplification, also bU increasing complexitU: 
D7 Rule for Formation of Short Answers: Positive and 

Negative Responses 
DS Rule for Formation of Short Answers: Qualified 

Positive Response 

Then the phonetic rule: 
D9 Rule for Use of Suffix -na 
And finallU the verb rules, with the more 'basic' first: 

DIO Rules for Use of Uerb5: mane 
Dil is : Qzu and 5til 

The numbering of the cards in this way was for my own 

convenience, as it gives a certain correspondence between 

the numbers in the F CExample5) set and this set. As far 

as the subjects were concerned the numbers were irrele- 

vant, as they could not see them till they had turned the 

card. With regard to layout, these cards were laid out in 

two columns Of six and five cards, in such a way that no 
two adjacent cards in a column presented an obvious 
sequence of card turning, as for example a sequence such 

as DI-02, or DS-DS, or D10-Dil might have done. The only 
tobvious' features of the layout were that the top card 
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in the left hand column was D1 - Basic Word Order, and 
that word order cards occurred'at regular intervals. The 

aim was for it to be immediatelU apparent to the 

subjects. -that the -cards were DLft. organized into a 

sUllabus, in the hope of ensuring that theU actuallU 

would read the fronts of the cards and make conscious 

choiCe5, rather than relUing on a IsUllabu5' provided bu 

the laUout. The sequences of D card turnings in the data 

show that this hope was fulfilled. 

The five E (Semantics) cards were laid out in one column 
to the right of the D (Grammar) cards. TheU were also-in 
an apparentlU random order in that, the two cards dealing 

with what could be construed as discourse structures, El 
'Questioning' and Eq 'Negation' were separated, as were 
the two cards describing the oru/stil. classification CE2 

and E3). 

UnFortunatelU, it was not possible to use this 'random 

appearance' 5trategem with the Examples cards Met F- 16 

cards), as I Felt this would make the burden oF searching 
For items too great For the subjects. This may have 

caused an imbalance in the data, as the subjects do tend 

to turn the F cards in layout order, and there is no way 

oF telling whether they would have done this regardless 

oF whether these cards were laid out as a syllabus Which 

they were), or in an apparently random order. 

9.1.3 Learnina Aim 
From their instructions it should have been clear to the 

subjects that this is primarily a grammar learning task. 
As well as an oral explanation, the subjects were given 
two sheets to read. The first, 'Instructions', contains 
these paragraphs (for full text sea Appendix 4B, Vol-2 

p. 42-43): 
"Before you begin you will be given a sheet (Sheet X) 
describing what it is you will have to learn. When you 
have read this once you will start the task. " 
And later: 

"Aim: Your aim is to use the cards to learn the gramma- 
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tical system outlined in Sheet X, together with the 

vocabulary in this sample of Novish, so that at the end 

of the 'lesson' you will be able to do a short test and 

hopefully-get all the answers right. " 

Having read the instructions sheet and been through it 

orally with the task leader (mgself), each subject was 

then given Sheet X to read (see Appendix 4C, Vol. 2, p. 44). 

The instructions and the outline of the system in Sheet X 

place the emphasis on grammar learning, and give a 

summary of the structures to be learned, thus setting up 

expectations in the learner's mind, without in fact 

giving any indication of the form which the questions in 

the test will take. It is a grammar learning task, with 
the learning burden resting in the novelty of the 

grammatical system and not in the vocabulary, which is 

obviously based for the most part on English, with a 
little French. 

I considered it necessarW to provide the-subjects with B 

clear indication of both the subject matter and the 

extent of the task for three reasons. Firstlu, because in 

anW reasonable independent learning situation the learner 

has a specific aim of his own, and has a general idea of 

what it is he wishes to learn and of the tupe of 

materials he is using. 

SecondlU, I wanted the learners to be able to learn a 

SW5teM large enough to at least give the appearance of 
having some coherence and enough realitU to warrant an 
imaginarU cultural background. At the same time, I wished 
to have a learning task which could be regarded as a 

single- 'le5son", hence I did not want it to take 

appreciablu more than an hour. The onlU wau to reconcile 
these two requirements was to provide the learners with 

sufficient orientation initiallU that theU did not waste 

a lot of time finding out what it was all about. 

And thirdlU, not the least of these considerations was 
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that of learner anxietU. The knowledge that anU kind of 

learn-test situation is likelU to cause anxietU, coupled 

with---the intrigued but rather overwhelmed reactions of 

colleagues and Friends (linguist5l) to the card arraW9 

convinced me that the task would probablU appear 

unmanageable to the subjects and cause considerable 

anxietU, unless it was delimited as clearlU' as- possible 

beforehand. 

As' far as I can tell, Pa5k gave less detail to his sub- 

jects, informing them for example that theW were to'learn 

a taxonomW of Martian animals, without providing further 

information. However, for one thing his subjects seem to 

be experienced (as subjects), and for, another, it seems 

that language learning is an intrinsicallU more threaten- 

ing activitU (to the ego) than other tUpes of learning. 

This conjecture is supported bW the assertions I received 

from manU of the subjects (linguistics students inclu- 

ded), that theW were 'no good at learning languages'. It 

seems that theW needed to guard themselves emotionallU 

against some kind of failure at the task. MW desire to 

avoid excessive anxietU is grounded in its deleterious 

effect an performance (see discussion p. 69/70), which 

would provide a confusing factor in the analW5is. I 

MW inabilitU to avoid the bias which the'in5truction5 maU 

have imparted to the data'with regard to the learners" 

use of Grammar cards, has, I hope, been explained bW the 

discussion above. Given these instructions, it would be 

reasonable to expect learners to concentrate on Grammar 

cards in the learning' phase of the task, although 

obviouslU a certain amount of grammatical information is 

available an other cards, i. e. the Translation DictionarU 

(Set B), and two of the Contextual Information cards (C6 

and C7). That some subjects do not do this testifies to 

the strength of individual preferences with regard to 

strategies of language learning. 
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9.2 The Framework for-the Analus15 

9.2.0 -Introduction 
Probably partly as a result of the apparently random 

organization of the Grammar cards, the sequence in which 
they are turned differ5 from subject to subject, as do 

the number of cards and which cards are turned. This 

pre5ent5 a problem for the analUsi5 in terms of making 
generalizations about subjects' use of these cards. One 

possibility is to take a quantitative approach, counting 
the number of D/E cards turned and attempting to account 
for differences between subjects in this manner. Another 

P0551bility is to take a qualitative approach, using the 

commentaries in the learner protocols and the learners' 

notes relating to D/E cards as the basis for an attempt 

at distinguishing approaches and strategies used by the 

subjects. 

Quantitative analUsis gives certain indications Of 

general approach to the task, as described in Chapter 
8.1B, p-148, where the analysis of Grammar C13+E) and 
Examples (F) cards is related. And as has, been seen in 
the analW515 Of the Examples card5, -the two approaches to 

learning suggested bW the quantitative analUsis, which I 

have called Examples-ba5ed and RUle5-ba5ed learning, are 
supported bW the qualitative analWsis of these cards. 

A simple statistical analysis of Grammar card use, where 
the use of these cards was investigated for the three 

rank groups (Low, Middle, High), reveals only minimal 
differences between them in terms of number of Grammar 
cards used (see Ch. 5, p. 78). Therefore, in'order to 
discover any differences in strategy among learners, and 
Possibly to distinguish between more and less successful 
learners, it is necessary to turn to a qualitative 
analysis of these cards also. The following analysis will 
be seen to support both the general categorizations of 
approach already suggested, and to indicate other 
features of grammar learning strategies. 
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As with the Examples cards, there are two sources for the 

material upon which th e qualitative analysis is based. 
Firstly, . the learner protocols, and secondly, the 

learners' notes. A third element, which is not in itself 

part of the data, but which must be taken into consider- 
ation in this analysis, is the relationship between the 

cards -themselves, as this has a profound effect upon the 

order in which Grammar cards (especially D cards)' are 
turned, particularly within a Grammar block (the concept 
of blocks is defined in Ch. 8.2 B1, p. 154). 

As a preliminarW to the presentation of the analUsis 
itself, I shall introduce 'the categories used in the 

analUsi5, and also describe the relations between the 

cards in the Grammar and Semantics sets, as these are 
important for the interpretation of instances of card use 
in a sequence of Grammar cards. 

Relations between the Cards 
Because here we are dealing with a miniature artificial 
language which is not Just a set of symbols, but a series 
of structures and lexical items which have real meanings 
and are used in a discourse context, it is not possible 
to set up rules and give examples without 'begging 

questions'. Thus, although each of the Grammar cards 
focuses on a particular rule or aspect of meaning, theW 
do not exist in a vacuum, and cannot be regarded as 
isolated entities. EspeciallU the need to give examples 
an the 0 cards entails the use of structural items which 
are not explained on the card in question. Also, as the 

cards were not to be laid out as a 'sUllabus', it was not 
possible to build up knowledge from card to card in such 
a waW that on anW particular card the examples onlW 
incorporated rules alreadW learned. 

As any card can be the first which a learner sees, the 
formulation of the rule, the explanations, and the 

examples on the card can all give rise to Further queries 
with regard to other grammatical points. The stimulus a 
card provides mag be a direct querW in that a particular 
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item may be' present but completely unexplained, as for 

example the suffix -na in an example, or an indirect one, 
in that. the learner may wish to just check his 

understanding of a particular point. 

These two possibilities result in a number of potential 
references from each Grammar card to its follows, as 
shown in the Table of Relations between Cards below. 
Because of the lack of example sentences on the Semantics 
(E) cards, direct queries to other cards From these 

cards are less likely than from Grammar CD) cards to 

other cards. Similarly, because of the more general 
nature of the E cards, references to E cards from 0 cards 
are less likely to be direct queries. 

TABLE ON NEXT PAGE 
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TABLE OF RELATIONS BETWEEN CARDS 

Eelations between Cards 

D E 
First References: References: 
card Check Query General 
DI 112 116 DS D10 oil ES 
112 010 Di D6 Ei ES 
D3 Dio D6 El ES 
DLt D6 D7 oil ELt ES (E2 E3) 
D5 112 Olt Be DS Dio oil Elf CE2 E3) 
D6 D2 D3 D7 DS ES 
D7 03 04 09 010 oil C EL0 
Be DS Dio Dil (E2 E3 EU 
DS 02 03 nq D10 Dll (Eli) 
Dio De D3 olf DS 06 De 09 D11 CELi ES) 
nil DLi 135 06 Ile 010 E2 E3 (ELi ES) 

E B E 
First card References References 
El D3 CES) 
E2 Dil +E3 (ES) 
E3 Dil +E2 (ES) 
E4 02 nq CDs Be) E2 CE3 El) 
ES D6 CEl) 

KEY: (nn) - weak lead -*nn - lead from front of card 

Li5t of Card5 
Rules for Word Order: El Questioning 
Dl Basic Word Order E2 gru/5til. class- 
D2 Statements affirmative/negative ification of nouns 
D3 Questions E3 exceptions in 
n't Positive & Negative Responses cru/5til cla551fi- 
D5 Qualified Positive Response cation of nouns 
Other Rules Elf Negation 
D6 Dual & Plural markers ta and MIL ES Number concept 
D7 Formation of : Pas. & Neg. Responses 
De Short Answers: Qualified Positive Response 
D9 Use Of Suffix -na 
D10 Rules for use of Verbs: mane 
nil 91 : oru/5til 

The Table reflects the complexitU and centralitU of the 

topics on each card, in that the more complex/central the 

rule (structure), the more potential references it is 

likelU to give rise to. This tendencU is shown in both 

the D and the E sets, especiallU in E where Negation 

represents bU far the most complex topic, and in 0 with 
D10 and 011, which are central to an understanding of the 

grammatical sUstem. Also from the table, we can see 
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that references to D1O/Dl1 and to E2/3 are verU numerousl 

and this would lead to the expectation (which is 

fulfilled-) that theW would be, numerous in the data. 

However, the most important use for the information in 

this Table lies in the aid it can give in analUsing the 

data, in interpreting the sequences of Grammar cards 
turned bW the subjects. 

In order to discover the strategies used bu the subjects 
in selecting the order of cards to turn in a Grammar 
block, it is necessarU to carrU Out a C1058 inspection of 
the commentarU associated with each card turning. This 
describes in manU cases the S's reason for turning a 
particular card. In other cases, however, no clear reason 
is given, either in terms of the intended use of the card 
Clearning, checking, etc. ), or of whU this particular 
card has been selected, and it is particularlij. in these 
latter cases that the Table of Relations can be of use. 

In general, the learners' reasons for turning Grammar 

cards in a certain order can be said to depend either on 

an idea of syllabus (a self-imposed sequencing of topics 

or activities), or an the following up of topics from 

previously turned cards. Where no indication is, given of 
the reason for selecting a particular card as the next 

choice, it is possible, by looking at this table, to 

judge whether the card turned, is probably a direct follow 

up to the preceding card or not. The general check an the 

data which was provided by this comparison with the Table 

of Relations, shows that the -subjects are not turning 

cards at random, and, that nearly all choices are made on 
the basis Of a strategy. 
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Q. 2.1 The Analutical Cateacrie5-Used 

As with the previouslU analUsed card sets, the categories 

set up for-the analUsis of the Orammar cards arise from 

the data. The categories, the feature or features of the 

data described bW each categorU, and the status of each 

categorU in the analUsis are described below. 

The following categories will be described: 
I 

A Block/Intear ted Use 

B PurDo5es for Use 
C Transition Tune5 

9.2.1 A: Block/Intearated Use 
The category Plock use, which is common to the analysis 

of both the Grammar and the Examples cards, has already 

been introduced, (see Ch. 8, p. lq8/9, p. 151D. In brief* my 

definition of a Grammar Block is an initial sequence of 

grammar cards, where any number of interspersed diction- 

ary references are allowed, but only one Examples(F) card 

Use. 

Where Grammar cards are not used in a block, I shall call 

this Integrated use (also- common to both Grammar and 
Examples cards). With integrated use of Grammar cardsl 

the purposes. for which the cards are turned, and the 

reasons for which particular cards are selected 
(Transition TuPCL - see below), are similar to those for 

block use. There are, however, some differences in the 

frequency of particular purposes and transition types, 

depending on whether aýcard is used in a block, or for 

integrated use by a learner without a grammar block, or 

bW a learner with a grammar block. Such differences will 
be pointed out in the analysis. Despite the negative 
definition of the category of Integrated use, the 

distinction between Block and Integrated use is never- 
theless central in the analysis, in terms of attempting 
to demonstrate differences between learners, particularly 

with regard to overall learning strategy, 
I ---------------- 
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Apart from the general categories of Block and Integrated 

Use, there are two other groups of categories which are 

needed- For an analysis Of the way in which the learners 

Use Grammar cards. Firstly, the Puruo5e5. for which cards 

are turned, in other words what type of activity the 

learner wishes to undertake with a particular card. And 

secondly, what I have called Transition Tupe5. That is, 

what leads the learner to switch attention from a card, 

and to select a new card, why that particular card at 

that time. The latter group of categories is perhaps More 

obviously of interest in connection with the sequencing 

of cards within a Grammar block, but it seems that with 
Integrated use also, especially for learners making 

Integrated use only of Grammar cards, the learner5 have 

the same reasons for Grammar card selection. 

These two groups of categories are not entirelU 

separable, as, although there is not, a one-to-one 

correspondence between the categories from the different 

grOUP59 there is a strong tendencU for particular 
Purposes to cc-occur with particular Transition TUP85. I 

do however feel that the analW515 provides the 

justification for the decision to separate these two WBU5 

of looking at the learners' activitU when choosing a 

Grammar card to turn. 

The two sets of categories, Purposesý for Use and 
Transition TUpes, will be introduced below, before we 

move on to, the detailed analUsis. 

9.2.1 B: Purpg5es For Uge 
From the learners' commentaries and notes, several 

purposes for use Of the Grammar cards can be seen. I have 

chosen to U58 traditional labels, such B5 revision, 

checking, etc., for the activities the S5 undertake. It 

would seem esoteric and unneCe55arg to invent '5peCial' 

terms to refer to activities and purposes which are 

familiar from anW teaching/learning situation. However, 

the waW MW subjects refer to various activities, and the 

nuances of purpose which theU show in their selection of 
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cards, show quite clearly that the meaning of these 

traditional labels is very imprecise. Therefore, both 

here for the Grammar cards and in the analysis of the 

Examples cards, although I use for the most part 

traditional labels, it is necessary to present a deFin- 

ition of each term and, as far as possible, a description 

of the learner activity associated with each term. 

The general concepts relating to learner intentions 

(availabilitU, accessibilitU, recognition and recall), 

which were used in the cognitive descriptions of 

revision, checking and testing presented in the analU5i5 
of the DictionarU cards (Ch. 6.4.1, p. 111), provide the 
basis for these new definitions. But for each card set 
there are differences in activitU which require further 

description. 

The definitions of the"purpo5e5/activitie5 found with the 

use of Grammar cards are presented below. 

1) Learning 
In the context of the Grammar cards, I have decided to 

use the categorW 'learning' despite its verW broad 

meaning. With the Examples cards it seemed inadvisable to 

use this categorU, as these cards seem to invite a wider 

range of activities which might in normal everUdaw Use be 

described as learning (e. g. activities which would be 

stabilizing information in memorU rather than getting 
information, such as practice, exposure, see Ch. B, p. 162). 

As these activities do not occur overtlU, ' and never 

constitute the intended purpose for turning a Grammar 

card Cexceptions S28: M, 525: H, see p. 160), it seemed 
justifiable to use the categorW 'learning' in the 

analU515 of the Grammar cards. 

LEARNING in this context can be described' broadly as 
getting information and attempting to commit it to 

memory, thus making it available and, Possibly, 
acces5ible. An important aspect of learning, related to 
the manner in which information is committed to memory, 
is the P0551biltU of attaining 'understanding' of an 
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item, Of seeing how it fits into a wider context or 

system of associated items, OF comprehending its scope 

and limitations, etc. (See Ch. 2.3.2, p. 26 For definition 

OF this term). It is not however possible, in the context 

OF this task, * to ascertain whether understanding is 

achieved in any particular instance OF learning. 

ThereFore the definiton of learning given here does not 

imply any particular method or result OF learning. 

The 55 use a varietU of commentaries' which I have 

interpreted as showing the purpose of learning. Examples 

such as "Look up .. ", "Learn "What is ... ? ", "Want 

to know about ... are tUpical, as are more general 

commentaries Just indicating the topic the learner is now 

interested in, e. g. "Negation", "Time for Questions", and 

so on, I have interpreted *the latter examples as 

learning, on the assumption that, a5, this is a learning 

task, the learners, especiallU when turning cards in a 

Grammar block, will have the intention of learning unless 

there are indications to the contrarU, such as Position 

in the card turning sequence. 

Under the general category of learning, it is po55ible'to 

distinguish variations in terms of what information it is 

that the learner wishes to'obtain from a particular card. 

In most cases the learner turns the card with the 

apparent intention of 'learning' what is on it, as 

described by the rubric on the front. But there are 

instances where the learner is deliberately seeking out 

the answer to a specific question, and where the card 

chosen may or may not be be an obviOU5 source Ear the 

answer. An example of obscure sources would be S22: M who 

turns ES because he wants "to know more about 5ade". 

(Sadu that/those, and ES is "The Concept of Number'. ) 

His notes and other commentaries suggest that he wants to 

find out the scope of 5ade as '. -i-tdemonstrative with regard 

to number. Another instance is when subjects turn 011 

(The verbs aru and 5til), or Eq (Negation), when trying 

to find out about Qualified Positive Responses. 
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This tljpe of use of cards maU in some cases constitute a, 

conscious attempt at hUpothesis formation (or adjustment/ 

completion), and ýit would also seem to indicate an 

attempt at understanding, especiallU where the card is 

not an obvious source of the information required. It is 

not alwaU5 po5sible, to. di5tinguish when a learner is just 

learning generallU from the card, and when he is seeking 

specific information. But in the tables of Purpo5e 

presented with the analg5i5, I have indicated the clear 
in5tance5 OF 5eeking specific information and called this 

tUpe of-learning EOCUSSED LEARNING, which is how I shall 
refer to it where it is nece55arU to distinguish it from 
Learning, generallU. 

2) Huuothe§i5 Checking 

This, like other types of checking, involves the 

intention of verifuing something. - One could describe 

checking in general as making sure that information is 

available. With hUpothesi5 checking one needs to add that 

the learner is making sure that the information, 'his 
hWpothesis or-assumption as to a specific rule, part of a- 

rule, or a meaning, is correct. This involves the 

deliberate choice of a particular card as does focussed 

learning, and there is probablU some overlap between 

focussed learning and hWpothesis checking. I have onlU 
included in5tance5 in the categorU of hWpothe515 

checking, where the learner states a hUpothesis, or 

comments that he is checking a hWpothesis. 

3) Checking 

Checking is a vague concept, and the Ss tend to use this 

word to cover a varietW of related activities. The common 
features of these activities are -that theW involve 

verification, and that theW tend to occur towards the end 
of the task (integrated use of Grammar cards), or at or 
near the end of a Grammar block. There are at least two 

readilW distinguishable tWpes of checking, which I shall 
refer to as Recognition Checking and Completion Checking. 

RECOGNITION-CHECKINU: With the grammar cards, onlU one 
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type of checking can be clearly defined as making sure 
that an item is available in memory (see Ch. 6.4-1v 

p. lll)-. This is when the learner, on the assumption that 

some or all of the information is known, turns a card 

with the intention of making sure that the information on 
the reverse is known (recognized as available) to him. 

The card may or may not have been turned before. Of 

course, if the check reveals lacking knowledge, learning 

will probably follow. 

One problem with the word "check", so often used -bU the 
Ss, is that it does not necessarilU refer to the process 
just described. In some cases it maU be nearer to a 
revision process, where'the intention is both to verifu 
and to refresh the memorU in order to ensure 
accessibilitU. In others, it maU be hUpothesis checking, 
and in still others it maU be completion checking (see 
below). If, however, onlU the word "check" has been used 
in the commentarU, and there are no indications that it 

is an instance of hUpothesis checking, completion 
checking or revision, I have categorized theýinstance 85 
recognition checking. 

COMPLETION CHECKING: This is where the subject turns a 
card simply because he has notýturned it before and feels 
that it may contain useful information. This is dis- 
tinguished from learning, in that the learner indicates 
that this card is either not regarded as particularly 
important, or that he is fairly certain that he already 
knows the content of the card. 

For example, 535: L Writes "5eB whether I find anUthing 
important" and turns 010 and Dq at the and of the task; 
529: )1 "been through all the Grammar cards and Semantics 
cards except Questioning" - turns El, then "just to be 

sUstematic, the semantic one on Negation which I don't 

seem to have looked at Wet" - turns E4. These are the 
final two cards of her Grammar block. 

For Examples-based or Uncategorized learners, if this 
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type of checking occurs, it is with Semantics (E) cards. 

The Semantics set has only five cards and tends to be 

preferred-bW non-Rules-based learners, thus completion 

checking with the E set is possible for them. 

One. could suggest that this type Of checking arises not 

out of a cognitive need so much as an emotional one. The 

first type Of checking (Recognition Checking) is 

Possibly used in a way similar to revision, as a means of 

both verification of knowledge and of Stabilizing 

information in memory (cognitive aims). Wherea5 the 

second type (Completion Checking) suggests that the 

learner wishes to be certain that everything possible has 

been done to ensure that in the ensuing test, he will 

not be faced with any unwelcome surprises. 

I feel that one further comment is needed with regard to 

the sub-categorization of Checking. The categories 
(definitions) I have suggested cannot be seen as mutuallU 

exclusive, in that learners in some cases maU have a 

purpose which is essentially ambiguous (including aspects 

of more than one 5ub-categorU). I do not regard this 

overlapping of categories as sufficient reason ýFor 
avoiding the attempt at categorization. MW reason for 

attempting to clarifU this area is that the learners do 

have different purposes and activities for which theW use 
the same label. Con5equentlU, I felt that the risk 
inherent in attempting to be precise in a fuzzU area was 

worth taking, as 5ub-categorization might P055iblU reveal 
details of learning strategU or approach, which would be 

concealed if all instances were regarded as identical. 

LO Revision 
I have left this purpose till last as it is one which, as 

a purpose stated by the learners, occurs only very 

infrequently with Grammar cards. And secondlW,, because I 

am not certain, given a definition of revision as an 

activity where the learner has the intention of 

strengthening the availability and accessibility of items 

(see p. 111), i. e. stabilizing information in memory, that 
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any of the activities undertaken by the Ss with Grammar 

cards can be defined as revision. It would seem to me 

that revision is usually undertaken as part of an 

activitu ' syllabus, where the learning phase is concluded, 

and the learner decides that the next activity should be 

a general run through of items to stabilize them for 

later use. This would be a non-5elective activity, thus, 

one could expect a series of cards turned to provide an 

overall 'refr85hing' of the whole grammar. 

Three of the subjects who turn a series of E (Semantics) 

cards at the end of their Grammar blocks, S17: L, SS: L and 
could be revising. 517: L writes "Need some 

background", 55-. L writes "Revision" and 53: M writes "To 

find concepts behind rules and reinforce". I have counted 

55: L and 53: M as revision, but as "background" does not 

necessarily constitute revision, I have counted 517-, 85 

learning. Most other instances in the data where a 

learner has stated revision as his intention and has used 

a single card, have been indicated in the tables as 

Recognition Checking. This decision was made as I feel 

that revision using a single card is more likelu to be a 

hUbrid between checking and revision, as described above 

under Recognition Checking. 

From the discussion above, and the lack of instances in 

the Grammar data compared to the use of other card sets, 
it seems safe to suggest that learners are most likely to 

regard revision as most beneficial with vocabulary or 

examples, and that revision of rules as such does not 

occur. This seems very sensible, as with language it is 

not the rules themselves but the ability to apply them, 

which is most important. 

5) Note re Practice 
This activity (see Ch. 8.2.2B, p. 164 for definition), 

which could be considered as part of learning, and whose 
aim is to stabilize information in memory (like 
Revision), does not occur as a stated purpose with the 
Grammar cards. It is in the nature of practice to occur 
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with the use of examples of linguistic structures, rather 
than with rules. There is one learner, however, S28: M, 

who definitely does Use the examples on the 0 cards as 
the basis for practice activity. This can be seen from 

his notes (see Ch. 8, p. 160 for discussion of this lear- 

ner). One other learner, 525: H, probably also uses these 

examples for practice. As these are the only instances in 

the data, and as no learner has stated practice 85 his 

intention in turning a Grammar card, I have not included 

it as a category in the analysis Of the Grammar cards. 

6) Ili5cus5ion 

The categories of Learning (plus sub-categorU Focussed 
Learning), HUpothes15 Checking, Checking, with the 

5ub-categori85 of Recognition Checking and Completion 
Checking, and Revision have been used to Cla5SiFU each 
instance of Grammar card use in the data. These 

classifications are shown in the Purpose Tables (Vol. 2 

p. 61-63), which are used in the analUsis. 

It is clear that the classification of in5tanCe5 of use 

in terms of purpose, re5t5, in many cases, on my 

interpretation of the learners' commentaries and notes. I 

have, however, in making my judgements, also used the 

features of position of occurrence and number of cards 
turned, together with the Tran51tion Type of a card. I 

feel that this gives me a reasonable basis for 

interpretation. 

One could also argue that the blurred boundaries between 
some OF the categories invalidate the attempt to 

categorize instances Of U5e according to purP05e. 
Although some nuances maW be lost, the majoritU of, 
instances Of use do fall into the central definition of 
each purpose, and, as I have mentioned before, it is 

necessarU to run the risk of mistaken classification of 
some instances, if the possibilitU is to be created of 
seeing general patterns of activitU bW the learners. 
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9.2,1 C: Transition Tupeg 

With the. Grammar cards, in addition to the more obvious 

mode of purpose analysis, I felt it was necessary to 

investigate the reasons why learners select the cards in 

the order they do. Close reading of the commentaries and 

cross-checking with the Table of Relations between Cards, 

showed that the subjects were not selecting randomly. The 
transition from card to card was dependent either on the 
learner's own idea of the organization of grammar lear- 

ning, or on the content of the previous card(5). 

Within these two general tUpes of transition, there are 
variations. The categories are described individuallU 
below, but grouped under the two general headings as: 

1) Sullabus-be5ed tran5itions 

2) Reference-ba5ed tran5ition5 

1) Sullabus-ba5ed Transitions 
1)a LAYOUT TRANSITIONS: The learner may select the next 
card because it is placed next in the column of cards. 
Thus, the transition from one card to the next is 

dependent not on some strategy of selection based an the 

content of the cards, but purely an their physical 
position on the table. This leads to learners going 
through whole Sets of cards in layout order, a strategy 
which is common with the Examples and Dictionary sets, 
but rare with the Grammar cards. I have included this 

category as 5Ullabus-ba5ed, as learners apparently adopt 
this transition strategy on the assumption that the cards 
have been arranged in some kind of systematic syllabus. 

1)b SYLLABUS TRANSITIONS, (in a learner-generated con- 
tent sUllabus): This is the opposite of a completelU 
externallU controlled sUllabus ClaUout). Here the 
transitions between cards are based on an idea the 
learner has of a language (grammar) 5Wllabus, hence the 
order of his card selections is generated bW the learner 
himself according to some sU5tematic criterion. 
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Quite how learner-generated such a syllabus is, is a 

matter for argument. The instructions given, and the 

cards available, of course constitute constraints on how 

free the learner can be. Similarly, it is not possible to 

measure the influence of previous language learning 

experiences, which probably provide schemata the learners 

can, and do, draw upon in organizing their learning. But 
I Feel that as the use of previously acquired schemata is 
the norm as far as learning is concerned, this use of 

experience cannot be said to detract from the 'learner- 

generatednes5' of a syllabus. Though it would of course 
be interesting to know what schemata a learner is using 
and to what extent. 

With regard to the constraints on freedom imposed by the 

task it5elF, on occasion learners make comment5/note5 

which indicate self-generated syllabus items that go 
beyond the information available. For example: 522: M, 

after checking on 5ade (B23) on the hypothesis that it is 

a general demon5trative, and finding the translation 

that/tho5e, notes "What about thi5/these? "; 514-M says 
"Wonder how you ask '15 that not a house? ' - not going to 

worry about it now. " Comments such as these suggest that 

at least- some learners are generating a syllabus which 

goes beyond the constraints imposed by the task, while at 
the same time being aware of these constraints. This 

would indicate that the concept of a completely free 

(learner-generated) syllabus as opposed'to a bound one 
(layout) is after all reasonable. 

The variation in the learners' feelings of being 

constrained bU the task, and/or bU past experience, would 
Favour regarding the opposites, free (learner-generated 

5WllabU5) and bound ClaUOUt 5UllabU5), as the extrOMe5 

of a continuum. It is evident in the data that learners 

do varU both in their adherence to particular past 

experiences of language learning (e. g. SS: L who writes 
"Other foreign languages were taught this waU in mW 

experience" to justifU the 5WllabU5 order she is 

following), and in how constrained theW feel bW the task, 
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sea the examples above. But as the data do not contain 

enough information to place all instances of 5Wllabu5- 

based transitions an such a continuum, I shall regard the 

two categories of Layout and Syllabus transitions as 

discrete and opposite, though the actual degree of 

freedom the learner uses in making a Syllabus transition 

may vary considerably. 

I have based my categorization of instances of use as 

Syllabus transitions on two types of evidence. Firstly, 

the Table of Relations between Cards (above, pp. 201-4), 

which can help to indicate the likelihood of a card being 

turned only as a result of previous card turnings, and, 

more importantly, on the learners' commentaries and 

notes. The commentaries often indicate 5gllabU5 changes, 

for example: 
517-L "Simplest structures" - turns 132 

"Slightlg more complex" - turns DIt 

"Study questions before studying responses" - D3 

523: H After D1 and follow up cards: 
"Fresh area - statements" - 112 

"On to questions" - 03 

"Answering questions" - DIt 

"Short answers" - DS 

(There are Follow up cards, Reference transitions, 

interspersed between these Syllabus cards. ) 

The same types of Syllabus transitions can also be seen 

with Examples-ba5ed learners, who use Examples (F) cards 
for grammar learning: ' 

531: M Having done extensive work on questions and 

responses, she writes 
"Moving on to statements" - turns F1, FS, then 

"Negative statements" - F2, F10. 

With subjects whose learning strategy is based on 
Examples, Syllabus transitions may occur with either 
Grammar or Examples cards. With Rules-based learners, 
this type of transition almost exclu5ivelU occurs with 
Grammar cards. 
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E! ) ReFerence-ba5ed Tran5ition5, 

I have called the second group of transitions Reference- 

based,. as. the learner, stimulated bW something seen in an 

alreadW used card, searches for information in other 

cards. This is similar to the waW in which, as a result 

of reading a section of grammar in a book, or an 

example, or a word in a dictionarW, one maW be led to 

refer to other sections, examples, words, in order to 

follow up queries, or to check hWpotheses. 

2)a DIRECT REFERENCE TRANSITIONg: This is where the 

second of anW pair of cards is turned as a direct result 
of something seen on the first card of the pair. All the 
learners show instances of this tUpe of transition, it is 

common both within Grammar blacks, and is also used bW Ss 

with integrated use of Grammar cards. 

The evidence for this transition type is found both by 

using the Table of Relations between Cards (pp. 201-4), 

and in the learners commentaries. Commentaries of the 
following type give clear evidence: 

59: M Turns FS, then DB with the commentary "Trying to 

explain FS. " 
S3: M Turns E2, then E3 with the commentary "Ref. back 

to E2. " 
It is equally common for the commentary to reveal purely 
by its language content that the lead is from the 

previous card: 
521: L Turns F1, then DS C=DA) with the commentary -"to 

see why mans & manena used in different places. " 
CThese are on Fl in the examples. ) 

There are variations on this type of transition. For 

example, where the learner looks uD more than one card 
following a lead from the preceding card. The leads May 
be to cards dealing with the same topic, e. g. EE & E3 

(the cru/stil. classification of nouns), or different 
topics. For example: 

515: L DII E2 "confusion over cru/5til,, 
1310 "confusion over the word manena" 
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Another variation is when the learner looks at other 

cards, and then takes up a direct lead from an earlill. L 
card. In 

. 
this case, the transition is not between 

5equential cards, but is nevertheless direct. This type 

of transition can usually only be identified unambig- 

uou5lU if the 5ubject mentions the reference, e. g.: 
S34: H Turns CS, then three other cards, then 011 with 

the commentarU "Basic, see C6. " 

2)b GENERAL REFERENCE TRANSITIONS: Here the learner 
Follows up a grammatical or semantic problem which he has 

noticed on one or more cards, and which he has ignored 
For the moment. This is often indicated by the commentary 
as exemplified: 

512: L D10- "check mane encountered in 111, DS and OS. " 
SS LL_ "Basic structure covered, now go back to unex- 

plained variations in language as yet accepted 
without being explained. " 

But sometimes only by looking at the sequence of cards 
does it become clear: 

S32: M Having looked at several Examples of responses 
and at dictionary cards, she looks at E2 & E3 

"to Find out when to use oru/stil.,,. Qru/5til 

will have been used on the dictionary (B) cards 

and in the responses. 

GenerallW speaking, General Reference transitions are 
less common than Direct ones when it is a matter of 
learning, but more common where the purpose with the card 
is hunothes15 checking, or recounition checkina of a rule 
near the end oF a Grammar black. 

3) Discum5ion of the Tran51tion Tune Catecoru 
The aspect of card Use described above, Transition Types, 

may require some explanation both as a mode of analysis, 
and because it is a categorization exclusive to the 

analysis of the Grammar cards. 

I Feel that the difference in the tUpes of material pre- 
sented in the- different sets, provides sufficient Ju5- 
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tification for devising differing- analUtical categories 

and approaching the analyses in different waW5, as I have 

argued iq the introduction to the analU5i5 (Ch. 5, p. 81). 

There remains however the JU5tification for the use of 

Transition Types as a mode of analysis. 

With other card sets, the reasons for selecting a 

particular card next were generally obvious, with the 

exception in some cases of the selection of Examples 

cards when grammar learning was the aim. In these cases, 

and with Grammar cards, the order of cards selected was 

extremely varied, and apparently random. As it was a safe 

assumption that random selection would be unlikely in 

this situation, it was necessary to look for patterns. 
And as there were no obvious numerical patterns to be 

seen, the alternative was to seek patterns in the 

commentaries. The resulting observation, that learners 

were following 'pathways' through the grammar, and that 

their routes were determined either by an innate idea of 

what should be done next, or bW the cards they had just 

turned, or by a mixture of the two, led to my setting up 

of the category of Transition Types. 

This categorW has proved generallU Useful in 

investigating strategies of grammar learning, both with 
Grammar cards and Examples cards. It 15 perhaps 8150 ': -, 
more useful in determining a learner's general approach 
to the grammar learning aspect of the task, than purP05BS 

are. The latter tend to provide detailed information 

about the waW in which a learner uses materials, whereas 
transition tUpes give information about the WaU 'he 

organiZe5 the learning. 

On occasion, for example where a learner refers to a0 
card in order to complete the exerci5e5 an an Examples 
(F) card, it is not reallU possible to distinguish 
between Purpose and Transition TUpe. SimilarlU, SUllabu5 
transitions often implU the purpose of Learning. The fact 
that Purpose and Transition TUpe do not alwaU5 coincide, 
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however, obviates the criticism that theW are for all 

practical purposes the same. 

4.. 
Finally, as mentioned above, this category is not 
exclusive to the Grammar cards, although it is exclusive 
to this analysis of the Grammar card sets. It is relevant 
to grammar learning in general, and this may be accom- 
pli5hed by the use of cards from several sets. Therefore, 
in the following analysis, transitions between cards 
other than Grammar, cards are introduced, and, especiallu 
for Example5-ba5ed learners (Integrated Use onlU of 
Grammar cards), the analysis and discussion will bring in 
the use of cards from other sets CespeciallW Set F- 
Exampl85). 
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9.3 Analusis of Grammar Use: Sets D and E 

3.3.0 Introduction 

The analysis is presented against the background of the 

preceding section of this chapter, and with the use of 
the categories Block and Intearated-U5e, Purposes for- 
"p_, and Transition TupeS. 

The results of the analysis are presented in a set of 
tables with related description and discussion. In these 

tables, all instances of Grammar card use have been coded 
by Purpose For Use and Transition Type, according to the 

sub-categories introduced-, in the preceding section of 
this chapter. For ease of reference, as constant 

reference to these tables will be necessary, they have 

been included in Volume 2, pp. 61-66, and are prefaced 
with the chapter number CS). Reference to the Table of 
Card Turnings may also be necessary. 

The table5 are a5 follow5: 

Tgble 2,. E_I : Purposes for Use - Block Use 

, Table S. Ple: - Integrated Use with 
a Grammar Block 

Table S. PII: - Integrated Use onlW 

Table Q. TI : Transition Types - Block Use 
Table S. TIM: - Integrated Use with 

a Grammar Block 
Table S. TII: - Integrated Use only 

Tables S. PI and 9. TI Present those learners who use 
Grammar BlOCk5. 
Tables 9. PIa and 9. TIa deal with the same learners, and 
show their Integrated use of Grammar cards. 
Tables 9. PII and 9. TII Present those learners who make 
onlu Integrated Use OF Grammar cards. 

As a preliminarU to the discussions, the laWout of each 
table is described. The laWout is kept constant acro55 

'the P and T table5, so that cross-reference presents no 
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problem. In all the tables the subjects are in rank order 
bU post-test scores, and divided into the three groups, 
Low, Middle and High CL, M, H). To the right of the 

subject number, those subjects who have been categorized 

as Examples-based or Uncategorized learners are indicated 

bU the letters E and U, the remaining subjects are 
RUle5-based. 

ObviouslU, in the four tables dealing with Integrated 

use, it has been necessarU to include other card turnings 
in order to show roughlU the Position of use of Grammar 

cards. Where cards from other sets are used for grammar 
learning, these have been coded for Purpose and 
Transition tUpe. 

In the two Block use tables, where transitions to Grammar 

cards have been made on the basis of cards from other 
sets, these are included, together with coding if 

relevant. 

The analysis follow5, the same order as the list of tables 

above: 
First, Q. 3.1: FurDo5e5 for Use, then 9.3,3: Tran5iticm 
TuDes. Each aspect of the analysis is rounded off with a 

5ummarizing discussion of implications for learning 

strategies and foreign language learning in general. More 

general quantitative features of Grammar card use are 
integrated into the Purposes for Use analysis. 

9.3.1 Analusis of Purnoses For use 

TABLE Q. PI: Purposes for Use - Block U5e 
Description: In this table all Grammar cards used in 
blacks have been coded for purpose, and interspersed 

cards also used for grammar learning have also been 

coded. Four learners have been included as 'Special 
Ca5es'. These are instances which conform onlW in some 
respects to mW definition of a Grammar block (near the 
beginning of the task, not more than one interspersed 
Examples card, no interspersed dictionarW 5et). 
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The following codes are used for the purposes (these 

codes are Used in all the P tables): 

LW learning 

F(L) - FOCU5sed learning 

HCM - hUpothesis checking 

RC - recognition checking 

CC - completion checking 

RM revision 

Asterisks indicate whether the subject makes Integrated 

use OF Grammar cards before and/or after his block. The 

number of cards used is shown at the'right hand margin, 

and Semantics (E) cards are coded. 

In the following analUsis, I look at the cards in general 
first, and then at the Semantics cards in particular. 

General Analusis: There are 19 subjects who use clear 

Grammar Blocks for their initial learning, and one, 

532-M, who has a block at the end of the task. Three 

other learners (shown in Table S. PI as 'Special Cases', 

together with S32: N) have sequences of Grammar cards 

which constitute Uses similar to blacks, but not 

conforming to the definition of block which I have set up 

(see p. 205). 

These 23 subjects are the majority of the learners, and 

the clear cases of block use Cexcept 57: H) are all 
Rules-based learners using the rules on the Grammar cards 

as the basis for learning and hypothesis making. 

On looking at the table, we see that subjects generally 

use at least twice as many D cards as E cards in their 

block. Only 27.5% of the cards used are Semantics cards. 
Given that there are 11 D cards and only 5E cards, this 

is predictable, as is the fact that the overwhelming for 
majority of cards are used/Learnina (78.2% of all cards). 

With regard to purposes other than learning, we see that 

verW few cards are used for Revision(R). A total of 8 

cards are turned for this purpose at or near the and of 
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the block, bW onlU three learners, 517: L, SS: L and 53: M. 
NotablW, of these 8 cards, 7 are Semantics cards (see 
Summaro Purposes section, p. 231f, for discussion of 
this). 

Checkina Recoanition Checkina. (RC) and ComDletion 
Checkina(CC) - is also sparsely represented, with 11 
instances of RC plus 3' uncertain instances, and 4 
instances of CC plus 1 uncertain instance. These also 
occur at or near the end of the block. And here also, we 
see that, given the ratio between the two card sets, a 
disproportionate number of these cards are Semantics 
card5; 8 out of a total of 19 instances. This could be 

explained by the learners wishing to check, using cards 
which cover larger areas of grammar, as this 'would 
provide them with the opportunity of making sure that 
nothing had been missed. Alternatively, thew might wish 
to use an as Wet unseen card for this purpose, thereby 
killing two birds with one stone. 

From these figures it is clear that the learners are 
using a commonsense strategy in choosing not to use the 

cards in their Grammar block for revision and checking 
purposes. They regard the block as a learning phase, and 
sensibly enough reserve revision for later use with other 
card sets. Examples (F) cards and Dictionary sets are 
used for this, as they provide the possibility of a quick 
run through of an ordered series Of cards. Similarly, 
there is very little checking in the Grammar blocks. 
Subsequent-Integrated Use of Grammar cards, however, is 

predominantly for checking. This again shows practical 
Use Of the materials, as it is presumably only after 
using the rules, when the learners have become aware of 
the weaknesses in their knowledge, that checking can pay. 

That those instances of revision and checking that do 
occur are placed at or towards the and of the blocks, is 
entirelU predictable, as both these purposes bu 
definition entail prior learning. 
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When we turn to Huuothesis, Checkina(HC) and Focussed 

Learnim(FL) (for definitions and the relation between 

these twc)*purpC5es, see p. 208/9), we see a slightlU 

greater number of instances. 

SrouD No of Ss. H-C- FL Tot - 
L 7 It Lt a 

m 7 3 CLO 7 10 C11) 

H 9 11 (12) 6 17 C18) 

CThe figures in brackets give the total when uncertain 

instances are added. ) 

Given the nature of these two purposes one would expect 

only a small proportion of Semantics cards to be used, 

especially for focu5sed learning. This expectation is 

fulfilled except in M group where S of the 10 instances 

are using Semantics cards, 3 of which are for focus5ed 

learning. The L and H groups use only 1 and 3 Semantics 

cards respectively, all for hypothesis checking. This 

difference, is difficult to explain, but Ss2EI: M and 32: M-, ' 

both 'Special Cases', in fact account for If out of the 

ten uses in N group, and for the 3 FL uses of Semantics 

cards. These learners have -somewhat idiosyncratic 

strategies in general and are difficult to compare with 

other learners. 

G) 
The table above/reveals that the more successful learners 

have a tendency to make slightly greater use of 

hypothesis checking-and focussed learning. Although 13 of 

the 16 uses in H group are by three learners, 

S20, (see below re individual differences), these 

purposes are nevertheless more widespread amongst these 

learners. This may be partly a reflection of a greater 

conscious awareness of, and ability to report, their 

precise purpose in turning a card, or it may show that 

they are more likely to consciously formulate rules and 

search for the scope and limitations of these rules. 

In 5ummaru, it is this more widespread U58 of hUpothesis 

checking and focussed learning in H group, which presents 
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the only appreciable difference between -the groups in 

the proportions of cards used for different purposes 

within6block5. Although the use of cards for revision 

only occurs in the lower groups CL and M), it is 

difficult to generalize, as only two learners account for 

all but one instance of revision. The only possibility 

would be to suggest that a revision strategy is slightly 

more likelU to be recognized as inadvisable by more 

successful learners. 

on the other hand, there gr_@_ indications of individual- 

difFerence5 ýin learning approach, in that certain 
learners use considerably more Focussed Learning(FL) and 

Hypothesis CheckingCHM than the majority, e. g. 53S: L, 

SG-H, 510: H Csuch'learners account for the majority of 
instances. ) It should also be noted that these learners 

tend to U50 fewer Grammar cards in toto than most other 
RUle5-ba5ed learners with Grammar blocks Csee Table 8-0: 

Quantitative Analysis of F& D/E cards, uol. 2, p. 55). The 

coincidence of fewer Grammar cards and greater Focussed 

learning and hypothesis checking suggests that either it 

takes longer to work with conscious hypothesis making and 

checking, or that it is more profitable in terms of 

learning the grammar. 

It seems to me that the individuals who show explicit 
hUpothesis making and checking are adopting a 5trategU 
(deliberatelU or not), of rule-formulation, (induction) 

rather than r616-assimilation (reception learning). Where 

the attempt to formulate rules possiblU resembles the 

approach used bU manU of the Example5-based learners, and 
is in contrast to a more 'passive' receptive approachs 

which maU resemble rote-learning in some cases. It S eems 
that these learners are treating the task as a problem- 

solving one. 

One interesting interpretation of this difference in 
approach could be related to learners' judgements Of the 
optimal relation between cognitive effort involved in 
card selection and learning per card selected, and number 
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of cards turnedý. Bruner, Goodnow and Austin (1956: 112) 

suggest that-in concept learning bW problem-5olving, one 

of thellearner'5 major concerns is reducing cognitive 

strain. In order to do this, he makes 5trategW decisions 

which will varU depending an the situation he is in (viz. 

factors such as time pressure or random organizationt 

will affect which strategy is cho5en). Thus, he attempts 
to maximize his potential learning without suffering 

cognitive overload. 

As a result, learners could be expected to make 
judgements as to optimal use of the cards, a trade-off 
between cognitive effort, time, taken and amount and 
qualitU of learning. Thus, it maU not onlU be different 

strategic -preferences, but also- different trade-off 

judgements, that plaU a part in deciding the learner'5 

approach. 

The three learners mentioned, within a preference for 

Rules-based learning, have either judged that it is an 

optimal strategy, - or preferred, to invest effort in 

formulating-rules. This has the possible benefit of 
increasing understanding, with its potential for making 

systematic analogies Cmoving to higher nodes in the rule 
hierarchy), with -the result that fewer cards Will then 

need to be selected Cselection in itself entails 
considerable cognitive effort). 

An alternative strategU seen in 5514: M and 18: M is one of 
lack of selection with regard to either card or purpose. 
TheW both use the laUcut as their sUllabus (see under 
discussion of Transitions, p. 255ff), and turn the cards 
for Learning. The effort of selecting is reduced, 
increasing the effort available for numerous card 
turnings, and possiblU also for gradual hUpothesis 
formation throughout the learning process. Mere is 

evidence of this in 5.11'5 commentaries. ) 

This feature of distribution of effort may. pos5iblU 

account for the differences between subjects in both the 
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number of Grammar cards turned, and the PurpD5e5 for 

which they are turned. The idea of a general strategic 

preference may therefore be more complex than the Usual 

affective interpretation would suggest, in that the 

preference may, at least partly, be a choice which is 

dependent an the task and the situation. 

Distribution of Semantic5M Cards in Grammar Blocka: 

It is not feasible to do a statistical analUsis of such 

small numbers qF) instances, but the raw figures (See 

5ummarU table/below) show that there is a slight tendencu 

towards a difference between the rank groups in the 

number of Semantics cards theW use. I 

f 

GO 
In the table/ýelow, the learners are divided into the 

rank groups CL, M, H). Column shows the number of 

subjects with a block, (throughout, the figures in 

brackets indicate the total when 'Special Cases' are 

added in); column - the total, number of E cards used; 

column -3 - the number which are integrated into the 

block; - and column 4. - the number which are used at the 

end of a block. The last two columns give figures 

relating to the use of E cards in a cluster at the end of 

the block (i. e. more than one card). Column-- 5- the 

number of subjects with such clusters; column 6- the 

total number of cards used in these clusters. 

(ii) 
Ss with No. of E gard5 End cl usters- 
Block5 Tat. Integr. End. S5 Cards 

1 a 5. 1 a CL 
L 6(7) 21(2, t) 9(12) 12(12) 3C3) 11(11) 

m 4M 16C27) 3C10) 13C17) 3N) 12cls) 

H 9 26 16 10 2 5 

BU comparing columns 6 and 2, the cards used in end 

clusters can be seen as a proportion of total E card use. 

This comparison reveals that the Most Successful learners 

use bW far the smallest proportion of the total cards in 

end clusters. And bW referring to column 5 in relation to 

the total number of subjects in the group (column 1), we 
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can also 'see that a smaller proportion of learners in H 

group use this strategy. Also, one of the'two who do have 

such a"cluster, 529-. H has four earlier (integrated) uses 

and only two cards in her end cluster. A comparison of 

columns 2 and 3 shows the proportion of E cards which are 

integrated into the Grammar Block, i. e. interspersed 

between D cards throughout the block. Again the -H 
learners have a clearly different pattern Of Use, 85 do 

the Special Cases, with three out of the four learners 

integrating their use of E cards. 

These figures show that the most successful rule5-ba5ed 
learners prefer to use Semantics cards integrated into 

their grammar learning, whereas the le55 SUCCe55FU1 ones 

are more likely to use Semantics cards in a cluster at 

the end of a block of grammar learning. 

One can argue that the learners who cluster their use of 
Semantics cards ýat the end of their Grammar block are 
influenced by the position of the cards on the table, and 

are working through the columns from left to right. 
Nevertheless, the fact remains that this card- 

configuration, whether theýlearner is working from left 

to right or not, is not indicative of success. 

With regard to Durposes, we can see from Table S. PI and 
(i iD 

the small summary table/below that Semantics cards are 

mainly used for Learnina(L), with less than one third 

being put to other uses. 

(M) 
lRank Group Card5 u5ed: Learning Rev15ion Other- 

L (7Ss) 16 33 
N (7Ss) is Lf 7 
H (SSS) 18 08 

OnlW two learners, 55: L and 53: M, have used Semantics 

cards for Revision, with the cards in a cluster at the 

end of the block. This purpose is used bU fewer subjects 
than anW other purpose. 
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110 
The table above shows that the more successful learners 

(M and H) are more likely than L learners to use 
Semantics- cards for a purposes other than learning or 

revision. And that no H learners have chosen to use them 

for revision. 

In general, there is one conjunction of features in these 

data which suggests a pattern. The clear tendencU of the 

Most 5UCCeSSFUl learners to integrate their use Of 

Semantics cards into their Grammar block, coincides in 

these learners with the slight tendencW to use more 

varied purposes, excluding revision. This combination 

could suggest a greater abilitU/de5ire an the part of 
these subjects to make use of more general information, 

and hence a greater ability/de5ire to draw rules together 

into a 5W5teM Of information. 

In addition, many of the U585 by the H learners and 

Special Cases are where a topic is being followed up 

across card sets (5ee Table S. TI), e. g. S29: H follows up 
the aru/stil. distinction by turning 1311-EE-M, and later 

the concept of number with DS-ES. This type of activity 

appears to be more widespread among the H learners than 

in the other groups. Understandably, as they make greater 

use Of integrated E cards. The usual order is from D card 
to E card, i. e. from specific rule to general 

explanation. This suggests a strategy for attempting 

understanding Crefer Ch. 2, p. 26), and implies that this 

type of attempt is 5UMPtOMatiC Of SUCCe5SFUl learning, 

especially in rules-based learners. 

5ummaru: Table S. PI Purposes for Use - slack U= 
In summarizing the findings from Table S. PI, (Purposes 

for Use - Block use), there are two points to be made. 

Fir5t1u, analysis of Purposes for Use reveals that there 
are individual differences among RUle5-based learners. 
And that these appear to be variations in preferences, 
or choices, with regard to the appropriacy for the task 
of a rule-formulation or a rule-assimilation approach' to 
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grammar learning. 

Secondju-, - apart from these individual differences, there 

are some tendencies to be discerned in terms of both 

Purposes for Use, and use of the two card sets. It is of 
interest to speculate about these tendencies, but it must 
be pointed out that they are slight, and that there are 

also considerable individual differences between the 
learners in any one rank group. The tendencies are as 
follows: 

I') Learners in H group show a slightly greater use of 
Hypothesis Checking and Focussed Learning than other 
learners. 
U Very few learners, and no'H learners, use cards 
for Revision. 
3) H learners prefer to integrate their Use Of 
Semantics cards into their Grammar block, while other 
learners are equally likely to Use these cards in a 
cluster at the end of the block. More successful 
learners (M and H) are also more likely to Use E 

cards for a variety OF purposes (excluding Revision). 

Taking points 12. and ý-) together, we find that the most 
successful learners alternate their learning between 

specific rules and more general descriptions of 
semantico-grammatical areas, often seeking information on 
the same topic from the different card sets. Taken 
together with their slight tendencW to more HC and FL, 
this would suggest an approach to learning which aims 
towards a deeper understanding of the rules and a desire 
to integrate them into larger sUstematic areas of 
knowledge, together with a greater abilitU to make use of 
more general information in the pursuit of these aims. 

Takinp points 2) and 3) together, we can see some 
implications for less successful strategies. FirstIU, 

most learners regard ReV15ion at this stage as a waste of 
time, which it probablU is. SecondIU, it appears that 

using general semantico-grammatical information about 
different areas of grammar at the end of a grammar 
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learning period is not as beneficial as interspersing it 

at relevant points in relation to the learning of more 

specific grammar rule5. 

On the basis of the summarW above, it is possible to 
begin to make some tentative suacestion5 with regard to 
the u5e of arammar materials in foreian lancuace 
learnina. 

For learners who prefer to base their grammar learning on 
the presentation of rules, it would seem that more 
successful learning is likely to result from the 

presentation of these rules in the context of larger 

semantically based areas Of the grammatical System. The 

reason for this could possibly be that, by enabling the 
learner to integrate each rule into an information 
hierarchy or network, this form of presentation engenders 
deeper understanding. The resulting ability to make 

analogies should lead to more economical learning. 

A second point is that the use of grammar material for 

revision of rules before the rules have been put into 

practice, is Most likelU to be a waste of time and 
effort. ConcomitentlU, the use of grammar material for 

revision at all, does not appear to be a strategU that 
learners adopt if given free rein, and is therefore 
probablW inadvisable. 
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TABLE 9. Pla: PurVoses for Use - Integrated Use with 
Grammar Blocks 

De5criDtion: This table shows the position and Purpose 

for Use of all Grammar cards turned outside Grammar 

blocks by those learners with a Grammar block. Thus, it 

deals with the same learners as Table S. M. Cards from 

other sets which are used in relation to grammar are 

given in brackets and coded For purpose. Any Grammar card 

used for reference within a sequence of other cards is 

circled. Semantics (E) cards are coded, 'and the total 

number of cards used is given at the'. right hand margin. 

Analu5is: Of the total of 23 learners (inclusive of 
Special Cases), 7 use Grammar cards within a block onlU. 
The remaining 16, turn between 1 and'8 additional cards, 
before or after the block (pre-block/po5t-block), singlu 
for reference, or in a cluster as (part of) a checking 

phase at the end of the task. 

Intearated uses 
Pre-block 

No. of 

5ubjects 

No. of card5 

Post-block 
Reference Clustee 

13 7 
20 20 

(�'4,;, 

PRE-BLOCK USE.: The S subjects who have a pre-block use 
are following up leads from the initial cards thew turn. 
Onig with S14: M have I included a grammar card turned in 

an orientation phase. She looks at an Examples card to 
"get an idea of what the language looks like", then makes 
a hypothesis about question Forms and checks it with El 
(Questioning), before continuing with DictionarU cards. 
Very few Grammar cards are turned for orientation, and 
other orientation uses have been excluded as no learning 

appears to be taking place, and the cards turned are not 
selected with that intention. 

8 of the 11 cards used pre-block are for Learninct, which 
is to be expected given the position of the cards. S14: Mv 
however, uses 3 for Humothesis Checking. She changes 
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strategW after the third HC card, and starts a block 

following the laUout rather than selecting cards, at the 

same time changing to learning rather than HC. This 

change in strategW suggests that her pre-block use is 

rather different from that of other learners, and that 

she maU have initiallU intended to u5e*a rule-formulation 

approach similar to that of 5535: L, etc., mentioned 
in the discussion of individual differences (p. 226), or 
even an Examples-based approach with Integrated use of 
the Grammar cards. It is interesting that she switches to 

an apparentlU completelU opposed 5trategU Csee discussion 

p. 255ff), and maU reflect a decision that, in terms of 
cognitive effort, a non-5elective use of numerous cards 
for rule-assimilation is likelU to be more profitable. 

For the sake of completeness, I should mention that in 

some cases it was difficult to decide quite where a block 

of Grammar learning began. Often the learner states his 

intention Of starting grammar learning, but occasionally 
there is a 'drift' from orientation or vocabulary 
learning to grammar learning, via a Direct Reference 

Transition (see Table S. TI, Vol. 2, p. 61f). Where this is 

the case, if the learner continues learning thereafter, I 

have regarded the first reference as the start of the 

block. The uncertain initiations Of Grammar blocks are 

shown by a dotted vertical line in Table S. PI: 535: L-, 

SB: L. It is possible that these two subjects should be 

added to the five with pre-block integrated use. 

The very few instances of pre-block use suggest that 
learners are conscious of a strategy and decide to go 
into a grammar learning phase, either directly, or after 
an orientation or vocabulary learning phase. Once they 

start grammar learning, they continue in an orderly way 
for a period of time, before they move to a new aspect of 
learning (i. e. vocabulary) or a new activity phase (e. g. 

practice). 

POST-BLOCK USF-: Reference uses are limited in number to 
between one. and three cards per subject. They are for 
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Recognition Checkina (11 cards), or Learning (8 cards), 
with one instance of Focu55ed Learnim, and D cards are 
most of. ten. used, as could be expected. 

Pa5t-black Re ferenc e Us e ýu P uruoqm- no. of cards (V) 

RC L FL Tot. D E 
L 1 1 1 3 2 1 
m s 3 0 a 6 2 
H 5 Lf 0 9 7 2 
Tot. 11 a 1 20 is s 

It is a both predictable and sensible use to refer to the 

grammar for help in solving problems encountered when 
working with Examples or the Translation Dictionary. And 
the purposes used are what could be expected of this kind 

of reference activity. Most references are made after 
looking at an Example or a Dictionary card. But there are 
several instances where a learner looks up a card in 

advance of working with related examples, e. g. 520: H, who 
looks at the grammar of negative responses (DID before 

proceeding to use the Examples card for negative 
responses U12), Csee Table of Card Turnings). 

The feature to note here is the low use of reference 
cards bW L group C3 cards), in contrast to M and H groups 
C8 and 9 cards). When we look at the number of Subjects 
making post-block reference use of Grammar cards, We See 
that onlU 13 out of the 23 subjects with Grammar blocks 

use them in this waW. However, 6 of these are in H group 
and 5 in N group. So reference use is inore widespread 
among the more successful learners. 

In contrast, it is in the lower rank groups that slightlU 
more Clustered use of Grammar cards occurs, i. e. more 
than one Grammar card, possiblU used together with- other 
cards, in a final checking or revision phase. Of 7 

5ubjects, 3 are in L group, 2 in M, and 2 in H. (With one 

of these, 57: H, the two checking cards she Uses, E4 + Dq, 

are not in fact final, but occur at the and of her 
learning and practice and before she begins testing - see 
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Table of Card Turnings). The difference in uses between 
NO 

the groups can been seen below/in the summarU from Table 
S. PIa.. 

Po5t-bloc k U5 e5 bu No. oF Sub-iect5 NO 

Rank group ReFerence Clustered 
LC75s) 2 3 
M(7S5) 5 2 

HCSSS) .6 2 

In clu5tered use the purposes are as Follow5: 
Po5t-block Clu ster ed Use bu Pur pose: no. oF cards 

(ViD 

RC R CC L FL Tot. D E 
L2 If 20 1 97 2 
mS 0 01 0 62 Lf 
H4 0 01 0 5 If 1 
Tot. 11 q 22 1 20 13 7 

This focus on Checking and-Revi5ion is to be expected, 
given the function of these card clusters at the end'of 
the task. Though there is in fact onlU one subject, 58: L 
who uses Revision. Again the overall ratio of 0 to E 

cards is as expected, 'but in M group, E cards are 
preferred. It is not possible to explain this 
discrepancU. 

Summaru: Table S. PTR PIIT-nnc; m-- Fri" 11== - Tvn+-=""=*=A 11=m 

with Grammar Block5 
To summarize with regard to purpose, Table S. PIa shows 
that the main purpose with post-block U58 is Recognition 
Checking, whereas with pre-block- U58 it is Learning. 
These purposes are to be expected given the position of 
these uses. 

In more general terms, the most important observation 
from these data is that using grammars For reference 
appears to be an activitW undertaken bW more successful 
learne=. This suggests that the abilitW to make this 
tWpe of reference is advantageous to learning, and that 
less successful learners perhaps have a rather narrow 
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conception of the utilization of grammars. The 

implication is that learners should be both trained and 

encouraged to use grammars for reference purposesý when 
6 .. 

pursuing activities such as practice or Self-t85ting with 

examples of the language. 

A second observation is that a final checking or revision 

Dha5e Using grammar is Used slightlU more bU less 

5UCCeS5FUl learners, which 5Ugge5t5 that it is not an 

activitu beneFicial to learnina, at least for learners 

whose basic approach is ruleg-baged. 

TABLE 3-PII: Purposes for Use - IntearatEd Use Onlu 

De5Cription: In Table 9. PII the subjects who make 

Integrated use only of Grammar cards are listed. The 

Grammar cards Used are shown and coded for purpose. In 

addition a general profile of the card turning sequence 

is given. Some cards from other sets are shown in 

brackets, coding indicates all other cards used in 

relation to grammar learning. Dots indicate interspersed 

Use of other cards. D and E cards are coded, and the 

number of D and E cards, and the total number of Grammar 

cards used by each learner are shown an the right. 

Analu5i5: From thisý table, we can see that the highest 

number of cards used by one learner is -11,521: L, with 
six of the ten subjects using 8 or fewer Grammar cards. 
This is a low average number of cards C7.5), in comparison 
with the average for. learners with blocks (lLi. 5). There 

is also a relatively high proportion of Semantics cards, 
(40% as opposed to 29% for block learners), with some 

subjects Using more E than D cards. 

With regard to the Semantics cards, it 5hould be noted 
that their use is integrated throughout the learning, and 
that all the Examples-based learners except 530: H use 
some E cards at or near the beginning of their learning. 

In comparison, for -block learners' the feature of 
integration of E cards occurs more amongst the Most 
5UCCe55FUl, who are therefore also less likelu to 
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concentrate their use at the end-of a Grammar block. The 

block learners classed as Special Cases are also more 
likelU.. to. have this integrated pattern of E card use. 

Why Integrated 
Semantics cards 
discussed in the 
Puroo5es for U2 

special features 

learners use 
is a matter Ei 
next section, 

g., p. 241ff, in 
of E card use 

a higher proportion of 

or speculation, and will be 

Summaru and Discussion QE 
conjunction with the other 
mentioned above. 

The majority Of Grammer(D+E) cards are used early in the 
task, the typical pattern being a learning phase where 
Grammar cards are used interspersed with other cards, 
mainly Examples, followed by a practice or testing phase 
using further Examples cards. Some -learners, notably 
S21: Lj 524: Hs S27-. Hs use Grammar cards also for an 
initial impetus, and 521: L later has a group of S 
Grammar cards which could constitute a small block. 

As with Blockýuse, the most common purpose is Learning., 

with Grammar cards used for support in the learning from 
Examples, presumablU where the subjects' hUpothesis 

making fails. What is of most interest here is that the 

proportion of cards used for learning as Opposed to other 
purposes decrease5 radicallU as the learners become more 
successful. The percentage of cards used For learning in 

each rank group is as follows: 
L- 90% M- 60.7% H- 53.6% 

This is in contrast to subjects with blocks, whose 

percentages are in a narrow range, but with the opposite 
tendencU: 

L- 68% M- 69.1% H- 73.7% 
This suggests that for Integrated Use learners. u5erL 
other then learning gre important for success. 

VerW few cards are used for 
CpossiblU 9) instances bW 5 

group, the others in M group 
uses bW these learners is 
learners with blocks. For 

Checkina. There are onlu 8 
learners, 3 of whom are in H 

The pattern of checking 
quite . different from that of 
block learners., the most 
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general uses of cards for checking are: 
1) in a cluster during a final checking phase at the 

. end of the task, or 
2) for reference while pursuing aCtiVitie5 other than 

grammar learning. 

Here, onlU one subject, 530: H, Uses a Grammar card at the 
end of the task in a checking/revi5ion phase, and one 
subject, S31: N, Uses a card for reference during testing 
with Examples cards. The remaining six cards, four of 
which are for completion checking, 'are U5ed-at the end of 
the learning phase before the initiation of another tUpe 
of activitU. 

From this it would seem that the Integrated learners, 
instead of checking using Grammar cards, are more likelU 
to relU on 5Ustematic practice or testing with Examples 

and DictionarU sets to ensure that theW have fullU 

grasped the nece55arU grammatical rules. 

There are no instances OF Revi51on at all, which backs up 
the contention that using the grammar for Revision is not 
seen as a U5eful activity by the majority OF the 
learners. 

With regard to Focus5ed Learnina(FL) and Huuothe5i5 
Checking HM, again there are few in5tances: ' 

Tot. no. Tot. EL M (Viii) 
Subiect5 cards D- E DE 

L3 21 o0 0 
N Lf 28 Li 2 l(l) 
H3 26 10 51 0. 

(Figure in brackets - uncertain classification) 

Although the figures are small, there is a slight 
tendencU for subjects in H group to use more hUpothesis 
checking, all three subjects turn cards for this purpose. 
This pattern was also seen in the learners with Block use M 
of Grammar cards (see table/p. 225). In M group there are 
more instances of focussed learning, but as most of these 
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are bU one learner, 511: M, there are no implications for 

general strategies. 

But here as well as with the block learners, we find that 

the FL and HC behaviour gives evidence of individual- 

differences, especiallU if other cards which are used for 

these purposes are also taken into account. 

Apart from the more widespread use of hUpothesis checking 

among H learners, Table S. PII shows that 533: L and 522: M 

are both using HC and FL throughout their learning. Both 

these learners are post-graduate students, as are the 

three H learners. It is possible that, as 533: L and 522: rt 

are not native speakers of English, theW maW have been at 

a disadvantage in some waWs. 

To summarize, if we accept the argument above, it is 

possible to make the tentative generalization that 

successful Exammles-based learninEL with Integrated use Of 
Grammar cards is best achieved if the learner indulges-in 

conscious hupothe515 making and checking of rules, and 
that more experienced learners are more likely to adopt 
this strategy (the only other post-graduate is 531: M, the 

top scorer in M group). 

The other feature of these data which could provide 
support of a more general kind for this generalization, 
is that increased 5Decificitu and varietu of purpose is 

symptomatic of-increasinglU successful learning, as shown 
above by the decreasing percentage of cards used for 

learning as one moves from less to more successful 
learners. This in turn suggests a more conscious and 

purposeful strategy with regard to card use. 
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9.3.2 Summaru and D15cu55ion of Purpo5es for U5e 

3.2 A: Number. Position and Tuae of-Gr-am-m 
First, to recapitulate the most general quantitative 

features: 

1 Learners with Blacks generally use more Grammar 

cards than those with Integrated use only: 
Average with Block : 14.7 cards 
Average Integr. only: 7. S cards 

2 Learners with Integrated Use only tend to use, a 

larger proportion of Semantics cards: 
Integr. only : 40% are E cards 
With Block : 29% are E cards 

The first point is, I think, easU to explain and seems to 

be a natural consequence of the different approaches to 

learning. The second is more interesting and warrants 
discussion. 

re Point 1: Learners who make Integrated use of Grammar 

cards in their learning process are using them mostlU for 

reference when their own hUpothesis making as to rules, 

or their understanding, fails. TheW are Using Example5 

cards instead of Grammar cards in order to learn the 

grammatical 5USteM. It is therefore natural that theW Use 

fewer Grammar cards. 

re Point a: It would seem that the Semantics cards, give 
the kind of support that the Integrated use learn-"- W6. - 

require. They present more general information about the 

grammatical system, and it may be the case that a general 

indication of the types of meaning the language expresses 

and how these affect the grammatical structure, provides 
these learners with the kind of basic schema they need, 

onto which they can graft their own rules and obser- 

vations. 

These cards are perhaps being used as organizers in 
Ausubel's definition. Ausubel, (1968: 137) Suggests that 

what he calls advance organizers have three beneficial 
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effects on meaningful learning. First: 

"they explicitly draw upon and mobilize whatever 
relevant anchoring concepts are already estab- 
liished in the learners', -cognitive structure. " 

With this task, the ancharina concepts would be those 

relevant ones of the native (English) language, evoked by 

the semantic area given, e. g. number, negation, etc.. 

Second: 

Pladvance organizers at an appropriate level Of 
inclusiveness, by making sub5UMption under 
specifically relevant propositions possible, 
provide optimal anchorage. " 

Hence, bW giving more general information than the rules 

an the Grammar CD) cards, Semantics cards would provide 
the possibilitU for learners to incorporate -their new 
knowledge (subsume ideas) more easilU into their existing 
knowledge structures. 

And third, advance organizers should improve the 

possibility of the learner understanding, instead of 
having to burden his memory with rote memorization of 
details, because "a sufficient number of key anchoring 
ideas" are made available for the subsumption of new 
information. 

A fourth aspect could be mentioned in this context. The 

Semantics cards not onlU mobilize anchoring ideas, theW 

focus the learner an preciselU those areas of grammar and 

meaning which constitute the contrastive differences 

between the Novi5h language and-Engli5h. One maU debate 

whether this might provoke interference from English in 

the learning process, which would nullifU the beneficial 

affect of evoking the anchoring ideas. There is no wau to 

examine this given the present data. 

A final point to be made with regard to the concept of 
advance organizers, is the po55ibilitU that onlW the more 
linguisticallU sophisticated subjects would be able to 
benefit from them (see Ausubel, 1968: 137 footnote). 
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The concepts of anchoring ideas and advance organiZer5, 
seem to me to provide a useful potential explanation for 

the waW ir! which Integrated learners are using Semantics 

card5, of why they have a greater use of these cards than 
Block learners, and also of some other features Of the 

data with regard to Semantics cards. 

By drawing attention to relevant general areas of grammar 
(anchoring ideas), such as questioning, negation, etc., 
the Semantics cards may encourage the learner to question 
the data he is using CExample5), and help him to 

formulate queries as to grammatical form, in contrast to 

the form in the native language. Moreover, the level of 
generality of the rules on the Semantics cards, could 
help the learner to draw together into rules his detailed 

observations from examples, and this would help him to 

remember. A learner who prefers not to use the Grammar 

for learning, could in this way Find a considerable 
amount Of support by turning only a few cards, and this 

may be what the Integrated learners are doing. 

One feature of organizers is that, to be effective in 

organizing the learning, they need to be used in 
'advance' (before or in the initial stages of learning). 
It is necessary to see if this feature finds support in 
the data, before the suggestion that Semantics cards may 
be functioning as organizers'can be regarded as having 
any empirical reality. 

We have observed that all but one of the Integrated onlU 
learners use some E cards at or near the beginning of the 
task Cp. 237). In addition, we have seen that the use of E 

cards integrated into rather than clustered at the end of 
a Grammar block, is a feature shown bU the most 
successful learners Cp. 228f), and also 3 out of 4 of the 
Special Cases, who integrate E card use earlu in their 
blocks. And that these learners often follow up topics 

across the card sets Cp. 230). This suggests that 
Semantics cards, are useful both in the initial stages of 
the task, and if used individuallU in relation to areas 
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of grammar, and that theg are least useful at the end of 
learning. This profile would also fit- the use of 

organizers., and therefore supports the suggestion that 
Semantics cards mag be functioning in this waW. 

One further problem, particularly with regard to 

Integrated Use learners, is Ausubel'5 5Ugge5tion"that 

Possibly only more sophisticated learners can make U5e, DF 

advance organiZer5. For learners' with blocks, this 

contention is supported by the data, in that it is the H 

learners who integrate their Use of E cards into their 

Grammar block. However, for the Special Cases and the 

Integrated Use only learners, their Position of Use would 
indicate that Semantics cards are being Used as 

organizers by learners in all groups, but particularly in 

M group. 

A possible explanation derives from-the fact'that the 

basic strategW of Example5-based learning J5 the attempt 
to formulate rules oneself rather than assimilate rules 

one is presented with. This suggests a desire/abilitU to 

draw upon one's own resources (pa5t experience, knowledge 

structures). Therefore, to seek out general information 

and rules as an aid both in activating relevant knowledge 

and in integrating the results of one's'own observations, 

would seem a natural strategU within an Examples-based 

approach. As most Uncategorized learnersý show SOMB 
features of Examples-ba5ed learning, the anomalw of the 

Special Ca5es would also be covered bW this argument. 

The range of SUCCe55 Of these learners would then suggest 
that learners varW in their abilitU to make optimal use 

of Semantics cards as organizers, which is a variation on 
Ausubel's original suggestion. And/or that the H 

learners, who show less earlW use of E cards and more Use 

of D cards, have adapted their Example5-ba5ed 5trategw in 

the direction of rules learning in the light of the needs 
of the task. 
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9.3.2 B: Purmo5e5 for Use 

Turning more 5peCifiCallU to a 5UmmarU of Purposes for 

Use, I, shýill discuss each purpose in turn. 

LEARNIN. Q: As could be expected, the majoritU of the cards 

used are for this purpose Cp. 238). There is, however, one 
interesting feature in the, data. For Integrated Use 

learners, the percentage of cards used for learning 

decrease5 radicallU as the learners become more 

successful. ýThis indicates that when less grammar 1.2. 

u5ed. - it is im-portant to make a careful selection with a 

sDecific uurDo5e in mind,. 

FOCUSSED LEARNING AND HYPOTHESIS CHECKING : These two 

purposes have been taken together, as theW probabIU" 
overlap to a certain extent. 

It is these purpo5es'which seem both to be pumptomatic Of 

success generallu, and to reveal the greatest individual-I 

differences in 2trateau shown in these purpose data. 

For subjects, both with and without blacks, there is a 
tendency to more widespread Use of hypothesis checking 
and focussed learning in group H (p. 225, p. 239). The 

conclusion to be drawn, is that the better learners have a 

greater tendency, to con5ciou5lu formulate hypotheses 
they then check, and that this is Possibly an indication 

of an attempt at greater understanding of the language 

sustem. 

The picture is confused somewhat by the Fact that some 
learners appear to have a strategy where HC and FL are 
used extensively, and that not all these learners are in 
H group. Of learners in other groups, it is particularlUs 
535: L and 51: M (Block Use), and 533: L and 522: M (Integr. 
Use only), who use these purposes in the early grammar 
learning stages of the task. 

It is worth noting that and aaa are all 
post-graduates, and are not native speakers of English. 
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In general, post-graduate students Csubjects with numbers 
22-35) are more successful than undergraduates. But the 

fact týat 
* 
while using a strategU which should apparentlU 

be 5UCCeSSFUl Cmore specified aims in card turning and 

use of HC and FL, see pp. 226,240 above), these, subjects 

are less successful, could be a result of the fact that 

theW are non-natiVB speakers, as Novish is based on 
English, and the task is in English. Nevertheless,, there 

is evidence that 522: M CSpanish native speaker) does draw 

upon Spanish anchoring ideas when, for example, he 

investigates 'Questioning' CE1), with a view to finding 

out about question marks. 

Learners with an HC/FL strategU also have a tendencW to 

use fewer Cards, which Fits in with the pattern mentioned 

above, of fewer cards when purposes are more specified. 

In the discussion on p. 226FE, I have suggested that the 

individual differences in strategy with regard to HC/FL 

use for Rules-based learners, could be the result not -of 
a strategy preference, but of a strategic decision to 

invest effort in rule-formulation. To this possibility 
must be added the more general observation that a certain 

amount of rule-formulation and hypothesis' checking 

activity appears to indicate better learning, whether or 

not the learner Uses this as a major strategy. 

CHECKINO : Recognition Checking and Completion Checking 

have been dealt with together, as the very few instances 

of CC show that this is not a purpose which has any 

particular significance for learning strategies. There 

are only 10 clear instances of CC in the data, 7 of these 

using Semantics cards, of which 6 are by H learners. 

These figures are too small to warrant separate analysis. 
Though, as this use of Semantics cards at the end of the 

grammar learning period is only made by the most 

successful learners, it suggests that if a learner wishes 

to make sure that the whole grammar area has been 

covered, using more general grammatical information would 

seem sensible. 
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In general there are few instances of checking in the 

data. And, as is natural, cards are used in this waW 

either. at the end of Grammar learning, at the end of the 

task in a final checking/revi5ion phase, or for 

reference, while using examples during a practice or 

testing phase. 

Checking is used more bU Block learners than Integrated 

Use learners, who, under5tandablU, as theW prefer Using 
Examples, presumablU Use these to check their knowledge. 

There is one feature of interest with regard to checking. 

Neither Integrated Use learners nor More successful Block 

learners are so likelU as less SUCCe55FUl Block learners 

to have a final cluster of Grammar cards used for 

checking at the end of the task. In no group, however, is 

this a popular strategW. - 

In summary, the use of Grami 

limited, and this suggests 

prefer to use other types of 

one can make is that to have 

grammar is not shown by 

strategy. 

mar cards for checking is 

that if learners check, theW 

cards. Another -ob5ervation 
a final checking pha5M using 

these data to be a useful 

There is, however, a more important feature of the data 

to be noted; the use of single Grammar cards for 

reference is a trait shown bW the more successful Block 
learners (p. 235f). The more successful the learner, the 

more likelU he is to use cards for reference, both for 

checking. and learning, while working with other tUpes of 

cards Ce. g. Examples). 

On the basis Of the observations concerning checking as a 

purpose for using grammar, one can suggest the following: 

- that grammar. IE used for checking vuruo5e5. 
__5hould 

be used as suoport while working with other tuDe5 of 

material. 

- that the abilitu-to use grammars for reference is a 

u5eful. and D05siblu nece5slaru. skill for 5ucce5sful 
foreian lancuace learnina. 
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The paucitU of reference instances in the data for block 

learners (used bW onlU 13 out of 23 subjects), maW 

reflect the limited scope of the task, or it maW reflect 
subjects' lack of training in using grammars in this WaU- 

BEVISION : The data show clearlU that U51ng grammar for 

revision is not recarded as profitable bW the learners, 

and, as the DictionarW and Examples analUses show, theU 

prefer to U58 other tWpe5 of material for this purpose. 

Those learners who do revise (onlU Block learners) use 

Semantic5 cards in a cluster at the end of their Grammar 

block, and this is not a strategU used bU the Most 

successful learners. 

Again we see that a cluster of Grammar cards used for a 

purpose other than learning does not appear to be 

beneficial or popular. In addition, the suggestion that 

general information is best used as advance organizers is 

supported here. For we find that whether the purpose is 

revision or learning, the attempt to summarize or draw 

together one's knowledge using Semantics cards at the end 
of a learning period, appears to have no beneficial 

effect. 
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9.3.3 Analugiz of Transition TuDes 

In this, the second half of the Grammar card analysis, we 

shall look at Transition Types, the reasons why learners 

select particular cards when they do (see pp. 206,214FE 

for definition. ) The analysis proceeds in the same order 

as the analysis of Purposes For Use, beginning with the 

learners who have Block use of Grammar cards (Tables S. TI 

and S. TIa), moving on to learners with Integrated use 
only CTable S. TID, and rounding off with a summary and 
discussion. 

The codes u5ed in the tables are as follows: 

L- LaWout transition (SUllebus-based) 

S- SUllabus transition ( to . to )ý, 

D(R)- Direct Reference transition (Reference-based) 

GCR)- General Reference transition C of is ) 

TABLE 9. TI: Transition TuDes - Block Use 
Descrintion: The table shows the 23 learners with Block 

use of Grammar cards, including the 4 Special Cases (see 

p. 222 for description). Grammar cards are shown coded for 

Transition TWpe, interspersed cards from other sets are 

shown in brackets with transition coding if used for 

grammar purposes. A question mark indicates inabilitW to 

code. Where a particular grammar tOPiC'i5 being followed 

up across several cards, this is shown bW a curlU bracket 

with the topic noted below. If there is uncertaintW as to 

where a block begins/ends, this is indicated bW a 

vertical dotted line. SemantiC5(E) cards are coded. The 

total number of cards used is given at the right hand 

margin. 

In the analUsis, I shall first look brieflu at some 

guantitative features of the data, and -then move. to a 
de5cription of card selection stratecies,, 
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Table SM Analusis: Quantitative Features 

I felt it might be of interest to look at the proportions 

of cards used in the different groups for different tWpes 

of transition. However, in order to make the data across 
the groups comparable, I found it necessarW to exclude 
two learners in N group 514: M and S18: M. These subjects 

use laWout transitions as the organizing principle of 
their Grammar blocks. This distinctive individual 

strategW means that, in terms of proportions of different 
tWpes of transitions, theg are not comparable to the rest 

of the subjects, and that including them in the totals 

heavilW skews the results. Thus, the following figures 

are based on 21 of the 23 learners with Grammar blocks. 

Ox) 
The summary table/below gives the percentage of total 
Grammar cards used with each transition type for each 

group: 
dx) 

% card5 
Group used 
L C'07Ss) 

M CSS5) 

H CSS5) 

sullabus-based 

5 L Tot. 
Lil. 9 4.6 46.5 
35 5 If 0 
39 0 39 

mererence-ma sec 
OR GE Tat - 
39.5 14 53.5 
51.7 8.3 60 
, to 21 61 

These figures show a surprisingly stable ratio across the 

groups between the two major transition types. The only 

comment one could make, comparing L group with N and H 

groups, is that possibly a higher proportion OF 
Reference-baselt transitions is an-advantage. 

In tho maignation oF in5tance, 5 oF u5e to tran5ition 

tUpes, the few uses of cards in a cluster at the end of a 
block for activities other than learning, i. e. for 

revision or checking, have been coded mostlW as Sullabus 

transitions. One could argue that' such uses should be 

categorized as general reference. But, given the new 

phase of activitU, which constitute5 a sUllabU5 change in 

terms of an activitU sUllabus, it seems to me that the 

learner must be deciding within this phase what aspects 

of his content sUllabus need to be revised/checked. He is 
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thereFore organizing a kind of 'mini' content syllabus. 

As Most of these final 5yllabus-cards are in L group, the 

finding above, that a higher proportion of cards used for 

reference is apparentlU a more successful- strategg, is 

partlW a reflection of this particular ClU5tered-use OF 

Grammar cards. There should, therefore, perhaps be an 

addition to the suggestion that a smaller proportion of 

syllabus cards is advantageous. NamelU, that those 

sUllabus cards that are used, are best interspersed 

throughout the content learning rather than clustered at 

the end of the block reflecting a new activitW. , 

When looking at the sub-tWpes of transition, we see that 

Lauout transitions(L) are not used bW anU learner in H 

group. But having excluded Ss14 and 18, the total number 
of laWout transitions used is so small that it J5 not 

possible to generalize from the figures. 

Secondly, we see differences between the groups with 

regard to the proportions of Uirect(I]R) and General 
ReFereD. MCGR) transitions, with H group using proportion- 
ately more BE than the other groups. At the same time, 

looking at Table S. TI, we see that in this group there is 

a tendency for learners using fewer Grammar cards in 

their block to have more BE transitions Ce. g. 57: H, 

S2S: H, 513: H). 

Apparently the Most 5UCCeSSFUl learners have a greater 
tendency than the others not to follow up queries 
immediately. This would suggest that certain problems, 

perhaps those less central to the structural item the 

learner is most concerned with, are shelved for a while. 
This is possibly in the hope that the answer will be 

forthcoming in the course of looking at other card5l or 
it may be that the learner prefers to attempt to 

formulate a hypothesis with regard to the rule,, and only 
looks up the relevant card if a satisfactory hypothesis 

is not found, or to check a hypothesis. Comparison with 
Table S. PI shows that, for H learners, many general 
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reference transitions are for focussed learning or 
hUpothesis checking. 

Either. case suggests that these learners prefer to follow 

up one aspect of the grammar at a time. Also, that 

possibly they are grading structures, either in terms of 

complexity, or in terms of importance/ centrality in the 

grammatical system, and leaving For later reFerence, those 
items they Feel are either derived from more basic 

structures, or less important. 

Examples of the former are where Qualified Positive 

Responses (a complex derived structure) are followed up 

using general reference transitions near the end of the 
block. In contrast, the cru/5til * 

distinction as the topic 

of GR transitions occurs early in a block. After turning 

a few cards the learners become aware that this is a 

crucial and exotic basic distinction in the grammar, at 

which point they seek information, perhaps after 

unsuccessful attempts at hypothesis making. It is not 

possible to aS5e55 whether subjects leave some topics for 

later reference because they judge them as unimportant. 

In 5ummaru, it seems that this use of general reference 
transitions maW be part of a general approach involving 

rule-formulation, that it is successful, and also 

efficient, in that learners who use more general 

reference transitions generallU turn fewer cards. 

Another aDproach to quantitative analUsis is to count the 

number of seauential ReFerence-based versus Sullabus- 
based transitions for each learner, and to investigate 

anW pattern difference between the groups. 

The table 
Grammar ci 
transitions 
transitions 

apostrophe 

below shows 
ard5 used in 

in ordinarW 

underlined. 
indicates un 

these data 

sequence 
tWpe, and 
A figure 

certaintU 

i with the number of 
for reference-based 

for sUllabus-based 

preceded bW an 
as to reference or 
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5gllabus-based. Dots show that there are intersper5ed 

cards for those learners with two blocks. 

SEQUENCES OF REFERENCE-BASED AND SYLLABUS-BASED 
TRANSITIONS IN GRAMMAR BLOCKS 

Subject Sequences 
No. 

L OROUP 
(2) 1C 2) 113g11 C1. ) i Ica) 17 42111 -1 2....... ;j2 (two blocks) 

2 1.07n--M 1.1 C2)111 
12 10 +Lf 

5 tL -1 Lf 
35 111 3a Cl) '1 2- 

a3 'j, '-l 113a P- 

M GROUP 
12 

T1 
C 1. ) 2a211( 

-k) 
1 iLf ja 2C2 j(9 ClajToul) 

28*U (1) 
ý2)o 

1.1 (2) ...... . 
-1 

(two blocks) 
32*U 312 20 
is 47 10-1 1 Clayout) 

3i C471 1-1 32 (D +; 1 +1 +1 
4*U (1) C 17 13 1f 

H GROUP 
6 (1) @2 2 '1 C3) 

10 101.2 -i 
20 TP1 '1 (D 'l 

7U T11) (5 1111 
25 12 10 
29 12a2 
26 P 
3 Lf 1 .1211 .2....... 6 (two blocks) 
13 123@ 

KEY underlined Figure - syllabus-based sequence 
ordinary type figure - reference-based sequence 

M Special cases 
U- Uncategorized learner 
+M layout order 
C)- cards other than Grammar cards 

uncertainty as to reference or sUllabus-ba5ed 
possible alternative beginning/end of block 

The patterns that emerge primarilW reveal considerable 
individual differences, there is however one feature 

which shows a difference between the rank groups. 
Sequences of reference transitions consisting of If cards 
or more are circled in the tablelNuch sequences occur 
most often in H group: 
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No. of S5 with Secuence5 oF Reference-ba5ed Tran5ition5 

LC7Ss) - MC7Ss) HCSSs) 

4 or more cards 337 

.5 or more cards 206 

When sequences of 5 or more cards are taken, the 

difference is even greater between H group and the other 
two groups. 

There is a reversed but weaker tendencW- if one takes 

5equenCe5 OF 'i Or More 5Ullabus-ba5ed transitions aCrOS5 

grOUP5. The Figures are so small- however, that it is 

unwise to attempt to generalize. 

These figures show that 'as well as having a higher 

proportion of reference cards, more successful learners 

are likelU to persist for longer in following up leads, 

before moving on to a new syllabus item. 

In summary, the observations from these quantitative data 

suggest the following: 
1) a higher proportion of reference uses, and 5Wll- 

abus uses interspersed throughout the learning as Opposed 
to clustered at the end for a different activity, appear 
to be advantageous to learning 

2) general reference may indicate more effective use 

of the cards as a result of hypothesis making activity 
and grading of items to be learned 

3) persistence in following up leads from cards, 
rather than slavishly following a 5yllabU5 may be advan- 
tageous. 

Table S. TI Analusis: Card Selemtion Stratecies 
A more interesting aspect of these data is that the 

investigation of transition types reveals how the 

learners approach the task of organizing a grammar 

syllabus for themselves. This has already been hinted at 
in the description of transition types in Section 9.2.1C 
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(p. 214FE). Here, I shall expand on and exemplifU the 

sUllabus strategies which can be seen, first looking at 
Lagout transitions and then SUllabus transitions. 

Lauout Transitions: Of the 23 subjects, there are onlU 
two who use the Grammar card laWout consistentlU as the 

basis for organization of their grammar learning, 514: M 

and sleo. Two other learners, S12: L and 53: M, use the 
laWout of the Semantics cards to organize their use of 
these cards at the and of the Grammar block. 

As mentioned before, following the layout of the cards is 

common with the use of Examples, both for grammar 
learning and other activities and with Dictionary cards. 
But the obviously unsystematic nature of the Grammar card 
layout (see P. 196-7), has presumably, as was the 

intention, prevented the majority of the learners from 

using this strategy with Grammar cards, where it is the 

least common ordering. 

Given that the Grammar cards are not laid out according 
to a syllabus, following the layout would seem to be an 

uneconomical way of approaching learning from these 

cards. It might also suggest lack of confidence in 

foreign language learning, possibly rooted in inexper- 

ience, resulting in a tendency to rely on the 'authority' 

of the teacher. 

Looking at the background of the four learners mentioned 

above, we see that 3 of the 11 are science undergraduates 

CS3: M - arts undergraduate). Also 3 of the q have only 

one foreign language, described For example as 11school 

French" Csee learner profiles, Appendix qA). The fourth, 

S12: Lj is Malaysian with experience in both Malay and 

Tamil as 5econd/third languages. 

Combinations of these characteristics (undergraduate, 

science major, little FL experience) could lend support 
to the lack of confidence hUpothesis. ý 
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If we look more closely at these subjects, we find that 
512: L, after having looked at 8D cards, changes to 
layout transitions with the E cards, with the commentary, 
"Thought it better to stick to some kind of order". She 

seems to have been unable to organize a syllabus herself, 

as all previous transitions are references, only her 

First card choice being of the syllabus type. 

514: M has a long introductorW phase, -like 512: L,, before 
deciding to use the Grammar cards. She first selects DS, 

comments that it doesn't make sense, then says "better 

start from the top, assume in order", and proceeds to 

turn all the 0 cards in lagout order. This, subject, 
however, makes several comments during the grammar 
learning which show hWpothesis making activitU and 
considerable curiositW, not features one would expect 
from an insecure learner. 

For SIE3: M layout order is a general strategy. She goes 
through all the card sets in this way. 

S3: M, layout order for E cards at the end of her Grammar 
block, is using them "to-find concepts behind rules and 
reinforce", which suggests a switch to-revision rather 
than a change in syllabus strategy. 

From these profiles there is little evidence to support 
the lacking confidence, hypothesis, except for 912: L. ý53: M 
doesn't use laUcut as a general transition-strategW, and 
has apparentlU switched from learning to revision. The 

most usual strategW with revision is to take ordered 
material and work through it (e. g. with the Examples 

cards), this learner is treating the unordered but small 
E set in this waW. S18: M has clearlU chosen to-follow 
this strategU, possiblU considering it to represent the 

cognitivelU least strainful waW of approaching the task 
Csee discussion p. 226M. 514: M appears to be unable to 

organize her own content 5Ullabus and decide5 to relU on 
the given order. This maW suggest in5ecuritu in 
organizing language learning. But her hWpothesis making 
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activity suggests that she is able to create links 

between the cards where relevant, and could point to her 

being able to make use of a layout strategy in a way 

similar to S18: M. The rest of her card turning also 
suggests an inability to organize her learning in a 

systematic way. 

As a 5trategg for transition between cards in a grammar 
learning block, laWout is neither popular nor parti- 
CUlarlW 5UCCeS5fUl. Discounting 53: M, S1Q: M has the 
highest score, with 37 out of 53 on the test. The use of 
laWout order for the Grammar cards appears to be a choice 
made either as part of a deliberate general 5trategW, or 
becau5e, as a result of lack of experience in foreign 
language learning, the learner prefers to relU on the 
'teacher' to provide the ordering of syllabu5 items. 
However, the other rule5-ba5ed learners with the same 
minimal foreign language experience, have been even less 

successful in the test CS15: L, 517-. L - second Wear 
science undergraduates), except 520: H who as a fourth 

Wear maths student is a more experienced learner- as such. 

This suggests that for the less experienced learners with 
little foreign language learning experience, the choice 
of Following the layout of the grammar cards (and perhaps 
all cards) was a good one. And that, for such learners, 
it was better to invest-eFfort in reading numerous cards 
and in trying to integrate the un5ystematized information 
gained, than in selecting cards and trying to organize 
their own syllabus. Thus, a recognition of their own 
limitations, which we could call lack of confidence, 
seems to have led them to the optimal strategy. 

In more general term5,, the data support the contention 
that learners need experience in the area of learning in 

question, or at least general experience in independent 

learning, before they are able to successfully complete a 
learning task in which they themselves have to select and 

organize the information available. 
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(Y'D 
Sullabus Transitions,: In the Table/ below, all SUllabus 

transition cards have been listed in the order in which 

theg occur in the data for each learner, including cards 

other than Grammar cards, which are shown in brackets. 

(Please note that these cards are not a series of 

successive turnings. ) 
0 (X 1) 

SYLLABUS-BASED TRANSITIONS IN BLOCKS: CARDS USED 

Subject Cards 
No. 

L GROUP 
is, * Be DIf D3 D7 Dl 'El (Fl) I(F6 M 
17 D1 D2 DII 03 El Elf '011 '115 (two blocks) 

2 D2 D3 DS 
12- 01 +E1 ES Ell E3 +lagout to end 

S D1 D2 D3 D'i '05 'E4 'El 'E3 
35 D1 112 117 

13 01 D2 D3 D10 

M QROUP r 1 D1 El CF1) D3 D7 ne *CF11) 'E3 
14 DS Dl -> layout I 
28*U U34 D1 ...... ES El E4 'E3 Ctwo blocks) 
32*U US F16 FlIf) 01 03 DS 
is Dl -> layout 

3 01 D2 D3 DIt +'El 'ES 'E2 'Elf +JaWout to and 
q*U (FIf) El ID10 

ýH GROUP 
6 Dl D2 D3 

10 Dl Eq El 
20 D11 D3 

7U (Fl) 01 
25 El DIf 
29 Dl D2 D3 04 MS 137 D8 'El 'Eq 
26 D1 D2 D3 D4 DS D6 D7 D10 
3Li D1 D10 ...... D2 D3 13'f 135 D7 'El (two blocks) 
13 01 D2 D3 D4 

KEY 
- Special cases 

U- Uncategorized Learner 
- Cards other than Grammar cards 
w this card is u5ed For Checking or Rev15ion 
- possible alternative beg inning/end of block 

From this table we see that the majoritU of subjects 

organize their Grammar blacks with a number of sUllabus 
transitions, the commonest order of these being 

01-M-M-Dlf-DS, or some of these cards in this order. 
These cards all show the heading 'Word Order' which 
distinguishes them as a set, and theW cover the following 
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structures: 
01 - Basic W. O. 02 - Statements 

D3 - Questions DII - Positive and negative 
DS -. Qualified positive response responses 

They are also in this order-in the layout, though thew 

are not adjacent. These features of the card design and 
layout have probablU been influential, at least in some 
cases, in the learners' order of- card selection. The 

other most FrequentlW occurring cards are: 
El(Questioning), -E4(Negation) and 07(Short. Answers). 

The Dl - DS pattern is most Frequent and most consistent 
in H group, with only 93: M and SS: L as consistent 
exponents in the other groups. This suggests that the H 

learners have been more succe5sful in discovering the 

regularity-in the layout oF the cards, and in using it as 
the basis oF their syllabus. 

Apart from the use of 01 - DS in order, the most striking 
feature of these data is the variation in the numberý of 

syllabus transitions, with learners choosing between 2 

and 10 cards as syllabus cards. 

IF we compare the three rank groups, we Find that in H 

group, 4 subjects have few-(1-3) and atypical' syllabus 
choices, S10, S20, a7-, and S2S, the only other subject 
with this type oF pattern is S--4: Ns 

Looking more closelU at these 5Ullabus cards, we see that 

510 uses Basic Word Order, Negation and Questioning, 
S20 uses Verbs cru/5til, and Questions, 
5_7 uses Statements CExamples card), and Basic Word Order, 

S2S uses Questioning and Positive/Negative Responses, 

aq_ uses Negative Response CExamples card), Questioning 

and Verb mane, which is for checking. 

Note that all these cards relate to bgsic general 
structures and conceDts needed to learn the language, 

with the exception perhaps of QJ's choice of Negative 
Response, which is somewhat more limited in scope. This 
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5hOW5 that these- learners are selecting carefullU and 

using basic structures and, general- concepts as focal 

points in the organization of their learning. 

Other subjects with between 1 and 3 sUllabU5 transitions 

show a DI-5 tUpe pattern, 56: H, 52: L, and 535: L who 
varies this with the sequence Bl-D2-07. 

Moving to those learners with a large number of sUllabus 
transitions C7 and over), we see that-the three learners 
in H arou , =, 5M, and 534, all Follow the'131-5 order 
initiallW. In M arouu, 5514 and = Follow the laWout of 
the cards, and 53 uses Dl-q followed bW the Semantics 

cards in laWout order for revision. In L arouaý aa- uses 
Dl-S followed bW'E cards for revision, and = U585 DI-q 
(03 and D4 switched), followed bW three E cards. Thus all 
these learners are using the word order set (traditional 

structural 51Mple->CCMpleX' 5Wllabus) as the basis of 
their sUllabU5, except for those who use the laWout. - 

The last learner with a large number of sUllabus 
transitions is 515: L, the learner with the lowest score 
(5 out of 53). Neither her choice of sUllabU5 cards nor 
their ordering-show the U5U81 pattern5 seen above. - 

The remaining subjects, those with an intermediate number 
(4-6) of sUllabus transitions, show greater variation in 
their choices. 

In H aroug, = uses the 01-5 tUpe pattern. In M ocoum, 
al starts with basic cards 01, F1 and El (Questioning),, 

moves to D3 (Questions) and then to two cards on the 

short forms of responses. =- looks at "Due5tion ý'and 
Positive answer CF3) and Basic Word Order in the-fir5t 

block, and the E cards in the second. These learners both 

appear to be using basic structures and general concepts, 
but Sl's 5Ullabus selections are not- as restricted to 

basic general concepts as those of the learners with verU 
few 5Ullabu5 cards; and =ýdoe5 not'inter5per5e general 
concepts (cuclical process), - but u5es'them at the end of 
the learning. He also-appear5 to be using inclusiveness 
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as a criterion in his first CF card) sUllabU5 choice. 
S32: M initiates an Example5-based approach with 3F cards 
using complex structures, then switches to a Brammar 
block using the DI-S ordering C51MPle->COMPleX)- 

FinallU in L aroup, 512 turns Basic Word Order, and at 
the end looks at E cards in layout order. M is the only 
remaining learner, and she uses D1, D2, D3 followed by 

the verb card for mane to check. So we have one learner 

who uses basic structure and general concepts Clike 
S28: M), and one who follows the standard D1-S type order. 

In summary, this analysis of the actual cards chosen for 

syllabus transitions in grammar blocks leads to several 

general comments. Firstly, it seems from the ordering of 
the syllabus cards, that the criterion for ordering a 

syllabus for many of the learners is a complexity 

concept, like the traditional structural syllabus, which 
they are presumably familiar with. The alternative is an 
idea of general->specific cycles, more specific items 

being referred to but not forming the framework of the 

syllabus, Plus inclusiveness in S2Q: M's case. Secondly, 
the learners vary considerably in how many cards are used 
for syllabus transitions, but, setting aside syllabuses 
based on layout transitions, there seem to be three 

general strategies: 
;-A high proportion of syllabus transitions using the 
Word Order cards in sequence as the basis for the 

syllabus (simple->complex, gradual progression) 
? 
_Several syllabus transitions, with the Word Order cards 
in sequence comprising the syllabus (either type) 
a. UerU few syllabus transitions, the syllabus made up of 
D and E cards giving basic structures and general 
concepts(general->5pecific, cyclical process) 

OnlU 5 learners deviate from these general strategies: 
SI: Mj S2E3: Mj 532: M, 54: M and 515: L. Of these learners, 
S1S: L is the onlU one who does not appear to be Using anU 
criterion for ordering her sUllabU5. Both 528: M and 54: M 
(Uncategorized learners) begin with an Example5 card, 
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then move to a basic Grammar card, with = following up 
with a second block of semantics cards. 51: M progresses 
from more general basic structures to more limited 

complex apes. In addition, 532: N Calso Uncategorized), 

while following a complexitU criterion in her Grammar 
block, appears to start bU using selected Examples cards 

as described in the discussion of Integrated Use learners 

(StrategU 2, pp. 269f). 

It is the most succes5ful. learners who make the most 
clear and consistent Use Of the strategies mentioned 

above. Learners in M aroup tend to show either the use of 
layout transitions or deviations from the general 

strategies. And the least successful learners are most 
likely to make inconsistent use of the Word Order card 

sequence, P055iblU followed by a series of E cards. 

-------------------- 
As a P05tscript to this section, I 'would like to give 

some further eXaMPlB5 Of learners' commentaries that 

indicate a conscious 5WllabU5 5trategW, as an addition to 

those given in Section 9.2.1C (p. 214EF). 

al_-LM_ indicates a 'syllabus concept when she uses 113 - 
"Want to look at questions" and later follows up with 
"Short answers first" - D7. Similarly 525: H studies' 

questions first, starting with El, and then moves to Vf - 
"Word order positive and negative responses to get an 

overall idea of the area's structures, since it is a 

structural test. " Here we see the learner being both 

goal-oriented, following a structural ordering, and 

operating with a concept of generality in his syllabus 

choices. SS: L is also following, the same scheme: "After 

learning statement forms, questions come next in my 

schema for language learning" - D3. "After questions come 

answers, this one would seem to be the simplest form" 

Commentaries such as these occur frequently in the data 
and indicate that the learners are not blindly using the 
Word Order cards in the order in which thew occur, but 
that the concept of a structural sUllabU5 with the 
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sequence statement->question->response is commonly used, 

with negation being placed after statement or in relation 
to response. Although this is a traditional order, one 

can also. argue that the sequences po5itive->negative and 

que5tion->re5ponse are both psychologically and 

pragmatically logical. 

A further indication of the learners' adherence to a 

syllabus comes in the instances where the subject 
determinedly follows his syllabus avoiding 'distractions' 
from other cards. CuriositU appears to be in conflict 

with what the learner considers the sensible or 'logical' 

progression through the task. 

55--L again supplies an example of this. Having used four 

syllabus cards and followed up two direct references, she 

writes "Basic structure covered, now go back to 

unexplained variations in language as yet accepted 

without being explained. " A clear example is provided by 

S7: H who writes "Want to look at qualified positive 

responses, but will start with basic word order, " after 

which she turns DI, and similarly 535: L who writes near 

the beginning of the task "Want to see some examples, but 

word order seems to be important, " after which he turns 

Dl and then continues to turn grammar cards. Commentaries 

indicating this type of self-impo5ed discipline occur 

occasionally throughout the data, and provide an 

interesting insight into the learners' thought processes. 

To 5ummarize, on the basis of these data, it seems 

reasonable to maintain that the subjects are Using a 

syllabus to organize their grammar learning. Secondly, to 

organize this syllabus, all but one of these learners 

appear to be using either proare5sion from simplelto 

comDlex, or ba5ic/ceneral concepts with reference to more 

specific rules, often in a cyclical pattern. The one 

subject who has a fairly high proportion of syllabus 

transitions, wet does not follow either of these 

organizational criteria, 515: L, is the least SUCC855FUl 

and has apparently failed completely in her efforts to 

learn the language. 
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Reference-based Transitions: The features of use of 

reference-based transitions which are of interest with 

regard to Grammar blocks, have already been mentioned in 

the quantitative analysis at the beginning of this 

analysis section (pp. 251ff). There, it was noted that 

there seems to be a slight tendency for the more 

successful learners to use more general reference 
transitions, and also that- learners with a greater 
tendency to use this tWpe of reference transition also 
tend to turn fewer Grammar cards iný their block. This 

would suggest that these learners are using a different 

learning strategy possibly using more hypothesis making 
and checking (see discussion p. 251). 

Generally speaking, the interest of this type of 
transition lies in the insight it can give into micro- 
strategies of learning, the types of things learners dog 

rather than general learning stragegies. The description 

of these uses is in section 9.2.1C (pp. 217f), - where 
transition types are introduced and defined. Otherwise, 
the main analytical importance of reference-based 
transitions lies in the fact that they are OpIL syllabus- 
based transitions, they therefore provide a quantifiable 
background to the analysis of sUllabU5-based transitions. 

TABLE Q. TIA: Transition TuDes - Integrated U5e with 
Orammer Black5 

DescriRtion: Table S. TIa shows the same, 23 learners as, 
Table SM. Pre and post-block uses of Grammar cards have 

been labelled and coded for transition type, and Grammar 

(D) cards and Semantics (E) cards are also coded. Where 

cards from other sets are Used for grammar learning/ 

reference, these have been included in brackets with 
transition coding above. Curly brackets indicate where 

several cards are used in pursuit of one topic. The total 

of cards used is shown at the right-hand margin. 
I 
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Analusis 

The analUsis of transition tUpes for use of integrated 

Grammar cards bU block learners reveals little about 

strategies. 

Table S. TIa shows that the"transitions are either 

SWIlabus or Direct Referenc_t, with three instances of 
General Reference. Direct refereince would be what one 

could expect, and 30 of the 52 instances fall into this 

category. All but 4 of the 19 syllabus transitions occur 

at the end of the task for final 'checking or revision. 
Briefly, the reason why these have been categorized as 

syllabus transitions is that a-new activity phase, invoke5 

the need to organize a new "mini' syllabus Wiscussion 

p. 250). The use of such revision/checking phases has been 

discussed in the analy515-Of purposes, for use. 

The ways in which learners use Grammar cards for 

reference, while pursuing activities with cards from 

other sets, were described in section 9.2.1C (pp. 217f). 

There is however one way which has been omitted. I had 

some difficulty in deciding whether 50Me-OF the instances 

in these data could be called syllabus or direct 

reference transitions. This is the type of Use where a 

learner looks up a Grammar rule before he turns a related 
Examples card Cp. 235). I have in fact coded these a5 

direct reference, where it is clear that the learner is 

working his way through an ordered sequence of Examples 

cards. He presumably looks at the front of the next 
Examples card, turns the Grammar card for help, and only 

then actually turns the Examples card. The three 

instances of this all occur in H group. 

The one instance of a 5WllabU5 transition in a position 

where one would expect reference is with S2: L. As this 

card is turned after she has Used the A set, before she 
begins to use a series of Examples cards and does not 

relate to the following card, I could not categorize it 

as a reference transition, although the learner has this 

commentarW with the following card "Use of DS". 
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This brief description of Table S. TIa functions as an 

addendum to the analW515 Of purposes for use of inte- 

grated cards bW block learners. In this Position of use, 
it is difficult to distinguish transition tUpe From 

purpose, and the analW51s has in Fact been integrated 

into the discussion of Table S. PIa (pp. 233FF), as looking 

at transition tUPB5 alone has no implictions For learning 

strategies. 

TABLE Q. TII: Transition Tune5 - Integrated Use Onlu 

Description: All uses of Grammar cards bW these 10 
learners are coded for transition tUpe, other cards are 
given in brackets with the coding above if theU are -Used 
for grammar learning. CurlU brackets linking cards show 
where a topic is being pursued, and the topic is also 

given. D and E cards are coded, ancl the total of cards 
used is shown at the right-hand margin. 

Analus15 
The summary below, from Table S. TII, gives the number of 
Grammar cards turned with transition type: 

Grouv & Tr ansit ion Tu ue 
NO. Of Ss Su llabu s Direct Ref., Oeneral Ref-. 

D E Tot DE Tot DE Tot 
L35 2 7 76 13 011 
M Li a 1 3 11 5 49 
H3 Li 7 11 10 3 13 a0a 

Given the small number of subjects and instances of card 

use, it is only possible to make very tentative 

observations from these data. There is one feature which 

could be construed as showing a difference between the 

rank groups. This is the relatively high proportion of 
General Reference transitions shown in M group and their 

correspondingly low proportion of Sullabu5- transitions 

using Grammar cards. There is also a slightly raised 
tendency for learners in H group to have, SWllabU5 

transitions, particularly with Semantics cards, and also 
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for these learners on average to use more Grammar cards. 

These observations would indicate that the H learners 
have perhaps a slight tendencU to mix Example5-ba5ed and 
Rules-based learning, whereas the M learners are more 
'pure' exponents of Examples-ba5ed learning. This 

suggestion will be discussed after a more detailed 

analUsis. 

The pattern of use of D and E cards in Table, S. TII also 
shows a difference between the M and H learners., M 
learners tend to use onlU Semantics cards for reference 
earlU in the task, as does 533: L, whereas the other 
learners in both L and H groups use both 0 and, E cards, 
and often have E cards somewhat later and as sUllabus 
transitions. 

In order to trU to draw together these observations, I 

shall first take a closer look at the waW these learners 

organize a 5UllabU5, and then investigate their use of 

reference-based transitions to Grammar cards. 

Sullabu5-ba5ed Transitions 

With the Integrated Use Only learners, it is necessary to 

draw the use of cards other than Grammar cards into the 

analysis of transition types. BecaU5e, in the grammar 
learning phase of the task, these learners make consider- 
able use of the other card sets to organize their learn- 
ing and intitiate or make reference to grammar topics, 

their grammar leaýing sUllabus is not dependent on the 

use of Grammar cards, as is the case with block learners. 

Of the block learners (see Table of SUllabus-ba5ed 
NO) 

Transitions in Blocks/, P-258 above), four do use single 
Examples cards for 5WllabU5 organization near the 
beginning of their blocks (note that all are Uncate- 

gorized learners). One, 532: M, whose block is at the end 
of the task, starts bW using an Examples-based approach 
with three sUllabus Examples cards before switching to a 
Grammar block. But the Integrated use onlU learners (all 



Examples-based except 521: L) all U58 a number of Examples 

cards for 5Ullabus-based transitions, with Grammar cards 
more likelU to be used for reference. 

This pattern oF u5e is the kernal oF the difference 

between Examoles-ba5ed and Rules-ba5ed learnina. 

(Xib 
The table below /presents a list of the cards chosen as 

sUllabus-based transitions with the Grammar cards 

underlined. With regard to Examples (F) cards especiallu, 

there is sometimes doubt as to whether a series Of cards 

is for grammar learning or not, these cards are shown in 

brackets. Cards used for checking near the end of 
learning are also indicated. F cards which form a pair 
(Feg card + related Fp card) have been linked bU a line. 

SYLLABUS CARDS USED BY INTEGRATED USE ONLY LEARNERS LX11) 

Subject Cards 

no. L Grouo 
16E Fl FS Q 
33E Fl F2 LI. F3 Fi FS F6 
elu Dl (02) D3 F6 D4 05 

M GrOUD 
SE Fl F2 F3 F4 FS F6 F7 F8 

22E F5 Fl F12 C6 Fli F14(E3), Dl 'F16 'FQ 
11E Fll F3 F4 F10 Q1 
31E F12 F16 (perhaps other F 

HG 
cards) Fl FE 

ElfE 
roun 

Fa U2- E! i Fll CF12 - 16) I Q 'ES 
27E C6 Fl F3 FS EL7 
30E U D3 F10 F14 F16 F13 Fi E3 'ElIE4 

KEY nn - Grammar card 
uncertain sUllabus use 

on for checking 
pair of F cards (Feg + Fp) 

(Y. 1i) 
This table/ shows clearly that these learners Cexcept 

S21: L use Examples cards to organize their syllabus, and 
that some of these are in layout order. S33: L and 53: M 
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consistentlU follow the F-card layout as their syllabus 
(5ee AnalU51S of Examples, Chapter 8, p. 166), for d15- 

cussion of these learner5). 

Some other learners, particularly S522: M, 11: M, and 31: M, ' 
do not follow the layout, but using F cards they pick one 

or two structures upon which they concentrate at the 
beginning of learning Csee also Table of Card Turnings). 

Two H learners have a checking phase in which theW use E 

cards for completion checking, and these account for the 

slightlU larger proportion of sUllabU5 transitions in 

this group. However, these two subjects also use, more 
Grammar card syllabus transitions in addition to their 
Examples card ones than the other learners (521: L 

excepted). 

)(11 
These observations and the table'aboveýshow that in the 

main the Integrated use learners build up an 
Example5-based syllabus with a fairly large number of 

syllabus transitions. In addition, it appears that the 

strategies are not purely individual. Three strategies 

can be distinguished in these data: 
12. Seriali5tiC following of a syllabus based entirely 

on examples, where the syllabus order is given by the 

material used, i. e. the layout of the Examples cards, 
(533: L and 53: M). 
UA syllabus based entirely an examples, where the 
learner Selects initially one or two structures 
(often complex, inclusive, ones), and concentrates on 
gleaning as much information as possible from these 
before moving on to further structures (522: M, 511: M, 
S21: M 
ý-) A syllabus with an brief inital grammar impetus 

using basic structures and general rules, followed by 
the use Of examples which may or may not be in the 

order given by the material (524: H and 530: H). 

The remaining three subj8Ct5 seem to have'individual 
approaches. While 527: H has onlU one 5Ullabus transition 
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with a Grammar card, she does use several Grammar cards 
for reference at the beginning of the task (see Table 

S. TID. This is a pattern of Grammar card turning similar 
to that of the learners with Strategy 3. Her strategy is 

therefore a hybrid between Strategies 2 and 3. S21: L 

relies on grammar cards to organize her 5WllabU5 in an 

51mple->complex order similar to that shown by block 

learners. And S16: L uses so few cards in toto and with no 

apparent pattern, so that it is not possible to 

distinguish any strategy (he is unsuccessful, with the 

second lowest score of 17 out of 53). 

re Strateau 1: The fact that the StrategW 1 learners 
(layout order, examples syllabus) are less successful 
than those using StrategU 2 Cinitial concentration on one 

or two structures, examples syllabus), suggests that 

slavish following of the given syllabus is not an 

efficient way of using discovery learning in this task. 

There is evidence that neither of these learners complete 
their learning (see p. 172, Analysis of Examples), and the 

arguments suggesting that for some Rules-based learners 

following the layout may be an optimal strategy (see 

p. 257) do not obtain here. 

re Strateau a: The initial concentration on few 

Cinclusive) structures suggests a strategy of exhaustive 
hypothesis making and testing, an attempt to squeeze 
these structures dry. From the Purposes for Use data, 
there is only evidence that 522: M is using continuous 
hypothesis making and checking with both Grammar and 
Examples cards, however the other Example5-based learners 

all have hypothesis making using the Examples cards (see 
Tables 8.4 & 8.5, Vol. 2). Thus hypothesis making, which 
is a necessary part of discovery learning, is not enough 
to indicate SUCCeS5. It must therefore be the types Of 
hypotheses and the manner in which they are linked into a 

system which is decisive. The greater success of Strategy 
2, with its initial concentration on few structures, 
would support the suggestion that the attempt to 

understand, to integrate learned items into a system, and 
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therebU to enable 5U5tematic analogies, is a more 

efficient and effective waW of learning. 

re Strateau 3: The Strategy 3 learners Cinitial grammar 
impetus, followed by examples syllabus), who are the most 

successful, are possibly adapting a preference for d15- 

coverW learning through examples to the demands of the 

task, which is after all a grammar learning one. This 

adaptation may reflect a strategic decision along the 

lines discussed in the analysis of Purposes'with block 

use Cpp. 226ff). Here, a strategy of using examples is 

judged as being too time-con5UMing and possibly needing 
too much cognitive effort. So a compromise is reached 
between a preference for discovery learning and a judge- 

ment of a higher return for effort invested, by the ini- 

tial use of the grammar, Possibly as advance organizers 
(see pp. 24IFf). 

The discussion above is of course hUpothetical, but it is 

an attempt to explain both the differences in the 

strategies and the reasons for their variable 5UCCe55. Of 

course a first stage in further investigation would be to 

establish whether, in fact, what We see here are general 

rather than individual strategies. Though the numbers are 

small, the strategies seen do not seem to be individual, 

and with a larger group OF 5ubjects it would be POS5ible 
to establish whether these patterns represent coinci- 
dences, or whether in fact it is a matter of more general 

strategies. 

Reference-be5ed Tran5ition5: The learners varW consider- 

ablW in how much theW use the Grammar for reference. Some 

use the Translation DictionarW (B set) extensivelU for 

this purpose, e-9- SS: Mj S31: M, 85POCiallU at the 
beginning of the task, and the cards turned show that 

grammatical function words are being sought. CTh15 

feature is also present in 3 of the If Special Case block 

learners - 526: Mg 532: M and 54: 0 - see Table of Card 
Turnings. ) However there is no proportional relationship 
between few Grammar references and manU DictionarU 
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references. Again, however, this type of activity 

predominate5 in M group. 

All the learners use some Grammar cards for reference, 

with the majority used early in the task, and as 

references from Examples rather than other Grammar cards. 
It is not possible to establish the existence of patterns 

other than the general one already mentioned Cabove 

p. 266), that reference-based transitions are a higher 

proportion of Grammar card U585 for M learners, and that 

also the sWllabU5 StrategU 2 learners in this group, 
(522: Ms 511: 0. S31: M), in contrast to the otýer learners, 
make some use of General Reference transitions. 

These features support further the suggestion that these 

learners have an Example5-ba5ed 5trategU somewhat differ- 

ent from the others, especiallU taken in conjunction with 

their earlU use of E cards for reference, which could 

indicate their use as advance organizers. Looking at 

Table S. TII, we can see that it is the learners using 

SWllabU5 Strategies I and 2 (533: L plus the It :M 

subjects), who have earlU reference Use eXClU51VBlU Of 

Semantics cards. 

These observations from the reference-ba5ed transition 

data for Integrated use onlW learners can serve as a 

support for the hUpothesized differences in sUllabU5 
strategW described in the preceding analUsis of sUllabus- 
based transitions. And in conjunction with the obser- 
vations regarding 5WIlabus-based transitions, theW also 

raise questions as to the optimal Use of grammars for 

learners using an Example5-based learning approach. This 

matter will be taken up in the next section, Summaru and 
Discussion of Transition TuDe5 AnaluZ15. 
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3.3.4 Summaru and Discussion of Trangition Tupes Analus15 

(Tables 9. Tl. S. TIA. Q. TIQ 

Firstly , the detailed analysis of transition types 

describes the way in which the subjects have approached 
the problem of organizing their content sullabus in this 

learning task. The data for Block Use learners (23 

subjects) are large enough to provide empirical support 
for the strategies suggested, whereas the data for 

Integrated Use learners (10 subjects), being smaller, can 

only support very tentative suggestions Of syllabus 

strategies. 

In addition, the transition type data provide an 

indication of the way in which learners with different 

approaches U58 grammar for reference purposes, 

9.3.4 A Content Sullabus Organization 

'Given' Sullabu5 

Taking this aspect first, the data suggest that for less 

experienced learners favouring a Ruleg-baged aDuroach, it 

may be an optimal strategy to follow a given 5UllabU5 

even though this is only 5eMi-organized. This frees them 

of the cognitive effort involved in selection, and 

organization of items$ which would presumably be 

considerable for such learners. The cognitive capacity 

thus freed may be used for hypothesis making and 

attempted understanding of the material, though it is 

equally possible for it to be used for rote-learning. 
These data do not provide sufficient information to judge 

the quality of the learning. 

In contrast, for anu learner favouring an Example5-baged 

apDroach, such a 5trategW, even with a fullU organized" 

5Ullabus, seems less advisable at least in the context of 

a task where time is limited. It maU lead to seriali5tic 

learning with its prevalent 'pathologUl of improvidence 

(failure to make valid analogies), thus increasing the 

time needed for the 
-ta5k and possiblU restricting the 

learning to a surface level where understanding is not 

attained. 
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Selected Sullabu5 

For Euleg-ba5ed, learners who select information and form 

their own content 5Wllabu5, it seems that, a concept of 

gradual p rogression from simple to complex, or of cUcli- 

cal procedure from general to specific, is chosen for the 

organization of the material. When strategies for organi- 

zation of sUllabus (pp. 261f) are taken in conjunction 

with number and position of references to grammar(p. 253), 

we find that certain approaches have been successful. 

i) It seems that an organization relUing on use of few 

general concepts (p. 259, p. 261 - StrategW 3), with 
extensive use of reference material to follow up queries 
raised (P-253 - sequences of reference based transi- 
tions), is onlU used bW successful learners. 

ii) An equallU successful strategW is where manW. concepts 
organized in a progression Of complexitU are used (p. 261 

- StrategW 1), complemented bU regular Use Of F011OW-UP 

grammar references Cp. 251D. This 5trategW is also Used bw 

less 5UCCe55FUl learners, but it appears that the SUCCe5S 

of the 5trategU relies on its consistent use. 

Adaptations and mixtures of both syllabus organization 
strategies are seen in the data, but are generally less 

successful. I 

Hence, it seems that con515tencu in approacli is important 
to success, but that the choice between the two strate- 
giOS is not. Both these approches are used bu competent 
independent learners with a preference for Rules-ba5ed 
learning. 

On moving to the gxamples-ba5ed learners, we find that, 
again taking sUllabus organization in conjunction with 
reference use, there are two apparent strategies for 
learners who organize their own content sUllabus. 

FirstlU, a learner mag use a sUllabus based completelU on 
examples, which, unlike the concepts chosen bU Rules- 
based learners, are not chosen using a criterion of 
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V. 

progression from simple to complex, or general ' to 

5pecific,, -but an adaptation of the latter, using a 

criterion of inclusiveness CStrategW 2, p. 269). The first 

examples are used to extract as much information as 

possible about the grammatical 5Wstem as a whole, after 

which further examples are used, po5siblU in the order 

given bW -the material. At the same time, where grammar 

references are made, these are most likelU to be Using 

general grammatical concepts, for detail a dictionarw is 

preferred. It can be seen that for this tUPB Of learner 

grammar materials plaW a small role in the 5WllabU5 

organization. 

The second distinguishable content syllabus for learners 

who prefer discovery learning based on examples, repre- 

5ent5, apparently, an adaptation of this preference to 

the more obvious requirements of the task. These learners 

U58 grammar initially to provide some general concepts or 
basic grammatical structures, before moving to use of 

selected examples following the general organization of 
the example material available CStrategW 3, p. 269). There 

is also greater initial Use of reference to grammar than 

with the strategy described above, but not necessarily to 

general concepts. 

InterestinglU, it is the second approach which is used bW 

the most succes5ful Examples-ba5ed learners. The least 

successful use neither strategW. 

The fact that the adaptation of the purely eXaMple5-ba5ed 
approach, by incorporation of an initial general or basic 

grammar input, enables the learner to complete the task 

more successfully, suggests that this task Cor the 

material provided) is less suited to the use of discovery' 
learning based on examples, than to learning based on the 

presentation of rules. 

Four of the Uncatagorized learner5, S21-. L, S28: M, 
and 54-. m, are in the middle range of SUCC855 C5cores 
between 3q and 39 out of S3 on the test), the fifth, 
57: H, score5 higher C43). Their sUllabU5eS tend to be 
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based more on grammar rules than on examples, so it seems 
that their approach relies on rules, but with an 

adaptat. ion towards discovery learning using examples. 
This strategy does not appear to be as successful as the 

alternative adaptation of the Examples-based approach 
(mentioned above - strategy 3). It is however very 
difficult to generalize, as there are other idiosWn- 

cracies in these learners' approaches to the task. 

---------------------------------- 
In summaru, the transition tUpe data with regard to 

content sullabus ormanization suggest the following: 

Learners do have preferences as to approach, some 
organizing their learning using examples, others 
preferring to use a set of rules. 

If Rules-ba5ed learning is used, a consistent 
strategy is more likely to lead to success. This 

consistent strategy may be Of a serial type, where a 
learner moves gradually through a 5yllabU5 organized 
from simple to complex, or it may be 'holistic, in 

that the learner takes general concepts for his sWll- 

abU5, and refers to grammar for support in his hUpo- 

thesis making and checking of more specific rules. 

If Example5-based learning is used, a consistent 
serial syllabus strategy (simple->complex) is likely 

to be time-con5UMing, and may lead to improvidence. A 

holistic strategy, concentrating an initial inclusiVB 

examples is more successful (less time-consuming) and 

probably less likely to lead to improvidence. 

An Examples-ba5ed 5Wllabus adapted bW initial input 

of basic structures or general concepts is as 

5UCC855fUl as a consistent Ru185-ba5ed approach. 

These observations indicate that the learning task itself 

may set up. requirement5 as to an ideal learning approach, 

and that learners with a preference for a different 

approach are more likely to be 5Ucce55FUl if they can 

adapt their preference to these requirements. 

I 
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In addition, the feature of con515tencu is apparently 
important. Learners able to select a particular organiz- 

ational strategy and carry it through, are likely to be 

more successful. The extreme lack of success of SlS: L and 
SlB: L showsthat a strategy is necessary, and the-, fact 

that the learners in the top group have the Most 

consistent Rule5-based strategies supports this. However, 

consistency is not necessarily a sufficient substitute 
for adautabilitu if the preferred approach is not the 
ideal one for the material to be learned (5ee p. 27S). 

9.3.4 B Reference 
The analUsi5 of reference use of grammar shows that in 

general it is important for learners to be able and 
willing to use grammars in. this waU. 

It shows that, especiallU for learners with a holistic 

approach, following up references is an important aspect 

oF their learning strategU. 

For Examples-ba5ed learners and other learners who use a 
lot of hypothesis making and checking, reference to 

general grammatical concepts is important, as is General 
Reference rather than Direct Reference. 

It also appears that the use of general grammatical 
concePt5 throughout a learning phase, and also General 
Reference are features of more successful, Rules-based 
learning. 

9.3.1f C Concludina Remarks 
In the summary above I have sought to expose the skeleton 
of the learners' strategies in organizing grammar learn- 
ing and using grammar materials. I must reiterate that my 
remarks are tentative, but that the tendencies in the 
data do provide enough support to refute the null hUpo- 
the51S that learners Will show no systematic differences 
in learning strategy. These tendencies also provide suf- 
ficient information to furnish hUpothesised differences 
in strategy which could be tested by further research. 
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10,0 Introduction 

In this chapter, I shall seek to draw together and put 
into perspective the various -observations made in the 

analUsis of the card sets, bU following two lines of 
thought. 

First, I shall look at general learning strategies and 

approaches to the task (macro/mesostrategies), and dis- 

cuss mU findings in relation to the various concepts and 

strategU tUpes introduced throughout this expositiong but 

particularlU in Chapter 2. 

Secznd,, I shall discuss learners' selection and use of 
different tUpes of language' learning material'' Cmeso/ 

micrD5trategie5). 

In both parts of this discussion, I shall make'tentative 
suggestions as to implications for foreign language 
teaching. TheW are tentative because 'the nature and 
scope of the task, and the data produced;, do not allow 
firm conclusions. Further research will be necessarW to 

show whether mW findings are generallW valid. In the 
third and final part of this chapter, I shall outline 
some possi. bilities in this respect. 

Nevertheless I would like to point out that manU of the 

observations from mU data are supported bU commansense 
and bW informal observation., 

10.1.0 Introduction 
Here, I 5hall discu55 the Finding5 regarding general 
5trategies of foreign language learning (FLL) from four 
different per5pective5, and conclude bU li5ting the 
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implications for foreign language teaching (FLT) as I see 
them. The topics are as follows: 

10. 
10. 

1.1 
1.2 

Plann 
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learnina 

rences in learning ai3l3roach 
10. 
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10.1.1 P111nning the Learning 
To start with the most general observation, the data show 
clearly that in an independent learning task a planned 
aDuroach is nec. QZZ&CW.. 

That this task is an FLL one maW or maU not be relevant, 
as it seems that the, abilitU to plan (carrU out a planned 
learning procedure) in this task is probablU dependent 

not onlU an FLL experience, though this helps, but on 
learning experience in general. The more mature (and 

presumablU experienced) graduate learners had a general 

advantage over their undergraduate counterparts. This 

suggests that experience in academic learning, which 

5hDUld entail a considerable proportion of independent 

learning activitU, weighed heavilU in the balance. It is 

difficult to generalize without a largerý5aMple -Of le55 

linguisticallU experienced and trained learners, but what 

evidence there is in the data supports this contention 
(5eB Ch. q. 1, p. 61). 

To return to the idea of a planned approach, the analusis 
shows that organization, especiallU in terms of learning 

activitU (methods), is essential. S915: L, 16: L and 17: L, 
the learners with verU low scores, show almost no 
evidence of organization and conscious planning in, their 
learning. The most successful learners show goal- 
oriented and highlU organized behaviour, both in terms of 
a content 5ullabus and an activitu sullabus (5813 

summaries in Ch. B, pp. 177FE & pp. 13EFF; Ch. 9, pp-262 & 
277). 
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That planning is neces5arU is a ýverU general and 

commonsense observation with no particular relevance to 

FLT 5pecificallU. EverU teacher knows that content and 

activities must be planned, and that learners usuallU 

rebel if the structure of their course is not suffi- 

cientlU clear. The onlU implication is at higher levels 

of FLL/FLT, where independent learning does occur. In 

this situation, if he is to learn, the learner must be 

helped to develop the abilitU to plan the organization of 
both activities and learning content,. - 

To expand on the general observation above, -we must 
inquire rurther- into the organization involved. As 

mentioned, it is apparentlU not onlU the content or 
learning, but also the activities engaged in, that need 
to be organized and planned. 

Activitu SullQbus_ 
A clear feature of the data is the use of nhases of 

activitIL, which can most generallU be described as 

orientation -> learning -> reinforcement (see Ch. B. O. 

p. lq4 for details). This sequence '15 general, 'and as 

stated before, the sequencing of' phases is based an 

commonsense, and is possiblU a product of conventional 
teaching practice. It is not the ordering of the phasess 

but the fact that a clear mha5e strSteou 
, 

seems essential, 

which leads me-to emphasize this feature (e. g. Ch; B, 

pp. 177 & 192). In the activitU of the least SUCC855FUl 
learners structure is least apparent. It seems that 

their phases are not sufficientlU internallU consistent- 
Cneither organized, nor in some cases long enough, e. g. 

Ch. F3, p. 177 & 19IFF; Ch. 9, pp. 27q/6). In addition, a 

consistent and extended period of reinforcement at the 

end of the task is lacking, and this phase -of activitU 

appears to be*necessarU (Ch. B. q. 3/4, esp. pp. 126 a 130; 

Ch. 13, pp. 177 & 191M. 

In this context, I should mention also variation in 

activitu. The analUsis of Context card use shows that 

some learners indulge in a period of 'relaxation' 
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(Ch. 7, p. 138 - 'diversive exploration'), and the analwsi5 

of the use of DictionarU card sets shows that change in 

activitU is apparentlW appreciated (see Ch. 6.4.4/5, esp. 

pp. 126. &. 130). Again, we appear to have confirmation of 

an established maxim, viz. that in teaching (learning), 

varietW is nBCeS5arU for retaining interest and atten- 

tion. 

ClearlU delineated phases of activitU (phases which, 
incidentallU, are not nBC855arilU coextensive with use of 
certain tUpes of material), variation in activitU, plus 
the general sequencing of phases, maU be prerequisites 
for anU SUCCe55fUl learning. On the other hand, theU 

maU be partlU a reflection of the skill aspect of 
language learning, and therefore, in terms of academic 
learning, a special feature dependent ýon the learning 

content. In particular, the necessitU for a final 

extended reinforcement phase would appear to be content- 
dependent. 

That the phase strategy is general, and not dependent on. 
individual differences, is attested to by the similarity 
of pha5e-organization in both Examples-based, Uncategor- 
ized, and Rules-based learners. That it is (at least 

partly) independent of type of material used, is shown by 

the fact that both block and integrated use is made of 
Grammar and Examples, and by the variety of purposes 
shown for Examples and Dictionary use; though of course 
certain types of material are preferred for some 
activities (e. g. practice - Examples; revision - Examples 
& Dictionaries). 

Content SullabLa 
The data also show that organization of learning content 
is nBC855arU. This feature is more recognizable than the 

need for clearlU delineated phases of activitU in an 

aCtiVitU 5WIlabU5, as it is well-known that learners want 

organized content. The need for content organization is 

independent of learner tUpe, and it is theoreticallU 
immaterial who organizes the content syllabus, but there 
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must be an organizing principle. Generalizing, we can 5aU 
that the principles seen in the data are either gradual 
progression: simple -> complex; or a cUclical procedure: 
general 7> specific, where onlU general items (super- 

ordinate concepts or central rules/examples) form the 

actual 5Wllabus, a variation of this being a progression: 
inclusive -> detailed, where the first 5Ullabus items are 

superardinate concepts or complex (inclusive) examples 
(favoured bW Examples-based learners)(Ch. 9, pp. 263). 

In this connection, however, we do find one, po55iblu 
ta5k-datermined, deviation from the general principle 
that organization is nece55arU, in that -the aiven 
disorganized grammar 'sUllabu5' (Grammar cards: laU-out 

order) followed bW two of the Rule5-ba5ed learners is not 

notablU unsuccessful. In contrast, consistent use of the 

civen 5imple->complex-orcanized sUllabu5 (Examples cards) 
seems to lead to improvident learning, at least for 

Example5-based learners CCh. 8, pp. 186ff; Ch. 9, pp-269- 
70). Individual differences in experience,. and in the waU 
learners use the material, maU plaU a role in this (Ch-S, 

pp. 256-7), in addition to factors in the task design. 

Nevertheless, we maW 5aU that in general, consistent 

principled organization of content is inherentlU 

nBCe55arU, as shown bU the fact that the least consistent 

and clear organization is shown- bU the four least 

successful learners (Ch. 9, pp. 260-2,270,276-7), but 

also, and perhaps more significantlU, bU the fact, that 

the other learners show distinguishable- though varWing 

- patterns of sUllabus organization, and the greater the 

claritU of the pattern the greater -the likelihood of 

success. 

Differences between learners in the choice of which, ' 

content sUllabus organization to use, represent, I think, 

a complex interaction between various features of the 

ta5k, and the learning 5trategW preferences which are 
discussed in the next section. 

I 
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The data show two major approaches to learning. These 

approaches are probably to a large extent content- 
determined and therefore cannot be generalized beyond 

FLL. I have called these two approaches Rules-ýased and 
ExamDles-based learning to indicate that they, are 
materials-dependent. In brief, these categories refer to 

a learner's preference for basing the learning phase of 
the task either on the use of Grammar or on the Use of 
Examples. The majority of the 5ubjectsý show a- Rules- 
based preference (19 subjects), while 3 show an Examples- 
based preference. The remaining 5 do not show anU-clear 
preference (the Uncategorized learners). These five 
learners are either idiosyncratic in their approach Ce. g. 
S28: M , or show a mixture of approaches or switches in 

approach Ce. g. 57: H, 532: M). 

The categorization is based on clear evidence- from 

card-turning behaviour, reasons for turning-'cards, " and 
differences 'in learners' note-making (Ch. B. 1; B. 2.1C, 

pp. 159FE). And the relevant question, of course, is 

whether this distinction corresponds to anU of the 

strategU differences described in Chapter 2. 

If we start with Marton and Sailjbls deep-level vs. 

5urface-level processina difference (Ch. 2.2.3, pp-16FE), 
we see immediatelU that this is a distinction in terms of 
the qualitW of academic learning, which ýmine is not. 
There is no waW to judge whether it is related to mW 
distinction, though various qualitative indications in mU 
data, with regard to possible attempts at understanding 
(Pask's definition - see p. 26)-bW learners of different 

types, would suggest that it is not (see below, 10.1*3). 

Pa5k'5 hol15t/5m 

his distinction 

learning stUles, 

to the Rules/E 

relevant. Yet, 

rialist strataga distinction Cp. 24) Cand 
between comprehension and operation 

p. 24), although obviouslU not equivalent 
xamples-based difference, seems more 

though step-bU-step Cserialist) and 
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top-down (holist) strategies appear-to be present in the 

data, theW cut across mW categorization. 

For instance, the Example5-based learners 533: L and SS: N 

use a serialist strategW (Ch. 8, pp. lBB-7), whereas more 

successful Examples-ba5ed learners all appear to use a 

more holistic approach with a ceneral->saecific Cinclu- 

sive->detailed) sUllabus organization (Ch. 9, pp. 269-70, 
27LD 

Among, Rule5-baged learners the 'difference is not so 

evident. But one could suggest that learners who work 

con5istentlU through the grammar cards, using a simple-> 

camulex ordering Ce. g. 526: H - see Ch. 9, p. 260, summarU - 
p. 261, and StrategU I-p. 276), or following the laWout 

Ce. g. 318: M - ibidem), maU be displaWing an operation 
learning tendencU. While those who use fewer Grammar 

cards, with. a general->specific 5UllabU5 content 

organization, maU be displaUing a comprehension learning 

preference Ce. g. 510: H - Ch. 9, pp. 259-60, and Strateau 3 

- p. 261; summarU - p. 276). The Rules-based subjects who 

Use mU Strateau 2 Cp. 261) are not clearlU of one or the 

other tUpe, and with Uncategorized learners it is not 

possible to judge, owing to their inconsistent or 

idiosUncratiC strategies. 

In summol: IL, it seems generallU possible to distinguish a 

comprehension/operation learner difference on the basis 

of the data, though the difference is not the, same as the 

more obvious materials-based Examples/Rules-based 

difference. 

As for Pask's suggestion of versatile learners,, (learners 

who can adapt their strategW or switch strategki in 

accordance with the requirements of the task, the most 

successful Examples-based learners do show an adaptation, 

not between comprehension and operation learningg but 

from Examples-based learning in the direction of 
Rules-ba5ed learning (Ch. 9, pp. 269 & 271 StrategW 3, 

and p. 276). This suggests that Rules-based learning is 
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more suitable for the task. Whether other learners can 
switch (or have switched) 5trategU is obviou5lU not 
known.. 

One last point with regard to Pask'5 categorization of 
strategies is whether, as suggested in Ch. 7, pp. 140F, use 
of the Contextual Information cards is sUmptomatic of a 
redundant holist strategU. However, no relationship is 

apparent between mU categariB5, or the suggested division 

of the subjects into operation and comprehension 
learners, and use of the Contextual cards. The onlU 
general observation is that the subjects who use manU 
Contextual cards also tend to turn manU cards-in toto. 
This might indicate some tUpe of 'redundancU', but what 
kind is impossible to 5aU. 

If we turn now to the more general concepts of deductive 
(reception) vs. inductive (di5coveru) learning, the data 

show a difference between learners which is 5tronglU 

related to mU categories. It is not, however,, completelU 
the same, though I have at times felt tempted to regard 
it as such. 

Example5-ba5ed. learners appear to be using an inductive 

procedure, unless 50MB Of them are rate-learning, which 

would result in a complete lack of anU attempt to 

formulate rules. Rule5-ba5ed learners, on the other hand, 
do not alWaU5 U5e deductive learning, though this is the 

general tendencU. Three individuals show evidence of 
considerable hUpothe515 making and checking activitU, 
rule-formulation rather than rule-a5similation (Ch. 9, 

p. 226), which implies an inductive learning process. One 

of these learners (S10: H) also shows a clear tendencU 
towards a comprehension learning 5UllabU5 strategU (5eS 

above). The two others (535: L and ýS: H) Use sUllabus 
StrategU 2 (p. 261), which is indeterminate between com- 

prehension and operation learning. But one could suggest 
that their greater rule-formulation activitU is indica- 
tive of a more holistic approach to learning. 
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Once again, then, we see evidence of the difficultU of 
making clear categorizations along anW dimension. More- 

over the categories set up differ, depending on the 
investigator's predominant interest. Categorizing learn- 

er5 into tUpe5 according to one dimension will seldom 

produce the same result in another dimension. 

MW Rules-based and Examples-based categories are set up 
with an eWe to the use made of tUpes of language teaching 

material. The other categories are set up on different 
bases and produce different learner groupings. However, 
the general inductive/deductive distinctionýdoes appear 
to relate stronglU to mW dimension, which, considering 
that it is usuallu regarded as equivalent to discoverU/ 

reception learning, a categorization barn of teaching 

methods, is hardlU surprising. 

----------------- 
FinallU, I would like to take up a more general discus- 

sion started in Chapter 9 (pp. 226-8). It could be sugges- 
ted that the Examples-based and Rules-based approaches, 
because of their content-relatedness, should be regarded 

as mesostrategies Csee Ch. 2, p. lS: Biggs) rather than 

macrostrategies, and that perhaps the general phase 

strategU is more deserving of the latter designation. 

A macrostrategU, as defined bU Bigg5q is the waU in which 
a learner orders and relates data (5ee p. 15), and is most 
akin to a learning 5tUle. Selection 

' of data is not 
mentioned, but I would suggest that this is also a major 
feature of learning strategU which is intimatelU related 
to, and possiblU superordinate to, the waU data are 
ordered and related. 

In the data, the design of the activitu sullabus can be 

seen as a generallU used macrostrategU, but within this 

no salient variations in preference were found. The waU 
in which a learner organizes his contgnt 5ullabu5, 
however, seems to be open to preference-dependent 
variation. Which materilia are selected, and the WaU 
concepts are 5elacted, ordered, and related, are all 
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features which varW between Examples and Rules-based 

learners, with Uncategorized learners showing a blend. 
This suggests that possiblU the Examples and Rules-based 

preferences, despite their apparent content-relatedness, 

either gr& macrostrategies, or are derived from macro- 
strategies, which are dependent on learner stUle differ- 

ences. ConsequentlU, theW would not be'-likelU to be amen- 
able to change bW training. Ifýthis is the case, this 

strategic difference has considerable implications for 
FLT (see 10.1. S below). 

But B150 within the major categories (Rules/Exampl85- 
b85ed learning/seriali5t/holi5t bia585),, differences in 
5UllabU5 content, selection and organization are seen 
Csee above Ch. 9.3.4, p. 273ff). Such differences could 
indicate an adaptation of a macr05trategU to the demands 

of the task. As argued in Chapter 9 -(pp. 226-8) the 

actual form a StrategW takes -maU wall be affected bW 

psUchological factors of the kind Bruner at al. 5UggB5t 

(13SS: 112), i. e. the learner is concerned to optimize the 

affect of the effort expanded, and reduce cognitive 

strain. PossiblU, it is the strategU adaptations that 

result from this kind of consideration, that*can be 

called MeS05trategies. M850strategiB5, then, would be 

determined both bU the learner's interpretation of the 
demands of the task, and bU his macrostrategU preference. 

This preference determination would in turn implicate the 

lower 1BV81 strategies also as important-Factor5 in the 

design of FLT materials and methods. 

I 
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10.1.3 Qualitu of Learnina 

Another possible investigative approach would be (like 

Marton and Sdljd, see Ch. 2, pp. 16FF) to look at the 

relationship between strategU and qualitU of learning. 

Qualitative concepts, such as deer)/surface-level 

processing (Marton and Slaljd), understanding (Pask, see 
Ch. 2, p. 25), and rote an6-meaninuful learning (Ausubel, 

, see Ch. 2, pp. 17-1B) have been introduced and used on 
occasion. However, given the skills-oriented nature of 
language learning, it is not possible to make judgements 

as to the qualitU of the learning, which involves 

cognitive processes not directlU observable in learner 
behaviour in this task/test. 

In certain contexts I have suggested that some learners 

maU be seeking to understand (Pask's definition, p-26), 
but there is no means of checking the validitU of this 
interpretation. The indications I have used as the basis 
for this suggestion are: some uses of general grammatical 
information (Semantics cards, see Ch. 9, pp. 230-1, Elflff), 

and background information (Contextual cards, see Ch. 7, 

pp-140-1); some tWpes of use of hUpothesis checking and 
FOCU55ed learning (Ch. 3, pp. 226-7); and what I have 

called 'opportunistic' use of cards (Ch. 8, pp. 181ff). 

What all these indications have in common is an apparent 
interest in linking aspects of the grammar into a general 
sUstem (i. e. seeing the relationship between rules, and 
their scope and limitations), and also, in some cases, a 
desire for explanation of the concepts. While the test 

can show no proof of understanding an the part of the 

subjects, these indications would suggest that the lear- 

ner is seeking understanding, or at least attempting 
meaninnful learnina. The definition of meaningful 
learning (that the learner seeks to link concepts into 
his existing knowledge structures in a non-arbitrarU 
fashion) is more easilU satisfied than that of under- 
standing, and there are manU indications in the data that 
learners are behaving in a manner consistent with this 
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definition, and not indulging in rote-learning Carbitrarw 

memorization), e. g. see Ch. 9, p. 215; Ch. 7, p. 136. 

As for deep/surface-level t3roces2ina, again the test is 

not designed to measure this. Yet as this distinction 

has much in common with the meaningful/rate distinction, 

I think we can saU that at least some learner5 appear to 

work at a deep level where this is relevant (see argument 
re the skill aspect of FLL, Ch. 2, p. 19-20). 

Hence, as to the quality of learning in this task, while 

certain indications suggest attempts at understanding, 

and others most definitely support a meaningful. learning 
interpretation, no firm judgments are possible. In 

addition, I feel bound to emphasize again, that in 

language learning, certain skill aspects are possibly 
best learned in a 4rote' fashion, by practice and a 

process of automation. Which to a certain extent 
invalidates qualitative judgments based an the types of 

evaluation criteria discussed above. 

I 
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In the. pre. vious three sections, I have been outlining and 
discussing the major strategies and 5trategW differences 

seen in the data, without focussing on the evaluation of 

them. This is nevertheless neC855arU, as I ýFind it 

evident- that, at least in this grammar learning task, 

5trBt8gW differences do have a profound effect on 

DUtCOMe5. 

Before looking at success in relation to mW findings 

regarding learning strategU, it is interesting to make a 
brief comparison with the general 'good learner' strate- 

gies suggested bU Stern, and Rubin, (Appendix 2A, Vol. 2, 

p. 1), and at Naiman et. al. 's reorganization of these 

(Ch. 2, p. 32). This comparison shows that some of their 

strategies are confirmed bW mW findings, while others are 

either too general to be relevant, or relate to other 

aspects Of language learning. 

Stern's Strategies 1,1-, 4, possiblU parts-of S, -and to a 

certain extent 7, appear ýto be confirmed. These are 

concatenated in Naiman at al. 's strategies, and'seem to 

relate to their Strategies 1 and 2 (see p. 32) and, in 

part, number S. Stern's list is more precise, and 
includes one of the features I have found to be impor- 

tant, namelU planning (StrategU 41--Itechnical know-how 

about how to tackle a language'; and, in number 5- 

'planning'), whereas Naiman at al. are not explicit in 

this respect. In addition, there is one of Rubin's 

suggested strategies (Appendix 2A), which appears to be 

important, and which is not made explicit in either of 
the other strategW lists. That is her StrategU 1: 

'willing and accurate guesser'. (See below 10.2.1 

for mW suggestions with regard to this. ) 

Therefore, I would saW that in general, where the aspect 
of language learning is of relevance in relation to the 
limited aims of mU task, their suggested strategies 
appear to be confirmed bU mW data, and none are drawn' 
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into doubt. Yet I would suggest that Naiman at al. 's 

strategies are too general to be of use as far as 
teaching ýs concerned, and, finallU, that no one list is 

complete. 

I 5hall now move on to look at the general features shown 
bU mW data in relation to success. - 

Relation5him between Succes5 and Plannina 
Looking at the waU in which a learner plan5 h15 learning 

procedure (10.1.1), it become5 clear that: in general - 
planned organization of learning iS e5sential; and more 
5peCifiCallU - planning- and organization of both the 

activitie5 to be engaged in and the content are 
neC85sarU. 

Learners who show little or no organization are stri- 
kinglU unsuccessful. Tho5e who show a particular planned 

sequence of activities are successful, as long as each 

activitU is pursued for a period of time, particularlU 
the final reinforcement activitU. Those who 5how a 

urinciDled organization of content in their learning 

period are successful, -and the more consistentlU theU 

follow the principle the more successful theU are. 

Closer inspection of the sequence of activitU phases 
reveals that an initial brief grientation phase 'is not 
detrimental, and is possiblU advisable for less exper- 
ienced (language) learners, who have to find out how to 

go about the task (see re Stern - StrategU 4 above). 
Prolonged orientation, however, seems to indicate inabil- 
itU to decide an a plan. 

Note that S13: H and 534*H, the two top scorers, both use 
some cards before their grammar block (see Table of Card 
Turnings). S34: H has been shown to be using orientation 
(C-cards), while S13: H has not, though this may have been 

an orientation phase (cards from various sets). Both 
these learners are scientists, which could suggest that 
their lack of specifically linguistic experience has to 
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be compensated for bU a brief initial period of search in 

order to set up a learning plan. Other successful 
learners proceed immediatelU with an organized sequence 
of learning activities (see Table 6.11- Vol. 2, p. 51). 

ModeratelU successful learners more often have a protrac- 
ted orientation phase, suggesting the need for a longer 

period to plan their learning procedure. The least 

successful eschew orientation, which suggests that theW 

plunge into learning, without having a readU-made plan 
available, and without realizing the necessitU of 
planning. 

As for the learning nha5e-, it seems that Conaistancu 
Ci. e. sticking to an organizational, principle) is the 

keU. Whether the principle chosen for organizing content 

is simple->complex or general->specific Cinclusive-> 

detailed) does not appear to, affect outcomes, but a 

choice between S81F-5elected and given sUllabus interacts 

with learner strategU preference CExamples/Rule5-based) 

to produce differential success Csee above p. 281, & below 

this section). 

As for other phases, an extended reinforcement phase 
seems to be necessarU, and-lack of, it correlates with 
lack of success. ' The use of practice, exposure, and 

medial checking phases do not appear to affect the 

outcome, and are presumablU more dependent on learning 

preferences and experience. 

In this discussion, I have obviOU51U been generalizing, 

and it might appear that there are, cases which Show that 

Such generalization5 are unjustified. There are, for 

example, 50M8 1853 5UCCO55FUl learners, e. g. 58: L and 
QI: M, who generallU conform to a card, turning pattern 

similar to that of the Most 5UCCBSSFUl learners (SOB 

Table of Card Turnings). But C105er 5crutinW reveals 

Salient differences, e. g. 58: L does not use her ExamplB5 

block with the intention of reinforcement, nor is her 

card Selection consistent (see Tables B-29 8.39 Vol-2s 

pp. 57-8); and Q1: M does not follow a consistent content 
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organization in her grammar block (see Ch. 9, p. 260, and 
Table p. 256). 

There are other learners who do not conform to general 

patterns of approach (Uncategarized learners), or depart 

from tUpical card use patterns (e. g. S30-H,, who is 

Examples-based). Nevertheless these learners' success ja 

related to their general behaviour in terms of organized 

activitU and content sUllabuses (e. g. Ch. 9, p. 259, esp. 
S7: H, S4: M - Uncategorized learners; Table 8.3, Vol. 2, 

p. 5B re S21: L, 928: M, non-reinforcement F-block purpose; 
Ch. 8, pp. 191f; Ch. 9, p. 269 re 530: H). 

These examples show that my generalizations can stand-up 
to investigation. More particularly, they show that my 
analytic categories enable me to explain relative failure 

much more precisely and constructively than bU, a simple 
reference to 'difference in language learning aptitude/ 
experience'. 

Relationship between Success and Preferred Strateau 
If we take preferred learning strategy CIO. 1.2) we see a 

more complex relationship with success. The questions, to 

ask are whether certain strategies are more 5UCcessful, 

and to what extent this is determined by the form and 

content of the task. 

Starting with the macrostrategU difference between 
Examples and Rules-based learners, we see (Table of Card 
Turnings) that the majoritU of H-group learners are 
Rules-based, and that a larger, proportion of M-group 

learners are Examples-based. However the L-group learners 

are again mostlU Rules-based. In, addition, the Examples- 

based learners in H-group are those who show an adap- 
tation of their strategU towards deductive learning. - 

This suggests that in this ta5E., which is grammar 
learning, a Rules-based approach is more suitable. it 

I does not implU, however, that for language learning in 

general a Rules-based approach is an advantage. 
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On closer inspection of the ExaMales-based learners, we 
find that the different operation learning/comprehension 
learning biase5 are apparently related to success. The 

serialist strategy shown by 533: L and 59: M is less 

successful than the more holist strategy shown by other 
Examples-based learners. Despite their use of consistent 

organization of both content and activity, they are not 
particularly successful, as their strategy is too time- 

consuming CCh. B, p. lBBEE). Moreover, it would seem that 

serial organization of the type these two learners Use, 
where activities are regularly switched Clearn+practice 

or learn+reinforce), does not lead to success. ' CInciden- 
tally, this provides further support for the argument 
that organization of learning into longer periods of the 

same activity is necessary. ) 

It would seem, then, that for learners with a preference 
for Examples-based learning, at least in FL grammar 
learning, serial learning of the type demonstrated by 
933: L and 59: M is to be avoided. Firstly, it may lead to 
improvidence (see Ch. 2, pp. 24-5), and as a result be too 
time-consuming (and possibly produce learning which is 

not meaningful). Secondly, it may lead to an inadvisable 

organization of activities. BU'analogW, though no cases 
are seen in the data, it is possible that for Rules- 
based learners also, ' such serial learning would be 
inadvisable for the same reasons. 

For Rules-based learners, success is apparentlU related 
to an approach which makes use of general grammatical 
information and superordinate concepts at various points 
during the grammar learning phase (Ch. 9j, pp-231 & 241M. 
This suggests that learners need to have Uggess = and to 

u= this tUpe of information as well as specific, rules. 
The use of such information maU help learners to obtain 
an overall picture of the grammatical sustem (under- 

standing? ), and maW possiblU also be used 'to provide 
advance organizers (see Ch. 9, p. 2il: Au5ubel). 
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For Rules-based learners'with a comprehension learning 
(holistic) bias, Use Of general information would bU 

definition. be part of their macrostrategU, - whereas for 

those with an operation learning preference Cserial- 
istic), one can suggest that referemce to general infor- 

mation might serve to avert the danger of improvidence, 

with its negative implications for quantitU and qualitU 

of learning. This would explain whW those learners who 
appear to have a serialist approach (simple->complex 

content sUllabus and manU sUllabus transitions - Ch. 9, 

pp. 260FE), and who do intersperse the use of general 
information, seem to have an advantage. However, none of 
the learners with an organized content sUllabus who do 

not use interspersed general information, have made the 

error of also segmenting their activities in the waU 
S33: L and SS: M have done. 

Summarizing the above, I tentativelu conclude that in 
this task (I can make no more general claims other than, 

perhaps, to suggest a general relevance to grammar 
learning), learners do show strategU preferences as 
follows: 

Examples-based/ 
\ 

operation learning -L 

comprehension learning -M 

operation learning -M 
Rules-based--'ý ""ýýcomprehension 

- learning -H 

L (low) M (middle) H (high) leVelS OF SUCCeS5 

ThS58 appear to be ordered as shown in terms Of 5UCCeSS- ' 

I would also emphasize that if we regard ExamDles-based 

and Rule5-based nreferences as manifestations of 
macrostrategi=, which there is evidence for (especiallu 
in that there are fairlU successful learners who 
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determinedly pursue a thoroughly Examples-based strategy 
(e. g. 531: M) in a task which would appear by its nature 
to invite a Rules-based strategy), it is not possible to 
dismiss them as a minor problem for FL teaching and 
materials. Macrostrategies probably reflect cognitive 
stUle, and are therefore difficult to alter. 

As far as operation/comprehension learning biases are 
concerned, it would seem possible to train learners to 

avoid the pathological tendencies of improvidence and 

globetrotting. (The latter is the hol15t pathologW, see 
Ch. 2, p. 25. No examples are clear in the data, though 
516: L might be such a case. The nature of the task: 

small pieces of information an cards, and fewer general 
cards than specific rules cards, maW have precluded the 

emergence of a 'globetrotter'. ) Some training possi- 
biliti85 might be, for example: training in analogU 

making, and in the use of general grammatical information 
for serialists; training in content and activitu 

planning, and in close inspection of more specific rules, 

or perhaps error analWsis, for holists. Also planning of 
teaching content and activitW which took these potential 

problems into account could probablW help. 

However, with regard to the strategy differences in 

general, primarily the Examples-based and Rules-based 

preferences, but also operation/comprehension learning 
biases, it would seem advisable to investigate them 
further, with a view to discovering what aspects of FLL 
lend themselves to certain strategies, and to designing 

materials which allow for learner preferences and aim at 
giving each learner the possibility of learning with 
maximum efficiency in his preferred manner. 

I 
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10.1.5 Imulications for FLT 

As a conclusion to this section,, I shall look generallu 
at the implications of the discussions of Planning, 
Strategies and Success for foreign -language teaching. 
More specific implications will be discussed in section 
10.2 (below), where I look at the use -of the different 
tUpes of learning materials. 

In the foregoing discussions I have made occasional 
mention of FLT. Here I shall summarize the implications, 

as I see them, in relation to the general design of 
teaching materials and their use. 

Firstly, and most generally, learning materials clearly 
need to be organized according to some criterion which is 

apparent to the learner. This may present problems if 

one thinks of the organization of functional syllabuses, 
but is a traditional feature of structural syllabuses. 
Even situational syllabuses offer an-apparent and appa- 
rentlU acceptable (to the learner) organization, though 
in terms of the language system they may be disorganized. 
The data suggest, however, an alternative to the usual 
interpretation of structural organization' as simple-> 
complex. Organization of grammatical concepts from 

general to specific, or inclusive to, detailed, of, which 
the semantico-grammatical (notional) syllabus is a 
possible example, appears to be used by a number of the 
learners (especially Examples-based). 

Also the use of general concepts bU. more successful 
Rules-based learners, would suggest that the presentation 

of higher 'nodes'- in anU sUstem is an aid to learning, 

and possiblU necessarU. More successful learning is- 

likelU to result when the learner has access to a 

certain amount of explanation, and can see how items 

relate to a whole. 

Incorporation of this feature of generalitU would not P1 
seem difficult when using grammaticallU based sUllabusesq 
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but with functional material, it is more difficult to 

find a way of systematizing concepts and of general- 
izing. However, the acceptability of a functional 

syllabus (both"to the learner, and in general pedagogical 
terms) would seem dependent an the possibility of finding 

a means of organizing functional concepts and rules. And 

in the light of my findings, this organization would need 
to be flexible, preferably allowing for both 5imple-> 

complex progression and general (inclu5ive)-> specific 
relations between concepts C5ee Arndt and Ryan, 1986, for 

one suggestion for principled organization of a func- 

tional syllabus). 

Therefore in general, regardless of the tWpe of 5ullabu5 
used, it would seem advisable to present the learner, 

either initiallW or periodicallW, with general (inclu- 

sive) concepts to which he can link the more specific 

rules (items) he learns. The position and prominence' of 

such concepts in the content 5Wllabu5, and their manner 

of presentation, would CideallW) varW' depending on 
learner 5trategW preference. For example, general 

concepts would be the dominant items in a cUclic 

general->specific 5Wllabu5 using presentation through 

examples (for Examples-based learners with a compre- 
hen5ion learning bias); theW would be used as periodic 

reference and extension material for Rules-based learners 

with an operation learning bias. 

Turning to teaching methods, it is necessary to take the 

activity syllabus into account. In this respect teaching 
tradition follows the learner's inclinations (or did it 
in fact form them? ). The key points are that there should 
be periodic variation in type of materials used, and in 

activity, but that no period should be too brief. These 

are already maxims of teaching. But in addition, we see 
that a prolonged period of reinforcement, using examples* 
appears to be necessary. This may be a reflection of the 

skills aspect of FLL, and may also relate to the form of 
the test in this task. However. the tendency is so 
general in the data that it seems safe to suggest that 
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consistent. organized and commrehansive reinforcement, 
using examples which embodU all the rules learned, is 

important. I will further hazard the suggestion that this 

applies regardless of what sUstematic aspect of language 

one is dealing with. 

Moving to more 5pecific feature5, if we take learner5' 

strategU preference5 into account, the implication5 of 
the analU5is lead to sugge5tion5 which run counter to 

u5ual teaching practice, unlike manU of the more general 
5ugge5tion5 above. 

If one assumes that in anU group there will be learners 

with Examples-based and Rule5-based 5trategU preferences, 
pos5iblU with varWing operation and comprehension 
learning biases, the organization of teaching and the 

choice of materials become con5iderablU more complex than 

when a single 'best' strategU is pursued bU the teacher. 

The implication of such a situation is that information 

should be presented to the learner in at lga5t two wau5 - 

as rules and as keu examole5, for analUsi5 - and that 

work with examples should not be restricted to practice 

or exposure, as is normallU the case, but that learners 

should be given the opportunitU of pursuing problem- 

solving activitU with examples, to lead to the con5ciOU5 

induction of rules. Furthermore, in terms Of content, the 

rules and examplB5 ch05en for presentation would also 
have to include and embodU more inclusive 5Uperordinate 

concepts. 

This M8U sound complicated but could, I think, be fairly 

easily achieved through careful materials design. With 

regard to exercises for instance, any 'batch' of 
exercises for practice of a particular part of the 
language SU5teM, could contain: for Rules-based learners, 

exercises in analogy-making and exposure of links between 

specific and general aspects Of the system being dealt 

with, making clear use of rules; and for Exampl85-based 
learners, probleM-501ving exercises building up to 
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induction and formulation of both general and specific 
rules. All such exercises could be based either an texts 

or on examples. Both tUpes of exercises would need to be 

added to the usual practice with examples which is often 
aimed at automatization. 

All such materials could be presented in parallel, with 
learners being given a choice between pairs or groups of 
exercises. Alternatively it might be possible to use at 
least some of the same exercises, but taken in a 
different order. 

In maedagogic grammars and, other grammar presentation 
material, flexibilitU could be achieved bU parallel 
presentation of rules and of carefullU sequenced, and 
possiblU analUsed, series of examples. 

This sketch of the possibilities shows, I think, that 
taking into account learner preferences of the tUpe 
distinguished in the analUsis would be feasible both in 

terms of the presentation of sUstematic areas of 
language to the learner bU the teacher, and in the 
learning and practice activities which the learner 

undertakes alone. Accomplishment of this would relU, 
however, on re-thinking both the tUpes of exercise given 
to learners, and the design of grammar presentation 

materials. 

.4 
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This section is concerned with the implications for 

language teaching materials (and methods) of the findings 

regarding the waU learners Use different tUpe5 of 

material. Some implications have alreadU been outlined 
in the course of the analUsis; here- I shall expand on 
these and draw them together. The section is organized 

as E011OWS: 

10.2.1 Use 
10.2.2 Use 

of Dictionaries 

of Background Information 

10.2.3 Use 

10.2.4 Use 
of Examples 

of GramM&L 

Comments regarding puraoses for use of these different 
tUpes of material will be included in each sub-section. 

10.2.1 Use of Dictionaries 

In the task, two distinct uses of dictionaries, are 

evident: individual card use for reference, and set use, 

which is comparable to use of word-li5ts. As these in 

fact imply two different types of learning material, I 

5hall look at them separately. 

Reference Use (Individual Dictionaru Cards)- 
With regard to the normal use of dictionaries EM 

reference, several points are taken up in the summarU in 
Chapter 6 (6.2.61 pp. 100f). The most important of these 

relates to the aualitu oF- reference uses. There is 

apparentlU a difference in dictionarU reference between 
less and more successful learners, especiallU Rules-based 

learners. It seems that less successful learners 

over-use the dictionarU, in that theU translate or check 
items, even when this would seem to be unnecessarU. This 

confirms mU own, and surelU manU other teachers', 
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experience of learners who cling to the dictionary with a 
kind of religious fervour, lacking the confidence or 

nerve to make guesses, and to use. their problem-solving 

ability to work out, the meaning of a word from contextual 

clues. 

The coincidence of this type of dictionary U58 and lack 

Of SUCC855, suggests that it is important to attempt to 

train learners in d15criminatina U58, of dictionaries, for 

checking and especially with regard to translation. This 

could be achieved by training in using contextual ClUe5 

and in informed guessing. 

Given personality differences with regard to risk-taking, 
there is of course a difference in the extent to which 
any learner can be persuaded to take risks (make 

guesses). But my own experience suggests that even the 

most safetU-con5cious learner can be persuaded to 

relinquish the dictionary, he is given a method for 

using contextual clues. 

Secondly, we see a difference in the cuantitu of 
reference uses between Examples and Rules-ba5ed learners. 
The former, and others using some of this type of 
learning (Uncategarized learners), make greater reference 

use. Given the nature of the task (beginners' level) and 
the nature of Examples-based learning, extensive use of 
dictionaries is natural. It is apparent, however, that 
these learners are using the dictionary as an aid to both 

vocabulary RDLL structure learning (cf. their extensive 
reference to function words in the translation dictionary 

-B set). Referenceýuse tails off quickly as learners 
become familiar with the basic structures (see Table 6.19 

Uol. 2, p. 51: E+U learners), when they switch to use of 
the A-set (Pictures), or make only occasional reference 
to noun5 rather than function words in the translation 
dictionary. 

There is also a hint of the possible qualitative 
difference between more/less successful learners 
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described above, in SQ: M, the serialist, learner who 

continues to make dictionarU reference longer than most 

other Examples-ba5ed learners. One could suggest that 

the improvidence he shows in his general sUllabus 

organization is also demonstrated in his use of diction- 

aries. His lack of analogU-making on the structural 
front is duplicated on the lexical front in a lack of 

guessing (guesses would be based on the similaritU 
between Novish and English vocabularW). 

In addition, we see'that the MOSt-5UCC85SFU1 Examples- 

based or Uncategorized learners make, almost no reference 

use of the dictionaries. , The "adaptation of, their 

strategy in the direction of Rules-based learning may be 

partly responsible, Wet the restricted use of diction- 

arW reference by these learners aspeciallUl may support 
the suggestion that a guessing (risk-taking) strategy is 

a feature of su cces5ful language'learning. 

In terms of teaching, these observations implu 'that for 

Example5-based learners,. or learners who make some use of 

Examples-based learning (here Uncategorized)", extra 

training in Judicious use of dictionaries would be 

advisable. Firstlu, to ýavoid over-use- and encourage 

guessing, as for all learners, 'bUt 5econdlU, to help them 

make optimal use of dictionaries, as an aid to structure 
induction as well as for vocabularU'learning. 

FinallU, the use of individual dictionarU cards in an 
orientation phase is not great, nor, I believe, of great 
importance (see discussion Ch. 6, pp. SBFE). Which maU 
lead to the conclusion that for initial orientation in a 
language task, word lists would be preferable tc 
dictionaries (see below). 

Word-lists (Use of Uictionaru Sets) 
Moving to the Word-li5t (Set) use of, dictionaries, we see 

a quite different pattern in the data, the greatest use 

of sets being made bW the most successful learners (Table. 

6.2, Uol. 2, p. 52). I have divided the uses bU purpose 
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into orientation, learning, and reinforcement, of which 

reinforcement is the major use, and accounts for the 

greatest number of set uses bU H-group learners. 

As stated in the summarU (Ch. 6.3.3, pp. 10BEE), orien- 

tation and learning uses of word-lists would not seem 

generallU advisable, but theU could be appropriate for 

some learners. 

Orientation bU means of a list Of words with translation 

equivalents and grammatical designations (Set B), could 

provide a useful introduction for a less confident 
learner, if he has the time for it; while initial 

learnina of a word-l15qwould onlU be advisable if the 
learner has a particularlU good memorU. The learning of 

words Out of context, however, would never seem parti- 

cularlU advisable beWond beginners' level. Learning use 

of7word-l15tS in the middle of a learning period - 
possiblU to provide a change in activitU, and a more 

general view of the language as a preparation for the Use 

of text - could be a reasonable thing to do (see Table 

6.2, Vol. 2, p. 52: H-group learners). But in that case 
the learning becomes less of a memorization task, and 

could perhaps be more accuratelU described as an attempt 
to gain an overview of learning content (semantic and 

5Untactic), which would implU a kind of orientation, and 

also perhaps 8 (holistic? ) desire, to know the general 
'shape' and limits of the area to be learned. 

It is difficult to see what implications this might have 
for teaching. One could suggest perhaps the possibilitU 
of using word-lists as orientation or preparation for the 

reading Of texts, e5peciallU to give the less confident 
students a sense of securitU, and to discourage too much 
dictionarU. reference while reading. Some learners (those 

with a holistic tendencW? ) might also benefit from having 

a list to look over, to give them an idea of what the 
text is about in general. These are possibilities, but 
it should probablU be left to the individual learner 

whether he cares to make use of such a word-list or not. 
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The final u5e of'word-li5t5, was for rA 

activity I have 5ubdividea into revisii 

checking.. The analU5is of the5e u5e5 

and difficult to 5ummarize, but certain 

5een (for a di5cu55ion, 5ee Ch. 6.4.3, 

pp. 129f). 

inforcl2ment, which 

on, testing, and 
is fairlU complex 
tendencies can be 

pp. 12OFF; 6.4.59 

With regard to purposes, checking and testing account for 

16 oF, the 23 uses, and revision seems inadvisable, as it 

is used very little by the most successful-learners. Most 

revision uses occur with the B set and tend to be part of 

a combination, where the learner appears to bass his 

whole reinforcement phase on the dictionary set use, and 
then only checking and testing items which, presumably as 

a result of his viewing of the B set, he realizes need 

further reinforcement. The alternative is for the 

learner to use the noun word-list (Set A) as the first 

element in a checking/testina phase, continuing with a 

comprehensive checking or testing of structure and 

vocabulary by using Examples. The latter procedure is 

that favoured by the most successful learners. 

The generalization we can make from this pattern is that 

many learners appear ýto want an organized (and compra- 
hensive) period of reinforcement of both vocabulary and 

structure. (The limited nature of the task may have 

influenced this decision, as it 1A possible to obtain 'a 

comprehensive review of the whole learning content). In 

addition, vocabulary is reviewed or tested before struc- 
ture (using examples), showing possibly an idea of build- 

ing up by stages, taking less complex material first. 

Another feature present in the data is that the learners 

use sets generally as a boundaru between rules learning/ 

-induction and other activities (usually with examples). 
This gives additional support to the suggestion that a 

period of different type activity provides welcome 

variation in a learning procedure. 
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As far as teaching material and practice is concerned, 
features of word -list use for reinforcement have 

particular implications for preparation for te5ts/examin- 

ations. 

ApparentlU a review of vocabularU - checking or testing - 
is for manU learners a desirable precursor to further 

reinforcement using examples/text, though of course this 

maU be the case onlU at beginners' level. Nevertheless at 
a more advanced level,, one could imagine that the 

availabilitU of word -lists with tBXt5 might enable the 

learner to effectivize his reinforcement. Looking the 

words over first might enable him to read the text more 
fluentlU, and to concentrate an features other than 

vocabularU at this second stage of his reinforcement. A 

second P0551bilitU is that where language production is 

concerned, a period of reinforcement using a vocabularU 
list followed bU examples Of salient structures Using the 

same vocabularU, might provide a good basis for 5ub5e- 

quent production of text in a test situation. 

In summarU, the most obvious feature emerging from the 

data is the more successful learners' desire for a well- 

organized and comprehensive reinforcement phase, in which 
both word-li5t5 and examples are used. In teaching terms 

this points to the need for well-organized and compre- 
hen5ive summaries of areas of learning, which the learner 

can use for this purpose. Summaries are not unknown, of 
course, as testing preparation, but the point here is 
that the summarU is to take the form, not'af rules 
explanation, but of word -lists and related exemplifi- 

catorW exercises. 

One final comment about revision: the pattern which 
comprises comprehensive word -list revision followed bW 

selective checking and testing, is less successful than 
the other reinforcement pattern discussed above. IF mU 
definition of revision (which is otherwise the vaguest 
and most general of these three concepts) coincides with 
the learners' understanding of the word, and if mU 
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categorization of instances is correct, then the use of 

word-lists for 'revision' does not appear to represent a 

wise deploWment of effort. It could be that a revision 

process Csee Ch. 6.4.1, pp. 111ff for definition) is too 

passive/ receptive in nature, and that effective 

'revision' is reallU a checking and self-te5ting 

procedure. This might suggest that learners should 

generallU be taught active methods or rev15ina for exams, 
based an the processes of checking and testing as I have 

defined them Cibidem). 

10.2.2 U5e of Background Information 

Given the form and aim ofý this learning task, the 
learners' use of the Contextual Information cards appears 
to be somewhat of an anomaly. First, the learners know 
that this is an invented micro-language; second, it is 

made quite clear to them that they are to learn grammar; 
and third, they know that the information on these cards 
is unnecessary. Nevertheless the cards are used, and 
quite extensively by some learners. This leads me' to- 

conclude that this type of information is of interest at 
least to some learners, regardless of how irrelevant it 

seems to be to the task. 

The analUS15 of learners' use of this, information shows 
no correlation with Examples or Rules-based strategW 
preferences, but there is evidence of a slight link to 

success. None of the most successful learners make 
indiscriminate use of the whole set, whereas this does 

occur among the other learners, and especiallU among 
those whose total number of cards is large (evidence of a" 
tendencW towards redundancU perhaps, as suggested above, 
P. 285). 

AnU attempt at explanation of the use of these cards is 

particularlU tentative, as the fact that theW were 
dealing with an invented language maU in some cases have 
dissuaded learners from using the material, whereas in 
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others it maU have aroused extra curios itU. -Nevertheless, 
I shall take up one or two points mentioned in the 

conclusion to the C card analUsis (Ch. 7, pp. 140f)jand, in 

the diSCU55ion of curiositU which precedes it (pp. 137ff). 

Specifically, no supporting evidence can be found for the 

suggestion that specific choice of contextual cards is 

symptomatic of a holist tendency (i. e. there is no 

correlation of C card use with use of many general infor- 

mation (Semantics) cards in a grammar block, or, espe- 
ciallU, with general->specific organization of content. ) 
Nor is the use of contextual information in order to find 

answers to specific questions restricted to learners who 
show indications of attempts at 'understanding' in their 

U58 of other cards. However, this evidence (or perhaps 
lack of it) does not invalidate the suggestion that such 
use of the C cards mAIL indicate such an attempt. 

Altogether, the use of background information maU have 

something to contribute even to grammar learning. 
Firstlu, as described in the discussion of curio5itU 
(pp. 137FE), it would seem that this kind of 'irrelevant' 
information maU be useful to the learner in his search 
for variation in activitU, and specificallU for 'di- 

version' (diversive exularation/curinsitu, see Ch. 71, 

pp. 138f). The FairlU widespread use of cards in this 

manner (5ee Table 7.1, Vol. 2, p. 5i: curiositU) shows that' 
there is no direct relationship between success and the 
desire for diversion, though the more--successful learners 

restrict the time theU take with this activitU. It would 
therefore seem to be a purelU individual matter, though 
the learner does need to bear the time factor in mind. 

The implication of this for teaching is 

traditional practice. Teachers would 
that learners need to 'play' at time5. 

of tidbits of cultural information for 

less traditional, and might present an 

possibly motivating, option. 

again to support 
generallW agree, 

However the use 
this purpose is 

interesting, and 

I 
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Secondlu, apart from diversion, some learners, mostlU 
less successful (less confident or experienced) ones, use 
the cards for orientation and to gain general background 
information (one kind of 5uecific exoloration/curiositu, 

see Ch. 7, p. 136), or to answer specific guestion5 Calso 

5DeciFic exDloration/curicsitu, ibid. ). Such uses have 

similar Wet different implications. 

General use would suggest that for some learners a 
general introduction to a language (orientation) through 
its cultural background Mau be helpful/de51rable. 
ParticularlU if the introduction contains aspects Of the 
culture which have a (Whorfian) bearing an the general 
5Wntactic and lexical structure of the language. 

The widespread use of C-cards 'to search for snecific 
information (see Table 7.1: specific use, especiallU CE), 

suggests that manU learners wish to Use cultural infor- 

mation of general relevance to the language, to aid them 

in obtaining explanation, overview, and possiblU under- 

standing of general features of the language. This use of 

contextual information maU aid efficient learning: for 

instance, as help in analogU-making (e. g. the learners 

who check a hUpothe5is about similaritU between Novish 

and English vocabularU); or, as orientation in a specific 

area, which can help to delimit the task; or, as a means 

of 5atisfUing a need for general explanations bU means Of 

which more specific items (rules or words) can be fitted 

into a sUstem. 

These various motivations and linguisticallU relevant 
Uses of background information implU that 50CiOlinguistic 
and cultural-linguistic concepts might be usefullU intro- 

duced into teaching, in addition to the tUP85 Of cultural 
information normallU offered to learners; this holds 

especiallU for adults at beginner'5 level, but could be 

generallU applicable. 

In summaru, there is no clear evidence that use of 
contextual information is an advantage For learners, in 
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that the most successful learners make sparing use of it. 
But the verW fact that so manU learners use it - at all 
(given its general irrelevance and superfluitU in terms 

of the task set), leads me to believe that contextual 
information serves a useful function, indirectlU perhaps, 
in relation to: 1) motivation (curio5itU is a 5Umptom of 

arousal and motivation); and 2) efficiencU of learning 

(5uperardinate linking and sU5tematization of concepts). 

10.2.3 Use of Examules 

Here we turn to a 1885 tentative and more important 

aspect of the analysis, which could have far-reaching 
implications for FLT, namely the quantity-and the quality 
of examples use in relation to teaching'. 

The data show that learners use examples for manU 

purposes, Uet that generallU the manner of use -falls 
into one of two categories. First, a focussed use, where 

the learner select5 a single example for concentrated 

work, often in response to a particular need (Integrated 

U=); second, a more global use of manW examples over a 

period of time (Blpck Use). 

The latter type is related to the learner's activity 

5Ullabu5, whereas the former is related to his content 

5Ullabu5 and especially to his strategy preference. 

Block Use 
Taking the more general feature first, the U58 Of sets Of 

examples in an actiVitU 5Ullabus (phase 5trategW), 

reflects common teaching practice, and has been discussed 

in previous sections (10.1.1/5, pp. 280,298-9; 588 also, 

conclusion to Ch. 8, pp. 177f). The skills nature of 
language learning necessitates, for most learners, exten- 

51Ve experience of examples of the language, of the W= 

of the rule5. In the data, individuals varW as to how 

much experience theW wish for, but successful learning is 

related to comprehensive Use of examples during extended 
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periods, preferablu of the same activitu, and especiallU 

for testing and checking. Other uses are practice, 

exposure and revision, but testing and checking appear to 

be decisive for success, regardless of strategU prefer- 

ence (for definitions of these activities with Examples 

cards, see Ch. B. 2.2, pp. 162EF). 

QuantitU of examples obviouslU plaWs a role in this 

experience factor, but the data suggest that the 

IqualitU' of the examples is more important when it comes 

to reinforcement uses (revision, testing, and checking). 

The most successful learners' pattern of reinforcement 

activity using Examples, suggests that an organized and 

comprehensive set of examples is needed, 85POCiallU in 

preparation for a test of structures (grammar). In the 

course of learning, emeated exposure/practice may be 

useful for some learnera (see Table 8.3, Vol. 2, p. 58), 
but as reinforcement, a set of examples which covers the 

area of grammar in an organized fashion appears to be 

useful. The use of such material is not general teaching 

practice, where perhaps the tendency with regard to 

examples is to regard quantity as more important than 

quality. The idea of presenting learners with exercises, 

using comprehensive and organized sets of examples (the 

organizational principle would appear to be immaterial, 

as long as it is made clear), would seem quite-practi- 
cable, and would appear to be a much more satisfactory 
and profitable way of preparing for tests than revision 

using grammar material (see next section), or disorgan- 

ized practice using examples. 

In order to prepare for text production 
than just grammar testing, it seems to 

using a set of relevant selected and 

tural examples, in conjunction with 

10.2.1 above, p. 306, for suggestions), 

effective means of training. 

generallU, rather 

me that exercises 

sequenced 5truc- 

word lists (see 

zould well be an 
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Intearated Use 

This use of examples is far more complex, and has impli- 

cations which relate more to the learning of rules than 

to skill acquisition. A5 we have seen, integrated use of 

examples for learning the grammar, and especiallU as the 

basis of content 5Ullabu5 organization (see Ch. 9, p. 268), 

is the decisive feature bU which we can distinguish Rules 

and Example5-ba5ed learning preferences. I have looked in 

some detail at the implications of this feature Csee 

above 10.1.5); here I have two additional comments to 

make. 

First, I wish to emphasize that Examples-based learners 
need to organize carefullU the activities theU undertake 
when using examples (Ch. 8, p. 193). All learners need to 
organize their activitu sUllabus as sustained periods of 
the same activitU, but Example5-based learners maW - 
because of the wide varietu of purposes for which 
examples can be used - be tempted to switch activitU too 

often, and so impair the effectiveness of their learning. 
A materials designer might also fall into this trap. So, 
to mU suggestions as to exercises suitable for Examples- 
based grammar learning (see above 10.1.5), 1 shall add 
the rider that elements of practice Car checking, etc. ) 
should not be included in an exercise intended for 
learning grammatical structure. Practice, and other uses 
of examples and texts, should be clearlU separated from 
rule induction, in distinct periods of activitU. 

My second comment concerns quality vs. quantity. As 
suggested above, quantity is perhaps important with some 
purposes for the use of examples, mainly practice or 
exposure Cboth stabilizing information in memory - see 
Ch. 8.2.2, p. 164f); whereas quality appears to be just as, 
if not more, important in extended testing and checking 

periods, and probably also revision Csee my comment above 
10.2.1, pp. 306-7). 

. 

But as far as grammar induction is concerned, the qualitU 
and organization of examples (whether presented as sets 
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of sentences or selected text passages) is nece55arilU 

all-important. 

I 

We have seen in the data a tendency for Examples-ba5ed 

learners to start by concentrating, on general or 
inclusive examples, moving only later to more specific 

ones (eg. S31: M, S22: M, S11: M). The implication would be 
that this particular type of content organization should 
be preferred in the design of Example5-ba5ed grammar 
learning materials. However, the need5 of serialist 
learners (like SS: M & 5. U- and the danger of the 
typical serialist and holi5t pathologies, would suggest 
that items be grouped for presentation in batches with 
exemplification of both superordinate and partial rules. 

These could be presented in such a waW that learners 

could work either with the overall concepts, or the more 
detailed ones first, proceeding - and this is neCe55arW 
if pathological behaviour is to be avoided - to the other 
tUpe of concept to complete the learning. ThU5, all exam- 
ples would be covered bU each learner, but in an order 
determined bU the learner's serialist or hol15t bias. 

To conclude, it seems to 
data, and their implications 

argue for a thorough overhai 
of the waU in which examples 
teaching, both in grammar 
exercise material. 

me-that the findings in the 
as sketched above, would 

A of our thinking in respect 
are used in foreign language 

presentation material and 
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10.2.4 use s2f r2rammar 

One would assume that in a grammar learning task , grammar 

material would be the Most relevant. Yet, as we have 

seen, dictionaries, and examples in particular, have 

important roles to plaU. Nevertheless the assumption is 
barns out bU mU analUsis, at least as far the majoritU of 
the subjects is concerned, in that theU prefer a 
Rules-based learning strategU. The evidence- of this is 
found in their use of the Grammar cards (Sets D& E), of 
which theU use more than the other learners; but the more 
salient feature of their strategU is their use of grammar 
to organize a content sUllabus. 

As with Examples use, we can distinguish two manners in 

which the material is used. First, Integrated Use, where 
grammar is used for reference, i. e. for help while 
pursuing activities other than grammar learning, or, with 
ExamplS5-based learning in particular, to check hypa- 
th85eS or learn isolated items during grammar learning 

using examples. And second, alock Use, where grammar is 
used in 5u5tained Reriod5 of grammar learning activitu 
with grammar cards. Within such blocks, grammar is also 
Leferred to (reference-b85ed transitions), but as WS 
shall see in the following discussion, these different 

contexts for referring to grammar material, tend to have 

somewhat differing implications for the design OF such 
material. 

Intea Use 
Taking integrated referencIL use first, the data show that 
for learners who use blocks of grammar material (i. e. the 
Rule5-based learnma and four out of the Eive Uncatego- 
rized learners), reference gUtnjda the block is restric- 
ted, though more successful learners CM &H groups), tend 
to show more instances of such reference than the least 

successful, who are more likelU to look at a small 
cluster of grammar cards Ear revision (or checking) at 
the end of the task (pp. 235F - Table SPIa: SummarW). As 
mentioned in the 5ummarU Cibidem), this suggests that 
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using grammar for reference is advantageous, and that 

using it for revising or more extended checking is not. 
For these purposes is seems that examples are more useful 
(see 10.2.3 above. ) 

The implication for teaching is that learners should be 

trained in - Using grammars for on-the-spot reference (in 
the same woU 85 theU U5e dictionaries) while ýengaged in 

practice or other activities with examples or texts. 
OnlU, in this connection, theU need to be encouraged to 

use the material rather than discouraged from over-using 
it as W85 the case with dictionaries. It maU in fact be 
mainlU a matter of broadening learners' conception of the 
possible uses Of BXP051tcrU grammar material. In 
addition, theU should pos5iblU be dissuaded from Using 
grammars for revision, and be supplied instead with 
5UitablU organized sets of examples for this purpose 
(above 10.2.3). 

Reference u5e is also made bU Examples-ba5ed learners 
(and the remaining Uncategarized learner), i. e. -the 
learners who make Integrated U5e of D/E cards and have no 
block of work with grammar material. The profile (and 
implications) of these learner5' u5e of grammar is 
5amewhat different from that of the reference u5s 
described above, of which there appear to be few 
in5tance5 with the5e learners; their u5e is more varied 
in terms of purpo5e, and of the tupe of grammar infor- 
mation referred to. 

On the whole, these learners use grammar exclusivalU for 

reference (except two H group learners, who also look at 
two or three grammar cards initiallU for learning, rather 
than as references initiated bU other tUpes of learning, ý 

material, and S21: L - Uncategorized). In contrast to the 
Rule5-ba5ed (block u5s) learners, theU do not use it for 

ordering their content 5Ullabus (sea Table p. 268), or. to 

provide the basis for their grammar learning, for which 
theU Use OXaMP185. (TheU Use few Grammar cards in 

general, see Table 8.0, Vol. 2, p. 55). This constitutes 
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one of the most significant differences between Examples 

and Rules-ba5ed learners. 

Also with regard to purpose, Examples-ba5ed learners' Use 

of grammar differs from other learners' reference use. 

TheU rof or to the grammar mainlU f or learning, and also 

for hUpothos15-chBckIng (especiallU the more SUCC85SEUI 

subjects), whereas other learners' reference U5e5 
(CUt51de blacks) are mostlU for recognition checking and 

same learning (see Table p. 235, & pp. 238f). 

This difference reflects the difference in overall 
approach, as Examples-ba5ed learners mo5tlU use grammar 
reference in the learning phase of the ta5k, as opposed 
to during practice or reinforcement period5, as is the 

ca5e with Rule5-ba5ed learners. 

One final feature of relevance to the discussion of 
implications for teaching is the type of grammar material 
Example5-ba5ed learners refer to. They use a higher 
proportion of general grammatical information (Semantics 
cards) than most other learners do, in either their 
concentrated grammar learning or when making references; 
they also use this information at an early stage in their 
grammar learning (see pp. 241ff). 

As far as teaching is concerned, this prof ile - of 
Example5-ba5ed learners' reference use of grammar has 

implications over and above the methodological one of 
training and encouragement in reference use of grammars, 
though that maU verU well applU to these learners too. It 

implies that in order to accommodate the preference of 
Example5-ba5ed learners for reference to this tUpe of 
information, padacogic grammars need to be wall-endowed 

with descriptions of superordinate rules, and explan- 

ations concerning general areas of grammar, and that such 

general rules and explanations should be clearlU marked 

as such to enable easU access. This suggestion should be 

added to that made in 10.1.5 about parallel presentation 

of rules and CanalUsed) sequences Of examples. 
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Block Use 
The second major use (Plock Use of grammar is as 
material for learning, the language sUstem. Here we are 
talking onlU about Rules-based learning: firstlU, the waU 
in which grammar items are selected and organized to form 

a content 5Ullabus; and 5econdIU, the purposes for which 
grammar material is used. 

Two main features or the data are: a) the principle the 
learner selects for orannizing crammar learnina content 
Ce. g. simple->complex); and b) the use of general 
crommatical information. The implications of both of 
these have alreadU been discussed C10.1.5), together with 
suggestions as to how teaching can be adapted to 

accommodate learner preferences. 

However, one further feature with regard to these 
learners' purposes in using grammar cards could have 

implications for grammar teaching. It seems that for 

these learners also a certain amount of huuothesi5- 

checking and Eacus5ed, learning activitU (which of course 
implU hUpotha5i5-making) is indicative of greater 
success, and, possiblUs in some cases more efficient 
learning Cp. 24SF). Mae Ch. 99 pp. 208-9 for definitions of 
these activities. ) 

. 
ConsequentlUs it could be suggested that some kind of 
training in hUpothe5i5-making would be a worthwhile 
investment. ExactlU how this could be accomplished is 
difficult to 5peciFU, but the use of exercises of the 
tUpe suggested as suitable for Example5-based learners 
(see above, 10.1. S) is a possibilitU. Here, in fact, one 
can perhaps glimpse a more general principle, for the 
idea of training in hUpothe5i5-making with regard to 

grammatical rules would appear to have much in common 
with the training in guessing suggested for vocabularU 
(see above, 10.2.1). 

FinallU, it must be noted that Within anU grammar block, 
i. e. during the period of concentrated rules learning 
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based an grammar material, learners also refer to the 
grammar (reference-based transitions). In other words, 
theg follow up leads and seek answers to questions raised 
bU the rules an the grammar cards and their associated 
examples, bU ' looking up If urther items in the - grammar - 
In the analUsis, such use is mainlU of importance as it 

provides a background to the learners*, choice of sUllabus 
items CsUllabus-based transitions), which reveals the 

organization chosen for the content sUllabus. 

The evidence from this reference usev however, does 

support a generalization: It seems that the more 
learners follow up leads from sUllabus items, e5peciallU 
learners with a holist bias, the more SUCCO55FUl theU 

tend to be Csee Table/and discussion, Ch. 9, p. 253-4); and 

also that this tUpe of reference to general information 

seems to relate to 5uccess. 

Altogether this implies that apart from encouragement to 

make reference to grammar while pursuing 'other activi- 
ties, learners should also be encouraged and trained to 
formulate and follow up queries, even while theU are 
learning grammar. As a result, in grammar presentation 
material this would suggest that references to both more 
general and to specific rules should be given, clearlU 
marked according to tupe. For pedagogic grammar, one 
could suggest that the usual extensive cross-referencing 
be accompanied bU an indication of the level of general- 
itU of the rule referred to. In respect of training, 
specific training in the use of this added feature in the 
reference grammar would be needed. 

For further suggestions of how to accommodate learner 
preferences in grammar materials, see 10-1.4-5. 
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10.3.0 Introduction 
In conclusion I shall make a few remarks on the merits of 

my method, and further discuss briefly two ass5umptions 

that have been made in this research and in the sugges- 

tions made on the basis of the findings. 

10-3.1 The Method 
With regard to research method, I am rullU aware of the 

objections that can be raised against exploring general 
5tUles and strategies on the basis of an experiment with 
such a limited number of subjects. The method places a 
heavU burden of interpretation an the researcher, and, as 
I have stated passim, generalizations and conclusions can 
onlU be tentative. However, I found that mU wish to studu 
learner behaviour in depth left me no alternative. 

On the other hand, it seems to me that the method has 

proved its value, in that I have been able to establish a 
number of categories and terms for learner behaviour, 

whose explanatorW power enables me to account for 

patterns in the data which initiallU seemed arbitrarU. 
More impartantlU perhaps, the categories I have found and 
the concepts I have been able to define for the data 
(such as Rules/Examples-based; orientation, learning, 

reinforcement; activitU/content sUllabU5; integrated/ 
block use) seem intuitivelU applicable also beUond the 
data (indeed a few of them are commonsensical enough to 
have been applied alreadU, though possiblU not so 
stringentlU defined). Thus I hope that mU studU has been 

able to do what an in-depth studU should: provide new 
perspectives, and new categories, which maU be used in 

further research, whether in qualitative in-depth studies 

or quantitative statistical studies. 

Nevertheless the method could, obviouslUs be tightened 

and refined in several waus, in particular so 85 'to 
ensure greater homagenei tU and precision in the data. 
Various adaptations have alreadU been, suggested, which 
would encourage the production of a more similar quantitU 
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and quality of commentaries across learners (e. g. 

consistent - use of tape-recorder, see p. 72), and would 

take into account the time factor in learners' U58 Of 

information (p. 73). Such changes would presumably pro- 

duce more data from each learner, and more consistent 

data in general, which would solve some problems of 

analysis. 

In addition, more precise instructions as to the manner 
in which learners could comment, and as to what aspects 

of their activitU one was interested in, might produce 

more consistent and informative commentaries (alwaUs 

bearing in mind, of course, that overzealous instructions 

can bias the data). 

10.3.2 Assumotians 
With regard to the assumptions made, the first is that 

learning an invented micro-language is directlU compar- 

able to a foreign language learning task. The second 

assumption is that matching teaching to learner strategU 

preference is beneficial in foreign language learning (as 
Pask has shown it to be with other learning content, see 
pp. 22-3). 

Further research is needed in order to test the validitU 
of these fundamental assumptions, an which are based both 
mU establishment of tUpe5 of FLL strategW and, in 
consequence, mW interpretation of their implications and 
their possible implementations in FLT. The following 
tUpes of research could be suggested, in which the same" 
or a similar method could be emploUed. 

To test the assumption that mU task JI foreign language 
learning, and to see whether mU findings-can-, be repli- 
cated CparticularlU with regard to macrostrategU differ- 

ence, but also to the importance and form of'the activitU 
sUllabus, the organization of content sUllabusess and the 

tUPes of activitu engaged in), one could design a grammar 
learning task using natural language, presumabluý at 
post-beginners' or intermediate levels' with subjects 
controlled for level of previous knowledge. This would 
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require, I believe, a carefullU selected vocabularU and a 

complex but limited grammatical area. It is further 

possible that 'real' material could be used, For instance 

FL->Ll and Ll->FL translation dictionarie5, short texts, 

and cultural information. 

OnlU at a later stage, when strategU tUpes and biases 

have been confirmed, and when aspects OF general learning 

organization (actiVitU 5UllabU5) and learner5' micro- 

strategies with regard to activitU tUpe5 have been 

clarified, could one progress to the testing of the 

second assumption. 

This would entail an experimental design similar to 

Pask'5, in which subj8Ct5 are first tUped according to 

preferences and then placed in matched and mismatched 
learning conditions, using speciallu selected and 

organized materials. 

FinallU, the generalitu of mU learner tUpes could be 

tested bU attempting research in areas Of language 
learning other than grammar. The use, for instance, of a 
task design like mine in a task to train listening 

comprehension is both feasible and practicable, even 
though two aspects, at least, would present some 
difficultU, viz. controlling learners' previous knowledge 
and testing their achievement. 

10-3.3 Cnnoludina Remark 
On the whole mU 5uggestions for further research seem to 

me to be FairlU uncontroversial. I have to admit, 
however, that theW are not, as far as I am cqncerned, the 

Most important perspective in mU research. In conclusion, 
then, I will make so bold as to sugge5t that the results 
of mU 5tudU could be immediatelU tried out in practical 
methods and materials de5ign. However tentative mU 
generalizations are theoreticallU, I feel sufficient con- 
fidence in them to let them affect mW own practice. All 
the more so because I stronglU believe that in order to 
develop this field of pedagogU it is of paramount impor- 
tance to switch between theorU and practice. 
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